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PREFACE

I
T seems certain that classical historians and geographers called

the whole region from India to Egypt, both countries inclusive,

by the name of “ Ethiopia,” and in consequence they regarded

all the dark-skinned and black peoples who inhabited it as

“Ethiopians.” Mention is made of “Eastern” and “Western”

Ethiopians, and it is probable that the Easterners were Asiatics,

and the Westerners Africans. In the present work, which I have

called “A History of Ethiopia,” I have made no attempt to describe

the history of that large portion of the earth’s surface which the

Greeks called “Ethiopia,” but only of that comparatively small

section of it which is to-day named, both by large numbers of

Orientals and by Europeans generally, “Abyssinia,” and also of

the country of Kush, which is now known as “ Nubia.” “Abyssinia”

is a Europeanized form of “ ^abash,” or “ IJabish,” or “ Habsha,”

which is the name of the Arab tribe from Yaman who invaded the

country some centuries before the Christian Era
;
and for nearly

two thousand years Orientals have called the country by the name

of its ancient invaders. Abyssinians of all classes speak of their

country as “ Ethiopia,” and dislike the Arabic name “ Habash.”

Every king of Abyssinia, from the time of Tasfa ’lyasus Yekuno

’Amlak (A.D. 1270-1285) until to-day, has been proud to adopt as

his chief title " NegOS Nagast za ’ItEyOpEya,” i.e. " King of the

kings of Ethiopia.”

It is not certain who first gave the name of “Ethiopia" to

Abyssinia, but it is clear that the Syrian (?) monks who translated

the Greek Bible into GS'ez {i.e. Ethiopic) identified Kush, or Nubia,

with Abyssinia, and generally translated the name of Kush by
“ EthiopiaV’ In the Table of Nations given in Genesis x. 7 the

name of Kush is transcribed correctly and we have Ttol Se Xd/if

Xo^s, Meo-pdev, /tal Xavaav. The identification of Kush with

Abyssinia under the name of Ethiopia, made by the translators of

the Ethiopic version of the Bible in the (or 6th) century, h^-s,

^ In Isaiah xliii. 3 where the Hebrew text mentions Mi^iaim and Kush,

i.e. Egypt and Kush, the LXX translates these names Alyunroi/ itai AWiowiav,

vii
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for many centuries, been accepted by the Abyssinians. And to

this day the Abyssinian in reciting Psalm Ixviii (v. 31) says,

“ Ethiopia shall make her hands reach unto God.’’

During the preparation of this work I have been driven to the

conclusion that the “Ethiopians” whose manners and customs have

been so fully described by Herodotus, Diodorus, Strabo, Pliny and

others were not Abyssinians at all, but the natives of Upper Nubia

and the Island of Meroe, and the negroes and negroid peoples

who inhabited the hot, moist lands which extend from Southern

Abyssinia to the Equator. It seems to me very doubtful if any of

the classical writers ever knew of the existence of the high table-

land of Abyssinia, with its wellnigh impassable mountains several

thousands of feet in height, and more doubtful still if they were able

to describe its physical characteristics, which at best could only be

known by a limited number of caravan masters. The hieroglyphic

inscriptions of the Vlth, Xllth and XVIIIth Dynasties prove that

caravans travelled from Egypt to the countries round about the

Blue Nile, and to regions much further to the south, but there is

no mention in them of any country which can be identified with

Abyssinia proper. In fact the Egyptian inscriptions cannot be

said to yield any direct information about the real Abyssinia or

its peoples, and even the Nubian and Meroitic inscriptions throw

very little light upon the history of the period in which they were

written. From the cuneiform inscriptions we can expect no infor-

mation about Abyssinia, though both the Assyrians and the

Hebrews knew of the existence of the country of Kush, and that

it lay to the south of Egypt.

We can then only construct a History of Abyssinia out of such

materials as are to be found in the country itself: and these,

alas 1 are few and unsatisfactory. There are no inscribed buildings,

obelisks, tombs, etc. to help us as in Egypt, for the monoliths at

Aksum, and the rock-hewn temples made by King LallbalS are

uninscribed, and the neolithic monoliths, inscribed and uninscribed,

discovered by Father Azais in Ogaden, Soddo and Guerague have,

up to the present, yielded no historical information. And it is

unlikely that they will do so, even if, or when, the symbols and
scratchings on them are deciphered. Moreover, they are probably

the work of Arabs. The only old buildings in Abyssinia are the
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church, which serves as a Cathedral, at Aksum, which was restored

by the Portuguese in the i6th century, and the half-ruined fortress

and palace which were built at Gondar by ’lyasu II. Nearly every

other building has been completely destroyed either by the Abys-

sinians themselves during the wars which the “kings” of the

various provinces waged against each other, or by the Arabs who,

under the redoubtable Graft, the “ Left-handed,” burned nearly all

the churches, monasteries, palaces and houses in the country. The
only trustworthy historical inscriptions dealing with Abyssinia

which have come down to us are those which were written in

Greek during the reigns of Ptolemy III, Ptolemy IV and Z6scales(?),

and the great trilingual inscription in Greek, Sabaean and Ethiopic

which was discovered by the German Aksum-Expedition, and has

been published with such success by Dr E. Littmann, its Director.

The names of several of the kings who reigned at Aksum during

the early centuries of the Christian Era have been found on coins

and deciphered by Schlumberger, Hill, Littmann, Kammerer and

Anzani, but the places of some of them in the King List have not

been ascertained, and they supply no general historical information.

Ultimately we are driven to construct a history of Ethiopia or

Abyssinia from the Royal Chronticles and chronological works

which have been compiled at various times by native authors, and

are to be found in manuscript in the great National Libraries in

London, Oxford, Paris, Rome and Berlin, and in the small Itbraries

of university towns on the Continent. The texts of most of

these have been published, with translations, by Basset, Perruchon,

Hal^vy, Guidi, Conti Rossini, Marcel Cohen, Conzelman, Littmann,

Esteves de Pereira, Weld Blundell and others, and these are the main

sources from which the history of Abyssinia from the middle of the

13th century downwards is derived. Although these Chronicles

are regarded everywhere in Abyssinia as the supreme and final

authorities for the histoiy of the country, it is impossible to accept

them as historical documents in the true sense of the word. In

some of them the kings of Abyssinia are said to be descended from

Solomon, son of David, king of Israel, by MS^eda, the Queen of

Sheba. In others we are told that the first king of Abyssinia was

Aithiopis, the son of Ham, the son of Noah, and in others the

progenitor of the kings of the country is declared to have been
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Adam. Chronicler after chronicler has repeated these legends, and

they are firmly believed in by the literati at the present day. As

to the "Queen of Sheba” it is very likely that some enterprising

“queen of the South” did make a journey to Jerusalem and inter-

view Solomon, but it is far more likely to have been a queen of

some part of Yaman or IJadramawt, than the queen of a region on

the western shore of the Red Sea. The facts of history suggest

that at the time when Solomon was reigning, about B.c. 970, the

natives of the country which we now call Abyssinia were savages.

The Habasha tribe from Yaman were the first to introduce civili-

zation into the country, as Conti Rossini and Littmann have shown,

and the story of a queen who went to Jerusalem probably entered

the country with them. There is also the possibility that the

story was borrowed from the Jews, who had settled themselves as

merchants in Abyssinia some centuries before the Christian Era,

and whose writings are full of stories of the greatness and wisdom

of Solomon. There is no doubt that a grain of historical fact

underlies the l^end, but it is now quite impossible to separate it

from the accretions in which it is buried.

The Chronicles also tell us that Aksum was founded by Solomon,

or by his son ’£bna El-Hakim, i.e. Menyelek I, but it is certain

that such was not the case, for the first mention we have of the

city (jifi}rp6wd\i<! r&v Av^a>iiir&p) occurs in the Periplits (see

Muller, Geographi graeci, tom. I) and the facts of history show that

it was not founded until the ist century of our Era. The truth is

that the Abyssinians know nothing about the true history of their

country in pre-Christian times. They have always had a passionate

desire to be considered a very ancient nation, and the vivid imagi-

nation of their scribes has borrowed the traditions of historical

facts preserved by the Semites, f.e. Yamanites, IJimyarites, Hebrews,

etc., and modified them to suit the aspirations of their fellow-

countrymen. They possessed no lists of the pre-Christian kings of

Abyssinia, because no Abyssinian ” kingdom ” existed before the

time of Za-Hekle whose name probably appears in the

Periplus under the form of Zoskales, Z<Bor*aAfl;s (Muller, Geographi

graeci) tom. 1. p. 26). And the first "King of the kings of Ethiopia ”

known to us is Yekuno ’Amlak (A.D. 1270-1285), who brought the

whole country under his rule.

X
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The history of Abyssinia during the Christian Era, as presented

by chroniclers and scribes, until we come to the second half of the

13th century, is, to say the least of it, incomplete and, in some
respects, is wholly untrustworthy. It is however only fair to say

that this is due to the fact that whatever King Lists or chronological

works may have existed at Aksum, and in the great monasteries

in the south, were nearly all burnt or otherwise destroyed before

Yekuno ’Amlak ascended the throne. During his reign literary

activity began in Abyssinia, but it is the sad fact that no Ethiopic

manuscript older than the 14th century is known to exist. It

is possible that the six MSS. specially mentioned by Zotenbeig in

the "Avertissement” to his Catalogue des MSS, 6thiopiens, Paris,

1877, belong to the 14th century, but Wright and others

doubted it, and with good reason. The oldest dated Ethiopic MS.
in England is in the British Museum (Oriental No. 719) and it

contains the History of King LallbalS Gabra Maskal. It was

written by an admirer, or perhaps, disciple, of this king called

'Abba ’AmM, who intended it to be preserved in the monastery

of Golgotha, and was subsequently given to the church there by

King Zar’a Ya‘k6b, or Constantine I, who began to reign in 1434.

Nearly all the Ethiopic MSS. extant belong to the 17th, i8th and

igth centuries, and it is probable that the King Lists found in

them and the misstatements of historical facts are derived from

the works of Arab and Coptic Christian writers.

In the Chronicles and other native works we are told that

Christianity was introduced into Abyssinia by the Apostle Thomas,

and by Feremenatos (Frumentius) and his brother Aedesius who

taught ’Ela-’AzguaguS, the son of ’£la-’Alada, and converted the

Abyssinians, and ’Abreha and ’Asbeha, are stated by many Abys-

sinian writers to have been the first two Christian kings of their

country. Now the Apostle Matthew laboured in various places,

but there is no evidence that he ever went to Abyssinia. In some

form or other the story of Frumentius and Aedesius is probably

true, but the extent and effect of their missionary labours are

greatly exaggerated. The inscriptions discovered by Littmann

prove, in my opinion, beyond all doubt, that the first king who

adopted Christianity as the National Religion of Abyssinia was

‘Ezana, a mighty warrior, and the greatest of all the kings of

xi
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Aksum, who reigned in the second quarter of the 4th century.

These insciiptions show that ‘Ezana abandoned the symbols of his

pagan gods in his later inscriptions, and adopted the Cross, and

became a worshipper of the One God of Heaven, Who had given

him the victory and made him king of all the countries from

Aksum to the Equator, and from the Nile to Arabia inclusive.

He followed the example of Constantine and made Christianity

the official religion of his country, because it was politically and

commercially expedient. The arguments which Littmann has

adduced in proof of this fact appear to me to be unanswerable.

But when we turn to the native Chronicles we find no mention of

this great and far-reaching act of ‘Ezana, and their writeis repeat

ad nauseam the names of 'AbrehS and ’AsbehS as the intioducers

of Christianity into Abyssinia. Fuither, in the Chronicle published

by Basset we are told that these kings “builded Aksum,” whilst

other Chronicles claim that it was "builded” by Menyelek I, about

fifteen hundred years earlier. Contradictions, anachronisms and

confounding of the names of persons and places are common in

works dealing with history and chronology, and prove that their

authors and copyists lacked the ability to write history as we
understand it. Much confusion has been caused by the mistakes

made in copying by ignorant and sleepy and careless scribes, and

the similarity of some of the letters which are used as numerals has

given rise to many mistakes in making calculations. In a carelessly

written manuscript it is often difficult to distinguish between % 6

and % 7 and between g 8 and g 20, and g 60, and between 30
and 9 40.

The reader who will take the trouble to examine the Manu-
scripts of the lists of kings given on pp. 204 f. of this book will see

that it is impossible to reconcile their statements, and it seems to

me that they represent the attempts made by ancient scribes to

include in one list all the names of the "kings” of the great

provinces of Abyssinia known to them. These lists have been the

despair of every scholar who has tried to build up a scheme of

Abyssinian chronology, and among those who have failed in their

efforts to do this is my friend Mr C. F. Rey, the distinguished

traveller in Abyssinia. When writing his recently published work
(In the. Cmntfy of the Blue London, 1927) he decided to give
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in it a list of the "kings of Ethiopia," and he wrote to H. E. Ras

Tafari and asked him to supplyhim with one. His Highness caused

a list of the “Ethiopian kings and the history of the Ethiopian

Kings of kings (Emperors)" to be made, and forwarded to him, and

a translation of it is given by Mr Rey in his Appendix A. Now
as this list was drawn up by Ras Tafarl’s orders we may fairly

assume that the task of compilation was committed to the most

competent scholars and scribes in Adis Ababa, and we may be

excused if we further assume that it represents the considered

opinions of the Government officials in Abyssinia about the names

of the kings, and the order of their succession, and the lengths of

their reigns. In any case this King List must be briefly examined

here, for it contains some startling statements. The list begins with

A.M. 970 (B.C. 4530) and ends with — 1787, and is divided

into eleven sections, thus:

Dynasty of No. of kings A.M. B c.

I. Ori, or Aram 21 kings 970-2256 4530-3244

The kings between the'

Flood and the Fall of

the Tower of Babel

[not stated]

2256-2787
3244-2713

2. Kara 25 kings 2787-3515 2713-1985

3- Agdazyan (Joktan) 52 kings 3515-4518 1985-982

4- Menyelek I 67 kings 4518-5500 982-A.D. 9

s. ? 35 kings 5500-5806 A.D. 9-306

6 . ? [Christians] 32 kings 5806-5993 306-493

7. Kaleb 27 kings 5993-6420 493-920

8. ZSgwe II kings 6420-6753 920-1253

9- Yekuno ’Amlak 23 kings 6753-7000 1253-1500

10. Lebna Dengel 3 kings 7000-7055 1500-1555

II. Gondar 18 kings 7055-7279 1555-1787

Total 314 (not 312) kings in 6310 years,

””
the average length of the

reigns being a little over

20 years, which is too high.

98 kings reigned over Ethiopia before Menyelek I.

165 kings reigned over Ethiopia before the birth of Christ.

xiii
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231 (not 230) kings reigned over Ethiopia before the reign of

Pazena Ezana, (No, 32 of Dynasty VI.)

About 30 kings (’lySsu Ba'ala Segab to Lidj ’iySsu) reigned

over Ethiopia from 1787 to 1916, but these are not mentioned in

the new King List.

I have compared the King List published by Mr Rey with the

King Lists given in the manuscripts in the British Museum and in

the Bodleian, and it differs greatly from them. We may note:

I. Adam is no longer claimed to have been the great ancestor

of the kings of Ethiopia, and the first king whose name is given

in it is ORI, who is identified with Aram, the son of Shem

(Genesis x. 22). Thus it is clear that the modern Abyssinians

‘ prefer to regard themselves as the descendants of Shem and not

Ham, because “The Will of God decreed sovereignty for the seed of

Shem, and slavery for the seed of Ham” (Kebra NaGAST, Chap. 74).

II. The names of the kings who reigned during the psiiocl of

531 years between the Flood and the fall of the Tower of Babel

are not given. The older King Lists and other works state that

these kings were pagans and idolaters and worshippers of the

“serpent,” and apparently they ai« not considered to be worthy of

being mentioned by name.

III. Twenty-five of the kings who reigned after the fall of the

Tower of Babel are said to have been of the "tribe of Kam” ; now

Kam is clearly the Egyptian Kam © , i.e. Egypt, and

many of the Karaite kings have names which are of Egyptian origin,

Hoikam = lier-kam, Amen, Ramenpahte = Men-pekhli-RS.

IV. The 52 kings of the third group are said to be the

descendants of Joktan (Yoljtan), the son of Eber (Genesis x, 25),

but judging by their names many of them were Egyptians

!

V. The 35 kings who reigned during the first three centuries

of our Era are said to have been "Christianized” by the Apostle

Matthew. But, according to the (^a^/a ffawarydt Matthew never

preached in Ethiopia, and he was beheaded in Parthia. (See also

Lipsius, ApostelgtschidUe, Vol. il, PL 2, p. 129.) In the next
section of this King List it is distinctly stated that Christianity was
Introduced into Ethiopia by Abba Salama,or Frumentius, A.D. 327.

And the eunuch DjSn Daraba, whom Philip baptized (Acts viii, 27),

xiv
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if he taught at all, taught at Napata or Meroe. Thus the new King
List contradicts itself.

A remarkable feature of the new King List is the inclusion in

it of the names of kings of Mesopotamia, Egypt and Nubia. Thus
in Section I we have the name Nimioud (No. XII), Seneferou and

Assa. Nimroud is, of course, Nimrod, SENEFEROU is Seneferu

p J
raided the Sudan,andAsSA is i| [|(Vth Dynasty),

whose officer Baurtet brought back to Egypt a pygmy from the

Land of the Spirits. Among the kings descended from Joktan is

Amen Asro, i.e. Asru-meri-Amen ^ Merottic

prince; Amen Emhat, i,e. Amenemhat ^ name

borne by four kings of the Xllth Dynasty, and the names of several

of the HIGH PRIESTS OF Amen, who styled themselves kings of all

Egypt, viz,:

No. 43. Heriior = Her-Her

No. 45. PiNOTSEM I = Pai-netchem •

No. 46. PiNOTSEM II = Pai-netchem
I

No. 47. Masaiierta =Masaliarta^^i^ra'^'^
1 l|.

No. 48. Ramenkoperm = Menkheperra ^

.

No. 5 2. Makeda = Maat-ka-Ra ©^ L) •

Among the names of the descendants of Menyelek I we find

Amen Hotep (Amen-hetep), RamisSU (Rameses), Sabaka and

Sabaicon (Shabaka), ErDA Amen (Rut-Amen), Nuatmeawn
(Tanutamen), Piyankihi (Piankhi), Aspurta (Aspelta), Har-

SIATAW (Hersatef), Nastassanan (Nastasen), WUHA Abra

(Uahabra), PSEMIT (Psammetichus), Tarakos (Tirha^jah), Apras

(Apries), and Tutimheb (Tehuti-em-heb). None of these names of

kings of Egypt and Napata appears in the King Lists which have

been published from the Ethiopic MSS. in our Libraries, and it

would be interesting to know why they were inserted in the new

King List, and on what or whose authority. It seems to me that

some of the native scribes have been reading a modern European

bXV
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History of Egypt, and that they have incorporated in their King

Lists the names of some of the kings of Egypt who laid Nubia

and other parts of the Sudan under tribute, and the names of the

priest kings and Nubian kings of Napata and Mcroe. The native

name of every king of Abyssinia has a meaning, but if the names

of the kings of Egypt which the scribes have taken from a European

book were translated into Ethiopic letters they would be absolutely

meaningless.

The new King List however emphasizes and proves one very

important fact concerning the history of Abyssinia, viz. that no

native king or Ras before Yekuno ’Amlak was able to call himself

truthfully “ King of the kings of Ethiopia.” And before that date

almost all the kings of Abyssinia were of Asiatic origin, and

the descendants of Southern or Northern Semites. The facts of

history show that the Abyssinians borrowed everything of im-

portance from the nations round about them. Their oldest civiliza-

tion they owed to the Himyarites and Yamanites, and their

language is closely allied to tliat of the peoples in the south of

the Arabian Peninsula. The Plebrews from Palestine taught them

the arts of commerce and something of the Religion and Law of

Jahweh. The Abyssinians proclaim passionately their relationship

to the Hebrew Patriarch, and probably for centuries before the

Birth of Christ, Jerusalem was a place of pilgrimage to them, as

Mecca is to the Muslim. The KebRA Nagast describes the steal-

ing of the Ark of the Covenant from Jerusalem by Menyelek I as

a glorious and patriotic act, and the introduction of the Law and

worship of Jahweh into Abyssinia as a blessing bestowed on the

country by Almighty God. The Kushites (Nubians) passed on to the

Abyssinians much which they themselves had learned from their

Egyptian conquerors, and in the early centuries of the Christian Era
the Greek merchants who traded with the merchants of Aksum by
way ofAdulis taught them how to increase their wealth, and to raise

theii; standard of living. But after ‘EzanS had made Christianity

the official religion of his country, the Abyssinians were unable to

found a Church for themselves, and it was to the Jacobite Church
of Alexandria that they looked for their Abuna or spiritual head,

and their dogmas, liturgies, church equipment, etc. The wonderful

rock-hewn churches of Lallbala were the work not of Abyssinians,
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but of Egyptian and Syrian artificers which he brought from

Egypt and Jerusalem. The old bridge over the Blue Nile at

Agam Deldi was built by the Portuguese, as were many important

forts, churches and palaces throughout the country. There is no

native art, no sculpture, no painting, for sculptured figures are not

allowed in churches
;
and the paintings of the Virgin and Saints

which are hung on the walls are debased copies of those which

were made by the monk artist Branca Leone. And practically

speaking there is no native literature, for the greater part of it

consists of translations of Arabic and Coptic works. Even the

syllabary is derived from the ^limyaritic alphabet, and the

numerals are letters of the Greek alphabet. The debt which the

Abyssinians owe to the Jesuit Fathers, whom they persecuted and

murdered or expelled, has never been adequately recognized.

These able and devoted men taught them not only the Way of

Christ, but morals and manners. A true and full account of their

labours has not, as far as I know, ever been published, and I regret

that exigencies of space have prevented my giving in this book

summaries of the documents in Spanish, Portuguese and Italian

which Beccari has printed in the fifteen volumes of his great work,

Rerum aethiopkarum scriptores inediti, Rome, 1905-1914.

A word or two may now be said about the present work. The

idea of writing it was first suggested to me by His Highness

Ras Makonnen, or Makuannen, nephew of Menyelek II, in 1905,

when one Sunday in July he came with his suite, accompanied by

Sir John Harrington, H.B.M.’s Consul-General in Abyssinia, to

inspect the Ethiopic manuscripts and the Egyptian antiquities

preserved in the museum of Sir Henry Bruce Meux, Bart, and

Lady Meux at Theobald’s Park, Waltham Cross. He examined

with the greatest interest the facsimile editions of Ethiopic MSS.

which Lady Meux had printed at her private expense, and then he

suggested to me as the editor and tiahslator of the Meux MSS.

that I should write a History of Ethiopia from the time of Adam
to the present day. Sir John Harrington acted as interpreter, and

through him the Ras told me that he would pay for printing the

work, provided that he could have an unlimited number of copies

of it in Abyssinia. He said that he intended to establish a printing

press at Adis Ababa, and that he would print editions of all the

xvii bi
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works used in the churches and monasteries of his country. Befoie

leaving Theobald’s Paik he begged Lady Meux to publish the

Life and Miracles of Takla Hdymdndt, the premier saint of

Abyssinia, and stablisher, or pcihaps more correctly, the founder

of the so-called “Solomonic line of kings” of that country; she

promised to do so, and in due course the work appeared^ and was

dedicated to him. His plans for the revival of literary activity in

Abyssinia did not materialize for he died in March 1906.

In this book I have attempted to give the principal facts of the

history of Abyssinia, both legendary and real, as they are found in

the native legends and in chronicles and chronological compila-

tions, the texts of many of which have been published by European

scholars. Real histoiy begins with the founding of the kingdom of

Aksum, either in the first century B.C. or the first century A.D,

For the history of the first four centuries of our Era the volumes

of the official Report of the Deutsche Aksum-Exfedition by

Littmann and T. von Liipke are invaluable. The new texts are

very important, and Littmann’s deductions from them throw an

entirely new light on the manner in which Christianity was intro-

duced into Abyssinia. And thanks to von Liipke we now have,

for the first time, accurate drawings of the monoliths of Aksum.

A cloud, more or less dense, obscures the history of Abyssinia for

several centuries, and comparatively little is known of the Zagwe

who were the rulers of the country from the beginning of the loth

to the end of the first half of the 13th century. From that time

to the present day, thanks to the Chronicles which we possess, the

acts of the individual kings of the kings of Ethiopia are tolerably

well known. I have made the summaries of the reigns given herein

chiefly from the editions of the texts published by Guidi, the

veteran scholar, whose knowledge of Ethiopic and Amharic is

unrivalled, by Conti Rossini, who has travelled extensively in

Abyssinia and is our first authority on the dialects of the country,

both ancient and modern, by Littmann, Director of the German

The Life andMiracles ofTakla, HByrnanot in the version ofDobra ISb&ndSy
and The Booh of the Riches of Kings, the Ethicfte texts edited from Brit.

Muse Orient, No, 728 vrith English translations, to which is added an English
transloMon of the Wfaldeibiin version, by E. A, Wallis Budge. With i6j

cdLoured, plates. Privately printed for Lady Meux. 2 vols. folio. London, 1906.
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Expedition to Aksum, by Weld Blundell, editor and translator of

a section of the Royal Chronicle, by Basset, Perruchon, Conzelman,

Pereira and others My narrative stops at 1916, the year of the

accession to the throne of Queen Zawaditu.

The inclusion of a section on the history of Nubia seemed to

me to be very necessary, for the Egyptian hieroglyphic inscriptions

show that the Nubians traded with the countries of Southern

Abyssinia in the time of the Old Kingdom of Egypt, and the

Nubian inscriptions of a later date throw much light on the trade

which was carried on between Egypt and Nubia and the countries

round about the Blue Nile and the countries to the south and

south-east. The excavations made by Garstang at Meroe, and by

Griffith at Marawi and Faras, and by the Americans at Karmah
and on the pyramid fields of Napata and Meroe have yielded very

important results, and supplied much new information about the

later native kingdoms of Napata and Meroe, and the famous

Candace Queens. I have dispensed with footnotes throughout the

book, because frequent references to the same book or books

become tedious and distract the reader’s attention. But I have

mentioned all “key” texts and authorities within parentheses in

the narrative, and in respect of the others, the Bibliography on

pp. 63 1-644 will assist the reader.

The Abyssinians are as ignorant about the names and order of

their early kings as they are about their early history, and I have

found it impossible to harmonize the lists given in the various

manuscripts, for they differ seriously, even about the forms of their

names. It is clear that they are incomplete, and that the scribes

who compiled them had no authentic lists from which to copy.

And the list recently made, which Mr Rey has published, only

adds to our difficulties.

The study of Abyssinian history from the time of Yekuno

’Amlak to the present day shows that the Kings of the kings of

Abyssinia never made any attempt to create a continuous and

settled form of government. The acts of each king were dictated

by the necessities of the moment and by his personal wishes. The

heads of the various provinces of the country fought and plundered

each other’s territory with impunity, and they only yielded complete

obedience to the king when they were convinced that his army was
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strong enough to crush them. Thus it came about that no uniform

system of taxation existed in the country, and the improvement of

commeice, and the education of the people generally, were things

never contemplated seriously by the king’s government. Kings

were content to let the ancient customs of the country prevail,

and they made no attempt to control them or change them, unless

it suited their personal convenience. But the kings of Abyssinia

were never apathetic in the matter of their religion, and with very

few exceptions they were whole-hearted and loyal supporters of

their National Church, the creed and dogmas and liturgies of which

are derived from those ofthe ancient Jacobite Church ofAlexandria.

The tenacity with which the Abyssinians have clung to Christianity,

in spite of invasions, wars with Arabs, Turks and the Negroid

peoples, intertribal wars, famine and plague, and hostile external

and internal influences, for nearly sixteen hundred years, must

evoke our admiration. I do not suggest that “black magic,”

witchcraft and demonology, and the practices connected with the

cult of superstitious rites and ceremonies have ceased to exist in

Abyssinia, far from it 1 but it is certain that they do not hold the

dominant positions in the minds of all the natives which they held

formerly.

In this book I have made no attempt to discuss the character

of the Abyssinian, and the future of his country politically. These

matters can only be dealt with, satisfactorily by those who have

travelled in the country, and by those representatives of the Great

Powers who have resided in Abyssinia for several years. But

I may say that I have met many Abyssinians, priests and others,

in Cairo, Palestine and Syria, and have found them courteous and
kindly and even quixotic in their ideas and in the treatment of their

neighbours. The Abyssinian has only been studied satisfactorily

by those who, like Mr Weld Blundell and Mr C. F. Rey, have
travelled for months at a time through his country. My own small

experience showed me that the Abyssinian has a good conceit of

himself, and that he considers himself in no wise inferior to the

European! Did not King John IV "smash” the Egyptians in 1875
and 1876, and did npt Menyelek II destroy four Italian armies at

Adua in 1896? “Give us guns/’ one said to me, "and we will take
' Ihdi?i$ and the hpathen dogs id that devil-ridden country.”
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The Abyssinians are brave and fearless, and they make better

soldiers than tradesmen; they love fighting both with lethal

weapons, and with their tongues—in the Law Courts ! A man will

spend money on litigation, and starve himself to be able to do so.

The Abyssinian is slow to trust the European, and he is wholly

suspicious of him, but is that to be wondered at when he looks

about him and sees how much of his country has been annexed by
the Great Powers, which have always professed the greatest friend-

ship for him and interest in his welfare? The truth is that the

ancestors of the Abyssinian, both pagan and Christian, lived by

fighting and the pillaging of caravans for many centuries, and he is

more fitted, both physically and mentally, for a soldier than for any

other profession. Though kind to his wife and family, and generous

to those in want, he is callous to the sufferings of both animals and

men. The sight of the butcheries and atrocities committed by the

victorious Abyssinians at Matammah in 1875, and the tortures

inflicted on the wounded when the town fell into their hands,

horrified even the Negroes who were in their train. It was the

butcheries which went on daily under his very eyes that drove

Bruce out of Abyssinia.

The future position of Abyssinia no thoughtful writer would

dare to predict The country is exceedingly fertile and its natural

resources are great. All that is required to make her prosperous is

a strong, honest government in the capital, and money. But where

is the money to come from ? The Abyssinian will nevei allow the

foreigner to be master in his country, for independence is more to

him than life itself. It was only when Theodore realized that

General Napier intended to restrain his liberty, and to make him

a prisoner, that he destroyed himself. The Abyssinians cannot find

money enough to build railways and make roads, and do all the

things that aie absolutely necessary for the development of com-

mercial enterprises on an adequate scale as things now are, and if

England or France or Italy offered money for these purposes, the

offer would be at once regarded as an attempt to buy the country

from its legitimate owners. The shy and suspicious native has no

belief in the promises ^ind pledges that have been so often made by

European Powers that they will respect the independence of the

country, for he has seen far too many of them broken. And he
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cannot get the necessary moneys from commercial syndicates, for

they would demand securities which the Abyssinians are unable to

give. The real remedy lies with the Abyssinians themselves, for if

the taxes were assessed justly, and collected honestly and paid

into the Exchequer, and the Customs dues were treated in the

same way, competent authorities stale that the revenue would be

amply sufficient to inaugurate and carry out all the reforms neces-

sary for the commercial, intellectual and spiritual development of

the high-spirited and brave people which the Abyssinians cer-

tainly are. One thing is certain. Abyssinia can never maintain

her independence, and take her rightful place among the civilized

nations of the East, unless her rulers adopt the methods of govern-

ment and the systems of administration which are in use among

neighbouring nations. Her enlightened Regent R5s Tafari is well

aware of this fact, and all true friends of Abyssinia must hope that

the reforms which he is contemplating may one day be effected in

their entirety and that his constant efforts to increase the prosperity

and well-being of his people may be ultimately crowned with

success.

In connection with the illustrations given in this work my
thanks are due to the Trustees of the British Museum for permis-

sion to photograph a number of vignettes in certain Ethiopic

MSS. and to reproduce the scenes in the temple of Rameses II at

Bet al-Wall in Nubia
;
to the Right Hon. the Earl of Elgin, C.M.G.,

for a photograph of the portrait of James Bruce of Kinnaird,

preserved at Broomhall; to Major-General, the Lord Edward
Gleichen, K.C.V.O., for permission to reproduce plates in his book

Witk the Mission to Menelik, 1897, London, 1898; to General

Sir Francis Wingate, Bart., for permission to reproduce the scene

of the funeral of King John IV from the native picture in his

possession
;
to Mr C. F. Rey, F.R.G.S., for permission to reproduce

plates from his book Unconquered Abyssinia, London, 1923; to the

Proprietors of the Illustrated London News for permission to

reproduce some of the drawings of Mr William Simpson, the

artist who accompanied the British Expedition to Abyssinia; to

Mr E. R, D. Maclagan, C.B.E., Director of the Victoria and Albert

Museum, for a photograph of the gold chalice presented to the

Church of Kueskuam by lyasu I and his Queen Berhan MogasS

;
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to Dr G, F. Hill, Keeper of Coins and Medals in the British

Museum, for a set of casts of the moneys coined by Menyelek II

;

and tp H. H. RSs Makonnen, Dr Dillmann, Dr Wright and

Prof. Dr Ignazio Guidi for the photographs from which the

reproductions given in this book were made. I am further in-

debted to the official Report of the Daitsche Aksum-Expedition

by Littmann and von Liipke for drawings of the monoliths at

Aksum, etc., and the complete texts of the great trilingual inscrip-

tion of ‘Ezana, which had been inadequately published by Bent

and D. H. Muller. The drawings of the rock-hewn churches of

Lalibala made by Raffray fifty years ago are still the best present-

ment of these wonderful works available, and I have reproduced

several of them from his publications on Abyssinia.

My thanks are due too to the proof-readers of the Cambridge

University Pi ess, whose eyes are like those of the god who presided

over the Scales of Judgement in the Hall of Osiris, for they travel

over the written sheets and detect unerringly the mistake which the

writer has made “with his finger,” from the misplaced or wrongly-

turned comma to the false concord and omitted word. The variations

in the spelling of proper names observable here and there in this

book are due to no oversight on their part, but to the authorities

whom I have been obliged to quote because the native texts were

not available. The alphabetical arrangement of the 8500 slips of

the Index I owe to the kindness of Miss Evelyn Reed. It is hoped

that the appearance of this History may lead to an increased study

of Abyssinia, and of the religion, and manner and customs of one

of the oldest Christian nations in the East.

E. A. WALLIS BUDGE

London

48 Bloomsbury Street

Bedford Square

May 12, rgiS
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A HISTORY OF ETHIOPIA

NUBIA
Though the country of Ethiopia is frequently mentioned by
classical writers, Homer, Herodotus, Strabo, Diodorus, Pliny and

others, and though each speaks as if its situation were well known,

none of the information which they supply enables us to describe

its extent or to say exactly where its boundaries began and where

they ended. Homer speaks (Odyssey, I. 23) of

The Ethiopians, utmost of mankind.

These eastwatd situate, those towards the west',

and he tells us (Iliad, I. 423) that

For to the hanks of the Oceanus,

Where Ethiopia holds a feast to Jove,

He journey’d yesterday*.

These extracts only show that Homer thought that there were

eastern and western Ethiopians, that they were a “blameless”

people, and that their country lay near the Ocean, and presumably

far to the south of the land of the Greeks. Herodotus (b.c. 484-

425 ?) says (ill. 1 14) that the country called “Ethiopia,” AWioirla,

,
lies “ where the south declines towards the setting sun,” and that it

is "the last inhabited land in that direction.” He goes on to say

that there is much gold there, and many elephants, and all sorts of

wild trees and ebony, and that the men are taller, handsomer, and

longer lived than anywhere else. Elsewhere he speaks of (ill. 97)

“the Ethiopians bordering upon Egypt, who were reduced by

Cambyses when he made war on the long-lived Ethiopians,” and it

is clear that he thought that the country of Ethiopia was in Libya,

near Egypt, though he considered it to bo a part of India, i.e. Asia.

The geographer Strabo describes Ethiopia as a part of Egypt

(XVI. 4, § 8 ff.), but places it to the south of Egypt, and Pliny (JlisL

Hat, VI. 35) makes the distance of the first region of Ethiopia,

which is the country of the Evonymitae, to be $4 + 72 + 120, i.e. 246

miles to the south of Syene. From these various statements we

may conclude that Homer and Herodotus call all the peoples of

^ AlStairas, rot Si)(6h. ScSofariw ftrxoroi dv&pav,

* Ztis yap h ‘Queaviv ptr’ dpipovas AlSioinjat
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the Sudan, Egypt, Arabia, Palestine and Western Asia and India

“ Ethiopians," and that Strabo and Pliny restrict the use of that

term to the peoples who lived in the northern and southern parts

of the Valley of the Nile. Beyond the Evonymitae, to the south,

lay the kingdom of Meroe, and Pliny says that the whole of this

country bore the names, first of Aetheria, then of Atlantia, and then

of Aethiopia, and he derives the last name of the country from that

of Aethiops, the son of Vulcan (vi. 30). But it is clear that the

natives of that part of the Nile Valley which Pliny calls “ Etliiopia”

had a name for their country, and it is equally clear that it was not

derived from the name of the son of Vulcan. Pliny, apparently, did

not know that name, and if he did he preferred to use “ Ethiopia,”

and to give it a derivation which seemed to him to harmonize with

the climate of the country and the physical characteristics of the

people in it. It is hardly likely that Homer invented the names

Ethiopia and Ethiopians, and we may assume that both were in

existence when he wrote, and that he only used them as well-known

appellations of a country and people of whom neither he nor his

contemporaries had any exact knowledge. As Herodotus, Strabo

and Pliny connect Ethiopia with Egypt, it might be thought that

the original form of the name of Ethiopia would be found in some

of the Egyptian hieroglyphic inscriptions which describe raids

made by the Egyptians in the regions to the east and south of

them, but nothing of the kind has ever been identified. Therefore

it is clear that both Atdloyp', "an Ethiopian,” and AWioiria, the

name of his country, are of Greek origin, the former name meaning

“burnt face," and the latter the country of burnt faced men
(AlBunrrjei). And there is no doubt that the earliest classical

writers considered to be “Ethiopians” all the peoples who were

swarthy or brown-skinned or black-skinned (including the negroes),

and the country in which they lived^ whether the Sudan or Western

Asia or India, to be “Ethiopia.” This being so we need not be

surprised that the earliest classical writers do not assign geo-

graphical limits to " Ethiopia.”

Semitic writers had a far better knowledge of the situation of

the “land of the burnt faces” than the Greeks, and one and all

identified it with some portion of the Valley of the Nile, which was
correct. And they called it by the name which the “ burnt faces

”
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who lived there knew it, viz, “Kashi," “Kasha,” “Kaashshe,”

“Kaashshi,” “Kasi,” and perhaps “Kush,” The first five variant

forms of the name are found in the Tall al-‘Amarnah tablets which

were written in the 14th century B.c. (see Knudtzon, Die el~

Amama-Tafeln, Leipzig, 1915, Bd. II. p. 1576), and the sixth is the

Hebrew Kush, 6713 (Isaiah xi. ii, Ezekiel xxix. 10). The prophet

Ezekiel includes the country in Egypt, which was to be laid waste

“ from the tower of Seweneh (Syene, the modern Aswan) even unto

the border of Ethiopia ” (Kush). The Assyrian king Ashurbanipal

(B.C. 668-626) also grouped Kush with Egypt, and in his Annals the

name is written matu Ku-u-st, The kings he fought

against were Tirhakah and Tanutamen, who, as we know from the

Egyptian inscriptions, reigned at Napata, which was at that time

the capital of Kush. Thus it is clear that in the 7th century B.C.

“Ethiopia” represented the country to the north of the Fourth

Cataract Kush formed a province of the great Empire of Darius I

Hystaspes, and its name is mentioned in the list of the countries

subject to him inscribed behind the figure of the king at Naksh-i-

Rustam under the forms “Ku-shi-ya” and “Ku-u-shu” (see

Weissbach, Die Keilinschriften der Achamentden, Leipzig, 1912,

p. 88).

But in spite of all this exact knowledge about the situation of the

“land of the burnt faces,” the name given to it by the Greeks

became general, and although we do not include India in Ethiopia,

many post-Christian writers did, and many mediaeval and modern

writers make it include Abyssinia, and use "Ethiopian" and

“Abyssinian” as synonymous terms. Curiously enough the early

Abyssinian scribes adopted the name of Ethiopia under the form

» ,
’ItSyopeya, and they called an Ethiopian

Tteyopawl, or ’IteybpSyawI. They even gave to

their national language the name of “tongue of Ethiopia,”

and we ourselves speak of it as " Ethiopia” But the

people generally had other names for their country and language,

and among these the commonest are “ Behera Ge'Sz," ’ttdbd.f

literally “ the country of migration," or “ Behera ’Age'SzI,”

,

" the country of the migrated (i,e. free) man,” and “ Lesana

GS'Sz,” “the tongue of the Ge‘&” (i.e, migration). In

practice “ GS‘Sz " means Abyssinia, <>, the land to which the “ burnt

3 1-2
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faces” migrated from Arabia, the Abyssinian himself, and his

language. The Gc'ez language is commonly called “ Ethiopic ” by

us, and is to be carefully distinguished from the common language

of Abyssinia at the present time which is known as "Amharic.”

GS'ez was one of the many dialects of the Arabic-African branch of

Semitic languages, and it, owing to the influence of Aksum and the

people ofTigray,became the principal language ofthe whole country.

The Bible, and the works of many of the Christian Fathers, and

the Liturgy, and important works in Greek, Hebrew and Arabic,

were translated into it, and it was the language of the Court and of

the Church and of all the officials of the Government and of

educated people generally. But as the power of the Aksum Govern-

ment declined, that of the south-west province of Amhara increased,

and in a comparatively short time the dialect of that region, i.e.

Amharic, became the ordinary language of the Court and its

officials. GS'Sz, or Ethiopic, maintained its position as the literary

language of the country from the middle of the 1 3th to the end of

the 16th century, and copies of the Scriptures were written in it,

and all documents of an official character, and many translations

of Arabic and Coptic books. It held in Abyssinia the position

which Latin held in Europe. Early in the 17th century the savage

and barbarous Gallas began to overrun the country, and the old

social order and civilization, and the Ethiopic language, practically

disappeared under their attacks upon Church and Stale. But the

Gallas failed to wipe out Ethiopic entirely, for it is still the

ecclesiastical language of the country, and every here and there in

Abyssinia a few priests are to be found who can read and under-

stand the old language.

The works of Strabo, Diodorus and Pliny tell us much about the

people of Ethiopia or Kush, but it is clear that all their statements

refer to the kingdoms of the Island of Meroe and Napata, and they

seem to have been ignorant concerning the ancient history of the

country. All they reported in their books was obtained from hear-

say, which was based upon the information current among the

Greeks and the Roman officials in Eg3rpt. As the ethnological

table in Genesis (x. 6) couples Kush with Mizraim (Egypt), and as

some classical writers place Kush either alongside of or to the south

of Egypt, it is natural that we should turn to the Egyptian inscrip-
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tions for information about the history of Kush, both early and

late, When we examine these we find that they tell us a great deal

about the raids which the Egyptians made in Kush, but from them

we can learn nothing about the native history of the Kushites.

They make it quite clear that they held the northern Kushites to

be a weak and cowardly people who were subject to them in some

degree, but it is also clear that in some parts of Kush there lived

men who were by nature fine soldiers and brave men, whom the

Egyptians were glad to draft into their armies, which were usually

composed of men who disliked military life and discipline. Among
the Kushites too were the “ Blacks ” or Negroes, who had wool for

hair, thick lips and prognathous chins, and were different in every

way from the men who had black skins, straight black hair and

orthognathous chins, like the ancient and modern Nubae. But

before we begin to summarize the facts supplied by the Egyptian

inscriptions we must introduce the modem name for the region

which Homer, Herodotus and others called “Ethiopia,” and that

part of it which the Semites called Kashi, Kusu and Kush. The

country of the “burnt faces” is none other than the “SMan,”

or niore correctly Bil3d cs-Sudan, “the

countries of the Blacks”; and strictly speaking " Kush" represents

that particular region in the Land of the Blacks which the Egyptians

called Kash or Kesh and the Copts ea'wcg.

But while the Land of the Blacks stretches right across Africa and

includes a part of Abyssinia, the region called Kash was a specific

portion of the Nile Valley, and the central part of it is probably

represented to-day by the flourishing province of Dongola. Its

chief town was situated somewhere near the modern town of

Marawi (Sanam abu-Dom), which lies about lo miles from the fort

of the Fourth Cataract, and under the New Kingdom it was called

Napata. Amenhetep III (B.C. 1410) says that the frontier of Egypt

on the south was at Karui, or Karei and he probably

refers to the region later called Napata, From time immemorial

gold was brought into Egypt from the south by way of Kash or

KGsh, and the country was called Nubia, or the “ land of gold,”

the old word for gold being nub and this is the name by
000
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which that portion of the Nile Valley is known to-day. All these

facts show that KOsh or Nubia, miscalled by travellers and others

" Ethiopia,” is not Abyssinia, and that both ethnographically and

geographically, the two countries are in no way connected, though

each is inhabited by peoples who have “ burnt faces,” i,e. who have

swarthy brown or black skins.

Of the condition of the country of Nubia at the time which

corresponds to the Neolithic Period in Egypt, say B.c. 10,000-5000,

we know nothing, but in the light of modern investigations it is

not difficult to imagine what it was like. The people were pagan

savages, and they must have lived in constant terror, owing to their

belief in evil spirits and demons of all kinds, and have been ruled

by the grossest superstition. Like many of the Sudani peoples of

the present time they worshipped stones, mountains, animals, trees

and reptiles. The country was, no doubt, broken up into a series

of small provinces or states, which cannot be called kingdoms, each

of which was ruled by the equivalent of the modern ShSkh, who

governed his people in the usual African manner. Almost as

important as the ruler was the "medicine man” or magician.

Inter-tribal fights, wars, and raids on neighbouring tribes to get

cattle and women, must have been common. When they fought,

like their descendants, they fought to kill their foes, and when they

conquered their enemy they seized everything that was his, and

burnt his village. Their weapons were made of stone, and they

hunted the animals in the desert, or snared or trapped them. In

certain districts they lived on dates and on the crops and plants

that grew in the river and its swamps, and in others, especially in

Northern Nubia, they bartered gold, ivory, skins, ebony, semi-

precious stones, etc. with the Egyptians for food and other

necessaries. Their huts were round and made of palm branches

and reeds, and they had pointed roofs
; whether they made mud

bricks cannot be decided. Men and women of position wore skins

of animals, but ordinary folk went naked. There is no evidence

that the neolithic Nubians possessed the art of writing, but like

many other later African peoples, they must have had some system

of numbers.which they used in their bartering transactions.

The graves of the neolithic Egyptians have yielded up objects

made of ivory, and beads made of semi-precious stones, and these
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indicate that the Nubians and the peoples who lived to the south

of Nubia exchanged with each other the products of their respective

countries. Such exchanges must have begun long before the

dynastic kings began to reign in Egypt. And it seems to me that

we are justified in assuming that trading caravans, the masters of

which used asses as their beasts of burden, visited Nubia, and even

Egypt, from such remote places in the south as those which we
now call Dar Fur and KordofSn, and from Fa-Z6‘gll and Fa-Maka
in the country of the Blue Nile. Such caravans naturally avoided

the six Cataracts on the Nile, and caravans from Dar Fur and

KordoiSn probably never saw the river until they reached Asyut.

Caravans from countries on the Blue Nile would, as in modern times,

journey to Shendi, or Shindi, cross the Nile and then travel through

the Bayudah Desert northwards, either by recrossing the Nile at

Marawi, and traversing the northern part of the Abu Hamad Desert,

and so on to Aswan, or by one of the desert roads which avoided

the Cataracts. Many of the caravans would not go as far as Egypt,

but halt at places like Khartum, Shendi, Berber, Marawi, Sulb,

Korosko, Aswan, Daraw, etc., where great markets have been held

from time immemorial. The names of these market-places in early

Nubian times are not known.

Of the relations which existed between the Nubian shekhs and

Narmer and Aha, conquerors of Egypt, and its earliest dynastic

kings, we know nothing, but that intercourse went on between

Egypt and Nubia at this period for trading purposes is quite

certain. There is a possibility that the people of Upper Egypt

were descendants of settlers from the south-eastern parts of the

Sudan, and Naville and Maspero believed that the Egyptians and

the people of Punt belonged to the same race. Punt

was a country near Somaliland, and many dynastic Egyptians

regarded it as their original home. The long plaited beards of the

Egyptian gods resemble those worn by the men of Punt, and

certain funerary ceremonies were of Puntite origin.

During the rule of the 1st and Ilnd Dynasties the relations

which existed between the Egyptians and Nubians seem to have

been of a friendly character, and we hear of no fighting until the

reign of Seneferu, the last king of the Illrd or first king of the
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IVth Dynasty. For reasons of which we know nothing this king

made a great laid in Nubia, which is thus described on the Stele of

Palermo^

Digging up of llie Land Nehes {i.e. Land
of the Blacks or Negroes)

IP fP.
A

The bringing in prisoners living

^ I Sinil ^ S ft. Th. large

men (and) women 7000 cattle (and) sheep and goats aoo,ooo

number of cattle and sheep and goats suggests that Seneferu pene-

trated Nubia as far as the Fourth Cataract at least, and it is quite

possible that he collected the men and women from the region

between Abu Hamad and Khartum. He made no attempt to

occupy Kash or to rule the peoples there
;

it is clear that his object

pure and simple was loot but, strange to say, the annalist makes

no mention of the bringing back of gold or any other product of

the Sudan. The immediate successors of Seneferu were far too

much occupied with the building of the pyramids at Gizah to make

raids into Nubia, but it is possible that the Nubians .sent gifts,

which would be regaided as tribute, yearly to the kings of Egypt.

The Stele of Palermo makes no mention of any country in the

Sudan until the I2th(?) year of the reign of SahurS, a king of the

Vth Dynasty, when a large quantity of copper ore was brought

from Sinai ^Msfkat ^^d 80,000 pots of anti, i.e.

nyrrh, from “ ‘"S'

quantity of tcMm or “white gold." The kings of the

XVIIIth Dynasty made the coverings of the pyramidions of their

great obelisks of the metal tcJiam, and it is probable that Sahura

decorated with it the Ben Stone, and other objects which he dedi-

cated to Ra the Sun-god in his Sun-temple at Abusir. Thothmes I

and his successors who set up obelisks state carefully that they

covered the pyramidions with casings of tchdm, a fact which suggests

that in so doing they were following an ancient precedent.

The statements on the Stele of Palermo show that the Egyptians

were able to obtain large quantities of the products of Nubia under

the Vth Dynasty. And the inscription of Herkhuf

^ See Schafer, Em Bntchstuch altagyftucher Annaten, Berlin, 190a.
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tells us that a keeper of the seal of the god called Ba-ur-tet

made his way as far to the south as the Land of

the Spirits (?) reign of King Assa, and

brought back a dwarf knew how to dance the

dance of the god reign of

Pepi I (Vlth Dynasty) the Egyptians made war on the Amu, i e. tlie

peoples of the Eastern Desert “ who lived on the sand ”

S -^“Ij was appointed Commander-

in-chief of the great army of tens of thousands of men from all

parts of Egypt and Nubia that was despatched against the enemy.

Among the Nubians or Sudani folk were

Blacks fiom Arthet
(|

Blacks from Metcha

Blacks from Amam

a
fwi luU
-ruu

Blacks ftom Uauat fj f)^ J P JJJ
Blacks from Kaau

I P iJJ
and men from the land of Themeh(?)

Libyans’. With these troops Una conducted five successful cam-

paigns against the “ dwellers on the sand," and it seems that they

won victory for him over the rebels in the country of Shert...

r-w-i o
<=><£3?

in southern Palestine. The bravery and prowess

of the “ Black Battalions” was as great in the days of Field-Marshal

Lord Kitchener as in the days of Una. The successful use of black

troops by Una drew the attention of the kings of Egypt to Nubia

and its peoples, and when Una was an old man the young king

Merenra paid a visit to the First Cataract, and held a durbar, which

was attended by the chiefs of Uauat, Arthet, Amam and Metcha,

who did homage to him ;
and it was they who provided the timber

* For the text see Sethe, Urhtnden, r. p. raS.

’ IMd. p. loi.
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for the lighters and barges which Una made to transport granite to

Memphis, There is little doubt that Uauat was a part of Lower or

Northern Nubia, but the positions of the other places mentioned

above are not known.

Merenra’s interest in Nubia being great, he sent Iderkhuf to the

south to open up the country. This distinguished man held many

offices under the king, for being one of the feudal lords of Ele-

phantine and Syene, and governor of the South, his authority over

the Nubians was great, He was also a caravan master^ and it was

through him that many of the products of Nubia entered Egypt

under the Vlth Dynasty; he was probably acquainted with the

principal dialects of Nubia and the countries to the south of it, and

could therefore deal with the nations without difficulty. He made

four journeys of exploration to the south. On the first he took his

father Ara with him, and as he was absent seven months

it is clear that Amam lay at a considerable distance from Egypt.

He speaks as if he had performed the journey very quickly. On the

second journey he travelled through the countries of Arthet, Makher

, Torres and Artheth , and

was absent about eight months. And he brought back more gifts

than any other caravan master before him had done. On the third

journey he set out by another road, starting at the on the road

of the road of Uhat He found the chief of Amam
setting out to smite the Libyans, but he succeeded in preventing a

fight taking place. He started on his return journey with 300 asses

laden with incense, ebony, skins, ivory, boomerangs, etc. When the

chief of Arthet, Sahu and Uauat saw the size of his

caravan, and its armed guards, he gave him bulls and sheep and
goats, and provided him with guides to show him the way to the

north. On the fourth journey Herkhuf succeeded in reaching the

Land of the Spirits, which must have been near the region where the

pygmies lived, for he brought back one of these, which the king

(Pepi II) commanded should be sent to him at Memphis. From

meraiil^)
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the above facts it is clear that in the third millennium B.C. the

caravans that weie owned by the feudal lords of Elephantine traded

with the peoples of the equatorial regions of Central Africa. These

caravans had, no doubt, an official status, and it is very probable

that kings and their officials had pecuniary interests in them.

With the collapse of the Vlth Dynasty Egypt lost whatever

power she had over Nubia, and there seems to be little doubt that

after the death of Netaqert a revolution of a serious character took

place. With the fall of the central power in Egypt, all social order

was destroyed, and a period of anarchy took place during which

the temples of the Old Kingdom were thrown down, the priesthoods

robbed and driven out of their temples, and might alone was right.

Whilst the struggle for sovereignty went on between the descendants

of the royal house of Memphis (Vllth Dynasty) and the usurpers

and impostors who are spoken of as the Vlllth Dynasty, Nubia

had nothing to fear from Egypt, and her chiefs were relieved from

the payment of "tribute” to her. Meanwhile the feudal lords of

IJenesu, or Herakleopolis, gradually extended theii authority and

consolidated their power, and Khati I, Khati II, Tefaba and others

of them became the kings of the IXth and Xth Dynasties. In

their inscriptions they speak of chastising the “Lands of the

South,” but as we know that their authority was disputed by the

feudal lords of Slut (Cynopolis) and Thebes, it is impossible for

them to have had any authority in Nubia. So from them Nubia

had nothing to fear, and her people were free to traffic in all parts

of the Sudan, and had no need to fear that they would be called

upon to pay dues and taxes on their caravans. They carried on a

very profitable trade with the natives of Upper Egypt, and little by

little established their markets at Daraw on the east bank of the

Nile, and at Edfu and Asna (Esneh) on the west bank. The

armed guards who travelled with the caravans that traded with the

countries to the south and west of the White Nile, and with the

distiicts along the Blue Nile and the Island of Meroe, formed a

body of men who were accustomed to fight and were to all intents

and purposes soldiers. With the caravans from the south came

also, even as was the case fifty years ago, “blacks,” some of whom

were slaves and others would-be settlers in Egypt.

The struggle for supremacy between the feudal lords of

II
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Herakleopolis and Siut, and the feudal lords of Thebes, was

brought to an end by one Antefa, who broke the power of the

northern lords, and became king of all Egypt. Several of his

successors (Xlth Dynasty) bore as the “Son-of-Ra” the name

Menthuhetep, and one of the most powerful of these having

forced his rule upon the country nearly as far as Memphis, turned

his attention to the black peoples who lived between Thebes and

Sunnu (Syene, Aswan), Naturally he wished to extend his

dominions further to the south, and as naturally he was anxious to

get possession of the trade routes and of all the markets in Lower

Nubia. The Egyptian inscriptions suggest that the Nubian peoples

whom we now know as "Barabara” had taken possession of the

Nile Valle}' between Syene and Thebes, i.e. had invaded Egyptian

territory, and looted caravans in which the Government had an

interest and also looted villages. Menthuhetep marched or sailed to

the south, seized Syene, and started work in the granite quarries, and

the inscriptions on the rocks there show that the Nubians acknow-

ledged his overlordship. In a relief there the god Menu

a very ancient god of the Nile Valley, is seen standing upon fifteen

long Nubian bows, which represent the fifteen barbarian countries

of Nubia which he has given into the king’s hand. The Egyptians

of the Old Kingdom called Nubia "Khenl” ^ ,
a name which

means the borderland on the south. A later name was “Kenset”

^
, or and the form , in which we have

the bow as a determinative, shows that the bow, ^ ^

petchet,

was the representative weapon of the peoples of Nubia. Later still

Nubia was called “Sti” of "Ta-sti” “land of

the bow,” and the Nubians were"Stiu” i,e. “bowmen.”

But though the Menthuheteps were masters of Nubia as far as

the great market town now called Korosko, where caravans from

all parts of Africa crossed the Nile, it seems that their authority did

not extend very far to the south of this point. They needed the

products of Punt, especially the famous aromatic gum called anti,

and probably because the ordinary desert route through the
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Northern Sudan was unsafe, one of the Menthuhetep’s tried to

open negotiations with that country by sea.

The kings of the Xllth Dynasty towards the close of the third

millennium B.C. made many raids into Nubia, and "extended the

borders” of Egypt on the south to the head of the Third Cataract,

and established outposts in all important towns. The founder of

the dynasty Amenemhat I went there to hunt lions and crocodiles,

and during his journeys through the country he, no doubt, learned

a great deal about the sources of the gold supply in the Eastern

Desert, and the routes of the caravans, and the towns and places

where caravans halted for bartering purposes. And he tells us in

a papyrus in the British Museum that fierce Matchaiu Nubians,

1
I I I

of the Eastern Desert, and the other tribes followed him like

dogs. His son Usertsen I reduced to subjection a number of tribes

and countries, e.g. Shemik izs=i^^|| Khasaa

Kas Shaat reign Egyptian

officials were sent into Nubia to superintend the working of

the gold mines, but it is clear from their statements that the

Nubians often attacked the workmen and tried to stop their

work. The young Nubians were forced to dig out the ore from

the mines, and the old ones crushed it and washed it out. The

somewhat feeble hold which the Egyptians had at that time

upon Nubia was strengthened by Usertsen III, who was the first

Egyptian king to conquer the country. He marched up into the

difficult country between Wadi ^Jalfah and Sarras, and occupied

the island in the Second Cataract now called Jazirat al-Malik,

in the eighth year of his reign. Here he built a very strong

fort, and at the north-east corner of it a temple. In the sanctuary

he placed a statue of the god Osiris and close by another of him-

self. Eight years later he set up a large granite stele on which he

had cut in hieroglyphs an account of the conquest of the country,

and a very unfavourable report concerning the mental and physical

characteristics of the natives. A few miles further to the south he

built two forts, one on each side of the great "gate" of the Cataract,

and in each was a small temple. The neighbouring district, which
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was then called Heh i
marked the southern limit of Egypt,

and here in the eighth year of his reign he set up a stele insciibed

with an edict which prohibited any Nehes "Black,”

from going down the river any further than this place, unless he

was engaged in some authorized business. On the great frontier

stelae which the king set up in the sixteenth year of his reign he says:

“ I am the king, and what is said [by me] is done.

What my mind plans my heart carries out.

I seize like the crocodile, I crush mercilessly.

Words do not lie inactive in my heart.

The coward stands among his flatterers, but the compassion of

his enemies reaches him not.

The king attacks his attacker; to him that is silent he is silent

;

his answer is in accordance with what has happened.

Paying no heed to an attack only strengthens the courage of

the foe
;
he must be attacked with the violent attack of the

crocodile.

He who runs away is vile and a poltroon; he who is defeated

on his own land and reduced to slavery is not a man.

Thus is the Black ^ for he falls prostrate at the word

of command, when attacked he jumps aside,when pursued he

turns his back to the pursuer and runs away.

The Blacks lack bravery, they are timid and weak and cringing.

My Majesty has seen them and has made no mistake about

them.

I seized their women, I carried off their servants (?), I came to

their wells, I lassoed their bulls, I reaped their crops, I set fire

to their houses. This I swear by my own life and that of my
father. I speak the truth, there is no doubt about the matter,

and that which comes forth from my mouth cannot be con-

tradicted.

The son of mine who maintaineth this boundaiy is indeed my
son; the son who shall let it be set back, is not my son.

I have had a statue of myselfmade and set up on this boundary,

not only that you might benefit thereby, but tlmt you might

fight for it.”
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For the text see Lepsius, Denkmaler, Bd. ii. Bl. 136, and Budge,

Egyptian Sudan, London, 1902, vol. I. p. 546 f.

With the view of avoiding the necessity of making annual raids

into Nubia Usertsen III built a series of strong forts which began

at Elephantine and ended near the head of the Third Cataract
;
the

garrisons in them were Nubians, but the officers were Egyptians.

Some authorities hold the view that he raided a portion of the

Island of Meroe, and as he was still in the Sudan in the nineteenth

year of his reign this may well be so. Under his successor

Amenemhat III the gold mines in Akita in the Eastern Desert

(the modern Wadi ‘UlSki) passed wholly into the hands of the

Egyptians; the fort which this king built at Dakkah was intended

to piotect the caravans that brought the gold from the mines to

the Nile, whence it was sent by boat to Memphis via Syene.

During the struggle for supremacy which went on between the

royal princes and usurpers and impostors who are mentioned in the

King Lists as the kings of the Xlllth and XIVth Dynasties, some

of the legitimate claimants to the Egyptian throne maintained their

hold upon Nubia, and it would seem increased their power and

authority in that country. Among these were the princes of Theban

origin who bore the name of Sebekhetep, the greatest of these was

Kha-nefer-Ra Sebekhetep ^ ^ •

Two grey granite statues of this king, each about 24 feet long, aie

still to be seen on the Island of Argo, which lies a little to the

south of Karmah, at the head of the Third Cataract. These statues

stood one on each side of the door of a temple which was about

260 feet long and 163 feet wide, and close by, on the river bank,

was a very large town and two huge mounds which in the days of

Lepsius were called "KarmSn” and DafSfah. In 1913-14 Reisner

carried out extensive excavations for the Universities of Harvard

and Boston, and discovered the remains of a Hyksos town and

cemetery, and also the remains of an older cemetery which con-

tained the tombs of the Egyptian officials who administered Nubia

under the Xllth Dynasty. The large masses of Hyksos pottery

which were unearthed prove that the town close by was a very

large one, and show that it must have been one of the largest

markets in the Sudan. Thus it is clear that some of the Hyksos
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kings who formed the XVth and XVIth Dynasties occupied the

Nubian province of Kash or Kush, and theie is little

doubt that they levied tax and tribute on the people of one of the

richest portions of the Nile Valley. But the Hyksos must have

found very soon that the Nubians were not an easy people to

exploit, and it is probable that they were compelled by attacks

made on them by the natives to withdraw to the Della some con-

siderable time before they were expelled from Egypt by the

Egyptians. The Hyksos deteriorated in Egypt, and they did so

also in Nubia, and whilst they were still ruling Egypt nominally, a

"Black” king established himself in the Delta. This king called him-

self “ King of the South and North ” and had his name written
O A

in a cartouche thus
f

Black of

Ra.” He was certainly a foreigner as is shown by the sign in his

cartouche. Whether he was the son of a king of Egypt by a

black woman or whether he was a pure “Black” is uncertain, but

there is no doubt that he came from Nubia and established himself

at Tanis in the Eastern Delta.

Whilst the struggle for supremacywas going on between the kings

who ruled at Thebes and the Hyksos in Lower Egypt, Nubia re-

gained its independence, and the Blacks forced their way into Upper
Egypt and destroyed the "shrines of the gods of the South.” As
soon as Aahmes (Amssis) I, the first king of the XVIIIth Dynasty,

had expelled the Hyksos, he made a raid into Nubia, which he

calls Khent-^n-nefer ^
Kenset, who had rebelled against

^
1

1
(vifl

, and smote the peoples of

iim,z.e. had refused to pay tribute.

Where the Antiu Stiu
|[|[|[

clear, but

they appear to have been people who lived among the rocky

fastnesses of the Second and Third Cataracts. The king slew a

great many of them, collected much "tribute” and returned to

Egypt “in peace,” i.e, well content with his "military demonstra-

tion.” Hardly had he done so when another rebellion broke out in

Nubia, and he was obliged to go to the south a second time. The

rebellion was led by one Aati(?)

l6

who seems
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to have led his men to the north and wrecked the temples which the

kings ofthe Xllth Dynasty had built in their strong forts at Samnah,

Kummah, Jazirat al-Malik, Ma'tukah, and perhaps Buhen (W2dl

Halfah). The Egyptians captured him alive, but what they did

with him is not known. The king’s generals, Amasis son of Baba,

and Amasis son of Pen-Nekheb, both of whom came from Al-k5b,

received generous rewards, and grants of land in their native town.

Almost immediately afterwards another rebellion, headed by one

Tetaan broke out, but he and all his followers were

slain.

Amenhetep I, the successor of Amasis I, was obliged to go to

Nubia to put down another rebellion, and when this was done he

seems to have explored Upper Nubia and to have visited the

Island of Meroe, where a wooden tablet bearing his name was

found. In addition to the usual SOdanl products, he collected

many cattle, which probably came from the district now occupied

by the tribes of the Bakkarah, or " cattle keepers.” Amenhetep I

realized the importance of the trade of Nubia for Egypt, and

seeing that it was too great to leave in the hands of local inspectors

and governors, he appointed an Egyptian officer, whose title was

“Prince of Kcsh” administer the whole country of

Nubia, which thus became a province of Egypt. The native

Nubians and the wretched people who toiled in the gold mines

were still dissatisfied, and when Amenhetep I died they rebelled

and attempted to throw off the yoke of Egypt. The new king,

Thothmes I, set out for the south in the first year of his reign, and

his fleet of boats met the boats of the rebels as they were dropping

down stream. A fierce fight took place, and the old soldier Amasis

manoeuvred in such a way that his boats fouled those of the

enemy, and they were capsized in mid-stream, and the Egyptians

attacked the rebels whilst they were in tlie water. The king

"raged like a lion,” and fought with his sailors, and succeeded in

spearing the leader of the rebels, who fell headlong before the king.

Thothmes considered the strategy of his general Amasis of such

value on this occasion that he created him “Chief of the Sailors,”

i.e. Admiral of the Fleet. The king sailed down to Thebes with

many prisoners, and with the dead body of the Nubian chief tied
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to the bows of his boat. In the second year of his leign Tholhmes

caused an inscription of 1 8 lines to be cut on a rock on the Island

of Tombos, at the head of the Third Cataiact, to commemorate his

raid and his travels in Nubia, (For the text see Lcpsius, Denkmaler,

Bd. III. Bl. Sj and Scthe, Urktmden, IV. p. 82.) It is full of

bombastic phrases and laudations of the king’s might and power,

but we need only refer to the parts of it which dcsciibe his operations

in Nubia. This reads, “ He has overthrown the chief of the Stiu

Black ^ f
brought low, and is

powerless in his (the king’s) giip. He has brought together the

boundaries of the two sides of his land; there exists not even a

beggar among the woolly-headed Qetu
Jj

^
| ^ i

who came against him, not a solitaiy man is left of them. The Antiu

Stiu, i.e. the Tioglodytes of Sti, have fallen by his slaughter, and

lie on their sides throughout their districts. The stinking exuda-

tions of their bodies flood their valleys; what pouis out (?) from their

mouths (?) is like unto the rain flood of a storm
f

ff^
the pickings upon them {i.e. the dead bodies) are

too many for the birds [to eat theie], they snap them up and carry

them off to another place,” The rest of the inscription says that the

king is irresistible, that he penetrated districts which his ancestors

did not even know of, still less see, that his fame fills not only

heaven and earth but hell, that the whole earth is under his feet,

and that even the Islands of the Ocean which surrounds the earth

are his. As a plain historical fact the fort which he built at

Tombos marked the limit of his kingdom on the south. On the

death of Thothmes I the Nubian tribes promptly revolted, and the

tribes on the east and west banks of the Nile raided the settlers in

the Nile Valley who lived under Egypt’s protection, and carried off

their cattle.

When Thothmes II heard of this he sent his troops into Nubia,

where they killed oxen, burnt the houses and crops, and captured

alive the son of the chief of Kash. Then the Nubians brought

their gifts, “smelled the earth," ue. did homage, and the Egyptians

returned to their country and the Nubians waited for their next

opportunity to revolt. Under Queen Hatshepsut the Nubians
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recovered themselves, and there is no evidence that she raided their

country; she preferred to send a mission to Punt, and to obtain the

products of the Sudan by peaceful means.

When her nephew and successor Thothmes III ascended the

throne he found that all the countries who were tributaries to

Egypt were in open revolt, and that the peaceful reign of Hal-

shepsut had made their peoples both bold and reckless. When the

Nubians heard of the success of his arms in Western Asia, they

did not wait for the king to come to their country to fetch their

“tribute,” but sent it of their own accord to Thebes As Rekhmara

ruled Egypt wisely and effectively during the absences of

Thothmes III on his expeditions in Western Asia, so Nehi

the “Prince of Kash” and governor of the lands of

the south, ruled Nubia, and made the peoples bring gifts to him

regularly for transmission to Egypt. The woolly-headed Genbetu

S
J1

Ci ^ j

of Punt sent bulls, oxen, calves and boat loads of

ebony, ivory, skins of beasts, etc., and other countries, according to

their wealth, followed their example. The gold mines of the Eastern

Desert were regularly worked, and a series of temple-fortiesses was

built between Syene and Kash in connection with the gold trade

from the south. Both Nubia and Egypt flourished as a result of

the wise management of the trade routes and caravans during the

reign of Thothmes III. Small revolts took place in "Kash the

vile” from time to time, and of course caravans were pillaged at

intervals, and then swift punishment was meted out by the Prince

of Kash on the rebels and robbers. The policy followed by

Thothmes III in Nubia seems to have been one of toleration of

native religions and customs, and there is no doubt that all the

various provinces in it enjoyed a considerable amount of inde-

pendence. All that he asked the various chiefs and governors to

do was to acknowledge his overlordship and to pay him tribute.

In his reign the authority of Egypt was carried into the remotest

parts of the Egyptian Sudan, on the south and east, and if we may

believe that his lists of tributeiry peoples and places are authentic

tile countries between the Atbara and the Blue Nile recognized his

power and the necessity of sending gifts to him. And he did more

to civilize Nubia than any other king of Egypt. The Nubians saw
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the worship of Egyptian gods being performed, and Egyptian

workmen engaged on their crafts, they learned new customs and

manners from the Egyptian officials and their households, and

they became acquainted with higher standards of living. The more

intelligent of the young men who were employed by the Egyptian

officers and officials not only gained some knowledge of the

“tongue of Egypt,” but, in the case of some of them, probably

studied the, to them, mysterious characters which they saw on the

walls of the temples, and learned to read and understand them.

The caravan men reported all they had seen and heard in connection

with the Egyptians, and the information thus acquired by their

friends would be passed on from man to man ad infinitum. The

merchants whose caravans traded with Nubia and the countries to

the south were really more effective than the soldier in Egyptian-

izing the Sudan.

We have seen that a town of much importance existed at the

head of the Third Cataract under the XII Dynasty near the modern

town of Karmah, but there was another town of equal or greater

importance near Jabal Barkal, near the foot of the Fourth Cataract.

This town was called Nept
^

^^orNepita
^

(|[|/wwvn

^ ,
and

is clearly that to which classical writers give the name of Napata.

There was a Nubian settlement here from time immemorial, and

under the XVIIIth Dynasty Nept was regarded as the capital of

the district. Caravans from the Blue Nile that came via Shendi

halted here, and the market of Nept was one of the largest in

Nubia, In these days the market is held at Tangassi, about eight

miles down stream from the modern town of Marawi. The import-

ance of Nept under the XVIIIth Dynasty is emphasized by the fact

that when Amenhetep II brought back to Egypt the dead bodies

of the seven chiefs whom he had killed in Syria, he sent one of

them to Nubia with instructions that it was to be exposed on the

walls of the town so that all men might see it, and so understand

what was the fate of those who rebelled against the king of Egypt.

Amenhetep II "extended the frontiers” of Egypt further to the

south and made them to include a portion of the Island of Meroe.

It seems that he founded a temple at Wad Ba Nagaa, about 70

miles north of, Khartum, for Lepsius found there the two kneeling
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statues of this king which are now in the Berlin Museum, The
king is represented offering two vases of wine, >one in each hand, to

some god, probably Amen. The statues are made of red Nubian

limestone, and were therefore made by local sculptors.

The Ram, sacied to the god Amen, having on his head the solar disk and cobra

;

between the forelegs is a figme of Amen-^etep III. This ram was made by that

king and was placed by him in Ilet Kha-em-Maat, i,e, the temple at Sulb, in the

Third Cataract. It was found at Jabal Barkal, near Marawi, whither it was

carried probably by the later king Amen-astu. It is now in Berlin. From

Lepsius, Denkmiler, Abth, iii. Bl. gi, and see the official YtrtHehmss No. yada,

The Egyptianizing of Nubia went on steadily under Thothmes

IV, the successor of Amenhetep H, and it probably reached its

maximum under his son Amenhetep III, the "Magnificent,”

B.C. 1412-1380. In the fifth year of his reign a rebellion broke out

among the Nubians who lived to the south of Buhen (Wadi
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IJalfah), and he marched into the country, slew many rebels, cut

olF 312 hands, captured 740 prisoners, crushed the Antiu and

returned with much spoil to Egypt. He claims in his inscriptions

that the old Nubian gods Tetun and Aahu ^
themselves helped him to win the victory over their people I But

Amenhetep III was no lover of war, and he realized that it was

better for the Egyptians to trade with the Nubians than to fight

them. He therefore built a large and magnificent temple at Sulb

on the west bank of the Nile, near one of the caravan markets

in the Third Cataract, with pylons, sphinxes, obelisks and colon-

nades. The temple was called Hct Kha-em-Maat and

was 578 feet long: it was dedicated to Amen and the king himself

was worshipped in it as a god. It was not built to promulgate the

cult of Amen among the Nubians, but to foster and encourage

trade, and to provide a safe halting place for caravans as well as a

market for their goods. At Saddenga, not very far from the tomb

ofthe famous Muhammadan saint called “Gubbah (Kubbah) Salim,”

Amenhetep III built a temple in honour of his chief wife Queen

Tj, who was worshipped therein as a goddess. Under Amen-

hetep III Nubia prospered, and as long as he lived he did every-

thing he could to promote the trade of the country. After his first

fight with the Nubians in the early years of his reign we hear of no

more wars or raids or “military demonstrations" by the Egyptians

in their country. It is easy to understand how greatly the Nubians

would appreciate a king who was a mighty hunter and a good

sportsman, who was of a tolerant and generous disposition, and a

lover of all the splendours and luxuries in which all the black and

dark-skinned peoples of Africa take such intense delight.

The inscriptions show that the Nubians had many gods, e.g.

Tetnn, Aahu, Melul, who were honoured by the kings of Egypt,

and they in turn were ready to honour and worship the Sun-god

under the form of the ram-headed Amen. Great then must have

been their surprise when the envoys of Amenhetep IV came into

their country and tried to establish the cult of Aten in the temple

of Gem-Aten, which they built in his honour, and preached the

nothingness of Amen, in whose honour Amenhetep III had built
2
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the great temple at Sfllb. As the name of Amenhetep IV is found

at Sulb it is probable that Gem-Aten stood somewhere near it, or

perhaps even in its precincts, bat all trace of the building has

disappeared. A large steatite scarab bearing on its base an in-

scription of Amenhetep IV was found at or near Saddenga a few

years ago and is now in the British Museum. But the cult of Aten

never found favour in Nubia, and its people continued to worship

Amen as their chief god until the collapse of the dynasty of

Nubian kings and queens, whose capital was Nept or Napata,

about B.C. 200.

The quarrel between Amenhetep IV and the priests of Amen
affected Nubia very little, for the Egyptian governors in their

various towns collected the tribute in the usual way, and if we may
believe the statements on the walls of some of the Theban tombs,

despatched it to Egypt. The restorer of the cult of Amen in Egypt
dedicated a granite lion to the temple of Sulb, or that of Jabal

Barkal, and at one of these places built monuments to Amcn-Ra,

and a temple to Tem of Heliopolis and the Moon-god Aah. The
lion stating these facts is in the British Museum. Heremheb, the

last king of the XVIlIth Dynasty, which ended about B.c. 1321, is

credited with having chastised the "abominable” princes of Kesh,

and is addressed as “Ra of the Nine Nations who fight with bow.

Thy name is mighty in the land of Kesh, thy bellowings* are in

their houses, and thy strength, 0 beneficent governor, has turned

the mountains of the South into pillars of Pharaoh (i.e. Great

House).” A “king’s scribe” would naturally write such words, but

it is very doubtful if there is any historical fact to support them.

The power and influence of Egypt in Nubia during the last 50 years

of the XVIIIth Dynasty decreased greatly, and the Egyptians

never again held the countrj.' so securely and successfully as they

did under Thothmes III, the wise warrior, and Amenhetep III, the

merchant-king and “god” of the country.

Under the XIXth Dynasty, which lasted from B.C. 1321 to B.C.

12 IS, the gold mines in the Eastern Desert and in the far south

were worked steadily and both Seti I and Rameses II greatly pro-

tected and developed thd trade between Egypt and the countries

south and east of Khartum. In the bas-reliefe painted and sculptured

' Every king of Egypt was a “Mighty Bull”
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during the reigns, these kings arc represented slaying the “chiefs of

the abominable Kesh,” but this every king, from the time of the

1st Dynasty downwards, was supposed to do, and such representa-

tions formed part of the stock-scenes which every court painter and

sculptor was expected to use. The reliefs and paintings in the

little temple at Kalabshah illustrate the defeats of the Libyans and

Nubians of Lower Nubia by Rameses II, and the great scenes

found on the rock-hewn temple at Abu Simbel commemorate his

triumphs at the Battle of Kadesh, but they supply us with very

little information which is really historical. In the reign of Seti I

the frontier town of Egypt on the south was Buhen (Wadi Halfah),

a fact sufficiently indicated by the inscriptions cut on the walls of

the temples which he built on the west side of the river. Beyond

that point the rule of Egypt was not effective, and the temple of

Rameses II at Abu Simbel emphasizes the fact. If Rameses had

been really the master of Kash, he would have placed his temple

of triumph further to the south. Under the XXth Dynasty which

lasted about 7S years (B.C. 1205-1130), the Nubians suffered little

from Egyptian raids, for the weak Pharaohs, Rameses III-XI, were

chiefly occupied in maintaining themselves on their thrones. The
military spirit which flourished in Egypt under the XVIIIth and

XIXth Dynasties had died out, the “tribute” from Syria and Nubia

was insufficient to meet the expenses of the Government and the

demands of the priests of Amen-RS, king of the gods, at Thebes.

Under each new king the power of the priests increased, and before

the end of the dynasty the high priest of Amen was defacto king of

Egypt. When Rameses XI (or XII) died, IJerher, high priest of

Amen, usurped the throne and styled himself “King of the South

and North” and called himself “son of Ra" and “son of
A A

Amen”: he also assumed a Horus name, and a Nebti name, like

a legitimate Pharaoh. His rule was not acknowledged in Lower

Egypt, and whilst he and his descendants were ruling at Thebes,

another series of kings was ruling at Bubastis in the Delta. The
priest kings and the Bubastite kings formed the XXIst Dynasty.

Whilst the Theban priests and the Bubastite kings were struggling

for supremacy the Nubians once again became independent.

Through the religious fanaticism of Amenhetep IV, who was for a
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time high priest of Aten, Egypt lost her kingdom in Western Asia,

and through the arrogance of the priests of Amen she lost Nubia,

the Peninsula of Sinai and Palestine. The Egyptians and foreigners

alike regarded the priests of Amen as usurpers, and ineffective

usurpers at the best. The Thebaid became the scene of anarchy,

which the priests of Amen could not put down, and as they could

not maintain themselves and the service of the god Amen, and

could not help the people, they withdrew from Thebes, and it is

thought betook themselves to Kash, or Upper Nubia, where they

appear to have settled down. The rule of the priest kings lasted

for about 121 years (B.C. 1 100-979).

The Nubians, who had been gradually encroaching on the

territories of Egypt, began to invade the country between Buhen

and Syene, and waited for an opportunity to advance further

to the north. What exactly happened in Thebes when the rule

of the priests of Amen came to an end is not known. About

this time, i.e. in the first half of the loth century B.C., a Libyan

tribe, whose great chief was called Buiuwawa, began to invade

Egypt from the west, and about B.c. 947 Shashanq, the Shishak

of the Bible, a descendant of that chief, made himself king in

the Delta, and it is probable that his kinsmen began to occupy

the Nubian country on the west bank of the Nile. The priests of

Amen knew that they could never do battle successfully with the

Libyans, or gain possession of the Delta, and as they were sur-

rounded by a disaffected people, the only course open to them was

to leave Thebes. This they did, and though positive information

about their movements is lacking, there is sufficient ground for

thinking that they withdrew to the south and made their way to

Napata, where as priests of Amen-Ra, the Sun-god, whose worship

the Nubians had adopted, they were welcomed by the people. The

veneer of Egyptian civilization which the great kings of the

XVIIIth Dynasty had laid over Nubia was still sufficiently firm to

make their presence acceptable. The priests of Amen were learned

men, and their knowledge and ability very soon enabled them to

make themselves not only the recognized exponents of the will of

the god Amen of Napata, and the directors of his worship, but the

administrators of things temporal as well as spiritual. They inter-

married with the Nubians and so consolidated their position in
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Nubia. And we may be sure that they look every opportunity of

encouraging the Nubians in thinking that the northern boundary of

Nubia was at Siut, about 200 miles south of Memphis, and that

Nubians ought to rule in the city, which was the original home of

Amen of Napata, dweller in the "Holy Mountain” (Jabal

Barkal).

Meanwhile the descendants of Shashanq I (XXIInd Dynasty)

were reigning at Bubastis in the Eastern Delta and making their

rule more or less effective in Upper Egypt, especially in Thebes.

Their rule in the Delta was disputed by the princes of Sais

(XXIIIrd Dynasty) some ofwhom proclaimed themselves king and

adopted the rank and titles of the old Pharaohs. The history of

the period of the rule of the kings of Bubastis and the princes of

Sais is difficult, because many of the most necessary facts are

wanting; but we know that it lasted for about two hundred years,

say from D.c. 947, when Shashanq I became king, to about B.c. 730,

by which time a period of anarchy had begun. In the first half of

the 8th century B.C. a Nubian prince or chieftian called Kashta

c
u
esa

princess of the

married an Egyptian lady (who was perhaps a

house of Shashanq I) called Shepenupt, and

established himself at Napata, whence he ruled Egypt for several

years. His son Piankhi lived and ruled at Napata, presumably

under the guidance of the descendants of the priests of Amen who
had migrated thither from Thebes. When Kashta died Piankhi

succeeded him, and it seems that many of the chiefs of towns, or

kinglets, in the Delta and Middle Egypt acknowledged his rule.

The name PSnkhi, or Piankhi, or Paiankhi, or Paankhi,

, recalls that of the son of Herher,

the first priest king, who himself became high priest of Amen

llg and it is possible that the son of Kashta was a

descendant of his and was named after him. Be this as it may,

Piankhi of Napata regarded hioaself as king of Nubia and Egypt,

and his soldiers were quartered in Egypt under the command of

his generals, of whom the names of two are known, viz. Purema

and Lamersekni.
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THE NUBIAN CONQUEST QF EGYPT

The sole authority for the Nubian Conquest of Egypt is the

hieroglyphic text of 1 59 lines which is found cut upon a massive

block of basalt 5 feet 10 inches high, 6 feet wide, and i foot 4 inches

thick, and was set up in the temple of Amen at Jabal Barkal by

the Nubian king Piankhi. On the obverse of the rounded top is

sculptured a scene in which the king is represented receiving an

address from Nemlet, the leader of the rebellion in Egypt, who is

presenting to him a horse. At the feet of Piankhi three kings are

kneeling in submission, and behind the figures of Amen and the

goddess Mut are five more kings, each with his name cut above

him. The text opens with a statement by Piankhi, who styles him-

self "King of the South and the North,” and calls himself the beloved

of Amen He says that he is an

emanation of the god, the living counterpart of Tern, and the son

of Ra, and the work of the hands of this god. The stele is dated in

the first month of the season Akhet (August or September) of the

2 1 St year of the reign of Piankhi, and having called upon his people

to hearken to his narrative of the deeds which he has done more

than his predecessors, he goes on to say that a messenger came

[to Napata] and reported that Tafnekht, governor of Sais, had

crushed the opposition of all the monarchs in the Delta, and was

master of the country as far as Memphis. He had sailed up the

Nile with his army, and town after town had submitted to him.

The whole country was in a state of rebellion. The monarch of

Herakleopolis had refused to submit to him, whereupon Tafnekht

invested the town so closely that no one could either come out

from it or go into it. When Piankhi heard these things he smiled

and his heart was glad, and he thought that there was no need for

him to interfere because there were Nubian troops in Egypt, and

two generals to direct operations. Therefore he did nothing.

Meanwhile the people in Egypt were getting more and more

terrified, for it was clear that Tafnekht intended to sail up to

Thebes and make himself king of all Egypt, and they sent

messenger after messenger to Napata entreating Piankhi not to

‘keep silent,” ie. remain inactive. At length one brought the news
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that prince Nemlet had thrown in his lot with Tafnekht, and that

they were levying tribute from the people. On this PiSnkhi sent

instructions to his generals Puretna and Lamersekni to call up

their troops, and to seize all the people, and cattle, and boats and

to invest the Hermopolite nome so that the rebels’ progress might

be stopped. The generals carried out their instructions and re-

ported the fact. Then Piankhi sent an army down the river with

detailed directions as to the methods of fighting and tactics that

were to be adopted. He told them to remember that they were

sent forth to fight by Amen, and that when they arrived in Thebes

they were to bathe, array themselves in their finest apparel, and to

sprinkle themselves with holy water and to bow down their heads

to the ground before him. And they were to pray to him, saying,

We beseech thee to open up the way for us {i.e. go befoie us).

Let us fight under the shadow of thy sword.

If a babe weie to be sent forth by thee

He would in striking his blow vanquish multitudes.

The soldiers returned a suitable answer and set out on their way.

Having worshipped Amen according to their orders, they re-

embarked, and as they were sailing down the river they met a fleet

of war boats sailing up, and as these were filled with the soldiers of

Tafnekht a fierce fight took place in mid-stream. The Nubians

were victorious, and they killed many of the enemy, and captured

their boats and barges. A little later the Nubians attacked another

body of Tafnekht’s troops, and utterly defeated them and captured

more boats, but several of the enemy managed to reach the west

bank and escaped. On the following day at dawn the Nubians

attacked another body of the enemy, and slew a large number of

them and seized their horses, but again many managed to escape

and they fled to the north. Nemlet, however, sailed up to Herrao-

polis where he took shelter, but tlie soldiers of PiSnkhi who were

encamped opposite to the city closed in upon it on all four sides,

according to the instructions which they had received from PiSnkhi.

Then the Nubian generals sent a report to their king and expected

him to be pleased, but so far from this being the case he "growled

like a panther" over the report because his men had allowed some

of the enemy to escape, This was too much for him to beat, and

he took an oath by Amen that he would go to Egypt and destroy

Tafnekht and all his works. Meanwhile the Nubians besieged and
->8
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captured Oxyrhynchus, but still Piankhi was not satisfied with

them. They next attacked Ta-Tehen, which was strongly fortified

and filled with soldiers. They built a battering ram and breached

the walls of this city, and killed most of the people in it, and

though Tafnekht’s son was among the slain the king was not

satisfied. And when Het-Benu was taken he was still dissatisfied.

On the ninth day of the first month of the season of Akhet

Piankhi sailed down the river to Thebes, and worshipped in the

temple of Amen and celebrated the great Festival of the Apt, and

then he went down to Hermopolis and besieged it. He drove to

the camp in his chariot, and roundly cursed his soldiers for not

having utterly destroyed the enemy. He threw up mounds of earth

about the city, built stages for the slingers, and in three days the

city capitulated. The chiefs of the city collected rich gifts of every

kind and sent them out to Piankhi with supplications for mercy,

and the queen and all the royal ladies went in a body to Piankhi’s

Jiarim and entreated his wives to make intercession with their lord

on behalf of Nemlet and his city. Nemlet himself came to the

king with tribute of gold and silver and lapis lazuli, and in one hand

he led a splendid horse and in the other he held a sistrum ^ made

of gold and lapis lazuli. Nemlet showed his astuteness in bringing

a horse as his personal ofiering, for Piankhi loved a fine horse, and

he was so pleased with this particular horse that he had a figure of

it led by Nemlet cut upon his memorial stele.

Piankhi paid no heed to the beautiful women of Nemlet’s harlm,

but went on to inspect his stables, and when he learned that the

brood mares and foals had been kept short of food, he became

angry and told Nemlet that in starving his horses he had com-

mitted the worst possible offence, and that had he known this fact

he would never have forgiven him. Piankhi took possession of

Nemlet’s property and dedicated his granaries to Amen. The

governor of Herakleopolis then submitted, and brought to the king

gold and silver and a number of very fine horses. He did homage

to Piankhi, saying that he had been in hell, buried in the darkness,

but now that the light of the king had fallen upon him his darkness

was dissipated. Continuing his journey northwards, the towns of

Lahun, Medum and Thettaui submitted to him, and being thus
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master of the Fayyum he went on without further opposition to

Memphis. This city kept its gates closed, and continued to do so

even after PiSnkhi issued a proclanaation to its people in which he

promised, if they would let him sacrifice to Ptah and Seker, he would

leave them unharmed and continue his jouiney northwards. This

promise they did not believe, and finding a few of PiSnkhi’s

soldiers who were examining the walls of the city, they fell upon

them and slew them to a man. The citizens of Memphis were

encouraged to resist the Nubians by Tafnekht who had fled there,

but having pointed out that their walls were able to protect them,

instead of staying there to help them he mounted his horse and

rode away.

Piankhi discussed the situation with his generals who wished to

throw up mounds and breach the walls with battering rams, but he

decided to use other means for the reduction of Memphis, and the

defeat of its 8000 soldiers. As it was the time of high Nile, and

the waters of the river had reached to the walls of the city, he

ordered his sailors to dash in with their boats among the ships that

were moored to the quay, and to get as close to the walls as

possible. When the Nubians did this they found tliat the bows of

their boats projected over the walls into the city; fiom these the

soldiers leaped down into the city and captured it forthwith.

Piankhi took care to protect the temples, and having performed

ceremonies of purification, he offered up sacrifices to Ptah and

Seker. At this time various rebel chiefs tendered their submission,

which was accepted. Piankhi then crossed the Nile to Kher-aha,

which stood near the modern Arab town of Fustat, and sacrificed

to Temu, and then he went on to Anu (Heliopolis) to worship Ra
and his company of the gods who were there. He first bathed his

face in the famous Sun-Well, ‘Ain ash-shems, which still exists at

Matariyah, and offered up a sacrifice of white oxen. He then went

into the House of Ra, where he was received by the high priest,

and he prayed many prayers there, and the high priest made
supplications to the gods on his behalf. Piankhi then purified him-

self with sprinklings of holy water and the burning of incense, and

taking a bunch of flowers and a vessel of perfume in his hand, he

mounted the steps of the shrine to look upon the face of the god,

who was enclosed in a sort of tabernacle behind bolted doors. He
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drew the bolts, opened the folding doors, and saw Ra face to face

;

the god in permitting himself to be seen showed that he acknow-

ledged Piankhi to be the king of Egypt. Having adored the

Morning and Evening Boats of Ra, he clqsed the doors of the

tabernacle, and sealed them, and ordered the priests to admit no

other king into the sanctuary. Peta-Bast and fifteen other princes,

dukes and governors submitted when they saw that Piankhi was

acknowledged king by Ra, and were granted amnesty.

Meanwhile Tafnekht, the arch-tebel, was at large, and Piankhi

gave his men instructions to find him. When Tafnekht learned

this fact, he threw down his forts, set fire to his house and treasury,

and taking his soldiers with him fled to the town of Mest, the situa-

tion ofwhich is unknown. Thither Piankhi sent his soldiers led by

the general Peta-Ast, and they killed every man they found there.

As usual Tafnekht escaped, and it seems that he fled to some

village among the marshes of the Delta near the sea; he must

have found his position to be hopeless, for from his hiding place he

sent a message to Piankhi bearing his submission, and addressed

the king thus: “I have not seen thy face during the days of

shame, I cannot resist thy flame, the terror of thee hath overcome

me. Thou art the War-god Nubt, and the War-god Menthu;

mighty is thy arm. Thou hast not found me in any place where

thy face was, and now I am among the Swamps of the Great

Green Sea {i.e. Mediterranean) I am afraid of thy soul, for it

works enmity against me. Has not thy heart been cooled by what

thou hast done to me? Behold, I am a wretched man. Punish me
not accoiding to my evil deeds, weigh them not as in a scale with

weights. Thrice hast thou punished me heavily. Leave the seed

thou hast planted and thou wilt find it again, dig not up the plant

when it is about to shoot. The terror of thy Ka is in my body,

and the fear of thee is in my bones. I sit not in the beer house, no

man brings me a harp [to play on], I only eat because I am hungry,

and I only drink because I am thirsty. I have been in a state of

misery ever since my name was heard by thee, and my head has

lost its hair. My dress is rags, and thou hast brought the deepest

misery upon me. Turn thy face to me, for behold during the past

year even my Ka {i.e. spiritual double, or guardian angel) hath

forsaken me. Purge thy servant of his rebellion, and accept ray
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possessions, gold, precious stones, my fine horses, and regard them

as my indemnity. Send speedily a messenger to remove fear from

my heart. I will go with him to the temple, and having purged

myself of my rebellion will swear an oath of allegiance to thee by

the God." In answer to this appeal PiSnkhi sent his general

Purema to the place where Tafnekht was, and when he had taken

from him gold, and silver, and precious stones, and raiment, he

went with him to the House of the God. There Tafnekht abjured

his sin, and swore a solemn oath by the God that he would never

disobey the king’s commands, or oppose his instructions, or attack

any of his officials, or refuse to do his bidding. Piankhi knew that

it was impossible for him to pursue Tafnekht among the Delta

swamps, and he accepted his submission and granted him amnesty.

Immediately after this other great monarchs in the Delta sub-

mitted, and Piankhi was now master of all Egypt. The governors

of lesser towns came to submit to him in person, but as they were

uncircumcised and were fish eaters they were not admitted into the

royal tent; “they stood in awe outside it, and their legs trembled

like those of women.’’ The Nubian kingdom now extended from

Napata to the Mediterranean. PiSnkhi never attempted to rule at

Thebes, but having seen his boats loaded up with a vast quantity

of spoil of all kinds, he sailed up the river and returned to Napata

with a glad heart and much content. He rebuilt or enlarged the

great temple of Amen-Rs of the “Holy Mountain," and the ruins

of it show that it was over 500 feet long, and about 135 feet wide.

No remains of any building by him have been found in Egypt.

Of the rest of the acts of PiSnkhi we know' nothing, but it is

probable that he devoted the last years of his life to extending his

dominions in the south, and was content to let his son, or brother,

Shabaka rule in Egypt. It is thought that Piankhi reigned about

30 years; the name of his queen was Kenensat, and it was written

in a cartouche, PiSnkhi was buried in a pyramid

tomb on the east bank of the Nile at Kurru, which is nearly

opposite. Tangassi, and is about 7 miles from the modern town of

Matawi. The site chosen for his pyramid was a part of an ancient

cemetery, in which some fifteen tombs were found, and Reisner,

who excavated them, thinks that those who were buried in them
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were Piankhi's ancestors. He is also of the opinion that Kashta,

the founder of the family, was of Libyan origin. Near the tombs

of the kings were those of several queens, in a group apart, and a

number of tombs of horses. Each horse was burled in an upright

position, and his head was turned towards the South.

THE DYNASTY OF NUBIAN KINGS IN EGYPT

Manetho says that the XXVth D3masty consisted of three

Ethiopian kings, viz. Sabbakon (8 years), Sevechus, his son (14 years),

and Tarkos, or Tarakos (18 years); but the Egyptian inscriptions

give the names of five Nubians who may be regarded as kings of

Egypt, and these were:

^0^ Ll^
Neferkara Shabaka.

3
. ^ T^tkaura Shabataka.

3. Menkheperra Pankhi.

5. j^Cl
eiifjii

Khunefertemra Tahrq.

BakaraTanutamen.

Shabaka was, according to some, the son or brother of Piankhi,

and according to others the son of a certain Kashta, who usurped

the throne at Thebes after Piankhi had returned to Napata. Shabaka

seems to have served in the army in the Delta for several years

before he became king, and he was on friendly terms with Hoshea,

king of Israel about B.C. 725. In 3 Kings xvii. 4 he is called "So.”

Ho incurred the displeasure of Sargon, king of Assyria (B.C. 722-

705), who refers to him in his inscriptions as "Sib’i, the Tur-dan

(*.e. commander-in-chief) of Pharaoh of Egypt.” He sent rich gifts

to Sargon, and so probably deferred the invasion of Egypt by the

Assyrians. When he became king and was ruling at Thebes, he

discovered that Bakenrenef, the son of Tafnekht of Sais, was

corresponding with the king of Assyria, he sailed down to the

Delta and seized him and burnt him alive. Bakenrenef was the
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only king of the XXIVth Dynasty according to Manetho. He
mixed himself up in the rebellion of Hezekiah and other kings in

Palestine, and sent an army against the Assyrians on their behalf;

but Tirhakah, the Egyptian general, and his troops were destroyed

by Sennacherib (B.c. 705-681) at the battle of Eltekeh. The sister

of Shabaka, Amenartas, was high priestess of Amen, an arrange-

ment which was effected by Piankhi. Shabaka reigned about

15 years (B.C. 715-700) and was buried in a pyramid tomb at

Kurru, near that of Piankhi.

Shabataka’s reign of about 10 years was unimportant and his

name is not mentioned in the inscriptions in Nubia, He seems to

have had dealings with the disaffected kings in Palestine, and to

have wished to send an army to help them against the Assyrians.

Whilst he ruled at Thebes, Taharq, the Tirhakah of the Bible, ruled

at Napata. For some reason unknown to us, Taharq was dissatisfied

with Shabataka’s methods in Egypt, and when he heard that the

Assyrians had defeated him, he set out with an army from Napata

for Egypt, and when he arrived in the Delta he seized Shabataka

and put him to death. The body of Shabataka was taken to Nubia

and buried in a pyramid tomb at Kurru.

Of the short and unimportant reign of MenkheperrS Pankhi

nothing is known, but from a stele of his in Paris it is clear that he

claimed to be the son of Amen and Mut and that he drew up for

himself a full titulary like the old Pharaohs.

Taharq succeeded to the throne of Napata because his mother

Akaluka was a kinswoman of some of the descendants of the priest

kings of Thebes. He was crowned king both at Tanis and Thebes

about 3.0,689, and he had his mother brought from Napata to

witness the coronation ceremonies
;
he reigned about 26 years. He

built a temple with a rock-hewn sanctuary at Jabal Barkal, and

repaired or rebuilt some of the older temples in the " Holy Moun-

tain.” At Thebes he repaired the temple of Mut, and built a temple

to Osiris Ptah, and a pylon at Madinat Habu
;
at Tanis also he

built a small temple. His relations with the kings of Palestine were

friendly, and for the first eight or nine years of his reign the

Assyrians caused him no trouble for Sennacherib, king of Assyria

(b.C. 705-681), did not attempt to invade Egypt, although he knew
that Taharq was more or less in sympathy with their rebellion.
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Almost as soon as Esarhaddon became king (b.c. 681-668), he

besieged Tyre, and a year or two later set out to invade Egypt.

But he failed in his first attempt, for his army, like the army of

Cambyses, was destroyed by a mighty sand-storm {JiahUb) in the

desert. His second attempt succeeded, and he defeated without

difficulty the army which Taharq had collected on his north-east

frontier to resist Esarhaddon’s progress, Taharq fled to Memphis
with the remnant of his army, and fortified it to the best of his

ability. The Assyrians pursued him, and took Memphis and put

its garrison to the sword, Taharq escaped and fled to the South,

but Esarhaddon did not pursue him. The monarchs of the principal

cities in the Delta made submission to him
;
and he appointed

twenty of them to rule as his vassals, each in his own city. This

done, he returned to Assyria, where he stayed for a year, and then

set out on another expedition to Egypt
j
but he fell sick and died

on the way (b.c. 608).

Thereupon Taharq reappeared in the Delta and expelled all

the governors who had been appointed by Esarhaddon, and killed

the little Assyiian garrisons that he had left in the twenty towns,

and then went to Memphis where he declared himself to be king of

all Egypt. The news of these high-handed and foolish proceedings

was quickly carried to Ashurbanipal (B.c. 668-626), the son and

successor of Esarhaddon, and when he learned the extent of the

“sin” of Taharq (in Assyrian TARKtJ | *=TTT*=)i

" liver became hot,” and he was filled with fury. He collected his

army rapidly and set out for Egypt, He marched into Syria and

the twenty-two kings on the sea-coast submitted to him, and he

marched quickly to Karbaniti, where Taharq had drawn up his

army in battle array. The Egyptians were routed with great

slaughter, and when Taharq, who had remained in Memphis, heard

this, he fled to Thebes. Ashurbanipal summoned the governors

whom his father had appointed to his presence, and reappointed

several of them to the cities which they had formerly ruled
;
in a

few cases he appointed men selected by himself. Ashurbanipal re-

turned to Nineveh with great spoil. After he had left the country

Sharru-ludari an Assyrian of Tunis, Pa^ruru of Pa-Sept, and Nekau

of Sais, sent despatches to Taharq inviting him to make a pact with

them and help them to destroy the Assyrians who had been left in
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Egypt. But some of the Assyrian governors managed to intercept

the despatches, and the conspiracy was discovered, and reported

in Nineveh. Ashurbanipal sent a large army to Egypt, and the

rebellion was put down with an iron hand. Nekau and Sharru-

ludari were bound in fetters and sent to Nineveh ;
the latter was

burned alive and the former was loaded with gifts and sent back

to Egypt, and his son, to whom the Assyrian name of Nabu-

shezib-anni was given, was appointed governor of Athribis. Of the

subsequent career of Taharq we know nothing, but the Assyrian

annalist wrote, “Tarku fled to Kush. The terror of the soldiers of

Ashur, my lord, overwhelmed him, and he went to his dark doom.”

Taharq was buried in a pyramid tomb at Nuri, which was excavated

by the Boston-Harvard Expedition in 1917 ;
specimens of his

gigantic ushabtiu figures are to be seen in the British Museum. In

his inscriptions he claims to have conquered the land of the Kheta

(Hittites) and Assyria, and the Eastern Deserts, and it is probably

by such false statements that Strabo was deceived, and so declared

that “Tearko, the Ethiopian,” was a great traveller (i. 3. 21), and

that he had visited Europe (xv. i. 6). He had of course seen the

Mediterranean, but there is no proof extant that he crossed it.

During the last few years of his reign, Taharq associated in the

rule of the kingdom with a Nubian prince called Tanutamen, a

devotee of Amen. According to the text on a stele found at Jabal

Barkal, this prince had a dream one night in which he saw two

snakes, or cobras, one on his right hand and one on his left. He
applied for an interpretation of the dream to a magician who told

him that the cobras symbolized the lands of the South and the

North, of which he was to become the king, and that he should

bind these symbols of sovereignty on his brow. He accepted

this interpretation, and went forth and was proclaimed king by

1,100,000 men. Having made an offering of 26 oxen, 40 measures

of beer, and 100 ostrich feathers to the temple of Napata, he set

out for the North. He made offerings to Khnemu-Ra and Hapi,

the Nile-god, at Syene, and he was acknowledged king at Thebes.

At Memphis his reception was of a mixed character, for some

greeted him joyfully, and others resisted his entry into the city.

At length he killed all those who opposed him, and entered the

city and made offerings to Ptah and Seker. The people who
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resisted his entry into Memphis were probably soldiers from the

Assyrian garrisons in the Delta. But having propitiated the priest-

hood of Ptah, and assumed the kingship of the country, he set out

to fight and crush the “ governors of the North." These, however,

were not inclined to engage in battles in the open with forces of

unknown strength, and they withdrew into their garrisons, which

Tanutamen seems to have regaided as impregnable. At any rate

he made no attempt to throw up mounds around them, and to

breach their walls with battering rams, but sat down outside the

garrison cities and waited “many days” for their occupants to

come out and fight. When he saw that they had no intention of

doing this he returned to Memphis and sat down in his palace and

tried to think out a plan for dislodging the governors of the Delta

from their strongholds by means of the Nubian archers whom he

had brought with him. After a time, Paqrer

Frog), governor of Pa-Sept, or Phacusa, who was one of the leaders

of the conspiracy which the Assyrians had crushed a few years

earlier, appeared with some other governors from the Eastern

Delta, and discussed matters with him, and came to some sort of

an understanding with him. What exactly this was is not known,

but it seems as if they proposed to bribe him to return to his

own country. For after they had been generously entertained with

“ bread and beer and all good things,” they returned to their towns

and came back to Memphis with the gifts, which they had offered

him. Tanutamen accepted these and then, presumably, departed to

the South and returned to Napata.

Such is the story which Tanutamen caused to be cut on his

memorial stele, but in the Annals of Ashurbanipal we find a very

different account. Having said that Taharq went to his “dark

doom,” Ashurbanipal goes on to say that “Tandamanie f JfcJ

&IT 5 which is the Assyrian form of the name of Tanu-

tamen, the son of Taharq’s sister sat on his throne and ruled the

country. He fortified Thebes, and collected his troops to fight

against my army, and he brought out his munitions of war, and set

out on the road [to the North]. In my second campaign I set out

on the road to Egypt and Kush. Tandamanie heard of the progress

of my expedition, and that I had invaded the frontiers of Egypt.
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He left Memphis and to save his life fled to Thebes. The kings,

and prefects and governors whom I had established in Egypt,

came into my presence and kissed my feet. I set out to pursue

Tandamanie, and marched to the fortified city of Thebes
;
he

saw that my mighty army was advancing and he left Thebes and

fled to Kipkip, *^11^ Through my trust in Ashur

and Ishtar, my hands captured all Thebes.” Ashurbanipal looted

the city in characteristic fashion, and collected an indescribable

amount of spoil among which wete two gold, richly carved pillars,

or obelisks, which weighed about two and a half tons and would

be worth over ;6'300,000 of our money. All this he took to

Nineveh, where he arrived safely. Another version given on

tablet K 2675 says that the Assyrians overthiew Tandamanie on

the battlefield and routed his army, and that he was obliged to

flee by himself to his capital Thebes. The march to Thebes, a

distance of about 450 miles, occupied the Assyrian army 40 days,

for the going being difficult, the soldiers only travelled about

12 miles per day. In this version of the pursuit of Tandamanie no

mention is made of the gold pillars or obelisks. The circumstances

of the death of Tandamanie are unknown, but he was buried in

a pyramid tomb, in the old cemetery at Kurru in which PiSnkhi,

Shabaka, and Shabataka were buried. The sacking of Thebes took

place about B.c. 661 ,
and it was the most serious calamity that had

ever befallen the city. It says much for the tact and diplomacy of

Mentemhat, the governor of Thebes, that Ashurbanipal did not

raze all the temples to the ground. The destruction of Thebes was

due to the evil counsels of the priests of Amen at Napata. Their

ancestors had reduced Thebes and all Upper Egypt to poverty and

misery because they insisted that the high priest of Amen was the

rightful ruler of Egypt. Shashanq I made his kinsman high priest

of Amen, but the Nubians did better, and substituted a high

priestess for the high priest. The Nubians might have ruled Egypt

undisturbed if they had not been so unwise as to interfere in the

affairs of Palestine and Syria, whereby they brought upon them-

selves the wrath of the kings of Assyria. The Assyrians swept

away the Nubian soldiers before them as if they were chaff, and in

every battle their kings were defeated, Shabaka ran away from

Sargon, Taharq ran away from Esarhaddon and Ashurbanipal, and
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Tanutamen ran away from Ashurbanipal. It was reserved for the

Nubian converts and dupes of the priests of Amen to bring upon

Thebes such wholesale destruction, and ruin so awful that the

prophet Nahum held it up as an example of the calamity which he

prophesied would come upon Assyria, and which actually did come

when Nineveh fell B.c. 612.

THE LATER NUBIAN KINGS OF NAPATA

The next king of Egypt was Psemthek, or Psammetichus I,

the founder of the XXVIth Dynasty, which lasted from B.C. 663

to the Persian conquest of the country B c. 525. He was the son

of Nekau, the monarch or governor of Sars, and was appointed

governor of Athribis by Ashurbanipal, who gave him the name of

"Nabu-shezib-anni,” and named his city “ Limir-Patesi-Ashur.”

After the flight of Tanutamen Psemthek extended his authority

over the Delta, and afterwards, little by little, to Thebes, where he

reigned as King of all Egypt. As the policy of himself and his

successors was to employ Greek and other mercenaries, he had no

need to import Nubians into his army, and thus the kings of Napata

were left to follow their own devices. We do not know what took

place in that city after the death of Tanutamen, or who succeeded

him. The names of several kings who must have reigned over

Nubia after him have been collected from the ruins of the temples at

Jabal Barkal and other monuments, but at present these cannot be

placed in chronological order. The Egyptians in the later times

regarded Nubia as a nome, Ta-stitt which they divided into

thirteen districts called

:

1. Peh-Qennes 0^'^ ® the southern end of the Island

of Meroe.

2. Marau *>. Meroe, Mep^,

3. Nap Napata, NaTTora.

4. Petenher 5- Panebs ^Jpg. nvmJfC?).

6, Tauatch Behen Bdwvf?).

8 . Atefti 9. Nehau'^^©.
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10. . 1 ,

H"''’’'"*
Bliltl-

This division of the countiy was probably very ancient, but whether

it was preserved under the late Nubian kings is doubtful.

In 191S-17 Reisner, Director of the Harvard-Boston Expedition

into Nubia, excavated several of the pyramid fields at Napata and

in the neighbourhood, and at Nuii he found the tombs of Taharq

and about nineteen other Nubian kings. From the objects which

he found in the tombs he was able to draw up a list of the names

and titles of these kings, and these he has published in what he

believes to be chronological order. Some of these names were

known to Egyptologists befoie he made his discovery, but many
were not, and as all are instructive they are reproduced below : but

it must be remembered that the sequence is tentative. Most of the

kings arrogated to themselves the old Egyptian titles, e.g.

King of the South and the North, 1 strictly speaking “ King of

the South,” Lord of the Two Lands (».e, Egypt), Lord of
“III

Crowns, etc., and each called himself “ son of Rs ” and nearly

every one had a prenomen as well as a nomen.

god, Lord of the Two Lands, SekheperenrS, King, Lord of the

Two Lands, Senkaamenseken.

AWsfSA 'S

^siiiV 1 AVWSA
Ankhkara Anlamen.

MerkarS Aspelta.

UatchkarS Amtleq.
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C ^ ^

^ ^
Sekhemkara Malneqen.

q>^ i^ I ^

^

Neferkara Nelmai (?).

M Akheperura

Netaklabathamen.

\Z. KalEam^nO).

Kargamen®

¥S:,QaOS)
Astabarqamen.

rnGmm ^OEilEI“m.
Nasakhmat(?).

Kbcperkara

iQ

Maluibamen(?).

i

i.S»
O j

Talakhamen.

Neferabra

Herinutarekamen.mGEI^OHIEI
W C

BaskakerenC?).

w(^£E£|¥G1M]
wdH)^Gm]
WG^^C#>^uvw AtikhkarS Nastasen.
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The names of Atlenersa and Senkaamenseken are found on

altars which Lepsius discovered at Jabal Barkal (see Denkmdhr,

i!

smBBEEsaa
- 1 Tv 4i\-f ? /C

Ufitt in>tsii27Hifff*-(Ui>Jzr !iii7 :j-r

ii

^4Crl*f-SQr

ni tr

Jt*:=;nir

imm
isLifmes

Stele inscribed with an account of the dedication of gifts to the temple of
Atnen-lU at Napata by King AspeUa< Found at Jabal Barkal.

V. 15 and 3), and a statue from the same place gives us the

ptenomen and nomen of Aratleq. Nothing is known of the deeds
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of these kings, but their inscriptions suggest that they reigned soon

after Taharq. The principal monuments of the reign of Merkara

Aspelta are two stelae which describe the coronation of this king

and the dedication of gifts to the temple of Amen-Ra of Napata by
his mother. The "Coronation Stele” is in the Egyptian Museum
in Cairo, and the stele of the dedication of gifts in the Louvre.

Both were found at Jabal Barkal. In the sculptured relief on the

Coronation Stele the king is seen kneeling at the feet of the ram-

headed Amen, who tells the king that he has established his

sovereignty as firmly as heaven on its four pillars. Behind the god

stands the goddess Mut, and in front of the king stands his mother

Nselra holding a sistrum in each hand. The names of the king and

his mother have been obliterated, but they can be restored from the

stele of dedication. The text says that the soldiers were assembled

in the Holy Mountain of Tetun, an ancient god of Nubia, together

with twenty-four officers of state, viz. six captains of the army, six

priests who carried seals, six scribes, and six chancellors of the

palace. They had assembled to elect a king, but who was to be

that king they knew not
;
in their difficulty they decided to lay the

matter before Ra, to whose temple they went. There they found

the prophets and priests waiting for them. The priests sprinkled

the people with holy water, and burnt incense, and then prayed to

Amen to choose a king for them. The princes were paraded before

the god, but he selected none of them
;
but when Aspelta was

brought before him the god indicated that he was to be king. His

mother was queen of Kash, his grandmother was a priestess of

Amen-Ra. When Amen had chosen all present fell on their

bellies and did homage to Aspelta as the son of Amen-Ra and

their king. Then Aspelta prayed to Amen for strength and guidance,

And when Amen had promised to give the king both, Aspelta put

on the royal crown, and took the sceptre in his hand, and prayed

again and went out to the people who greeted him with cries of joy,

Aspelta made offerings to the gods, and decreed that a number of

festivals were to be celebrated annually, and gave 140 vessels of

beer to the god and his priests.

In the relief on the Stele of Dedication the king is seen pre-

senting a figure of the goddess Ma5t (t>. Truth) ^ to Amen,
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who is in the form of a man wearing (.he solar disk and plumes.

Behind the god stands Mut and Khensu, the second and third

members of his triad, and behind the king stand his mother, his

wife and his sister, each of whom is pouring out a libation from a

vase in her right hand, and holding a sistrura in her left. Each of

the ladies is steatopygous, and their figures resemble those of the

queens who are represented on the walls of the Chapels at Bagrawlr

on the Island of Meroe. The text slates that on the 24th day of

the fourth month of the season Akhet in the third year of the reign

of Aspelta, his queen came to the temple of Amen of Napata, and

in the presence of certain scribes, chancellors and overseers, eleven

officials in all, she contracted with the god to give him 15 loaves,

10 of one sort and S of another, daily, and 1 5 vessels of beer every

month, and 3 oxen every year, and on festival days she promised

to give 3 vessels of beer. The queen undertook to maintain this

endowment during her lifetime, and her children and grandchildren

were to do so after her death. Every descendant of hers who

carried out her wishes would have a son to succeed him, but anyone

who diminished the endowment would be smitten by the sword of

Amen and the fire of the terrible goddess of the desert Sekhmit.

There were present to accept the endowment on behalf of the god,

the 2nd, 3rd and 4th prophets of Amen, the scribe of Amen, seven

libationer priests, three directors and the scribe of the temple.

It seems certain that as the direct descendants of the priests of

Amen who migrated from Thebes to Nubia in the 9th century B.C.

became fewer and fewer, the officers of the temple of Amen were

recruited from the families of purely Nubian chiefs. Such men
would naturally see no reason why they should not observe their

native manners and customs, even though they might not be in

accordance with the rule of life prescribed by the priests of Amen.

A large stele which was found at Jabal Barkal and is now in the

Egyptian Museum in Cairo, shows that certain people in Napata,

who were supported by a section of the priesthood of the temple of

Amen, tried to introduce a new element into the worship of the

god, and that Amen was called upon to give a ruling in the matter.

According to Maspero and others, an attempt was made to abolish

the custom of eating burnt offerings, for certain men wished to eat

them raw. That it has always been the custom of some of the
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peoples in the Eastern Sudan is well known. The king, who was

probably Aspelta, found out that certain of the priesthood ofAmen
were in favour of this view, and in the second year of his reign he

issued an edict declaring that the practice was an abomination of

Amen. Dr Schafer thought that the text on the stele could not be

made to bear this meaning, and in it he sees nothing but a state-

ment to the effect that certain members of the priesthood had joined

in an attempt to murder a man in the temple of Amen. Because

these men, whose names are given in the hieroglyphs ^
|| (|^ 1

^
1 ^ ^^ i

PEsru PER TET KHAIU, had tried to

do a thing which would have defiled the temple of Amen, and

which the god had not commanded to be done, the king decreed

that they should not be allowed to enter the temple again. He
further warned every servant and libationer of the god that if they

committed any offence whatsoever in the temple, the god would

smite them, and would not allow them to walk on the earth, and

would not permit their heirs to live. For discussions on both views

the reader is referred to Revue Arch., N.S. tom. II. p. 329 ff., Paris,

1871 ;
Bibl. Rgyptologique, tom. VII. p 71 ;

and Klto, Bd. VI, p. 287 ff.

A careful copy of the hieroglyphic text and an English translation

will be found in Sethe, Urktinden, III. p. 108 ff., and Budge, Annals

ofNubian Kings, London, 1912, p. ciff.

The leigns of the kings whose names follow after the name of

Aspelta in the list given above seem to have been unimportant,

and nothing is known about them. If these kings made monuments

recording their wars, etc they have been destroyed, and no records

of them remain except those which are found on the funerary

objects in their tomb whence their names are taken. Of the last

three kings in the list monuments exist, and these may now be

described.

THE STELE OF SAMERIAMEN HERSATEF

This stele was found at Jabal Barkal and is now in the Egyptian

Museum in Cairo
;
there is a cast of it in the British Museum

(No. 815 [1125]), On the upper rounded part of the obverse is a

sculptural relief in which the king is seen presenting a necklace and

a pectoral to each of the two forms of Amen-Ra, who as the great
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god of Thebes had the head of a man and as the god of the Holy

Mountain the head of the Nubian ram with horns curling down by

his face. The king wears a close fitting cap, with a fillet, and the

uraei of the South and North are fastened over his forehead.

His tunic is held in position by a belt from which hangs an animal’s

tail. Behind one figure of the king stands “ the royal mother, royal

sister. Queen of Kash,
''

^
J

Thesmaru, or Thesmane-

ferru (?)”

;

and behind the other stands “ the royal sister, great wife

BehtalisC?)”^!^

The royal mother wears a close fitting cap suj mounted by the

uraeus of royalty, and the “ great wife ” wears the vulture headdress,

with the disk, horns and plumes. Each lady holds a sistrum in one

hand and pours out a libation with the other. The god says, "I

give unto thee life and all serenity, all stability, all health, and all

joy of heart. I give unto thee the years of Eternity and Ever-

lastingness.” The stele is dated in the 33rd year of the king’s reign,

and it is clear that Hersatef was a strong king, that his soldiers

rejoiced in his numerous expeditions, and that the spoil which

he brought back from them and shared with Amen-Ra made the

priesthood of that god content. In respect of the number of his

raids, and the area of his conquests he may well be compared with

the great warrior Pharaohs, and styled the Thothmes III of

Nubia and the Sudan. The text, after enumerating the king’s

names and titles, goes on to say that before Hersatef became king

a vision was given to him. In it he saw Amen of Napata come to

him, and look at him with kindly eyes, and bind the crown of

Nubia on his head, and tell him to go into his temple in Napata.

Hersatef was afraid, and asked a sage to interpret the dream, and

the old man told him, “ Let thy hands be active
;
build and build

strongly.” They (the text does not say who) took him into the

presence of Amen, and told him “ to ask the god for the crown of

the Land of the Blacks.” The god replied, saying; "The crown has

been given to thee. I will give thee the Four Quarters of the earth,

good water, the sky and abundant rains. I will put thine enemies

under thy sandals, no king shall march against thee. He who
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comes to attack thee I see his arm and legs drowned in the Great

Nile.” The king adds that Amen gave him these things. He then

journeyed to the temples of Amen in Gem-Aten and Per-Nebes,

and the temple of Bast in Tart ^ q, and told the gods therein

what Amen of Napata had said. This means that Hersatef went

to the three other provinces of Nubia to be recognized as king by

their priesthoods. He rebuilt a temple in Tara of the South, and

decorated the temple of Amen of Napata with gold, and built

a new sanctuary (?) of acacia wood which he had brought from

Arkaret, and overlaid them \vith gold. He then made gold rings

for Amen, and figures of gods, rams’ heads, beads, etc. For the

sanctuary he made vessels of silver and bronze, lampstands, censers,

shovels, etc., and he gave to the god much myrrh, incense and

honey. He rebuilt the “temple of one thousand years
.. n

, with a colonnade, a byre for cattle, and to Amen he gave

500 oxen, and loo slaves, fifty men and fifty women, and he said

to the god, “ Could a list be made of the things that I gave thee ?

I gave thee whatever I was asked to give
;
they gave me the order

[and I gave].” The expeditions of the king were as follows

:

Year 2. Raid on Rehrehsa ‘CT ;
great slaughter

, ,
ra ra I I I I’

^ ^

of the enemy.

Year 3. Raid on Mett

enemy.

j,- great slaughter of the

Year 5. Second raid on Mett, and fight at the city of Neruar

chief of Arga

Year 6. Third raid on Mett, and capture of bulls, cows, asses,

sheep, goats, slaves male and female, and gold. The prince sent his

submission, saying, " Thou art ray god, I am thy servant, I am a

woman.” Gift of cattle to Amen.

Year 1 1. Raid on Aqna (^Atcivrj ?) and capture of the city, whose

chiefs Barga and Sa-Amen had fled to Syene. Kasau the Nubian

general slew both fugitives and killed many men.

Year 16. Raid on Mekheti (?), with horsemen and bowmen

;

defeat of the enemy after a great fight, and looting of cattle.
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Year i8. Raid on Barua (Meroe) utter defeat

of its chief Kherua slaughter of the enemy.

Year 23, Second raid on Rehrehsa, and slaughter of Arua

chief of the district of Meroe. Defeat of

Shaikaru TtTtT
(|(|

^

with whom Hersatef had made a

treaty.

Year 35. Second raid on Mekheti. The enemy were killed to

a man, and the Nubians carried off everything in the city.

The text ends with an account of further building operations of

the king, and a list of the festivals at which Osiris, Isis, Horus, and

Anher appeared in the cities of Meroe, Mertet, Karr, Sehrara,

Karatet, Meshat, Artenait, Napata, Nehanat, Per-Kem and Per-

Nebes. The positions of these cities, with the exception of Meroe,

are unknown, but they were probably all on the Island of Meroe.

It seems that Hersatef was attempting to seize all the region

between Abu Hamad and Khartum, and to gain possession of all

the caravan routes from Abyssinia into Egypt

THE STELE OF PANKH ALURU

PANKH ALORU

He was an ancestor, if not the father or grandfather, of Nastasen,

whose stele is described in the next paragraph; he was born at

Taheh the position of which is unknown.

THE STELE OF NASTASEN

The stele of this king was found at Jabal Barkal and is now in

the Egyptian Museum in Berlin. He was a native of Meroe and

was called by Amen to come to Napata and rule Nubia, He set

out forthwith, and reached the town of Astmursa in one day, and

passing through Taheti and the vineyard planted by Pankh Aluru

arrived at Napata, from which city he sent a messenger to Dongola

(Tengul to announce his arrival. He went into the
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temple of Amen, and the god gave him the crown of Hersatef and

the might of Pankh Aluru. He also gave him sovereignty over the

land of Kenset, i.e. from Napata to Philae, and the land of Alu

I
© ’

south as Khartum, and the Nine

Nations who fight with the bow, and the lands on both sides of the

Nile, and the Four Quarters of the earth. Nastasen thanked the

god with his whole heart, and acknowledged that it was he alone

rn rn .
oj*

who had made him king. Having danced before /tfVWlA

_ ® ® owcaw T

y he slew two oxen and offered them up as a sacrifice,

and went and sat on the Golden Throne in the

Golden Apt under a parasol, or umbrella
^ i] i)J P»

received

the acclamations of the people, who said “ He shall reign as king,

and dwell with us in Barua (Meroe).”

The coronation ceremonies being ended, he sailed down the

river to Per-Gem, a town near the head of the Third Cataract,

where he worshipped the local Amen, who confirmed him in his

sovereignty, and with gracious words acknowledged him to be king

of Nubia. There too Nastasen went up and sat on the Golden

Throne. He then proceeded to Per-Ncbes, a town probably near

Wadi Halfah, and worshipped the local Amen, who appeared to

him and gave him his own leather-bound club(?) and

after holding converse with the god he went up and sat on the

Golden Throne. On his return to Napata he reported to Ra the

gracious Avords which Amen of Per-Gem and Amen of Per-Nebes

had spoken to him, and once again he danced before Ra and slew

two oxen as .sacrifices. Yet another deity remained to be visited,

and he went to Tart (position unknown), and appeared before his

"beautiful mother” Bast, who took him to her bosom, gave him

her left breast, and put into his hands her staff, promising him as

she did so old age and happiness.

On his return to Napata Nastasen endowed Amen with four

gardens and 36 slaves to tend them, vessels of incense and honey,

three measures of myrrh, gold figures of Amen of Gem-Aten and

Horus, 13 vessels of tchdm, or white gold, copper vessels, oxen,

cows, etc. The record of Nastasen’s fights now begins. The first
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foe to attack him was the chief Kambasuten

who was believed by some Egyptologists to be the Persian

king Cambyses, who as we know attempted to invade Nubia about

B.C. 525 or 524, but failed to advance far into the country because

nearly his whole army died of starvation. Nastasen says that he

sent out his bowmen against him from Tchart, that he utterly

defeated and routed the enemy, and captured his arms, and boats,

and cattle, and laid waste his lands. This statement seems to

show that whoever Kambasuten was he was not Cambyses, but the

arguments for and against the view that he was are well set forth

by Schafer in Regierungsbericht des Konigs Nastasen, Leipzig, 1901,

pp, 9, 10. From the spoil Nastasen gave gifts of cattle to various

cities, and to Amen 12 pectorals, a lamp, 300 cattle, 300 sheep, and

200 men (slaves), and no slaves, both male and female, whom he

had captured in Relheq, Upes, and other districts.

His next expedition was against Aikhentkat, chief of the

country of Mekhsentqenn. He utterly defeated the enemy, captured

the chief, slew a large number of men, and carried off all the

women, a large quantity of gold, 209,659 cattle, 505,349 cows, calves,

sheep and goats, 2236 women, and 322 aqit of *1^® of

I Q ,
and left the remnant nothing to eat except

the scrub which grew on the river banks. Of the spoil he dedicated

to Amen a lamp, 12 aqit, 2 copper lamp stands, and 6 pectorals, and

he opened the doors of the temple of the Gold Ox

which was the image (?) of Amen of Napata " his good father.” His

third expedition was agarnst the lands of Rebal <=>

and Akalkar (j^t. He took prisoner the chief, with

such a large quantity of gold that it could not be counted, 203,216

cattle, 603,107 cows, calves, sheep and goats, and all the women,

and “everything” which could be used as food. His fourth ex-

pedition was against Arersa
(| V

captured the chief

of Masha and carried him off with much gold, 22,120 cattle, S$,20O

cows and calves, sheep and goats, and gave them all to Amen of
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Napata, In his fifth expedition he invaded Mekhsherkhert and

captured its chief and great numbers of cattle. In his sixth and

last expedition he captured the chief of Maikhentkat (?) and all his

women, and cattle—35,330 oxen and bulls, and 55,526 cows and

sheep—and a large quantity of cattle. Nastasen’s great raids were

made on the districts on the east side of the Nile, and the later

ones on the large cattle-owning tribes on the west bank, the

modern Bakkarah.

When Nastasen returned to Napata messengers were sent to

him who reported that certain offerings which had been made to

the temple of Gem-Aten by Aspella had been carried off by raiders

who had come from the district of Meti

people of Gem-Aten asked that soldiers might be sent to recover it,

and to punish the enemy. Whether Nastasen sent soldiers to seek

for the stolen treasure is not clear, but there is no doubt that the

thieves got away with their spoil At length Nastasen made good

the loss to the temple of Gem-Aten, saying, "It was Amen of

Napata who gave these things to me, and I give them back to

Amen of Gem-Aten.” And when the temple of Bast of Thert was

raided by the men of Mefi, and gifts made by Aspelta were carried

off by them, Nastasen made good the loss. In return for these acts

Amen of Gem-Aten gave him his bow, and Bast gave him an

|,
and decreed that his life

should be long. The king ends his inscription with the words,

“ O Amen of Napata, my good Father, thou hast performed all

these things for me. Thou hast made my riches great, thine arm is

strong. Verily, O Amen of Napata, my good Father, the words

which thou utterest with thy mouth cannot come to nought. Verily

when thou closest thy mouth no man beneath the heavens hath

the wherewithal to feed himself.” It is unfortunately Impossible to

assign a date to the reign of Nastasen, but judging by the style of

the language of his inscription, he must have been one of the last

of the kings of Napata who were descended from PiSnkhi the Great,

or one of the first of a new line. Some authorities place his reign

as late as the beginning of the second century B.C., but this I believe

to be too late, unless Southern and Northern Nubia had become

two separate kingdoms.

amulet (?) called
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NUBIA IN THE PTOLEMAIC PERIOD

There is no evidence that the Ptolemies waged war against the
Nubians, or raided their country, although they were fully aware
that slaves, gold, ebony and ivory came from the regions south of
Philae, but it seems that they endeavoured to obtain possession

of the wealth of the Sudan by means of “ peaceful penetration ”

Diodorus says (xx. 58 ff.) that Eumachus the general made an
expedition into “ higher Africa.” He passed over a high mountain
200 stadia in length, which was full of cats, and entered a country
which was full of apes

;
the apes lived in the houses and were

worshipped by the people of Pithecussae. The country he reached
cannot be identified, but it was situated in some part of the SQdan
where apes (baboons) abounded. The same writer tells us that
Ergamenes, the king of Nubia, was brought up at the court of
Ptolemy II at Alexandria, and that he was trained in the Grecian
discipline and philosophy. How Ergamenes came to be there is

not known, but there is little doubt that through him Ptolemy
hoped to gain dominion over Nubia, or at least over the gold mines
in the Wadi UlSki in the Eastern Desert. The king called Erga-
menes by Diodorus has been identified with the builder of the little

temple of Dakkah in Lower Nubia, on the walls of which his name
appears thus

;

5t-ankh-Amen, emanation of
Ra,

Arq-Amen, everliving

loved of Isis.

Whether as a result of this intercourse with the Greeks, or whether
it was due to his natural independence is not clear, but he set a
precedent in the history of his country which is remarkable. The
priests of Amen at Meroe (Napata ?) had supreme power, and
whenever they came to the conclusion that their kings had reigned

long enough, they had been in the habit of sending messengers to
them commanding them to put themselves to death. They expected
such commands to be regarded as expressing the will of the god
Amen, and to be obeyed forthwith. When Arq-Amen was king

priests "ent him in the usual way a command to kill himself, bm
instead* of obeying them, he collected a considerable number of
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soldiers, and marched with them to the Golden Temple {i.e, Per-nub

I

the House of Gold), and cut the throats of all the priests,

and so put an end to the custom and the absolutism of the priests

once and for all. In the temple of Arq-Amen at Dakkah the king

is seen making offerings to Osiris, Isis, Horus, Amen-Ra, Mut,

Khensu, Thoth and Tefnut, but he was a devotee of the god

Arihesnefer, and the reliefs which he contributed to the temple of

Ptolemy IV at Philae have figures of this god sculptured upon

them.

The policy of Ptolemy II in respect of Nubia and the Sudan

is well illustrated by the inscription on a stele of this king which

was discovered at Per-Tem {i.e. Pithom, in the Wadi Tumllat) by

Naville in 1884. (See The Store-city ofPithom, London, 1885 ;
and

Brugsch, Aeg. Zeit., 1894, p. 74; and Sethe, Urkunden, G.-R. Zeit.,

Leipzig, 1904, II. 81.) He sent a fleet of ships to what in the early

texts is called the " land of Punt ” (he calls it Khemtithet i

||
( and the captain of these sailed to the “ uttermost

part of the Land of the Blacks”

and brought back products of that region which were beloved of the

king and Queen Arsinoe. He likewise founded the city of Ptolemais

Epitheras, not far from the modem Sawakin, and from the “hinter-

land ” he brought large numbers of elephants which were shipped

to Egypt. The scribe who wrote the text is correct in saying that

“the like of this was never before done for any king in all the

earth.” The inscription ends with the statement that Ptolemy holds

Egypt in his grasp, and all the lands of the South bow before his

will, and all the Nine Nations [of Nubia] who fight with the bow

are beneath his sandals. All this was undoubtedly true, and Ptolemy

had brought about his conquest not by means of raids and wholesale

pillage and slaughter, but by merchant caravans and the encourage-

ment of trade.

The portion of Northern Nubia that was of special interest to

the Ptolemies was the Dodekaschoinos ;
this contained twelve

Schoinoi or one hundred and twenty stadia, and it

probably represented some ancient division of the country made in
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very early times. Originally the Dodekaschoinos represented the

tract of land which the kings of Egypt set apart for the maintenance

of the temples on the Island of Philae. It is difficult to describe

exactly the extent of this tract of land, but its length was probably

between ninety and one hundred miles. The principal towns in it

were: Parembole (Dabud); Taphis, with Contra-Taphis (Tafah);

Talmis, with Contra-Talmis (Kalabshah); Tuteis (Garf Husen);

Pselcis (Dakkah)
;
Contra-Pselcis (Kubban)

;
Tachampso (Kur-

tah); and Hierasykaminos (Miharrakah). The last-named town

marked the southern limit of the Dodekaschoinos.

Ptolemy IV went on elephant-hunting expeditions in the Sudan,

and apparently developed a trade in elephants. He did not attempt

to reach the region where elephants abounded by way of the Nile,

for his expeditions started from forts on the west coast of the Red

Sea and worked their way inland from them A limestone slab

inscribed in Greek with a dedication to Ares by Alexandros, general

of the elephant-hunts in the reign of Ptolemy IV (B.C. 222-205),

was found on the Island of Meroe and is now in the British Museum
(No. 958). It was first published by Hall {Classical Review, vol. XII.

1898, p. 274). Ptolemy IV built a chapel in front of the temple of

Arq-Amen at Dakkah, Ptolemy IX built the pronaos, and the other

portions of the temple as it now stands were built by a Roman
emperor, probably Augustus or Tiberius. The temple is dedicated

to Thoth and is oriented due south. Another Nubian king who
flourished in the time of the Ptolemies was " King of the South

and North, Taaenra-setepenneteru, Son of Ra, Atchakharamen, the

everliving, beloved of Isis,” whose cartouches are found on the

walls of the temple of Dabud, written thus

:

Though it is impossible to assign exact dates to the beginning

and end of the Nubian kingdom at Napata, a general idea of the

period of its existence may be gained by considering the evidence

which has been collected by the members of the Boston-Harvard

Expedition to the SudSn. Its leader Dr Reisner and his assistants

have excavated the pyramid fields of Kurru (or Kuraw), and Nuri

near Jabal Barkal, and the three pyramid fields on the Island of

MeroS near Bagrawlr, or Bagrawlyah, and as a result have obtained
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much information of great importance for the study of Nubian

chronology in the first millennium before Christ. The oldest pyramid

field at Napata is at Kurru, where they found the pyramids of all

the kings of the XXVth Nubian Dynasty of Egypt, except that of

Tirhakah, and some i S other tombs. The pyramids were those of

Piankhi the Great, Shabaka, Shabataka and Tanutamen. Among
the 15 other tombs was probably that of Kashta, the father of

Piankhi, and the last pyramid tomb built at Kurru was that of

Tanutamen. The next oldest pyramid field at Napata is Nuri

where the Expedition discovered the pyramid tomb of Tirhakah,

the largest in Nubia, and the pyramids of 19 other kings, including

the pyramid of Nastasen, who was buried at Nuri though he reigned

in Meroe. Piankhi was reigning at the beginning of the second

half of the eighth century B.C., and we know that Tanutamen fled

from Egypt before the advance of the Assyrians and their king

Ashurbanipal about B.C. 661 or 660. We may say then that the first

six kings of the dynasty founded by Kashta, ie. the 1st Dynasty

of Napata, lasted for about lOO years, i.e, from 750 3.0-650 B.C.,

the average length of their reigns being i6| years. Taking the

same average for the 19 kings buried at Nuri we may say that the

total length of their reigns was about 314 years
;
therefore the rule

of the kings of Napata came to an end about B.O 336. Reisner

makes the average reign to be 17 years, and thinks that the

26 kings reigned for 442 years; his approximate dates are as

follows

;

I. Kashta B.C. 7 SO. 14. Netaklatathamen B.C. 533.

2. Piankhi 744- 15. Kargamen(?) » S13-

3. Shabaka „ 710. 16. Astabarqamen » S03.

4. Shabataka 700- 17. Asasheraq(?) » 478.

5. Taharq „ 688. 18. Nasakhmat(?) » 458.

6. Tanutamen « 663. 19. Maluibamen (?) >» 45 3‘

7, Atlenersa
,, 653- 20. Talakhamen » 423-

8. Senkamenseken « 643. 21. Herinutarekamen » 418.

9. Anlamen « 623. 22. Bagkakeren » 398.

10. Aspelta » 593- 23. Hersaatef » 337.

II. Amtleq 568. 24. Pankhaler(?) 362.

12. Malneqen
,, 553- 25. Akhratan » 342>

13. Nelmai « 538. 26. Nastasen „ 328.
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For Reisner’s views on Nubian Chronology see his Report in

Harvard African Studies, vol. 11. pp. 1-64; the Boston Bulletin,

Nos. 97 and 112 ;
Sudan Notes, vol. ii. p. 237 ff.; Jnl. Eg. Arch.,

vol. IX, p. 34 ff.

We may therefore assume that the line of kings founded

by Kashta at Napata came to an end about the middle of the

4th century B.c. and that the sovereignly passed into the hands

of the kings of Meroe then or soon afterwards. From the time of

Piankhi the Great the northern part of the Island of Meroe was

ruled either by the son of the king of Napata or by some nominee

of bis who had Meroe for the seat of his government. The prince

cf Kash who was appointed by the kings of Egypt most probably

had a deputy there who collected the “tribute” and taxes on

caravans which had to be forwarded to Thebes, but when Piankhi

conquered Egypt he obtained the right to make his son or some

official his deputy in Meroe. As the power of the kings of Napata

declined, their deputies at Meroe arrogated to themselves new

authority, and at the end of the 4th century B.C. were strong

enough to declare their independence and ultimately to establish

themselves as kings of Napata.

THE KINGDOM OF MEROE

The successor of Nastasen (about B.c. 328-308) reigned at

MeroH, and was buried at Napata (Jabal Barkal), but the greater

number of the Meroltic kings reigned at MeroS and were buried in

pyramid tombs about two miles from the town. According to the

table published by Reisner {Jnl. Eg. Arch., vol. ix. p. 35) 33 kings

and 12 queens were buried at "Meroe and seven kings and eight

queens at Jabal Barkal, and there are five other royal tombs at Meroe

and three at Jabal Barkal. For chronological purposes the tombs of

the kings are the most important, but it seems clear, in view of the

tradition that queens reigned at Meroe, that their tombs must also

be taken into condition. If we assign to the reigns of the 40 kings

an average length of 15 years, and assume that the first of these

began to reign early in the 3rd century B.c., the last of them will

have reigned at the end of the 3rd or beginning of the 4th century

A.D., *>. the series of 40 kings reigned about 600 years. Reisner

gives a higher average, namelSy 17 years and about six months, and
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he thinks the rule of the kings of Napata and the kings of Meroe

62 in all, lasted for iioS years, viz. from B.C, 750 to A.D. 335. As
the whole of the material collected by the Harvard-Boston Expe-

dition has not yet been published it is possible that when this has

been done some modifications of the figures will have to be made,

but on the whole the available evidence suggests that the figures

quoted above are approximately correct. At all events they form

a useful base for the purpose of making deductions as to the

chronology of one of the most difficult periods of Nubian History.

The kings of Meroe, like the kings of Napata, adopted the

titles of the Pharaohs, called themselves sons of Rs and wrote

their prenomens and nomens in cartouches. Thus the first Merottic

king of Napata was called
^ J ^

“King of the South and the North Khnem-Ab-RA, son of Ra,

Arkekamen.” He was succeeded by King

of S. and N., Lord of the Two Lands, NeferAbrASnkh
;

O S,
1 1

1

^ l<o-^ Son of Ra, Lord of Crowns,

Asruameriamen
;
and by Kaltala,

which was probably a Nubian name. Several kings adopted the

atra I and II. Copies of many of the cartouches from Napata and

Meroe will be found in Lepsius, Denkmdler, Abth. v, and in his

KSnigsbuch
;
for a corrected and complete list we must wait until

all the material collected from the excavations made in Northern

Nubia and at the pyramid fields of Napata and Meroe has been

published. For the excavations see Garstang, MeroS, the city of the

Ethiopians, Oxford, 1911; Interim Report, Liverpool, 1910-14;

Reisner, in Sudan Notes, vol. 5, p. 173

vol. IX. p. 34 fir.
;
and Budge, Egyptian Sfiddn, vol. I. p. 337

For the Meroitic inscriptions see Brugsch, Aeg, Zeit., Leipzig, 1887,

p. 75 ff.; Griffith, Jnl Eg. Arch., vol. Hi. p. 25 ffi, vol. IV. pp. 21-27
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and p. IS9 f.; Meroitic Inscriptions, Parts I and ll, London,

1911-12. For copies of the reliefs on the funerary chapels of the

pyramids of Meroe and general views of the pyramids see Cailliaud,

Voyaged, Mdroi, Paris, 1826-28; Lepsius, Abth, V.
;
and

Hoskins, Travels in Ethiopia...history of the ancient kingdom of

Merod, London, 1835.

On the death of Cleopatra Egypt became a Province of the

Roman Empire, and the Emperor Augustus appointed Cornelius

Gallus Prefect of his new dominion, B.C. 30. A list of the Prefects

of Egypt from Cornelius Gallus (B.C. 30-27) to Lucius Julius

Vestinus (a,!). S9-62) will be found in Chaine, La Chronologie de

Temps Chrdtiens de V^gypte et de I'Athiopie, Paris, 1925, p. 238.

A revolt had broken out in Upper Egypt, and Cornelius Gallus

advanced to Coptos and Thebes, the headquarters of the rebels,

and suppressed the rising with little difficulty. The Thebans had

been supported by the Nubians who, having enjoyed peace during

the reigns of the Ptolemies, greatly resented the claim which

Rome made to the sovereignty of their country. Cornelius Gallus

next proceeded to Syene, where be summoned the Nubian chiefs

of the district called “ Triakontaschoinoi,” which extended from

Philae to the foot of the Second Cataract, and came to an

understanding witli them. He granted to them their independence,

but made it quite clear to them that the right of Rome to their

country was paramount. (See Strabo xvii. i. § S3 ;
Dion Cassius,

LI. 9. 17.) A trilingual inscription in hieroglyphs, Greek and Latin,

found at Philae by Col. H. G. Lyons, records the suppression by

the Romans of a revolt B,c. 29, and the agreement which the

Prefect made with the Nubians must date from this or the following

year (Lyons, Report on Philae, p. 29). Cornelius Gallus ruled

Egypt for four years, and was deposed by Augustus and committed

suicide B.C. 26. He was succeeded by Gaius, Aelius Gallus, who
quelled a revolt in Alexandria, and Petronius, who spent 18 months

in trying to subjugate Arabia Felix. Whilst he was thus engaged

the Nubians seized their opportunity and attacked the Roman
garrison at Syene, captured the town and Elephantine and Philae,

and then advanced northwards and invaded the Thebald. They

overthrew the statues of Caesar, and enslaved the inhabitants and

extorted from them heavy payment of produce of all kinds.
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When the extent and seriousness of the revolt were understood

in Rome, Petronius, the successor of Aelius Gallus, was despatched

with 10,000 infantry and 800 cavalry to crush the rebels, whose

army was reported to contain 30,000 men. The Nubians either fled

or were driven to the south by Petronius, and they assembled their

forces in Pselchis, the modern Dakkah. Thither Petronius followed

them and opened a parley with them, and demanded the restitution

of the things they had carded off from Egypt, and a declaiation of

their reasons for levolt. When they complained of the oppression

of the monarchs, Petronius told them that they were not the lords

of the country of which Caesar was the overlord and sovereigni

The Nubians asked for a truce of three days in which to think

matters over, but as at the end of this time they had made no

suggestion of submission Petronius attacked them, and forced them

to fight There could only be one result of the fight, viz. victory

for Petronius. The bows and arrows, skin shields, clubs and spears,

availed the natives little, and the Nubians, undisciplined and

poorly armed, were utterly defeated. Those who escaped with

their lives fled to the desert, or swam to an island in the river,

or hid themselves in the houses of the town. Among the

fugitives were the generals of Candace, a Meroitic queen of

Napata, who probably had been sent by their mistress to direct

the revolt. Petronius pursued those who fled by river in boats

and rafts and, having captured them all, despatched them to

Alexandria. He then attacked the town of Pselchis, and captured

it about B.C. 20, and either killed or made captives its in-

habitants. Strabo says that Petronius next went to Premnis, a

strong city, “ travelling over the hills of sand, beneath which the

army of Cambyses was overwhelmed by the setting in of a whirl-

wind.” Now Ptolemy and Pliny both call this place " Primis” and

Primis has been identified with the ruined fort of Ka§r Ibrlm,

i.e. the Fortress of Ibrlm, which stands on a high rock on the last

bank of the Nile about 120 miles to the south of Aswan. This

Petronius could easily have reached by boat, and therefore the

mention of “ hills of sand ” by Strabo is difficult to explain. The

monuments and inscription found near the village and fortress

of Ibrlm show that the site was occupied by the troops of

Thothmes III, Amenhetep II, Seti I and Rameses II, all of whom
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recognized its strategical value and importance. The Romans

built a fort there, as also did Lord Kitchener. Petronius captured

Premnis, or Primis, and then advanced to Napata, “ the royal seat

of Candace " whom Strabo describes as avSptxij Treirijpw-

fieiiT) Tov irepov t&v 6^6dKp.&v, “ a masculine woman who had lost

an eye.” We are not told what route he followed in going to

Napata, but, as hills of sand are mentioned, it is possible that he

followed one of the caravan routes on the east bank and, passing

through a part of the great desert between Wadi ^alfah and

Abu Hamad, came to the Nile either at Dongola or at Marawi,

quite near to Napata. Candace had retired to some stronghold in

the neighbourhood, leaving her son in charge of Napata. She sent

envoys to Petronius to treat for peace, and offered to give up the

prisoners she had taken at Syene, and to restore Caesar’s statues.

Her proposals appear to have exasperated Petronius, who proceeded

to attack Napata forthwith, and the capital of Nubia fell into his

hands. Candace’s son fled during the attack, and nothing more is

known of him. Petronius made prisoners of the inhabitants, and

then, deeming it unwise or impracticable to advance to the town

of MeroS on the Island of Meroe, about which he must certainly

have obtained a considerable amount of information, he collected

the spoil from Napata, and destroyed the temples and other

buildings, and returned to Primis, He fortified Primis and placed

a garrison there, with supplies sufficient to maintain four hundred

men for two years. He sent one thousand of the prisoners to

Caesar as slaves, and the rest were sold by public auction. Many
of the prisoners died of privation and diseases. The Nubians then

repeated the tactics which they had practised for three thousand

years or more. As soon as Petronius left Candace appeared from

the stronghold where she had hidden herself on the advance of

the Romans, and having collected an army of several thousands of

men she came down the river with them and attacked the Roman
garrison at Primis. Petronius heard of their coming and went to

the assistance of the garrison, and managed to get into the fortress

before the arrival of the Nubians from the south. Candace sent

envoys with renewed suggestions for peace, but he refused to treat

with them and referred them to Caesar. When they replied that

they did not know who Caesar was, or where he was, he appointed
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men to conduct them to Caesar, who was then at Samos. When
they arrived, and were taken into the presence of the emperor,
they pleaded Candace’s cause to such good purpose that he granted
them all their petitions and remitted the tribute due from them.

In his description of the work done by the Harvard- Boston
Expedition at Jabal Barkal, Reisner states that he found traces of

the restoration of two parts of the temple of Amen, which was
practically built by Piankhi the Great, and was partially destroyed

by Petronius between B.c. 23-20. The restoration of the inner

walls of one part bear the prenomen Kheper-ka-Ra,

and that of another part gives the name of a king whose prenomen

Ankh-ka-Ra. A restoration of the sanctuary alsowas

gives the son-of-Ra name of a king whose prenomen Reisner reads

Nd-ka-mn. All these restorations were made about the same time.

Whilst clearing one of the pylons an inscription was found on which

were inscribed the prenomen of a king and parts of

his Nebti and Golden Horus names, and Reisner thinks that the

son-of-Ra name of this king was Nd-ka-mn, or Nud-ka-men. Now,
there are no less than four Nubian kings whose prenomen was

^O^LJ Jji
but only one of their nomens resembles Nud-ka-men,

viz. Nut-kamen, or
WWA 5 ^

Nut-gamen,

and this is thought to be the Egyptian equivalent of

/vwvvv

/ywwN

WWW J
Nithkamni, or Nutkamen. Thus there is

little doubt that the king who restored one part of the temple of

Amen at Napata after the destruction wrought by Petronius was

Netekamen, and if this be so he must have reigned at Napata afUr

B.C. 23-20. Another part of the temple was restored by the crown-

prince, called in Meroitic Sharkrer

whose prenomen was Giy]’

(mCV £S

he was a son of Netekamen,

and thus the two restorations must have been carried out within a
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few years of each other. Of the acts of Nelekamen nothing is

known; according to Reisner he reigned from B.C. 15 to A.D. 15,

and for a part of this time in conjunction with Mantari

whose prenomen was MerkarS ^

W)>
J

The recent excavations at Napata and Meroe have supplied no

information about the “masculine woman who had lost an eye,”

who dared to try conclusions with the might of Rome by attacking

the garrison at Primis. Strabo calls her by her title “Candace,”

and not by her name, and as all the queens of Napata and Meroe

bore this title it is not easy to identify her. Of the meaning of this

title and its origin, nothing is known, but it is certainly very old,

and was probably the official designation of the head of some great

tribe in southern Nubia. The Candace mentioned by Strabo seems

to have been a widow, at all events there is no talk of any husband,

and to have ruled independently at Napata and not at Meroe.

Her power was broken by the Romans, but of her doings after her

defeat nothing is known. She is said to have been the last ruler of

Napata who was buried at Napata, and pyramid No. X is supposed

to have been her tomb (see /«/. E£^. Arch., vol, IX. p. 63). After her

death the kings of Meroe were the overlords of all Nubia and the

Island of Meroe.

CLASSICAL WRITERS ON NUBIA AND MEROfi

According to Herodotus (ll. 29) Merod was a journey of

56 days from Syene
; 4 days to Tachompso, 40 days by land from

Tachompso and 12 days by boat to Meroe, “which is said to be

the capital of the Ethiopians." The only gods worshipped there

are Jupiter {i.e. Amen or Amen-Ra) and Bacchus {j.e. Osiris).

Another journey of 56 days brought the traveller to the country

of the Automoli, or descendants of the 240,000 soldiers who deserted

from Psammetichus, who were called ' This country must

have been situated in some part of western Abyssinia. In Ethiopia

there is much gold, elephants abound, and the country produces

trees of all kinds and ebony. The men are taller, handsomer, and

longer lived than anywhere else (n. 114). Cambyses sent spies into
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Ethiopia to find out if the “ table of the Sun " really existed in that

country (ill. i y). This table of the Sun was a meadow in the skirts

of the city of the “long-lived Ethiopians,” who dwell in that part

of Libya which borders upon the Southern sea. It is full of the

boiled flesh of all manner of beasts, which the magistrates are

careful to store with meat every night, and where whoever likes

may come and eat during the day. The people of the land say

that the earth itself brings forth the food. Cambyses sent to

Elephantine for some of the Ichthyophagi who knew the Ethiopian

language, and when they arrived he told them what to say; he

despatched them into Ethiopia with the following gifts : a purple

robe (robe of honour ?), a gold necklace, armlets, an alabaster flask

of myrrh and a cask of palm wine. The Ichthyophagi duly delivered

the message of Cambyses, and presented his gifts to the king of

the Ethiopians, who was not deceived as to the real intent of

Cambyses. The dye of the purple robe suggested to him deceit,

the neckchain and armlets he regarded as fetters and said they had

much stronger ones, the myrrh, like the purple dye, suggested to

him deceit, but having drunk a draught of wine he was greatly

delighted. In answer to his questions the Ichthyophagi told him

that the king ate bread made of wheat, and that no Persian lived

longer than So years. In answer to the questions of the Ichthyophagi

the king said that most of his men lived to be 120 years old, and

some even more, and that they ate boiled flesh and drank nothing

but milk. They owed their long life to the water of a certain

fountain in which they washed, and the water thereof made their

skins glossy and sleek as if they had bathed in oil, and the odour

that rose from the water was like the perfume of violets. The king

then led the spies into his prison where they saw that all the

prisoners were bound in fetters of gold, for copper was the rarest

of all the metals and the most valuable. The spies were then

shown the “ table of the Sun,” and the coffins of the Ethiopians,

which were made of crystal and were cylindrical in shape. The

dried bodies of the dead were covered with lime plaster, on which

was painted portraits of the deceased persons, and then inserted

into the crystal cylinders, through which they were plainly visible.

Each body was kept in the house of the next of kin for one year,

and first fruits and sacrifices were offered to it. When the year is
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ended, the crystal coffin with its contents is removed from the

house and set up on a piece of ground near the town. Before the

spies left the king gave them a bow for them to carry to Cambyses,

and he told them to tell him that when the Peisians could pull a

bow of the stiength of this easily their king might come with an

army of superior strength against the king of the Ethiops. Mean-

while let him thank the gods that they have not put it into the

heart of the sons of the Ethiops to covet countries which do not

belong to them (in. 18-21). When the spies returned to Egypt and

delivered the message of the king of Ethiopia, Cambyses was filled

with wrath, and set out with a portion of his forces to invade

Ethiopia. Before they had marched one-fifth of the way their

supply of provisions failed. They first killed and ate their beasts

of burden, and then lived for a short time on grass and herbs,

which came to an end as soon as they reached the sandy deserts.

Here they were reduced to eating each other. When Cambyses

heard that cannibalism had broken out among his troops, he

abandoned his invasion of Ethiopia, and letreated to Memphis by

way of Thebes, having lost the greater part of his army.

Herodotus mentions (ll. 104) that the Ethiopians are black-

skinned and have woolly hair, and that they piactise circumcision.

According to Strabo (i. 2. § 25) Ethiopia runs in the same

direction as Egypt, and resembles it both in its position with

respect to the Nile, and in its other geographical circumstances.

It is narrow, long, and subject to inundation
;
beyond the reach

of this inundation it is desolate and parched, and unfitted for the

habitation of man
; some districts lying to the east and some to

the west [of the river]. For the mode of life [of the Ethiopians] is

wretched; they are for the most part naked, and wander from

place to place with their flocks. Their flocks, herds and dogs are

small. The story of the Pygmies arose from the diminutive size of

these people (xvi. 4 2. § i ff.). They live on millet and barley,

from which a di ink is prepared They use butter and fat instead

of oil. There is no fruit except that grown in the royal gardens.

They eat grass, small twigs of trees, the lotus and roots of reeds.

They live also upon the flesh and blood of animals, milk and

cheese. They worship their kings, who are secluded in their palaces

as gods. Their largest royal seat is the city of Meroe, of the same
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name as the island, the shape of which is said to be that of a shield.

Its length is about 3000 stadia, and its breadth 1000 stadia
;
but its

size is perhaps exaggerated. It is very mountainous and contains

great forests. The inhabitants are nomads, who are partly hunters

and partly husbandmen. It contains mines of copper, iron, gold,

and precious stones of various kinds. On the Libyan side there are

great hills of sand, and on the Arabian side continuous precipices.

There are the rivers Astaboras (the Atbara), Astapus (Blue Nile)

and Astasobas. The houses are made of palm trunks split longi-

tudinally and palm branches, and bricks. Rock salt is found there

as in Arabia. The palm, persea, ebony and carob trees abound.

The animals hunted are elephants, lions and panthers. There are

also serpents which will fight elephants, and many kinds of wild

animals which flee for shelter from the hot, waste districts, to the

marshes. Above Meroe is the large lake Psebo (i.e. Sana), in which

is a well-inhabited island. The Libyans and Ethiopians contend

with each other for the possession of the islands and the banks of

the river, the former occupying the left bank and the latter the

right. The Ethiopians use bows made of fire-hardened wood four

cubits long, the women are also armed and wear copper rings in

their noses. Some wear sheep-skins, and some go naked, or wear

loin-girdles made of sheep-skins or plaited hair. They believe in

an immortal God who created the universe, and a nameless mortal

god, whose nature is undefined. Kings and royal personages are

regarded as gods, and men from whom benefits have been received.

It is thought that some who dwell in the hot regions have no god

at all
;
they curse tlie sun when he rises, and abuse him because he

burns their bodies, and they hide in the marshes. The Meroites

worship Hercules, Pan and Isis, and another barbaric god (Jupiter?),

Some tribes throw the dead into the river
;
others keep them in

cases of hyalus in their houses or in mud coffins. Their most solemn

oaths are sworn by the dead. Kings are chosen for their personal

beauty, or bravery, or riches, or breeding of cattle. The priests are

all powerful and sometimes order their king to commit suicide,

and appoint a successor. One of their kings refused to do this,

and, taking his soldiers, went to the temple and slew the priests. If

the king be mutilated in anyway his bodyguards mutilate themselves

so as to resemble him ; and if necessary they will die with him.
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The information about “Ethiopia” supplied by Diodorus

(Bk. in) may be thus summarized: The Ethiopians say that they

were the first men in the world, and they may be regarded as

Autochthones. They were the first to establish religious worship

and to make offerings to the gods. The Egyptians were settlers from

Ethiopia, and Egypt itself is a land built up by the slime and mud
which the Nile brought down from Ethiopia. Most of the Egyptian

laws are of Ethiopian origin, and Egyptian customs, e^. the deifi-

cation of kings and funerary ceremonies, were derived from Ethiopia.

In both countries the priests are shaven and w'ear the same kind of

vestments. The king is chosen by the god, and rules according to

the ancient laws of the country. A criminal is compelled to commit

suicide, and the priests command the king who is displeasing to

them to commit suicide, saying that it is the will of the gods. The

first to break through this custom was Agamenes, who went to the

temple and cut the throats of the priests. When a king dies his

domestic servants are put to death, and such a death is considered

honourable. These laws are observed by the Meroites, and the

people of the country near to Egypt. But there are other Ethiopians,

some on the east and west banks of the Nile, some on the islands,

and some live near Arabia and some in the heart of Africa. The

greater number of these, especially the riverain folk, are blacks,

with flat faces and curly hair
;
they are very fierce and cruel, have

the manners of the beasts, and skilfully devise wickedness. Their

personal habits are filthy and nasty, their nails are like the claws

of beasts, and they have high shrill voices. They have shields

made of raw ox-hide, short lances, and darts with forked heads.

Their bows are four cubits long, and when shooting their arrows

they use their feet to bend their bows; when their arrows are

exhausted they fight with clubs. Their women bear arms, and

some have a brass ring attached to their lips. Some go naked all

their lives. Some wear the tails of sheep to hide their shame,

others wear skins, and some have loin-cloths made of their own
hair, for the sheep have no fleeces. They eat fruit, branches of

trees, young reeds, lotus plants and sesame (millet?), archers eat

game, and some of them live on their cattle, milk and cheese. The

peoples south of Meroe believe in the existeifce of gods who are

eternal and incorruptible, the sun and moon, and in gods who
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were originally mortal men. These gods are Isis, Pan, Hercules

and Jupiter; some believe there are no gods. The Ethiopians and

Africans are always fighting for the possession of the best lands.

Herds of elephants come down to the rich lands and swamps for

food. Some say that in the deserts there are serpents large enough

to kill elephants. This is all that need be said about Western

Ethiopia the region on the west bank of the Nile from Egypt

to Lado].

We will now speak of the country cast of the Nile, between the

Nile and the Red Sea. Here there is a place full of rich gold

mines. The mines arc worked by criminals, prisoners of war, and

men who have incurred the king’s wrath; their families are sent

with them. The miners are bound in fetters and work day and

night, and escape is impossible. Savage and barbarian soldiers are

the gangers, who wield their whips incessantly. The rock con-

taining the metal is heated and the quartz is worked out by hand

and crushed with hammers. Men that are strong are set to work

with picks, and they follow the lie of the quartzite formation. In

the underground passages the miners carry lamps attached to their

foreheads. Boys follow the hewers and bring the lumps of ore to

the surface, where it is brayed in mortars and then ground into

dust in mills worked by women. The miners are naked, and they

are made to work, whether sick, or lame, incessantly; neither age

nor infirmity of either man or woman is considered. Beaten with

sticks or whips and exhausted with unremitting toil they often

drop down dead. The powdered ore is washed on a sloping board,

with the result that the useless matter is separated from the gold

which remains behind. The gold dust is washed several times and

is then put into earthen jars sealed with mud, which are placed in a

furnace for five days and nights. When cooled the jars are opened

and are found to contain lumps of pure gold. The following are

the peoples who live in Troglodyta along the coast of the Red Sea.

The Ichthyophages, who live on the sea-coasts. They live like

the beasts, go naked and have no perception of good or evil. They

trap fish among the rocks, spear them with horns of goats and kill

them by beating them with stones. They expose the fish in pots

to the sun, separate the flesh from the bones and boil it with the

seed of Paliurus until it becomes like a paste which is laid out on
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stones and dried
;
after this each person eats as much as he thinks

fit. Sometimes they catch large shell-fish, some weighing as much

as four minas, and having smashed the shells with stones they eat

the fish inside, which much resemble oysters. When the fish-

paste and shell-fish cannot be had, they collect fish bones, bi-eak

them in pieces and bruise them with stones and eat them. They

fish for four days at a time, eating, drinking and companying with

their wives, and on the fifth day they retreat to the springs at the

foot of the hills and drink water immoderately. Ptolemy III sent

his friend Simla to visit these people, and Agatharcides of Cnidus

says that they are emotionless. They cannot talk to strangers and

remain unmoved at the sight of them. Even if struck with swords,

or wounded or hurt in any way they show no resentment. The^

show neither anger nor pity when their wives and children are

killed before their eyes. Though they dwell on or near the sea

shore they have no knowledge of ships. Some of the fish-eaters

live in shelters formed by the interlaced branches of trees, and

some in natural caves in the most difficult and inaccessible

mountains.

The Chelonophages live on the islands and take the sea-

tortoises, as they lie asleep in the sun; some of these creatures are

as large as a small fishing boat, and the natives use the shells as

boats and as coverings for their houses.

The Cetivores, who feed upon the whales cast up by the sea.

The Rizophages, or Root-eaters, who live on the roots of reeds

pounded and dried in the sun
;
they suffer much from the attacks

of lions.

The Hylophages climb trees and feed upon the buds and

tender branches. They are of slender build and spring from tree

to tree, and if they fall they suffer no injury. They go naked and

have their wives in common. They are armed with clubs with

which they beat their enemies to a pulp. Many go blind and die

of starvation because they cannot see to climb the trees and so

obtain food.

The Spermatophages live upon fruits, and a sweet herb which

has a stalk like a turnip.
^

The Hylogones, who sleep in trees, and hide in thickets and

kill the wild beasts when they come down to the pools to drink;
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their arms are clubs, stones and darts. Their boys are taught to

practise the casting of darts, and if they fail to hit the target they

are kept without food.

In the west of Ethiopia live the Elephantophages who live in

forests and hamstring elephants and eat them.

The Simoes, who attack the Struthophages.

The Struthophages, or Ostrich-eaters, who arm themselves

with the horns of oryxes.

The Aeridophages, who live on the borders of the deserts.

They are small, lean and meagre, and are quite black. They live

upon locusts which they kill by smoke, and then salt and store for

food. They are short lived, and they die of a disease caused by

lice breeding in their bodies.

The Cynomones or Cynomolges, who wear long beards, and

live upon the flesh of the animals which their fierce hunting dogs

kill for them. “The nations that lie farthest south live the lives of

beasts under the shapes of men.”

The Troglodytes or Nomades, are a number of shepherd tribes

who live under the rule of a king; they have their wives in common.

They live on their cattle, and blood and milk boiled together, and

drink a decoction of the plant Palinnis. They wear skins about

their loins, and are circumcised like the Egyptians; deformed

persons are mutilated in their infancy. Those of them who are

called Megabareans carry round ox-hide shields, and are armed

with iron-bound clubs and bows and arrows. They tie twigs round

the necks and feet of their dead and carry them up to the top of a

hill, where they cast stones upon them until they are covered over;

on the top of each heap they set up the horn of a goat. When a

man becomes too old to follow the hqrds, he either commits suicide

or is strangled by a friend
;

all maimed or diseased persons are put

to death. In the country of the Troglodytes the sun is so hot at

midday that two men standing side by side cannot see each other

because of the thickness of the air. And if meat and water be put

into a brass pot and set in the sun, the meat is straightway cooked

by the heat of the sun.

The animals in Ethiopia are: the Rhinoceros, a hard-skinned

animal, with a flat horn growing out a little above his nostrils. He
kills elephants by goring them, when they bleed to death. The
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Sphinx, which is a docile animal, and can be trained by man. The

Cynocephalus, or dog-headed ape, is like an ugly-faced man. The

Cepus, which has the face of a lion, but otherwise resembles a

panther. He is as fierce as a wild bull, and feeds upon flesh : he is

as swift as a horse, has a very w'ide mouth, and is red in colour.

He can move his horns as he moves his ears, and his hair stands on

end; his skin is impenetrable, and no one has ever succeeded in

killing him. The Croent, a beast part dog and part wolf. Serpents

of vety large size exist in the country, and one, thirty cubits in

length, was captured by hunters in a net and brought to Alexandria

and presented by them to Ptolemy II.

Pliny’s account of Ethiopia (vi. 35) may be thus summarized:

Leaving Syene we find on the Arabian side the Catadupi, the

Syenitae, and the towns of Tacompsos (Thatice), Aramasos,

Sesamos, Sanduma, Masindomacam, Arabeta and Boggia, Leu-

pitorga, Tantarcne, Mecindata, Noa, Gloploa, Gystate, Megada,

Lea, Renni, Nups, Direa, Patiga, Bacata, Dumana, Rhadata, where

a gold cat was worshipped. Boron in the interior, and Mallos, near

Meroe; this is the account given by Bion. But Juba says that

there is a city on Mount Megatichos, which lies between Egypt

and Ethiopia, by the Arabians known as Myrson, after which come

Tacompsos, Aramus, Sesamos, Pide, Mamuda, Orambis, situate

near a stream of bitumen, Amodita, Prosda, Parenta, Mama,

Tesatta, Gallas, Zoton, Graucome, Emeus, the Pidibotae, the

Hebdamecontacometae, Nomades, who dwell in tents, Cyste,

Macadagale, Proaprimis, Nups, Detrelis, Patis, the Gambreves,

the Magasnei, Segasmala, Crandala, Denna, Cadeuma, Thena,

Batta, Alana, Mascoa, the Scamni, Hora, situate on an island, and

then Abala, Androgalis, Sesecre, the Malli and Agole.

On the African side there are Tacompsos, and after it Maggore,

Saea, Edos, Plenariae, Pinnis, Magassa, Buma, Linthuma, Spintum,

Sydop, the Censi, Pindicitora, Acug, Orsum, Sansa, Maumarum,

Urbim, the town of Molum, by the Greeks called Hypaton, Pagoarca,

Zmanes, at which points elephants begin to be found, the Mambli,

Berressa, and Acetuma; there was formerly a town also called Epis,

over against Meroe, which had, however, been destroyed before

Bion wrote. These are the names of places given as far as Meroe

;

but hardly any of them now exist. At all events, the praetorian
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troops that were sent by the Emperor Nero, under the command
of a tribune, for the purposes of enquiry, when, among his other

wars, he was contemplating an expedition against Ethiopia, brought

back word that they had met with nothing but deserts on their

route. The Roman arms penetrated into these regions in the

time of the late Emperor Augustus, under the command of P. (or

Caius?) Petronius, a man of Equestrian rank and Prefect of Egypt,

That general took the following cities, the only ones we now find

mentioned there, in the following order: Pselcis, Primis, Abuncis,

Phthuris, Cambusis, Atteva, and Stadasis, where the river Nile, as

it thunders down the precipices, has quite deprived the inhabitants

of the power of hearing; he also sacked the town of Napata. The

extreme distance to which he penetrated beyond Syene was 970
miles; it was not the Roman arms that rendered these regions a

desert. Ethiopia, gaining in its turn the mastery, and then again

reduced to servitude, was at last worn out by its continual wars

with Egypt, having been a famous and powerful country even at

the time of the Trojan war, when Memnon was its king. It is

evident from the fabulous stories about Andromeda, that it ruled

over Syria in the time of King Cepheus, and that its sway extended

as far as the shore of our sea.

The extent of the country has been the subject of conflicting

accounts; first by Dalion, who travelled a considerable distance

beyond Merofe, and after him by Aristocreon and Basilis, as well as

the younger Simonides, who made a stay of five years at Meroe,

when he wrote his account of Ethiopia. Timosthenes, admiral of

the fleets of Philadelphus, says that Meroe is 60 days’ journey from

Syene; while Eratosthenes states that the distance is 625 miles,

and Artemidorus says it is 600. Sebosus says that from the

extreme point of Egypt, the distance to Meroe is 1675 miles, while

the other writers last mentioned make it 1250 miles. The envoys

sent by Nero reported that the distance from Syene to Meroe was

871 miles, the following being the items: From Syene to Hiera

Sycaminos 54 miles; from thence to Tama 72 miles; to the country

of the Evonymitae, the first region of Ethiopia, 120 miles; to

Acina 54 miles; to Pittara 25 miles; and to Tergedus 106 miles.

They stated also that the island of Gagaudes is half-way between

Syene and MeroS; here the bird called "parrot" was first seen; at
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the island of Articula the animal called "sphingium” [a kind of

ape] was first discovered by them, and after passing Tergedus the

dog-headed ape. The distance from thence to Napata is 8o miles;

this little town is the only one of all that now survives. From

thence to the island of Meroe is 360 miles. The grass near Meroe

is greener and fresher, and there are rudimentary forests, and traces

of the rhinoceros and elephant. Meroe is 70 miles from the

entrance to the Island of Meroe, and close to it is another island

called Tadu, which forms a harbour facing those who enter the

right-hand channel of the river. The buildings in the city, the

envoys reported, were few, and the district was ruled by a woman
called “Candace"; queen after queen for many years had borne

this name. There was a temple of Jupiter Hammon there, which

was greatly venerated, and there were smaller shrines of this god

throughout the country. The Island of Meroe was famous in the

days of the Ethiopian dominion, and it had a standing army of

200,000 armed men, and 4000 artisans dwelt in it. There are 45

kings in Ethiopia. The names of the country have been Aetheria,

Atlantia, and Ethiopia, from Ethiops, the son of Vulcan. Owing to

the great heat of the country, men and animals assume monstrous

forms, and it is said that in the eastern part of the interior there is

a people who have no noses, the whole face presenting a flat

surface; others have no upper lip, others have no tongues, and

others have only one nostril. In others the mouth has grown

together, and they breathe through one nostril, and absorb their

drink through the hollow stalk of the oat. Some nations use move-

ments of the head and limbs in the place of speech. Others were

unacquainted with the use of fire until the time ofPtolemy Lathyrus.

The Pygmies live in the marshes in which the Nile takes its rise.

On the coast of Ethiopia is a range of mountains, of red colour, and

they seem to be always burning.

After passing Meroe the country is bounded by the Troglodytae

and the Red Sea, which is a journey of three days from Napata to

that sea; here rain-water is stored, and in the district there is much
gold. In the parts beyond dwell the AdabuH, an Ethiopian people.

Over against Mero6 are the Megabarri (Adiabari); some dwell in

the city of Apollo, and some are Nomades, living on the flesh of

elephants. Opposite, on the African side, are the Macrobii, and
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beyond the Megabarri are the Memnones and the Dabeli, and 20

days further on are the Critensi. Beyond these are the Dochi, and

then the Gymnetes, who always go naked
;
then come the Andetae,

the Mothitae, the Mesaches, and the Ipsodorae, who are black in

colour and stain their bodies with red ochre. On the African side

are the Medimni, and a nation of Nomades, who live on the milk

of the dog-headed ape, and the Aladi and the Syrbotae, who are

said to be eight cubits high in stature.

Aristocreon says that 5 days’ journey from Meroe, on the

Libyan side, is the town of Tolies; 12 days’ journey further on is

Esar, a town founded by the Egyptians who fled from Psammeti-

chus; they dwelt there for 300 years. Opposite on the Arabian

side is a town of theirs called “Daron.” Esar is called by Bion

“Sape,” and he says the name means “strangers”; their capital,

situated on an island, is Sembolitis, and a third place of theirs is

Sinat in Arabia. Between the mountains and the Nile are the

Simbarri and tlie Palugges
;
and on tlie mountains are the numerous

tribes of the Asachae; they are five days from the sea, and live on

the flesh of the elephants which they hunt. An island in the Nile,

belonging to the Semberritae, is ruled by a queen. Eight days

further on are the Ethiopian Nubei; their town Tenupsis is on the

Nile. Among the Sesambri, none of the quadrupeds, including the

elephants, have ears. On the African side are the Tonobari, and

the Ptoenphae, who have a dog for their king, and they divine his

commands from his movements, the Auruspi, whose town is far

from the Nile, and then come the Archisarml, the Phaliges, the

Marigerri, and the Casmari. From Sembolitis to Meroe is a

journey of 20 days. Other islands with towns are: Asara, Darde,

Medoe, with its town Asel, Garodes, with a town of the same name.

Along the banks of the Nile are: Navi, Modunda, Andatis, Secun-

dum, Colligat, Secande, Navectabe, Cumi, Agrospi, Aegipa,

Candrogari, Araba and Summara. Beyond, at Sirbitum, the

mountains end; some say that the maritime Ethiopians, the

Nisacaethae, and the Nisyti, i.e, “men with three or four eyes,"

dwelt here; they are thus called because of their unerring aim when

shooting arrows. Southwards along the Nile, beyond the Greater

Quicksands, are the Cisori, who use rain-water only. The other

nations are the Longorapori, five days from the Oecalices, the
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Usibalci, the Isbeli, the Perusii, the Ballii, the Cispii
;

all the rest of

the country is desert inhabited by fabulous people only. To the west

are the Nigroae, whose king has only one eye, and that in the fore-

head, the Agriophagi, who live chiefly on the flesh of panthers and

lions, the Pamphagi, who will eat anything, the Anthropophagi,

who live on human flesh, the Cynamolgi, a people with the heads of

dogs, the Artabatitae, who have four feet, and wander about after

the manner of wild beasts; and after them the Hesperiae and the

Perorsi, who dwell on the confines of Mauretania. Some Ethiopian

tribes live on nothing but locusts salted and dried, but these people

do not live beyond their fortieth year.

M, Agrippa thought that the total length of Ethiopia, including

the Red Sea, was 2170 miles, and that its breadth, including Upper

Egypt, was 1297 miles. Some authors divide its length thus: from

Meroe to Sirbitum, ii days’ sail; from Sirbitum to the Dabelli

15 days; and from them to the Ethiopian Ocean, 6 days’ journey.

It is generally agreed that the distance from the ocean to Meroe is

625 miles, and from Meroe to Syene, what we have already stated.

Ethiopia lies from south-east to south-west. Forests of ebony trees

are to be seen in it, and in the midst of it is a mountain, of

immense height, which overhangs the sea and emits a perpetual

flame. The Greeks call it“Theon Ochema,” i.e, "chariot of the gods,"

and at a distance of four days’ sail from it is the promontory of

Hesperu Geras, upon the confines of Africa, and close to the

Hesperiae, an Ethiopian nation. Some assert that there are in this

region hills of a moderate height, which afford a pleasant shade

from the groves with which they are clad, and are the haunts of

Aegipans and Satyrs.

Turning from the vague and oft-times misleading remarks of the

ancient writers quoted above, we may refer briefly to the writings

of modern travellers in the Island of Meroe, and their descriptions

of it. James Bruce towards the close of the i8th century was

the first to estimate truly the extent of the Island, which he found

to be a region having about the same area as Ireland, bounded by
the Atbara, the Nile, the Blue Nile and its tributaries. In October

1772 travelling northwards from Shendi he came to the beginning

of the Island of Kurgos, and close to the mountain called Gabbainy,

he lighted upon the ruins of a large town. He found broken
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pedestals of statues, paits of an obelisk with hieroglyphic inscrip-

tions, and the Arabs told him of the existence of statues of men in

black stone. He found it impossible not to guess that the lemains

before him weie the ruins of the ancient city of Meroc (see his

Travels, London and Edinburgh (7 vols.), 1813, vol. VI. p. 453).

In the neighbouihood of Shendi, J. L. Buickhaidl (1784-1817) saw
the rums of houses, etc., but he tells us nothing about Meroe (see

his Travels in Nubia, London, I8i8). The identification of the

ruins at Kabushiyah with Meroe is due to Cailliaud (1787-1869),

who went to Egypt in 1813 and entered the scivice of Muhammad
‘All Pasha, who sent him to vaiious sites on the Red Sea and to

the Oases in the Western Desert to collect information foi him.

He was permitted to accompany Isma'll’s expedition to the Sudan,

and whilst there he succeeded in making a number of valuable

discoveries. He made a plan of the town of Meroe, and measured

the pyramids, and at Soba on the Blue Nile he discovered the

famous stone ram which was in the grounds of the palace at

Khartum. lie made plans of the temples at Nagaa, and he visited

and described the ruins at Wad Ba Nagaa. He discovered the

ruins at Masawwariit, and the temple of Wadi-al-BanSt. He
published a full account of his researches in 18x9-22 in his

Voyage 4 Meroe, Paris, 1826-28. G. A. Hoskins visited Meioe and

MasawwarSt, and published drawings and descriptions of the

monuments and pyramids {Travels in Ethiopia, London, 1835),

but was unable to go to Nagaa. G. Feilini opened some of the

pyramids of Meroc and obtained some wonderful Meroitic

jewellery (see Budge, The Egyptian Sudan, London, 1907, vol. I.

p. 285 ff,), but his sole object in excavating was to obtain buried

treasure (see his Relation histonque des Fouilles opiries dans la

Nubie, Rome, 1838). In 1844 R. Lepsius visited Meroe, and he

and his assistants made plans of the pyramid fields, and copies of

the incriptions, etc. on the walls of the chapels of the pyramids.

He contented himself with describing the rites which Cailliaud had

discovered, and copying the inscriptions on the monuments found

there. His descriptions are published in his Briefe aus Aegypten,

Aethiopen und der Halbinsel des Sinai, Berlin, 1852 (English trans-

lation by Homer, London, 1853), and the inscriptions in the

Denkmdler, Berlin, 1849. In 1903-8 Mr J, W, Crowfoot explored
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Sepulchtal Stele of a prince of Merofi with an inscripdon in the MeroiUc
cnwoter. In the centre is seated Osiris, who wears the Atef Crown andMds m his hands a whip and a scimitar p). On the side of his throne is
the Bjmhol of the Union of the South and the North. Above him is the

® 5 P""' ^“SS. symbolising Horus
®e^Ml (E^). Behmd Osins stands Isis. From the Fourth Pyramid

Fie d at MeroS. From Lepsius, Denkmaler, Abth, vr. No. to.
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several parts of the Island of Meroe, and visited and described

Basa, and the ruins of its temple^, and reservoir, the Hawad, Umm
Soda and its reservoirs, Gebel Geili, and Murabbaa. His descrip-

tions of these places and his views about the history of the

Tablet for offerings, or altar slab, with an inscription in the Merottic character. The
scene on it represents the goddess Isis and Anubisf?) filling the four libation vases

with celestial wine. The oiiginal is in Berlin (No. ss54).

From Lepsius, Denkmahsr, Abth. vi. Bl. 9.

Meroitic kingdom will be found in The Island of Meroi, London,

1911, Part I, Chaps. I and ll.

^ The crystalline limestone sundial which he found there is now in the

Museum at Khartum.
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NUBIAN AND THE MEROKTIC WRITINGS

In the Vth Abtheilung of his Denkntaler Lepsius published a

number of inscriptions from temples and other monuments found

in the Nile Valley between Aswan and Wadi IJalfah, which were

written in a character unknown to the early Egyptologists. In the

same section of his great work he published the scenes which are

cut on the walls of the chapels of the pyramids of Meroe, and their

accompanying inscriptions
;
the inscriptions of the former class are

written in a character resembling Demotic, but the latter are in

hieroglyphs. Thus it is clear that the kings and queens of Meroe

adopted the Egyptian hieroglyphic system of writing, but a short

examination of the royal names showed that to some of the

hieroglyphs phonetic values different from those which they had

in Egyptian had been given by the Meroltes. Thanks to the

researches of Prof. F. LI. Griffith it has been shown that both

classes of inscriptions are written in the same language, a fact

which Griffith has shown by the equations of texts which he has

published. The Meroltic alphabet has therefore two principal

forms, hieroglyphic in which each sign is a picture of some object,

and Demotic in which the signs are conventionalized. As all the

signs except one are written separately, the script cannot be called

cursive. Meroitic hieroglyphic inscriptions are written from right

to left, like the Demotic, and they must be read in the direction

towards which the figures face. From the names written in

Egyptian hieroglyphs the following phonetic values of signs have

been deduced

:

I. (|^ and i| = A. II- 1^ 1

,W and
[
1 , = S.

= Y. 12. TtTtT and r—

i

= SH.

S' -fl
«W. 13- and 'sr;* = K.

4. and J *B. 14- and a = Q.

S' 3^’k ° = P. IS- U' = K.

6. ^ and^ = M. i6,
1

and q =*T.

^ = N. 17. a==s «.TH.
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1

and0 = R,L. 18.
cSi

A_il == D, DY (?),

= H. 19. = T.

^ and ® = H. : does not occur.

The ;Meroitic alphabet formulated by Griffith is as follows

:

I. ^ initial A or N. 13. = L.

2.

P
= E or YE. 14. <=>, <3=. = H.w

3. = t. IS. 6 = H.

4- 1 = I or YI. 16. n = S.

s. = Y. 17- m = SH.

6.
fi

= W. 18. = K.

7- ^(J) = B. 19. A (4 = Q.

8. -P. 20. (
85=s) = T(I).

9 - = M. 21.
/wvyA

ro
= TE.

10. = N. 22. = Tt.

II. w
r*j

= N. 23 - = Z(?).

12. IS3 , C=J = R.

For discussions on these alphabets, and on Meroitic inscriptions

generally, texts and translations, etc., see Griffith, Karattb^y

Philadelphia, 1911; Merotlic Inscriptions, 2 vols., London, 1911-12;

Merottic Inscriptions from Faros, Paris, 1922; Aeg. Zeit., Leipzig,

1911, Bd. 48, p. 67; and Jnl. Eg. Arch., London, 1916-17,

vols. III and IV.

THE EXCAVATIONS OF MEROE

Neither Cailliand nor Lepsius made any serious excavations at

Meroe, and except for the little work there which was done hy

Ferlini and Stefani in 1832-34 nothing was done to clear the site

of the town in the 19th century. In 1898-99 write* went
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over the ruins with the map of Erbkam published by Lepsius, and

had the sand cleared away from the rams of the temple of Amen,

and paits of a wall, intending to excavate a part of the site. But

when he tried to get men together to do the digging and clearing,

there were no men in the neighbourhood, for Wad an-NagumI had

reduced the district along the east bank of the Nile to a desert.

Every house had been deseited, and in some of them the stone

corn-grinders had been left with the grain lying unground upon

them. On the approach of the Khallfah’s troops the inhabitants

had fled en masse, taking nothing they could help with them. All

hope of making excavations at this time had to be abandoned.

About 1904 the natives of Meroe who had escaped slaughter hy

the Dervishes began to wander back to the villages in the neigh-

bourhood, and they cleared away the "bush” with which the river

bank was covered. In 1906-8 the natives began to dig for “anticas’'

in the ruins at the instigation of professional dealers in Egypt.

In 1909 Prof. J. Garstang and Prof. Sayce began to excavate the

site systematically. They found that the temple of Amen lay about

half a mile from the river, on the east bank, between the villages of

Baqrawlyah and Keyek. In front of it stood a kiosk, about

14 metres long and ii metres wide; it was built of stone and had

rounded corners. There was a doorway in the west wall of it. In

the interior of the building were three pairs of brick pedestals with

stone columns upon them, and on the tops of these there probably

stood figures of gods in stone or copper. The sides and ends of the

kiosk were open. To the west of it, at a distance of about 21

metres, were the remains of the great pylon of the temple. The
first hall contained 24 round pillars, and was 64 metres long and

20 metres broad; the south side was splayed out towards the west

end. In the centre of this hall was a small shrine or chapel, dating

apparently from the time of Netekamen and Tarifamen. The
second hall or court contained eight columns which stood on brick

bases; the third hall contained six columns, and the fourth four

columns, two on each side of the pathway. By the side of each of

the two columns on the lefj| was a square altar, The sanctuary lay

due west of the fourth hall, and in it stood a squaie stone altar

3 ft. 6 ins. high. By its side lay two votive tablets, and a stone

stele sculptured with magical figures, with inscriptions of a magical
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character, similar to those which are found on the Metternich Stele

and other Cippi of Horus. The chamber on the north side of the

sanctuary, with door jambs decorated with reliefs and paintings.

On the south side of the sanctuary was a second sanctuary with a

chamber 12 meties long and 5 metres broad; in the latter were

eight round pillars, an altar on the south side, and a flight of steps

leading up to a sort of dais. Behind the shrines were three small

chambers, which may have been used for the performance of

funerary ceremonies. Beyond these were a corridor and a long

chamber which was approached by a flight of steps. The temple

was built of brick, was about 450 feet long, and enclosed by a

temenos wall.

In 1912- 1 3 Professor Garstang continued his excavations, and

cleared out a large pait of the town which existed in the ist and

2nd centuries A.D. He discovered the ruins of another temple

and of several buildings that were perhaps used as palaces or

government buildings, and in one of them was the magnificent

bronze head of a Roman Emperor which is now in the Department

of Greek and Roman Antiquities in the British Museum. Among
other buildings discovered were the rums of a small sanctuary

which lay to the north of the village of Baqrawlyah, and was called

by the natives “Kanisah,” ie, "church.” It contained two courts

or halls, the larger having eight pillars and the smaller four, and

through these access was gained to the sanctuary in which stood the

altar resting on tiles. The length of the building was 23 metres, and

it suggested that it was dedicated to Isis. The Lion-temple lay to

the east of the temple of Amen. It was approached by a flight of

steps which was guarded by two lions, and consisted of two square

chambers each containing two columns, which stand on brick bases.

It was about 23 metres in length. Further eastward still are the

ruins of a so-called Sun-temple, which was 33 metres long, and

22 metres broad and was enclosed by a temenos wall; it was

entered on the east side. Outside the temenos wall were two

kiosks, and within it was a ramp leading to a platform, on which

were built cloisters that surrounded the sanctuary. A flight of

steps led up to the sanctuary, and the floor and sides of the

chamber were covered with plain glazed tiles. At the west end

were the remains of an altar. The smaller objects recovered from
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the excavations are of considerable interest, and many of the

painted, egg-shell pottery vessels were unbroken. Several objects

and altars, i.e. tablets for offerings, were inscribed in the Meroitic

character, and it is said that a mass of gold about ;^4000 in value

was discovered in one of the chambers. For descriptions of the

excavations see Garstang, Meroe, the City of the Ethiopians,

Oxford, 1911; and Annals ofArchaeology, Liverpool, 1910-14.

Nothing found at Meroe during the excavations was older than

the ist century B.C., and most of the objects found belonged to the

1st and 2nd centuries A.D. The idea that Meroe was a great and

flourishing city in very early times, and the centre of a great

“Ethiopian" kingdom, as some of the classical writers assert, must

be abandoned. It is quite possible that it was always an important

trading centre, and that caravans from many parts of Africa halted

there for business purposes, and that its market was large and

important. It is probable that it was an important centre for the

cotton trade. The town developed gi-eatly after the downfall of

Napata, especially when it became the capital of the south Nubian

Kingdom. The power of its kings in the 2nd century A.D. was

threatened by the southern peoples who forced their way north-

wards, and a few of the Merortic reliefs suggest that some of its

kings or king-consorts were of Negro extraction. The Merortic

power was finally broken by a king of Aksum, probably about the

middle of the 4th century A.D., for Aezanes in one of his inscrip-

tions claims to have conquered Meroe. This matter is referred to

in the Chapter on the Kingdom of Aksum.

MEROlTIC RELIGION

The classical writers tell us that the gods worshipped at Meroe

were Isis, Pan, Jupiter, and Hercules, but the monuments prove

that the Meroltes did not confine their adoration to these gods only.

Are reliefs of the Lion-god Apezemak, Haroeris

or Harmakhis, Amen, Khonsu and Khnemu, and the goddesses
^ These names are to be read from right to left.
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Isis, Mut (Muth), Hathor, whose name is spelt with affix qe

At-(a)ri qe, Sati and the Negro-goddess, who

may be the Meroitic Hathor, and whose name or title in Meroftic

characters is given thus ^ ^ |

fpn.

Griffith suggests that she may be connected with the goddess of the

Egyptian underworld Amentet, the West personified, or that

she was a native sorceress who was deified after her death {Merottic

Inscriptions, Ft. I. p. 6o). Thus we have three Egyptian triads repre-

sented, namely, Osiris (Apezemak), Isis and a form of Horus
;
Amen,

Mut and Khonsu, the great triad of Thebes; and Khnemu, Sati

and Anuqet (?), the last named being the Negro-goddess. Amen
appears in two forms, man-headed and ram-headed. In an Egyptian

inscription on a pillar of Natakamani found at Wad Ba Nagaa the

“Living Aten” is mentioned {Meroitic Inscriptions, Ft. I.

p. 67), and on the same monument Aha goddess of the

Soutli, and Tua o ,
goddess of the North, are mentioned. The

form of Thoth ^ worshipped at Meroe was Khonsu, whose

connection with Thoth as the Moon-god was well known
;
and the

reliefs of the god Bes, which are found at many places, prove that

this Sudani god was popular among all the peoples of the Nile

Valley, from Khartum northwards. The kings and queens and their

families, and many officers of state, priests, etc. no doubt adopted

the religion of Egypt with fervour, but it is very doubtful if the

masses of the people accepted it. The cult of Amen-RS in Meroe

was what the cult of Ra was in Egypt, i.e, the state religion, but

the people generally must have preferred to worship some deity

who was regarded by them as Osiris was regarded by the Egyptians.

When the titles of Apezemak have been made out, we shall

probably find that he was the Meroitic equivalent of Osiris.

The scenes found on the walls of the chapels of the pyramids at

Meroe show that the doctrines about the Other World which were

prevalent in Egypt under the XVIIIth Dynasty were accepted by

the kings and queens of Meroe, and that they believed that the god

of the Land of the Dead was Osiris, by whatever name they called

him, and not Amen or Amen-Ra. The Sun-god was the regent of
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their days, but Osiris was lord not only of their night, but of their

existence after death. In the chapel of pyramid No. i, which was

built for the Candaces (in Meroitic

right to left, Katake, in Egyptian
^

l| [
~[ Kentaki)

called in Meroitic
/^V1AA^

aaaaaa )
Amani-tere, and in

Amen-ari or Amen-tari, we see a

representation of the Scales of the Judgment Hall of Osiiis, and the

heart of the deceased being weighed in it against the feather of Maat.

Hermummy is seenlying on a lion-headed bierand Isis and Nephthys

stand one at each end of it. Elsewhere is a representation of the

setting up of the standard with the box which contains the head of

Osiris, which suggests that the ceremonies connected with “setting

up” the Tet of Osiiis which were performed annually at Abydos

were reproduced by the priests of the dead at Mcroe. Here appear

the gods Anpu (Anubis) and Upuatu, and the Four Sons of Horus,

and though the inscriptions were written by men who were not

well acquainted with Egyptian, and are of a late date, it is quite

clear that the Vignettes were copied from papyri, probably codices

of the Saite Recension of the Book of the Dead, of the late Saite

or Ptolemaic period. There is evidence that the artist did not

always know what he was copying, e.^. the skin of the pied bull

which is seen suspended on a pole in the Vignettes of the shrine of

Osiris in the funerary papyri. A mutilated inscription describes

the queen’s conquests and states that she conquered her enemies,

and took from them gold and silver and very much spoil.

On the walls of another chapel (pyramid No. 2) is a copy of the

“false door” of Egyptian tombs, on which was painted a triad of

gods. The queen for whom this chapel was built was a lover of good

cattle, for on its north wall are sculptured several figures of bulls of

a fine Sudani breed. In another (No. 4) the prince is seen sitting

upon a throne with his dog at his feet, and behind him stands the

goddess Isis, Anubis is present preparing funerary unguents, and

a priest is seen loading a tablet for offerings with bread, geese, etc.

Another priest presents a censer in which is burning incense.
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Another pyramid (No. s), well illustrates the hold which the

religion of Osiris had taken upon the rulers of Meroe. The king

or prince for whom it was made adopted the prenomen Ankh-

0
Ka-Ra and he bore two names, Pekerter

A priest ofieiing incense to Arkenkherel, a king of Meroe. The reliefs in this king’s

pynunid-tomb were probably made by Egyptian workinen who were imported for

the purpose. From Lepsius, Dtnknialef, Abth. V. Bl. 54.

and ArkenkherelQ
^~ —

^

wvw>

® J
; as an ecclesiastic, he was the

second prophet of Osiris. On the walls of the chapel we see a priest

offering incense, and making offerings to the gods of the Tuat or
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Underworld, to Osiris and to Isis. Next we have a copy of the

series of Vignettes of Chapter CXLIV of the Book of the Dead, the

Amani-ShalthatS, Queea of Meto8, who built pyramid Ifo. 6, spearing captives.

From Lepsius, Dmkmalsr, Ahth. v. Bl. 40.

Judgment Scene from the same work, together with a version of

the Chapter of the Heart (xxx, B), and it is quite clear that these
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were copied from an Egyptian papyrus. It is probable that the

whole of the work in the interior of the chapel was done by

Egyptian funerary artists who were specially imported from the

north for the puipose. The inscriptions are characteristic of the

Portrait of Amani-Shakbate, Queen of Meroe.

Graeco-Roman Period in Egypt, and it is interesting to note that

Thoth is called the "twice great”

In many of the chapels the goddess Isis appears in prominent

positions, and this is not surprising when we remember that the prin-

ciple of matriarchy has always been honoured in the Nile Valley. A
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good example of the figures of Isis is found in the chapel of Queen

Amani-Shakhate (No. 6) ^

where the goddess has wings to her arms and legs in addition to

the great horizontal wings. The queen wears the characteristic

headdress of Isis and the horns of Amen, and like any of the old

Pharaohs of Egypt is represented holding by cords prisoners of

various nations into one of which she is driving a spear or javelin.

On the north wall of the chapel is a scene in which the family of

the great queen are seen bringing funeiary offerings, and here too

is the Great Balance of the Judgment Scene of the Book of the

Gold armlet with figures of winged goddesses The goddess in the centre

stands on a lotus flower and wears on hei head the double crown^
of the South and the North. Each of the other goddesses has on her head

the lunar disk and horns, and holds the symbol of life in each hand.

Found in a pyiainid at Heroe. (Ferhni Collection.)

Dead in which the heart was weighed; in the middle of the beam

sits the baboon, the well-known associate of Thoth. All the other

details of the Judgment Scene are wanting. Thus it seems that the

queen accepted the idea of the weighing of the heart in the Balance

of the Judgment Hall, but rejected the other details of the Judg-

ment which are set forth with such prominence in Egyptian papyri.

The pyramid of this queen was greatly damaged by Ferlini. This

enterprising treasure hunter for some reason believed that it con-

tained gold jewellery, and he demolished the upper part of it and

actually found it. The necklaces, pendants, bracelets, etc. are
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Gold hinged armlet decoiated witli a figure of the goddess Nut(?), who
wears the double crown and stands on a lotus flowei, rectangular

plaques engraved with figuies of goddesses wearing disks and plumes,

and lows of diamond-shaped and cucular ornaments. Found in a

pyramid at Meroe. (Ferlini Collection.)

From the handle of a bionse vessel found in a pyramid at Meroe by Ferliiu.

(Ferlmi Collection.)
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beautiful specimens of the goldsmith’s art, and nothing so beauti-

ful as these has been found since. Ferlini sold his “find” to the

Royal Museum in Berlin and to the Antiquarium in Munich;

reproductions of some of the objects will be found in Lepsius,

Dmkmaler^ Abth. V. Bl. 42, and for descriptions of the objects in

Munich see the official Fuhrer by W. Chiist, Director of the

Antiquaiium, Munich, 1901. Drawings of the best examples of

the jewellery will be found in Budge, The Egyptian Sudan, vol. I.

P. 299 f.

The scenes and texts found in the chapel of No. 7 are such as

we should expect to find in a tomb of the late Saite or Ptolemaic

period. Here we have the “false door,” so made as to lesemble

three or four “false doors,” on which is a figure of Osiris standing

between Isis and Nephthys Over the door is the Boat of the Sun,

which shows that the cult of Ra went hand in hand with the cult

of Osiris, in which are the Nile-god Hgpi, the Crocodile-god Sebek,

and the Hippopatamus-goddess Taurit. The king for whom the

pyramid was built is seen in mummified foim wearing the Atef

crown of Osiris, and his soul is represented as a man-headed

hawk Close by is a group of eight gods, each armed with two

knives, who weie guardians of pylons in the Kingdom of Osiris.

Then come scenes of Anubis addressing the king’s mummy, a

priest watering and censing a sacred tree, a priest setting up an

obelisk before a funeraiy temple on which rest the Benu bird of

Heliopolis and the hawk of Ra-Harmakhis . This scene

is the Vignette of Chap. XLVll of the Book of the Dead, and is

followed by the Vignette of Chap. LVII or LIX (the king drinking

water from the tree of Hathor), the Vignettes of Chap. XLV, and

Chap. XLlil, which were written to prevent the body decaying in

the tomb and the cutting off of the head of the deceased. Another

Vignette (Chap, evil) represents the king going in and out, as and

when he pleases, of the Tuat, where he joins the followers of RS

and becomes an associate of the souls of Amentet. Elsewhere we

see the Sem priest clad in a Leopard’s skin performing the

appointed ceremonies, and rows of gods, among them Menu,

ithyphallic, and Nefer-Tem, and extracts from ancient Egyptian

texts, e.g, “The gates of the eastern horizon are opened to thee,
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thou findest Ra there, and he embraces thee, O Lord of the Two
Lands." It is interesting to note that the prayer for funerary

offerings for the Ka of the king is preceded by the foi-mula
^

“the king gives an offering" which shows that the draughtsman

and scjibe did not understand the meaning of these words. In

early times the king of Egypt sent gifts of funerary offerings to his

dead officials, and later, by courtesy, he was assumed to do so for

every one of his people who was buried. But the idea of the king

of Egypt sending a funerary gift to a king of Meroe at this time,

or of the king of Meroe sending a funerary gift to his own funeral,

would seem to be absurd. This pyramid was made for King

Aru-Amcn who calls himself “ever-living, beloved of Isis"

. But in his insciiptions there is

another cartouche preceded by the title “Lord of the Two Lands

Mm tek" Now the words “ever-living, be-

loved of Isis" seem to indicate that he lived in the time of the

Ptolemies, in whose cartouches they are often found, Giiffitli {tbid.

p. 26) thinks that the sign <£, which comes in both cartouches, has

some special phonetic value here, possibly q a, and he would read

the names Arq-Amani (Ergamenes?) and Meqel-take.

The objects found during the excavation of the chapels of

pyramid No. 1 1 (which is the largest of the pyramids at Meroe^ and

was built for a queen), and others, show that every chapel was

provided with a tablet in stone or glazed earthenware and similar

in shape to the Egyptian e=&a. Whether offerings were brought and

laid upon it daily, morning and evening, or only on days of festival

cannot be said, A fine collection of such tables for offerings is

reproduced and described by Griffith {Karanhg, Philadelphia, 1911,

Pis. 1 ff.), and they resemble closely those of Egypt. The inscrip-

tions are of course in the Meroitic and Nubian character. Many
have rectangular hollows sunk in the upper surface, and within

these figures of libation vases
y

bread cakes or

lotuses are sculptured in relief. On one example

The length of the monument, with pylon and forecourt, is about 145 feet.
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(PI, 26, No. 8) the sign of “life” y is sculptured. The presentation of

vases of“cool water” was an impoitant feature of the cult of the dead,

A king ofMeroe who adopted Neb-malt-R5, the prenomen of Amenhetep III,

as his prenomen. His native Meroitio name is given in the nght-hnnd cartouche.

He bmit pyramid No 17 (Lepsius No 30].

From Lepsius, Dmhmaler, Ahth. v. B1 gr.

which was observed in the same way as in Egypt. In the chapel

of No. II the figure of a stone hawk, symbolic of Horus, and a
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A god worshipped at Nagaa (Jupiter Sarapis ?). The god wears a
triple crown composed of the horns of the liam-god of the Sud3n,
the plumes of Amen-RS., and the Cobras of the South and North
wearing disks. From LQJSius, DsnknMei', Abth. v, Bl. 64.
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group of deities, Osiris, and Isis, and Nephthys, were found. Bulls

were sacrificed as funerary offerings, and it is possible that they

were slaughtered during the performance of ceremonies similar to

those which are described in the Book of Opening the Mouth.

From what has been said above it is clear that the Meroltic

Religion was a modified form of that of the Egyptians of the latest

period of Egyptian history. To all intents and purposes the

principal gods of Meroe were the Sun-god Ra or Amen-Ra and
Osiris, and if Jupiter, or perhaps Jupiter Serapis was known to the

Meroi’tes, as a sculpture at Nagaa (see Lepsius, Abth. V. Bl. 64)

hands of the god grasp the palm branch, which, resting on the frog and

drde, symboliaea the “millions of years” which he is going to add to the

king’s life. The jar on the tripod contains the wine which the king ofiTers

to the god. From Lepsius, Denkmbler, Abth. v. Bl. 6g.

suggests, one aspect of him would represent Amen or Amen-Ra to

them, and the other Serapis, the god of Death and the Underworld

of both Greeks and Egyptians. All the essential features of the

religion of Osiris were accepted, and the Meroltes hoped to obtain

resurrection and immortality through him. The frequent repre-

sentation of the Great Balance on the walls of the chapels of the

pyramids proves that the doctrine of the judgment of the dead was

accepted by the royal personages and court officials of Meroe. And
though the boat of Ra often appears also on the walls, the Vignettes

from the Book of the Dead indicate that they preferred the heaven

of material happiness and delights which was promised to the
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followers of Osiris to the more spiritual heaven which the followers

of Ra believed they would find in the Boat of Millions of Years

and in his kingdom. At present no evidence exists showing that

the Meroites mummified their dead
;
they probably wrapped them

in cloth or skins and laid them in chambers or in the earth. No
bodies have been found in the chapels : it is possible that they

were placed there, but were afterwards broken up and thrown out

by tomb robbers. As Ferlini found human bones in one pyramid,

and a funerary bier in another (see Budge, Egyptian Sudan, vol. i.

pp. 288-290), we may assume that the bodies of royal personages

were laid either in the end chambers of the chapels, or in or under

the pyramids.

About the rites and ceremonies of what may be termed “ public

worship ” which were performed at Meroe we know nothing, but as

the Sun-god was the chief object of veneration we may assume that

the priests of Meroe copied the form of worship of Ra or Amen-Ra
which was prevalent at that time in Egypt. The remains of the

temples at Nagaa and in the W§dl as-Sufra, some 50 miles to the

south oi Meroe, show that these buildings resembled in form and

internal arrangement the temples of Nubia. Plans of these temples

will be found in my Egyptian Sudan, vol. II, p. 129 ff., together

with a general description of them. The temples at Wadi as-Sufra

are found within an enclosure, originally walled, which measures

about yoo feet by 660 feet. (See Cailliaud, Voyage, plate XXX,
No, 9.) Here are the remains of three temples, the largest of which

consisted of a single chamber, containing six columns, and was

entered through a pylon. Until the whole site is excavated it will

be impossible to say what purpose was served by the miscellaneous

buildings which once stood side by side with the temples. The
confusion now existing here is absolutely chaotic, but every here

and there among the ruins are mutilated reliefs and columns which

are of considerable interest. These show that their sculptors were

master craftsmen, who were not content to copy slavishly the

designs which are usually found on the walls and columns of the

great Nubian and Meroltic temples. Of special interest are the

large number of mythical and fabulous animals which are

sculptured on the lower parts of the column; among them are the

following

;
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The lam-headed god Khncmu
holding a child’s

hand in his right lund, and

leading by a string a winged

lionesst with her tail curie

between her hmd legs. The

right foie paw of the beast

rests upon the bodies of two

stncken goselles.

A winged hawk-headed lioO)

symbolic ofthe king, with its right

fore paw crushing a prostrate foe

of the king. On the lion’shead is

the Atef Crown of Egypt, which

is composed of the White Crown

of the South with the plumes of

Amen-R5, and the protecting

cobras of the South and North

wearing disks, and the horns of

the old Ram-god Khnemu.

A lion-headed god (Maa-^ies
armed with the Sudani cudgel,

riding a lion, which is gnawing

the body of an enemy of the king

held between its fore paws. Be-

hind the god is the winged cobra

symbolic of the great Cobra-

goddess Uatchit.
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A hawk'headed god, Ea, or one
of the forms of Horns, wearing
the solar dish, and riding a
winged lioness, with a woman’s
head surmounted by a dish. The
lioness symbolizes a Siidilnl god>

dess, and she is crashing two
gazelles under her right fore paw.

The Vulture-goddess (Nekhe-

bxl or Mut), an ancient Mother-
goddess of the South, tearing

with her beak one enemy of

the king whilst she stands

perched upon the body of

another,

The king, wearing the double

crown of the South and the North,

riding an elephant, the trunk of

which is being held by a kneeling

slave. Behind the king is the

Cobra-goddess Uatchit-
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The Sudanl-god Bes, wearing the

plumed headdress of the Sudin
and a tail, playing a haip. The
lion, seated and wearing the triple'

crown and smelling a flower,

symbolizes the king.

NUBIA UNDER THE ROMANS

During the reign of Augustus the building of the great temple

at Talmis (Kalabshah) was begun, and repairs and additions to the

temples of Dendur and Dakkah were made. -Under Claudius

(A.D. 41-4S) the Romans took steps to develop the trade of Egypt

with countries further east, and it seems tliat, about this time, they

turned their attention to the gold mining industry in the Eastern

Desert. Nero (A.D. 54-68) conceived the idea of invading Ethiopia,

by which he meant the country to the south of Nubia and not

Abyssinia, but as no one was able to give him exact information

about the region we now call the “Sudan,” he sent there some

praetorian soldiers under the command of a tribune to report' upon

it The expedition seems to have travelled from Syene to Meroe

by way of the river, for it reported that the distance between the

two towns was 875 miles. To-day the distance between Aswan

(Syene) and Meroe by the desert route across the Abu Hamid

Desert is estimated to be about 680 miles, whilst by river it is about

200 miles more. From Meroe they went southwards, but the two

centurions do not say how far. They must have travelled up the

White Nile for a very considerable distance, for they told Seneca

that, after journeying for an immense distance, they arrived at

some marshes of enormous extent, that these had no outlet, and

that the muddy water was covered over with an entangled mass of

' Certe solitudines nuper renuntiavere principi Neroni missi ab eo railites

praetoriani cum tribuno ad exploiandum, inter reliqua bella et Aethiopicum

cogitauti. Pliny VI. 35.
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weed, which it was impossible to wade through or to sail over'.

From this it is clear that the Roman soldiers reached the region of

the Sadd, which begins a little to the north of Bor, where the whole

country becomes a swamp, which reaches as far south as the

Uganda Protectorate. The two rocks through which the river

rushed with tremendous force cannot be identified with certainty,

but it is possible that the centurions saw and heard the Fola

Rapids. Here the river drops in two falls between 1$ and 20 feet,

and then rushes down an extremely narrow gorge with a very

heavy slope, enclosed between vertical walls of rocks. The water

tears through this channel in a glassy green sheet with an in-

credible velocity, and leaps into a deep cavity about 170 feet long

and 40 feet wide (Garstin, Report on t/ie Basin of the Upper Nile,

p. 82).

For the next two hundred years (A.D. 60-260) the Romans

contented themselves with developing the district between Syene

and Dakkah, and Trajan, Hadrian, and Verus repaired or built

additions to the temples of Philae and Kalabshah. South of

Premnis (Ibrim) the Nubians seem to have been allowed to do

much as they pleased. Roman merchants had by this time dis-

covered the old caravan roads from the Nile to the rich districts of

Dar Far and Kordofan, and the Emperors Vespasian and Titus

built or rebuilt the temples in the Oasis of Dskhla in the Western

Desert, no doubt with the idea of establishing friendly relations

with the tribes there and fuither south for the purposes of trade.

In the beginning of the 3rd century the tribes of the Eastern

Desert who are grouped under the name of "Blemmyes" banded

themselves together with the Egyptians of the Thebald, and began

to invade the southern frontier of Egypt. They are the Beja of

Arab writers, and are represented to-day by the Bisharin. Pro-

' Seneca says :
“ Ego quidem centuriones duo, quos Nero Caesar, aut aliarum

virtutum, ita veritatis in primis amantissimus, ad investigandum caput Nili

miserat, audivi nairantes, longum illos iter peregisse, quum a rege Aethiopiae

instruct! auxiho, commendatique proMinis regibus, penetrassent. Ad uUeriora

equidem, aiebant, pervenimus, ad immensas paludes, quarum. exitum nec

incolae noverant, nec sperare quisquam potest. Ita implicitae aquis herbae

sunt, et aquae nec pediti eluctabiles nec navigio, quod nisi parvum et unius

capax limosa et obsita palus non ferat. Ibi, inquit, vidimus duas petras, ex

quibus ingens vis fluminis excidebat.” {Naiuralium QuaesHomm, VI. 8, ed,

Koeler, p. 163.)
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fessedly they were pastoral peoples, but they were savage and

ferocious, and robbed caravans, and were a terror to all merchants.

Their appearance was wild and terrifying, like that of the modern

Anaks, and they were regarded as men who were partly negroes

and partly apes, and were grouped with the Satyrs, Aegipans, and

A king or prince ofMero^ receiving a how and. arrows from one ofthe Sun-gods wocshipped

atikerod, Roman Period. From a relief discovered by J. W. Crowfoot, Esq. , C.B.E. , at

Gebel Geili.

Himantopodes. Pliny says (V. 8) that they were supposed to have

no mouths and to have eyes in tiieir breasts (Blemmyis traduntur

capita abesse ore et oculis pectori adfixis). At the end of the

3rd century the Blemmyes plundered the villages of Upper Egypt,

and though they were driven back by Marcus Julius Aemilianus,
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they made themselves masters of Upper Egypt in the reign of

Aurelian (a.d. 270-275). In the reign of Diocletian (284-305) the

Roman garrisons at Syene and in the Dodekaschoinos, being

unable to stop the raids of the Blemmyes, were withdrawn, and the

emperor placed the protection of Roman interests in Northern

Nubia in the hands of the Nobatae, or peoples of the Western

Desert, who were the bitter enemies of the Blemmyes. The settle-

ments of the Nobatae extended from DSr Fur and KordofSn

to the Oasis of KhSrgah, and as all the trade of the southern

Sudan was in their hands, it was important for the extension of

Roman trade in the south for the Romans to be on good terms

witli them. They were the descendants of the Mentiu 'l w) I

/WWW I HI. 1

or “Cattle-men," who were a terror to the Pharaohs of old, and the

Bakkarah or “Cattle-men” of our own time in the Sudan have

inherited all the ferocity of their ancestors. Whether called Mentm
or Nobatae, Diocletian gave the Nobatae lands on which they

might settle near Elephantine, and a yearly sum of money in

return for the guardianship of Upper Egypt and of Lower Nubia.

He also gave a yearly subsidy to the Blemmyes on the condition

that they ceased to raid Egyptian territory, and pillage Egyptian

caravans.

Diocletian then built a strong fortress on an island near

Elephantine and set up in or near it a temple and altars where the

Romans and Barbarians might meet on friendly terms, and swear

oaths of loyalty to each other in the presence of the priests of their

various gods. The Nobatae and Blemmyes worshipped Isis, Osiris,

and Priapus (Menu?), and the latter sacrificed men to the Sun-god.

By playing off one set of savage tribes against the other Diocletian

secured peace for Egypt at a comparatively small expense. This

arrangement worked very well for one hundred years or more, and

both the Nobatae and the Blemmyes kept their agreement with the

Romans. But in the reign of Theodosius II (a,d. 408-450) the

Blemmyes invaded Egyptian territory and took possession of the

Oasis of Khargah, made prisoners many of the inhabitants, and

defeated the Roman soldiers who were stationed there. A few

years later Maximinus, commander of the Roman forces in Egypt,

marched to the south, routed the Blemmyes and Nobatae with
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great slaughter, and made them set free their prisoners and pay a

heavy fine for their breach of contract Maximinus compelled them
to give hostages for their future good behaviour, and to enter into

an agreement to keep the peace for one hundred years. This they

agreed to do provided that they were allowed to make pilgrimages

to the temple of Isis at Philae, and to borrow the statue of Isis to

carry about the country so that the people everywhere might be

able to entreat the goddess for protection and for offspring. To
this the Roman general agreed, and as long as he lived the Romans
had no trouble with either the Blemmyes or the Nobatae. On
his death, however, they joined forces and invaded Egypt, and

recovered their hostages, but they were soon reduced to obedience

by Fionas, Prefect of Alexandria.

Towards the close of the reign of Justinian I (A.D. 527-565) the

period of one hundred years expired and it seems as if the great

nomad tribes began to trouble the Romans again. Philae, where

the tribes came to worship Isis, was believed by the emperor to

have become a hotbed of unrest and conspiracy, and he determined

to abolish the worship of Isis. He sent one Narses to Philae to

carry out his wishes, and the temple of Isis was closed, and the

statues of the gods were carried off to Constantinople. Narses

confiscated the revenues of the sanctuary of Isis and threw her

priests into prison (Procopius, De Bello Perstco, l. 20). Under

Tiberius II (A.D. 578-582) Aristomachus crushed a revolt of the

Blemmyes and Nobatae, and for about a century there seems to

have been peace, probably because the Romans were fully occupied

in keeping the Persians out of Egypt.

NUBIA UNDER THE ARABS

‘Amr ibn al-‘Asi, general of the Khallfah 'Umar or 'Omar,

captured the Fortress of Babylon in Egypt on the 9th of April,

A.D. 641, and thus Nubia became a province of the Muhammadan

Empire. About one year later 'Amr sent an expedition into Nubia

under the command of 'Abd Allah bin Sa'd, whose army contained

20,CX30 men (Shoucair, History of the Sudan [in Arabic], vol. IR

p, 42). The Arabs established themselves at Aswan, but when

‘Abd Allah returned to Cairo, the Nubians invaded Upper Egypt

and laid waste the country far and wide. In 652 ‘Abd Allah went
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back to Nubia, and crushed the rebellion of the Nubians merci-

lessly. The Nubians had embraced Christianity under Silco, the

king of the Blemmyes about A.D. 450, and had made Old Dongola

their capital. Thither went ‘Abd Allah and pulled down all the

buildings, including the church, and then Koleydozo the king sub-

mitted to the Arabs, who made peace with him on the under-

standing that he paid annually the Bakt or tribute which had been

fixed by ‘Amr. This tribute consisted of 365 slaves for 'Amr,

40 for the governor of Egypt, 20 for the governor of Aswan, S for

the judge, and 12 for the inspectors of the slaves, and all these had

to be delivered at Al-Kasr near Philae. 'Abd Allah made a treaty

with the king, a translation of which will be found in my Egyptian

Sudan, vol. II. p. 186. The Bakt was paid regularly by the Nubians

for a period of 600 years, and each year they sent in addition

40 slaves as a present, and received in return wheat, barley, wine,

horses and stuffs. In 722 Cyriacus, king of Nubia, marched into

Egypt with an army of 100,000 men to avenge the insult which

the Arabs had inflicted on the Christians, but at the urgent request

of the Patriarch, who was hastily released from prison, he with-

drew to his own country. In 831 the Beja revolted and ‘Abd Allah

ibn Jahan marched against them and defeated them in battle

several times, and made a treaty with Kanun their king, who lived

at Hejer, and who promised to pay a tribute of 100 camels or 300

dinars (about Kanun undertook to respect the lives and

properties of the Muslims, and not to speak contemptuously of

Muhammad, the Prophet, or his KuPan, or the religion of God.

In 833 Zakarya, king of the Nubians, decided to cease paying the

Bakt, and was prepared to fight the Khallfah Mu'tasim (833-842)

over the matter. He sent his son Feraki to discuss it with the

Khallfah, and in the end the Khallfah ordered that the Bakt should

be paid triannually. In 854 the Beja refused to pay their tribute,

and they and the Nubians slew all the EgyptiEins who were working

the emerald mines in the Eastern Desert, invaded Upper Egypt

and looted Edfu, Asna and many villages. When the Khallfah

AI-Mutawakkil received at Baghdad the report of these proceedings

from ‘Ambasa, governor of Egypt, he determined to crush the

revolt with a high hand. In the end the Muslims were victorious

and ‘All BS.ba, the king of Nubia, was compelled to sue for peace.
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In 950 the Nubians attacked the Arab garrison at Aswan and slew

many men, but the Muslim general defeated the rebels, and

captuied many of them and sent them to Cairo, where they were

beheaded. In 969 Jawhar, the governor of Egypt, sent a mission

to George, king of Nubia, to receive the Bakt, and an invitation to

him to embiace Islam; the tribute was paid, but George remained

a Christian. In 1005 the Nubians joined forces with Abu Rakwah,

who had overrun Egypt, and defeated the Khallfah’s troops at

Jlzah, but the Muslims defeated them and the head of the leader

of the revolt and the heads of 30,000 of his followers were sent to

Cairo, and paraded on the backs of camels through all the towns

in Syria, and then thrown into the Euphrates. In 1173 TQrSn

Shah, the elder brother of Saladin, invaded Nubia and besieged

Ibrim. The Nubians were defeated, their town destroyed, and the

whole population were made prisoners. The cross from the dome

of the chuich, which was promptly destroyed, was burnt, and the

bishop was examined by torture and cast into prison. The 700

pigs that were found in the town were killed, being regarded as

unclean animals by the Muslims.

Kanz ad-Dawlah, the Nubian governor of Aswan, rebelled in

1174, but Saladin’s troops crushed the revolt; then for about

20 years there was peace between the Arabs and Nubians. On the

death of Saladin the port of Aswan became deserted, and the town

decayed. In 1275 the Arabs annexed Nubia. Dawud its king had

refused to pay the Bakt, and broke the agreement which had been

made with the Nubians by ‘Amr in many ways. The Arabs

marched into Nubia, defeated Dawud’s troops, and set up Shakanda,

a nephew of DSwud, as king of Nubia. He agreed to pay as Ba^t

3 elephants, 3 giraffes, 2 panthers, 100 good camels, and 400 cows.

He also agreed to pay one dinar as poll-tax for every adult male

of the population. The Arabs then destroyed all the churches, and

carried off everything of value which they found in them. In 1287

Al-Mansur sent an expedition into Nubia, which raided the country

for a distance of 1 5 days' journey south of Dongola. He established

a garrison in Dongola, but as soon as the Arabs departed, the

Nubians expelled the soldiers from it. Al-Mansur sent a second

expedition into Nubia, and as soon as the Arabs entered the

country they massacred every one they met, burned the Water-
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wheels and t fed their horses on the crops. When they reached

Dongola they found the town deserted, for Shemamun its king had

fled with his followers, and they appointed a nephew of Dawud
king. When the Arabs departed Shemamun reappeared with an

army, and attacked the palace, captured the new king, and inflicted

a cruel death upon him. Shemamun then wrote an account of

what he had done and sent it to Al-Mansur, with rich gifts, and

remained king of Nubia. Between 13 ii and 1412 fighting went on

between the Arabs and the Nubians, either about the payment of

the Ba^t or the appointment of rival candidates to the throne of

Nubia, but about the latter year the great tribe, the Awlad Kenz,

became masters of a large part of Upper Egypt and Nubia, and the

Arabs were unable to maintain their authority in any place south

of the Thebaid. And until 1517, when Selim conquered Egypt, the

Awlad Kenz were the rulers of Nubia.

The Christian kingdom of Nubia came to an end partly through

internal dissensions, and partly through the attacks of peoples on

all sides of it whose interest it was to see it disappear. The Arab

tribes, assisted by the powerful negro tribe of the Fungs, gave it its

death-blow. The strength of the latter people increased as the

power of the Arabs declined, and with the downfall of the towns of

Dongola on the Nile and Sobah on the Blue Nile, and the destruc-

tion of the Christian population generally, the negro tribes became

the greatest power in Nubia and the Northern Sudin. The Fungs,

whose origin is unknown, made Sennaar their capital, and their

kingdom extended from the head of the Third Cataract in the

north to Fa-Zo‘glI in the south, and from Sawakin on the Red Sea

in the east to the Nile on the west. Thus it included the old

region of Kash, or Kush, which is to-day represented by the

Dongola Province of the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan. The first king

of the Fungs was Amara Dunkas, and he began to reign about

A.D. 1515. When Selim conquered Egypt and invaded Abyssinia

Amara Dunkas wrote to him and told him that he and his people

were Arabs who had embraced Islam, and he sent with his letter a

series of genealogical tables compiled by an Imam of Sennaar

called Al-Samarkandi, which proved the descent of the Fungs from

the Arabs. But there seems to be no truth in the claim of AmSra
Dunkas to Arab descent, and it is tolerably certain that the Fungs
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only embraced Islam as a political necessity. Be this as it may, the

diplomacy of the Fung king was successful, for Selim only took

possession of Northern Nubia as far as the Third Cataract, and

Amara Dunkas ruled the Nile Valley from the Third Cataract to

Sennaar, The successors of Amara Dunkas were:—‘Abd al-

Kader I, 1534-1544; Nail, his brother, 1544-1555; Amara ibn

Sakakin, his brother, 1555-1563; Dakin ibn Nail, 1563-1578;

Tabal, 1578-1589; Unsa I, 1589-1599; ‘Abd al-Kader II, 1599-

1605; ‘Adlan ibn Aba 1605-1612; Bsdi, 1612-1615; Rabat, 1615-

1643; Bad! “the Bearded,” 1643-1678. [This king conquered the

Shilluks and captured many slaves. He was a patron of learning,

and fond of learned men, and built a mosque in Sennaar.] Ansa II,

1678-1689; Badi “the Red,” 1689-1715; Ansa III, 1715-1718 [he

was deposed]; Nul, 1718-1724; BadT abu-Shallukh, 1724-1762.

[lyasu, king of Abyssinia, invaded Sennaar, but was defeated with

great slaughter; in the reign of BadI, M. du Roule was murdered

at Sennaar]; Naser 1762-1769; Isma‘Il 1769-1778; and ‘Adlan II,

1778-1789, the last of the Fung kings. In the period of anarchy

which now began we have Awkal, 1789; Tabal II, 1789; Badi V,

1789; Hasab-raba, 1790; Nawwar, 1790; Badi VI, 1791-1821;

Ranfi and Badi VII. The kings of Shendi were 16 in number and

reigned 236 years.

Soon after Selim had conquered Egypt he appointed a series of

governors, i.e. “Kashafa" (Al-Ghuzz) to rule his portion of Nubia,

and supported their authority with Bosnian troops. These had

built fortresses at Aswan, Ibrim, and on the Island of Sai, and

under Hasan Kushi their power was great, for they drove all the

Arabs southwards to Dongola. After Hasan’s death the Fungs

wished to add Northern Nubia to their kingdom and they sent an

army to occupy it. Ibn Janbalan, the chief of the Ghuzz, collected

an army and set out to drive back the invaders to the south, A
battle took place at Hannek, and the Fungs were defeated with

great slaughter, and retreated rapidly, leaving their path strewn

with their dead. It is said that the Bosnians collected the blood

of their enemies in a large vessel, over which they built a “iKubbah”

or domed edifice, which henceforward marked the boundary

between the territory of the Fungs and the Bosnians. From this

time to 1820 the Ghuzz ruled their country in peace. Remains of
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several of the Bosnian fortresses are still to be seen in Lower Nubia

(Dar Mahass and Dar Siikkot), both on the islands and on the river

banks. There are two between Wadi Halfah and Semnah, one on

the Island of Jazirat al-Malik, one on the west bank of the Nile a

little further south, and one on the Island of Sai. Each consisted

of a central fort surrounded by walls about 24 feet high and S feet

thick. On each wall was a high tower which was ascended by

steps. The sloping stone work from the river to the walls of the

forts is in a good state of preservation at the present day. In 1820

Isma'Il appointed Hasan ibn Suleman Kashif of the Nile Valley

from Aswan to Wadi Halfah.

In 1820 Muhammad ‘All sent his youngest son Isma'Il with an

army of 5000 Turks and Arabs to conquer Nubia. He advanced

without difficuly to Dongola, where he fought and defeated the

Mamluk Beys who had fled there from Egypt. He then marched

on to Khartum, Sennaar and Fa-Z6‘gll, and established the

sovereignty of Egypt. On his return to Shendi he was invited to a

banquet by Nimr, the Mekh of Shendi, who, whilst his guests were

drinking, set fire to the house, and Isma'Il and his followers were

burnt to death. This took place in 1822, soon after the founding

of the city of Khartum which Muhammad 'All intended to be his

capital in the Sudan. When the news of this treacherous act

reached Muhammad Bey, who had gone to take possession of

Kordofan for Muhammad 'All, he hastened back to Shendi with a

large army, to avenge Isma'Il’s death. He bombarded the town

and destroyed the palace and most of the houses, and then he and

his troops entered in and massacred every person they found there.

Nimr escaped, but his subjects suffered terribly, and a true and full

account of the atrocities committed by the Blacks is unprintable.

In 1839 Muhammad 'All, then about 70 years of age, visited

Khartum and Fa-Zo'gll, and he determined to exploit the Sudan to

the utmost, his chief object being to obtain an unlimited supply of

gold and slaves. He interviewed the chiefs of all the tribes, and

with great adroitness stirred up strife everywhere. His object was

to make the various chiefs attack each other, and when the fights

were over he appropriated their lands and possessions and destroyed

the remnants of their peoples. He seized the Province of Taka
(Kasala), and the capture of the town was followed by the slaughter
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of hundreds of unarmed men and women and children, and the

four hundred Arnauts, i.e. Albanian mercenaries, which he had with

him committed atrocities which in devilish cunning and cruelty

surpassed any that the pagan Blacks from the south had ever

committed.

About 1840 Ahmad Pasha, governor of Khartum, made the

Dongola Province, i.e. Kash, or Kush, and the Berber Province,

two of the seven Provinces of the Sudan; thus Muhammad ‘All’s

Sudan included all the territories of the ancient kingdoms of

Napata and Meroe. During the next 40 years Nubia and the

provinces to the south were reduced to a state of ruin and absolute

misery by the misrule and oppression of the Egyptians. The im-

mediate result was the rebellion fomented and directed by Muham-
mad Ahmad now commonly known as the "Mahdi.” This re-

markable man was born about 1843 on the Island of Darar, and

was a native of the Dongola Province, and therefore a "Kushite.”

His father was one ‘Abd Allah, a boat-builder, and his mother was

called ZSnab; Muhammad Ahmad was a posthumous son. In 188

1

he declared publicly that he was the Mahdi, whom the Muslims

expected to appear A.II. 1500, i.e. A.D. 1882. The authorities in

Khartum tried to capture him, but he defeated the Government

troops on several occasions in 1881 and 1882, and in January

1883 Bara and Al-‘Ubed fell into his hands. In November he

defeated Hicks Pasha and annihilated his army, and Egypt

decided to abandon the Sudan. In January 1885 the Mahdi’s

troops captured ' Khartum, and General Charles Gordon was

murdered shortly before sunrise on Monday the 2Sth. It was not

the strategy of the Mahdi nor treachery on the part of Gordon’s

men which brought about this result, but the operation of Fate.

The river had filled the ditch which protected Khartum with mud,

and then slowly drained away; over this mud the Mahdi’s troops

scrambled and entered the town and swarmed into the palace and

speared Gordon to death. The Mahdiists slew thousands of people

(Slatin says 4000, Ohrwalder 10,000) in the cruellest manner

possible, and Gordon’s head was cut off and sent across the river to

the Mahdi. The Mahdi died on June 22, and the Khalifah ‘Abd

Allah began to mature his plans for the conquest of Egypt. In

1886 Wadi IJalfah was made the frontier of Egypt on the south,
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and on June 4, 1888, the last detachment of British troops was

withdrawn from Aswan, and Egypt was left to the protection of

the Egyptian Army which had been called into existence by Sir

Evelyn Wood, General Grenfell, Col. Kitchener and others. In

1896 the British Government felt that the time had come to reduce

the Khallfah’s power, and they ordered an advance on Dongola.

The expedition was led by the Sirdar, Sir Herbert Kitchener, who
on June ^ destroyed the Khallfah’s frontier force at the Battle of

Ferket (Farkat), and advanced to Marawi, the modern town near

the site of the ancient Napata. On September 2, 1898, he bom-

barded Ummdurman, and a fierce battle took place; at the close

of the day the Dervishes broke and fled, and Kitchener had con-

quered the Khallfah ‘Abd Allah. The Dervish loss was 10,800

killed and 16,000 wounded: the Anglo-Egyptian loss was 48 killed

and 382 wounded. For fine accounts of the Battle of Ummdurman
see Sudan Campaigns by "an Officer,” p, 191 ff., and Royle,

Egyptian Campaigns, p. 551. When Kitchener rode into the town

it was found that the Khallfah had escaped; over 10,000 prisoners

were set free, and a few days later the British destroyed the Mahdi’s

tomb. In November 1899, General (now Sir) F. R. Wingate

pursued the Khallfah to Umm DabrekSt, and after a fierce fight

killed him and about 1000 of his followers. By the Anglo-Egyptian

Agreement of March 1899 the Egyptian Sudan is bounded on the

north by the 22nd parallel of north latitude; on the east by the

Red Sea, Eritrea and Abyssinia; on the south and south-west by a

line running through the Libyan Desert, by the Sultanate of

Wadai, and by the ridge of rising ground forming the watershed

between the Congo and Shari on one side, and the Nile on the

other; and on the north by the Lado Enclave and east of the Nile,

by the sth parallel of north latitude. That part of Nubia which is

north of the 22nd parallel of north latitude is now reckoned to be

a part of Egypt The boundary is for all practical purposes marked

by the Island of Faras. Thus Egypt rules the lower part of

Nubia which she held effectively from the Xllth to the XXth
D3niasty, and the country of Kash (Kush), and the Island of Meroe,

and the r^ion south of Khartum, become the Egyptian Sudan,

over which in ancient days the Egyptians had no hold, pass under

the rule of the British. For the history of these countries from
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1820 to the present time the reader is referred to Gleichen, The

Anglo-Egyptian Sudan, 2 vols., London, 1915; Shoucair, The

History and Geography of the Sudan, 3 vols, (in Arabic), Cairo,

1903; Wingate, Mahdiism, London, 1891; Slatin, Fire and Sword

in the Sudan, London, 1896; Ohrwalder, Ten Yeard Captivity in

the MahdVs Camp, London, 1892; Royle, Egyptian Campaigns,

London, 1896; Budge, The Egyptian Sudan, 2 vols., London, 1907.

The tomb of the Mahdi at Unundurman.

CHRISTIANITY IN NUBIA

Exactly how and when Christianity was introduced into Nubia

is not hnown. Some have thought that the Ethiopian eunuch

whom Philip baptized (Acts viii. 27) returned to "Ethiopia,” and

converted "Candace, queen of the Ethiopians," and that Christianity

•entered Nubia from the south in the first half of the ist century

A.D, But no evidence has been adduced in support of this view,
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and all the known facts about the series of queens who bore the

name of " Candace” show that it is untenable. Four queens called

“Candace” are known: i. The queen of the kingdom of Semiramis,

to whom Alexander the Great wrote a letter, and who is said to

have reigned over Meroe BafftXta-tra. Kav&aKr) Me/jo??? (Pseudo-

Callisthenes, III. i8). 2. The one-eyed Candace who captured

Philae and Syene and their Roman garrisons, but who was sub-

sequently taken prisoner by Petronius at Pselchis, as Strabo states.

3. The Candace, “queen of the Ethiopians,” mentioned in Acts

viii. 27, 4, and the queen Candace who, according to Pliny (Vl. 35)

was reigning at Meroe when Nero’s centurions passed through the

town on their way to the south to discover the sources of the Nile.

An inscription on the wall 6f a chapel of a pyramid at Meroe men-

tions most probably a fifth Candace. The name or title is written

K-n-t-a-iieb-i-t.

The last two signs ^ have nothing to do with the name, except

within a cartouche thus

that they form a feminine termination, and so the name or title is

K-n-t-a-heb-i. But it was thought by Lepsius and others many
years ago that the sign 'CE? heb was a mistake for and if we

insert this in the name we get
(|

l| l| K-n-T-a-K-I, which is

probably the original form of the Greek 'KavBaKi). If this be so we
have a fifth queen who bore the name or title of Candace, Griffith

thinks {Karanhg, p. 10) that S3 Katake may be the

Meroitic equivalent of K-n-t-a-K-I, but it may be

noted that the Syriac form of the name Candace is

KCNDAICA (see Budge, Life of Alexander, p. 210, 1. 12), and the

Ethiopia forms are KenDAKE (Budge, Exploits of

Alexander, vol. i. p. 106, 1. 19) HendakE in ancient MSS.
and IJendakE in modern ones. Now, Candace No. 1

may or may not have been historical, but it is probable that she is

not. Candace No. 2, whether she reigned at Napata or Meroe,

cannot have been the queen whose eunuch was baptized by Philip,

for she lived too early. Candace No. 3 was probably reigning when

Philip was in Palestine, but there is no evidence that she or her

subjects abandoned the worship of Amen-Ra, Isis and Osiris and
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became Christians. Of Candace No. 4 who reigned when Nero’s

centurions passed through her city we know nothing. Candace

No. 5 whose pyramid is at Meroe may have been the queen of

Meroe referred to in Acts viii. 27, or the Candace of Pliny. There-

fore it seems to me that Christianity cannot have entered Nubia

fiom the south; on the contrary such evidence as we have suggests

that it passed into that country from Egypt.

Eusebius (Jiut. Eccles., II. i6) and other ancient authorities

thought that the new religion not only spread southwards from

Egypt, but advanced in that direction rapidly. The persecutions

of the Christians in Egypt by the Romans in the 2nd and 3rd

centuries prove that the growth of Christianity frightened the

Roman Emperors, who ordered their officers in Egypt to spare no

pains in stamping out the new religion. Many Christians no doubt

in order to save their lives and property apostatized, and many fled

the country. But whither could they flee? The most natural place

was some part of Nubia which could not be reached easily by the

strong hand of Rome, and the Oases in the Western Desert.

Wherever they went they took Christianity with them, and the

merchant caravans which traded with the Nubians would report the

doings and happenings in Egypt. The great persecution of the

Christians under Galerius and Maximinus (305-313) filled the hills

and deserts with monks, and even the Thebaid contained many

coenobites and anchorites. According to Bar Hebraeus {Hist.

Dynast., p. 125) in the time of Constantine the Christianity of the

Copts had penetrated all Egypt, Habshah (Abyssinia) and Nubah.

Many of those who fled took refuge in the islands in the Nile, e^.

Arnitti, Sai, Nilwatti, Wassi, Nilwa, Ertemri, Narnarti, etc., and the

remains of many Christian buildings, churches, monasteries, etc.

are found at comparatively frequent intervals all the way up

between Hannek and Marawi, and some of them are believed to be

Ccirlier than the 6th century. Many of these have been examined

and described by Somers Clarke, Christian Antiquities in the Nile

Valley, Oxford, 1912. But it is too much to say that Christianity

was accepted by the Nubians generally in the 4th century, for

Olympiodorus (ed. Bekker, p. 62), who visited the country between

407 and 425, says that Bejas and other tribes of the Blemmyes were

pagans, and the famous Edict of Theodosius I (37^-395) makes it
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quite clear that the cull of Isis and Osiris flourished in Nubia at

that time. And this condition of things remained unchanged thirty-

years later for Marinus of Flavia Neapolis tells us (ed. Boissonade,

Leipzig, 1814, p. 109) in bis Life of Proclus, that in his day Isis was

worshipped at Philae.

The conversion of the Nubians to Christianity took place in the

second half of the 6th century, most probably near the end of it,

and the person who seems primarily to have brought it about was

Silko, the chief of the Nobadae and of all the Ethiopians. His

famous inscription, which is cut in Greek on a wall in the temple

of Talmis, i.e. Kalabshah (see Gau, Antiquith de la Nubie, pi. i.

No. i; and Dittenberger, Graeci InscripHones Selectae, tom. i.

p. 303), is as follows

:

Translation.

1 I am Silks, Chieftain of the Nobadae and of all the

2 Ethiopians, I came to Talmis (Kalabshah) and to Taphis.

Once, twice,

3 I fought with the Blemmyes, and God gave me the

4 victory over the three. I conquered them once and for all,

and made

5 myself master of their cities, and established myself therein,

together with

6 my troops for the first time I conquered them,

7 and they made supplication to me, and I made peace with

them,

8 and they swore oaths to me by the images of their gods

[Isis and Osiris], and I trusted

9 in their oaths that they were honourable men. Then I

returned

10 into the upper part of ray country. When I had become

Chieftain

11 I did not follow behind other kings,

12 but [was] in the very front of them (i.e. he was greater

than any king known to him who had preceded him in

Nubia).

13 And as for those who strive with me for the mastery, I do

not permit them to live
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14 in their own country unless they beg forgiveness from me.

15 For m the Lowei Countiy I am a lion, and in the Upper
Country I am an oryx (?).

16 I fought with the Blemmyes from Primis to Talmis

17 once. And of the other Nobadae in the south I ravaged

18 their lands, since they contended with me

19 As for the chiefs of the othei nations who strive with me
for the mastery,

20 I do not peimit them to sit in the shade, but in the sun

21 outside, and they cannot take a drink of water in their own
houses. As for those

22 who offer resistance to me I carry off their wives and

children.

Text, Dittenberger, op. cit, vol, i. p. 303.

1 'SitXKii, TSacn\i<TKO’} Nov/9«8(ui/ wai oXov t&v

2 Aldioircav, ^\Qov ei? koX 'Td<f>iv. aira^ 8uo eVo-

3 Xift-tjaa fierh rmv hXeftvov, Kai 6 deo<} eBmicep fioi rh

4 viKtiiJia. fjLerd t&v rpi&v dira^ iviKijaa troKiv zeal ixpd-

5 Tt/a-a tA? TToXeiv avr&v. 4teaBi<r9T)p /lerd t&p

6 S^Xap p.ov TO p.ep irpStTov dira^. iviKTjaa avr&p

7 KoX aiiTol ^^loxrdp /te. etroirjo-a eip'^vTjp fier ain&p

8 Kal ap.o<rdv /iot tA eiSooXa air&v Kol itrlarevva tov

9 SpKOP aiiT&v, (j&s KaXoi elo’ip dpdpairoi. dpa’^ap’qSTjp

10 eh tA dpo) peprj pMv. ore er/eyopip/qp ^aaOdaKO's,

1 1 ovK dwfjX&op SXai oirio'ca rwv dXKcop ^ao-iXitop,

12 aKfj^p ^fiTTpOffOev avrdSp,

13 ot ydp ^CXoPiKovaiv peP ifwd, ovk d4>m aiTotxi xade^oft-

14 epoi eh xtopap avrwp, el p,^ KaTTj^lcoa-dp p,e fcal irapaKaXova'ip.

1 5 ydp eh Kara pApr) Ximv eip>l, KoX eh «vai pspr) &p^ elpi.

16 erroXep/qa-a perd tSp 3Xep-6a>p d’lrb Uplpleto^J &)s Te\[/i]eiav

17 Iv dTra^, /cal ot dXXoi Nov^aSai*' aparepca itropB'qa-a ri?

18 xcopaf aiiTcSp, iireiS^ iffuXopiKqaavaiv per ipoO,

19 ot Sao'7roT[ai] tcSp dXXcap IBp&v, ot ^tXovetKovatp psr' epoO,

20 oi/K d<f)(S avroiii /ca6e<r6f)vai eh tt}v a-ictdv, el pfj vvh ^\tov

21 e^o), /cal oii/c eiroa/eap pqphp itro eh rqp ol/eiav aiiT&p. ol ydp

22 cLVTlBtKOt pov, dpird^to tSv yuPcti/ctSv Kal ra TraiBta aireip,
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This inscription shows that Sillco defeated the Blemmyes on

several occasions, and that after five fights he occupied Talmis

(Kalabshah) and Taphis (Tafa), which none of his predecessors

had done. And that he took their country as far south as Primis

(IbrTm). These victories he acknowledges were given to him by

God, it would seem the God of the Christians. The gods of the

Blemmyes he calls rd elBcaXa, referring presumably to Isis, Osiris

and Priapus, who were still being worshipped at Philae. The

Blemmyes were in the habit of sacrificing men to the sun, and were

addicted to the cult of Priapus. These kings were, apparently,

abominations to Silko, and as he was defacto master of the country

and conquerer of the Blemmyes, and offered no opposition to

Justinian’s command to suppress the cult of Isis and Osiris at

Philae, Narses was enabled to carry out the emperor’s wish and

transport the statues of these deities to Constantinople. The feeling

of the country in general must have been in favour of the high-

handed proceeding of Narses, or he could not have carried it

out. Silko’s victory over the Blemmyes and the removal of the

statues took place about the same time, and it seems that it was

Silko’s successes that brought about the downfall of the worship

of the gods of Philae. Some think that Silko had come to an

understanding with Justinian and othei-s with the Empress

Theodora.

According to Bar Hebraeus {IHist. Eccles., ed. Abbeloos and

Lamy, tom, i, col. 220 ff.) Justinian sent a bishop and other envoys

to Nubia, with gifts for the king, and Theodora sent Julian, a

Jacobite priest, with letters to the duke of the Thebai'd, and

instructed him to arrange matters in such a way that her envoy

Julian should arrive in Nubia and use his influence on the king

before the bishop sent by Justinian could reach that country.

This the duke managed to do, with the result that Julian arrived

in Nubia before the bishop and baptized the king and his nobles,

and taught him the Jacobite faith. When the bishop reached Nubia

the king and his people accepted the gifts which he brought, but

refused to embrace his doctrines, and be baptized a second time.

Bar Hebraeus adds, “Thus were all the people of the Kushites

converted to the orthodox faith, and they became subjects of the

throne of Alexandria. And Julian remained there for a period of
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two years. From the third to the tenth hour he stood and baptized

in caves full of water, naked and with a girdle about him, the upper

part of his body only being out of the water.” Julian’s work was

carried on by Longinus of Constantinople. He was appointed by

the Patriarch Theodosius, and went to Nubia with two assistants

and stayed there for six years. He built a church and established

clergy, and taught the Christian faith according to the Jacobites to

the people. Under Silko’s successor, who was called Eirpanome, the

temples of Tafah, Kalabshah, Dakkah, Wadi Sabu'a, ‘Amadah and

Abu Simbel, were turned into Christian churches. Theodore,

bishop of Philae, turned the pronaos of the temple of Philae into a

church, and he covered its walls with plaster to hide the figures of

the Egyptian gods, and built a shrine in it dedicated to St Stephen.

All this happened before the close of the 6th century.

The place chosen for the capital of the Christian kingdom of

Nubia was Dongola, which is now called “Old Dongola” as opposed

to New Dongola, i.e. Al-Urdi; it is 351 miles from Wadi IJalfah

and is on the east bank of the Nile. Soon after 640 the Arabs

captured the town and laid the people under the tribute known as

the " Bak^.” In 737 the Christian Nubians under their king Cyriacus

marched into Egypt with 100,000 horsemen and 100,000 camels to

protect their Patriarch Khail
;
they laid waste the country between

Aswan and Cairo, and at the request of the Patriarch returned to

their own country. In 1002 Raphael, king of Nubia, built many
churches and monasteries, and in the 12th century Dongola was a

large city, with many churches, and domed houses built of red brick,

and wide streets. Mr James Currie found the remains ofa monastery

in the Oasis of Sallmah, 50 miles west of the Nile, and Mr Crowfoot

found remains of churches at Fiigi, Khalewah, Amentogo, ‘Arab

Hag between Khandak and Old Dongola (see Budge, Egyptian

Sudan, vol. ll. p. 300 f.). Abu Salih (ed. Evetts) says that the

Nubian Liturgy and prayers were in Greek, and that the Patriarchs

of Alexandria consecrated their'bishops, and Mr A. J. Butler thinks

that Christianity was introduced into Nubia before the Egyptian

Liturgy was translated into Coptic. [On texts in the Nubian

language relating to Saint Mena and the Canons of Nicaea, see

Budge, Nubian Texts, London, 1909, and Griffith, Nubian Texts of

the Christian Period, Berlin, 1913.] In late Egyptian times, as we
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have seen, Nubia contained two kingdoms
;
the capital of the one

was Napata, and the capital of the other was Meroe. In the I2th

century there were also two kingdoms in Nubia; the capital of the

one (Mukurra) was Dongola, which had taken the place of Napata,

and the capital of the other (‘Aiwa, or ‘Aliya, the [ j

1 1
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} I ©
of the hieroglyphic texts) was Sobah. Abu Salih (ed. Evetts, p. 236)

says there were four hundred churches in the kingdom of ‘Aiwa,

as well as monasteries budt on the river banks and on the plain.

John of Syria told father Alvarez in the i6th century that there

were still one hundred and fifty churches which contained crucifixes,

and pictures of the Virgin Mary painted on the walls. Each church

stood within a fortified building, as in Northern Nubia. On the

Blue Nile, about 12 miles from Khartum, are remains which are

believed to be those of the Christian city of Sobah. Here there

stood an old Meroftic temple, which, judging by the Coptic cross

which is cut on portions of some of its pillars, was turned into a

Christian temple. The temple was dedicated to Amen, and the

stone ram found there and now in KhartQm was one of the chief

objects of the cult.

The kingdoms of Mukurta and ‘Aiwa flourished from about

1 100 to about 1250, when the kings of these countries began to

quarrel. The country round about Dongola became filled with

Muslims in the latter half of the 13th centuiy, and in 1317 a mosque

was dedicated to the glory of God in the town itself. From the

time of the Patriarch Cyril (1235) the Nubian Church was left to

manage its own affairs, with the result that serious dissensions

between the clergy and the civil powers broke out, and the Muslims

promptly took advantage ofthem. The persecution of the Christians

in Egypt by the Muslims was extended into Nubia ; many of the

Nubians followed the example of their co-religionists in Egypt

and apostatized, and married Arab women, many were killed, the

churches were burnt and mosques erected in their places, and the

Nubian Church ceased to exist before the end of the 14th century.

Attacked by the Arabs on the north, and by the Blacks of Dar

Fur and Kordofan on the south, the Nubian peoples became tribu-

taries both of the Beja,s and the Blacks. Hasan the Geographer

(ed. Robert Brown, London, 1896, vol. HI. p. 836) says that Nubia
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was divided into fifteen kingdoms, whose chiefs were subject to four

overlords. He further says that the Nubians were governed by a

woman, whom they called “ Gana,” and that having lost the light

of the Gospel they have embraced a corrupt form of Judaism and

Islam, and that their spiritual condition is “most wretched and

miserable,”



ABYSSINIA

The descriptions of Ethiopia given by Homer, Herodotus, Diodorus,

Strabo and Pliny make it quite clear that they indicated by this

name the vast tracts of country in Asia and Africa that were

inhabited by dark-skinned and black-faced peoples. These they

divided into two groups. Eastern Ethiopians and Western Ethi-

opians
;
the former lived in Arabia, Syria, Mesopotamia and India,

and the latter in the regions west of the Red Sea, Egypt, and the

Sudan. The object of this book is not to deal with all the countries

and peoples of “ Ethiopia,” but only with two of its countries and

their peoples, viz. Kush and the Kushites, i.e. Nubia and the Nubians,

and Abyssinia and the Abyssinians. In the preceding section it

has been shown that the Semites of Western Asia knew the position

of Kush to the south of Egypt, but whether they considered it to

be a part of Ethiopia is uncertain. The translators of the Bible into

Greek identified Kush with Ethiopia (e.g. in Psalm Ixvii. 23, where

the Hebrew is rendered by Aidunria), and they, like the

classical writers mentioned above, apparently knew nothing of

Abyssina, or its position, or its people. The name of Ethiopia was

definitely given to Abyssinia by those who translated the Bible

from Greek into “ Ethiopic,” i.e. Go‘&, and the Hebrew word Kush

is translated by ’ItSyQpeya or Ethiopia. And to this

day the Abyssinians call their country Ethiopia, and this name for

it appears in the Amharic version of the Scriptures. The old Ge'Sz

version was begun at Aksum, probably soon after the introduction of

Christianity into the country. But the region in which Aksum was

situated must have had a native name by which it was known to

the nations around, and this name was Habesh, from which the

name Abyssinia is derived. The Aksumites preferred to call their

country Ethiopia, and not Habesh, for to them Ethiopia was Kush,

and the Kushites had, after their conquest of the Negro tribes,

made themselves masters of the greater part of north-east Africa,

with perhaps the exception of Egypt The name of Habesh is

derived from that of the Semitic tribe called ^abashat,
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which was one of the most important of the Semitic tribes that

crossed the Red Sea from South Arabia, and settled in Africa.

Rossini has shown that the original home of the IJabashat was
Vaman in western South Arabia near the coast of the Red Sea
(“ Sugli Habashat’’ in the Rendiconti della R. A. dei Lincei, Rome,

1906), and this view is accepted by Enno Littmann {Deutsche

Aksum-ExpeditioH, Berlin, 1913, Bd. i. p. 41). But the Habashat

were foreigners, and appear to have been regarded with no great

favour by the native population, though they brought with them

a civilization which was superior to their own. The name l/flff

Habasha is given in modern Amharic dictionaries, and Guidi says

it takes the place of the “ denominatione nationale Ttcyopeya," and

thinks that it is a very old equivalent for “ Abyssinians ” (see Ntiova

Antologia, 16 Giugno, 1896), and d’Abbadie {Dictionnaire, Paris,

1881, col. 9) says that this name of Ethiopia is only used by a

small number of natives who can speak a little Arabic, but who
do not know that it is “injurieux.” It is possible that Habesh

represents a very old name of Abyssinia, and some Italian au-

thorities {e.g. Dr L. dc Ca.stro, Nella Terra dei Negus, Milan, 19 1 S,

vol. I. p. 79) think it may mean “bastards," whilst others are

inclined to connect it with the Amharic wdshd a “cave” or

“cavern." There were, as there still are, dwellers in caves in

Abyssinia, but it is difficult to see how Habesh can be derived

from washa. Strabo and others speak of Troglodytes or men who

take refuge in caves, but these cannot have been the cave-men of

Abyssinia, for Strabo had no knowledge of the existence of Abys-

sinia. They are far more likely to have been the hill folk to which

the Egyptians gave the name of Antiu against

whom they fought frequently. There is no doubt, for all the au-

thorities agree on this point, that if a native be called “Habashiyy”

he feels insulted, and that it is regarded by the natives

generally as an abusive epithet, and a word indicative of the

contempt of the speaker for the physical or mental defects of the

man whom he addresses. On the other hand the word may only

have the general meaning of “common folk," like the Assyrian

amelu khu-uh-shi, with which, I am informed by Mr Sidney Smith,

it has been compared. One thing is certain, namely, that a§ early
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as the 4th century of our era Habashat was recognized as a name

of Ethiopia

The extent of Ethiopia-Abyssinia in ancient days is unknown,

but accoiding to native tiadition it included all the country lying

between the Nile and the Red Sea, and from Noithein Nubia to

the Equator or beyond. Its boundaries on the north and south

varied from time to time, especially in the south, and in the Middle

Ages disputes over the boundaries, which were frequently followed

by wars, were of frequent occunence. The authority of the Abys-

sinians over the western coast of the Red Sea must always have

been of a shadowy character. The country of Abyssinia is bounded

on the north and noith-west by Nubia and the Egyptian Sudan;

on the north and north-east by the Italian Eritrea, French Somali-

land and English Somaliland
;
and on the south by British East

Africa. By a treaty made at Addis Ababa on 15 May, 1902, the

frontier between the Sudan and Abyssinia is maikcd by a line

drawn from Khoi Urn Hagai (I give the names as spelt by Gleichen)

to Galabat, to the Blue Nile, Baro, Pibor, and Akobo rivers, to

Helile, thence to the intersection of the 6" north latitude with the

3S° longitude east of Gieenwich. Menyclek II engaged himself not

to construct or allow to be constructed any work across the Blue

Nile, Lake Tsana, or the Sobat river which would arrest the flow

of their wateis into the Nile, except in agreement with H. B.M’s

Govt and the Govt, of the Sudan. He also agreed to the formation

of a commercial station in the neighbourhood of Itang on the Baro

river, and granted to the Biitish Govt, the right to construct a

railway through Abyssinian territory to connect the Sudan with

Uganda. The western frontier of Abyssinia continues from the 6°

north latitude, where it intersects the 35° longitude east of Greenwich,

towards the south and follows the right bank of the Orno river to

Lake Rudolph, and the eastern shore of this lake as far as the 3°

north latitude, where the limit of Abyssinia comes to an end.

On the east this portion of Abyssinia is bounded by the Italian

settlement of Benadir. Thus Abyssinia has lost its sea-coast

The area of Abyssinia, like its frontiers, has varied considerably

from time to time According to some authorities the country

extended from the 7°- 17“ north latitude in 1868, and from the 33°

to the 40“ east longitude. But Menyelek II added much territory to
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his kingdom, and at the present time Abyssinia, as a political

kingdom delimited by treaties made between its king and England,

France and Italy, extends from the 3° to the 15° (or 16°) north

latitude, and from the 35° to the 42° east longitude. The country

is somewhat triangular in shape, the narrowest part, which is in

the north, being about 300 miles from east to west, and the broadest

part, which is in the south, being between 900 and 950 miles from

east to west. The area of this triangle was given in 1868 as about

500,000 square kilometres, but now as a result of the additions to

the territory of the kingdom it may be said to be about $50,000

square kilometres. N aturally no exact figures can be given, for the

country has never been surveyed as a whole.

Divisions of Abyssinia. Travellers and others state that the

country is divided into Kingdoms and Provinces. De la Croix

enumerates 10 Kingdoms and 10 Provinces
;
the former are Tigrd,

Dambia, Begamder, Gojam, Amhara, Enavya, Shoa, Angot, Damot-

Dari and Damot-Adari : the latter are Mangasha, Salam, Wagara,

Abba-Gale, Walqait, Sagad, Samien, Sloa, Walaga, and Deba.

Ludolf mentions 9 Kingdoms and 5 Provinces, and Bruce found

there were 4 Kingdoms, viz. Tigr^, Amhara, Shoa and Gojam, and

19 Provinces. In Tigr6 were Enderta, Antalen, Siray, Bahr-Negus

and Tigrd (Tigray), and in Amhara and other parts of the country

were Samien, Waldabba, Begamder, Walaku, Dambia, Damot,

Agaumder, Kuara, Enarya, RSs al-Fil, Thyelga, Sakahala, Goto

and Lasta. Salt mentions 3 Kingdoms only, Tigrd, Amhara and

Shoa. Kingdoms were governed by hereditary feudal chiefs, the

king being their overlord, and the Provinces were the possessions

or estates of the king. At the present time the Kingdoms are

divided into provinces and districts, some of which are governed by

hereditary tribal chiefs, each of which has the title “ Ras, and some

by officials of various grades and titles. The three kingdoms to-day

are Tigray, Amhara and Shoa. In ancient times Tigray in northern

Abyssinia was the most important of the three kingdoms, for in it

was situated the town of Aksum (identified by sbme with

Ti/vevf? of Strabo), which was not only the religious centre of the

country, but the capital of the Kingdom. Its seaport was Adulls,

the modern Zullah, and it was a rich and prosperous town ;
in later

times it lost its importance, and Adua became the capital. The
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present capital is Makalay. The principal Provinces of the Kingdom

are Ader (capital Adigrat), Antalen, Aiuemder, Arsay, Ashangay,

Bagalay, Bahr-Negus (capital Digsa), Enderta (capital Makalay,

and chief towns Tehelikot and Antalu), Yambela, Gheralta (capital

Auzen), Lasta (capital Sakota, chief town Lalibala), Mangasha,

I 2

A plate from the XPI2TIANIKH TOIIOrPA$IA of Cosmos, an Egyptian Monk.
Reproduced from the translation by J. W. M°Crindle (llalduyt Society No. xcvili)

London, 1897.

I. The City of Adulg.

i. An Ethiopian travelling from Adule to Axome.

3. The stele with the Greek inscription copied by Cosmas. Above it is a figure of

Ptolemy Euergetgs, armed with spear and shield and standing in a warlike

attitude.

4. The throne which was ascribed to Ptolemy Euergetes by Cosmas, but erroneously.

The inscription leads Mtppot UroKe/toiKis, “Ptolemy’s Chair.”

Sagad, Salam, Saruy, Shoa, Sorat, Tembien, Tigray Makonett

(capital Adua), and Zeluay.

Amhara, in Central Abyssinia, capital Gondar, which was for

many centuries the capital of the whole of Abyssinia, has about

20 Provinces, the most important of which are : Abba-Galay, Alafa,

Amhara, Angot, Armathyoho, Athyefer, Begamder (capitals Dabra
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Tabor, the residence of King John, and Samara, the residence of

King Theodore), Gondar, Doha, Fakuera, Ghimeluis, Kuara, Waag,
Walqait, Waldebba, Wugara, Samien, The district of Gojam con-

tains six Provinces
;
its capital is Monkorer.

The old capitals of Shoa were Ankober, Angolala, Litchay-

Aureillo and Entoto
;
the present capital is Addis Ababa, which is

also the capital of Abyssinia. Shoa is divided into three parts.

Upper Shoa, Lower Shoa and Ogadeyn, in Somaliland. The
three Kingdoms, Tigray, Amhara and Shoa, were ruled directly by

Menyelek II, and the other provinces and districts which lie chiefly

to the south-west of Abyssinia proper were governed by local chiefs

and governors of whom he was the overlord. Among such provinces

may be mentioned those of the Walagi, the countries of the Gallas,

Oromos, Sidamos, the countries of the Agaws, Enarya, Ghera,

Kumbata, and Kaffa (ancient capital Bonga, modern capital An-
dratchi). The chiefs of the Kaffa claim to be descended from

Solomon and the Queen of Sheba, and the dominant class have a

religion wliich is a mixture of monophysitism and paganism. The
Kafikos represent the ancient dwellers in the land, and the Wattas

are negroes.

One of the oldest towns in Abyssinia is Aksum, and it was for

many centuries regarded as the capital of the country
;
in MSS. it

is often called the “ Sion of Ethiopia” and the " New Sion ’’ (Addis

Sion), and the Ark of the Covenant which Menyelek I brought

from Jerusalem found its lesting-place there. Many other towns

have been called the capital of Ethiopia, and among such may be

mentioned Nush, Arka, Tegulet, Sokota, Barra, Gondar, Dabra

Tabor, Adua, Antalou and Entoto. Towns which have special in-

terest historically are Makdala, which was captured by the British

in 1867 ;
Kueskuara, an important ecclesiastical centre; Tekangar

and Kuarata, on Lake Sana; Amba Maryam, Ismala, Yedjibay

and Ifag; Madhera Maryam, famous for its churches and as a

place of pilgrimage and as a market ;
Asmara, Gundet, Tchelkin,

Sanafay, Fitchay, a central market, and Moger
;
Dabra Abraham,

Dabra Maryam and Dabra Wark
;
Kobo, Rogay, Flabu, Aringo,

Martola Maryam, Falenagher, Zuay. The newest capital of the

kingdom is Addis Ababa, which was founded by Queen Taitu.

The configuration of Abyssinia is very remarkable. To the
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north of it ai-e the flat deserts of Southern Nubia, on the west are

the lowlands of the Nile basin and the country of the Atbara, on

the south are the lands of tlie Omo and Sofal rivers, and on the

east and south-east is the western wall of the Eritrean rift-valley.

Thus the geographical Abyssinia is smaller than the political

Abyssinia, and it may be described as a high rugged triangular

plateau which slopes away on the north-west towards the Valley of

the Nile, on the south-west towards the region of the great rivers,

and on the east towards the sea. The learned Sapeto divides it

into three great terraces which lie in the direction north-east to

south-west; these terraces represent Tigray, Amhara and Galla-

land, and correspond philologically with the three languages Ge'ez

(Ethiopic), Amanflna (Amhaiic) and Galla. The first terrace

includes Tigray from the 15° to the 12° north latitude, and extends

from Cusai and Hamasen to Lasta, which together with the River

Takaze, the Astaboras of Strabo, foimcd the boundary of the

great Aksumite kingdom on the south. The second teirace extends

from the l2”-9° north latitude, and the third from the 10° north

latitude to the Valley of the Nile. Further north the first terrace

consists of rocky strata, and the plateau is about 8000 feet above

the sea, and above this rise up rugged, water-riven mountains

which are sometimes nearly another 8000 feet higher. Access to

the plateau is very difficult because of the precipitous character of

the rocks, and the chasms in them, the sides of which are often

perpendicular and often many hundreds of feet deep. Some of the

stone hills have the appearance of gigantic flat-topped pillars, but

generally the rocks look as if they had been twisted and wienched

asunder by Titanic hands. The highest mountains are in the

ranges of Agamay and Semen, and the peaks of Dajan and Jared

are more than 15,000 feet in height, and are covered with snow for

the greater part of the year. The peak of Amraaveret to the north

of Ankobar is said to be nearly iy,ooo feet high, but such estimates

are more or less conjectural. The parallel 10° N.L. may be said

to mark the division between Northern and Southern Abyssinia

as far as the height of the plateau is concerned, for south of this

parallel the mountains and hills are lower than those to the north

of it.

The geographical position of Abyssinia has had a very great
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effect upon the histoiy and character of the Abyssinian Ethiopians.

In ancient days this rocky plateau was practically inaccessible to

the peoples around it, especially to any who wished to ascend to it

with hostile intent. With the help and favour of those who lived

on it merchants could and did travel up to it and transact business,

but the Abyssinians were always able to destroy such enemies as

wished to attack them whilst they were trying to make their

way through difficult passes, and endeavouring to scale the rocky

heights. The whole of geographical Abyssinia was a huge rock-

fortress, the walls of which were the mountain ranges, with their

almost perpendicular sides, the passages through which in the

narrow chasms and khors were known only to the natives. They
could pour down in their thousands on to the coast-lands of

the Red Sea or the lowlands of the Nile Valley, and having

raided and plundered them could return to their heights at

pleasuic, where iione could follow them. No ancient nation ever

conquered the Ahyssinians, in fact no ancient writer knew anything

about the plateau and those who dwelt on it. The Ethiopians

described by Herodotus, Strabo and other classical writers, were

not the dwellers on the plateau, but the peoples who lived on the

flat coast-lands of the Red Sea, and in the deserts to the west of

the Nile, and the riverain lands to the south. The Abyssinians for

centuries boasted that they were an unconquered people, and their

self-satisfying belief in their invincibility was not disturbed until

the British stormed and took Makdala in 1867. Then for the first

time in history they realized that a power stronger than their own

existed, and they did not regain their complacency until Fate

played into their hands and they were able to massacre the Italians

at Adua. The advantage of the high rocky plateau to the Abys-

sinians was that it gave them immunity from invasion; its dis-

advantage was that it cut them off from the rest of the world.

The great rivers of Abyssinia flow from the east in a westerly

or north-westerly direction, and so enter the Valley of the Nile.

The Mareb which rises in Seray, and forms a part of the boundary

between Abyssinia and Eritrea, bends to the south, then turns to

the west, and as the Gash river flows out by Taka (Kasala), and

soon afterwards loses itself in the sands of the desert. The River

Takazeis fed by several small streams as it flows through Begarader,
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and near Lake Sana it turns to the noith, and after a Urge sweep

flows to the west, where it is called the Selit, and reaches Tomat,

where it is called the Atbara, and at length it enters the Nile about

790 miles fiom the place where it rises. Its waters aie heavily

charged with volcanic detiitus, and they cairy down to Egypt the

rich fertilizing mud and spread it over the whole countiy. The

Atbara is called by Strabo the Astaboras. The Abai, or Abawl,

which is commonly known as the Blue Nile, because of the clearness

of its waters, rises in the mountains of Sakala, and enters Lake Sana

after a course of 1 50 miles. It flows out of the southern end of

Lake Sana, and with the Bashillo, which rises in the north-east, it

continues its course and, making a very large sweep, it turns to

the west and joins the Nile at Khartum. Its total length is about

1100 miles. Its waters are heavily charged with alluvium, which in

the course of centuries has formed the land of Egypt. Smaller

rivers, some of which empty themselves into the Abai, aie the

Jamma, Huger, Yabus, Bolassa, Rahad and Dinder. Further south

are the Gelo, and the Baro and Piboi which together form the

Sobat. The Auash or Hawash is fed by the Akaki and KassSm

and othei streams. It rises in the highlands of Shoa to the west of

Addis Ababa, turns from noith to south and then to the east, and

passing through a passage which it has cut foi itself in the eastern

rock wall of the plateau, enters the lowlands of Danakil. Heie it

receives one tributary, and flows in a fairly bioad stream towards

the Red Sea coast
;
after a long winding course of some hundreds

of miles it enters Lake Aussa near Tajura Bay, and disappears.

The River Omo rises in the highlands of Shoa and is about 400 miles

long
;

it has many tributaries and flows into Lake Rudolph

Among the lakes of Abyssinia may be mentioned: Sana is

5785 feet above sea-level, its perimeter is about 163 miles, and it

has an area of 3000 square kilometres, and in many parts of it is

said to be about 300 feet deep, Lake Zuay which at its southern

end joins a smaller lake. Lake Margherita, Lake Stephanie and

Lake Rudolph. Scattered about the south-western parts of Abys-

sinia are many small lakes to which the natives have given names

;

these are filled with fish of a large size, and in seveial herds of

hippopotami congregate.

The configuration of Abyssinia, in the geographical sense, may
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' be thus described : the country consists of a block of Archaean

gneiss and schists, which has been intensely eroded by subaerial

agencies
;

it has been capped by sheets of lava, and is flanked by

Jurassic limestone; in places huge piles of volcanic d6bris form

mountains reaching the height of from iS.cxjo to 16,000 feet in

Semen (Mill, International Geog., London, 1911, p. 934). Another

authority describes the country as a land of lakes, mountains and

mountain torrents, and says that it is a “pear-shaped mountain

clump,” the main mass of which has been cut into island-like

sections, which are separated by gorges and ravines, some of which

are 4000 feet deep. The isolated mountains have naked perpen-

dicular sides, and look like domes, or pyramids, or pillars, or

obelisks. The highest mountain is Ras Dashan (15,160 feet, a little

higher than Mont Blanc). The snow-line is at 1 3,000 feet (Meikle-

john. New Geog., London, 1913, p. 357).

Population. It seems to be impossible to say what the popula-

tion of Abyssinia really is, and the views of travellers and officials

on the subject are conflicting and are often contradictory. No
census of the whole country has ever been taken, and every estimate

about the number of people in the country must, for some time

yet, contain an element of guess-work. Some writers say that the

population is about 2,500,000, and others 3,000,000. On the other

hand Dr L. de Castro {of. cit., p. 84) thinks it is 8,000,000, while

Mori6, basing his statement on an estimate recently made (1903)

by M. Ilg, the Prime Minister of Menyelek II, says that the total

population of the Abyssinian Empire, including the countries

recently annexed, viz. Ausa, Gallaland, Harar, and the Upper Nile,

is 10,000,000 of inhabitants who live on an area of about 500,000

square kilometres. But all the known facts suggest that the actual

population of Abyssinia to-day is under 4,000,000.

The Abyssinian People. Of the occupants of their country in

prehistoric times the Abyssinians know nothing
; they claim that

they are the descendants of Ham, the son of Noah, that Ham begot

Kush, and Kush begot Ethiops, after whom their country is named.

But the Kushites can hardly have been the earliest inhabitants, and

it is very probable that the whole of the north-east quarter of Africa

was peopled with Negroes, whose original home may have been

situated in the western part of it. At a very early period there
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seem to have been Semites in the country, traces of whose

language are found in the language of the Egyptian hieroglyphic

inscriptions. At a period almost as early the Kushites, a branch of

the great Hamitic family, drove back the Negroes and occupied

the whole of Ethiopian Abyssinia. Several, certainly, but probably

many, centuries before Christ Semites from Yaman in South

Arabia left their lands on the shores of the Red Sea and crossed

over into Africa. Among these people the tribe called IJabashat

was the most important, and as already said, the name Abyssinia

is derived from Habesh, a form of Habashat. With the Habashat

Semites, or perhaps following them, several other tribes migrated

from Arabia to Africa
;

these were known as the “ Ag'aziygn,”

f.e. the “free,” and the Ethiopic language is called “Ge'ez” after

them. The Habashat when they entered Africa found that the

people they intended to settle among, and probably to conquer,

were to all intents and purposes savages and barbarians, who knew
nothing about working in metals, who lived in huts, and whose

agricultural methods were of the most primitive description. In

fact the Habashat were the first who intioduced civilization into

Abyssinia (Habesh). They built houses and temples of stone, they

introduced a system of agriculture and taught the natives to terrace

the hill sides, and they built reservoirs in which to impound the

mountain torrents which had hitherto been allowed to dissipate

themselves among the sands of the desert. They brought with

them their Sabaean language, which was Semitic, and by means of

it and their civilization they left an indellible mark upon the civili-

zation of Aksum. They made affinity with the natives, probably

both by marriage and concubinage, but it is clear that they did not

succeed in changing completelythe physical and racial characteristics

of the indigenous Abyssinian, who remains to-day what he ever was.

In all periods of their history the Abyssinians have “ mixed ”

more or less freely with Semites and peoples of Negro or Negroid

otigin, but their country produces a type of man and woman, eg. in

Sboa, whose form and physical characteristics appioach perfection,

and the type is not altered provided that the admixture of Semitic or

Negro blood is not too great. The body is tall and well formed, the

features are handsome, straight and regular, the eyes are bold and

fearless, the nose good, the mouth sensitive, the hair dark brown
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and curly, or long and straight and almost blue-black in colour. In

the north (Tigray) the complexion is light, and sometimes almost

fair
;
in Shoa it is light brown, and in Gallaland it is a very dark

reddish brown, and sometimes quite black. The young Abyssinian

women have in all periods of history been famed for their beauty,

and the Muslims admire them greatly, and have often paid large

sums for them. Their great velvety eyes are said to be one of their

principal beauties. The broad-shouldered steatopygous women, who
are withal well shaped, similar to those represented on the walls of

the temple at Wad Ba Nagaa, are greatly in favour, especially in

southern Abyssinia. At the present time there are in Abyssinia

small colonies of Jews, Armenians, and Indians, whose number is

said to increase steadily year by year, and those who have lived

in the country for many years tend to become like Abyssinians in

appearance, the skin darkening and the eyes changing colour. The
Abyssinian is by tradition and instinct a lover of fighting and war,

especially the natives of southern Shoa and Gallaland; from the

latter country come the greater number of the recruits for the

army.

The Gallas say that the name Galla means " immigrant,” and

they prefer to call themselves “ Orma,” or “ Oroma,” t.e.
" the

strong men." They are large and powerfully built, but their features

are savage looking, and when they shake their long hair which they

wear hanging over their shoulders like a mane, their appearance is

animal-like and terrifying. In intelligence they are superior to all

the other peoples in East Africa. The Abyssinians of Tigray and

Amhara are very intelligent, and their shrewdness is often mingled

with cunning. To the European they seem to be a lazy folk, and

it is certain that the majority of them would rather walk about

carrying a spear and shield or some more modem weapons, than

devote themselves to work. They do not regard manual labour

with favour. In business they are quick to apply the methods in

use among European merchants and dealers, and self-interest is a

prominent feature of their character. Many of them have a keen

sense of humour. They are intensely religious, as we shall show

later on, but their belief in magic is as great now as it was in

their pagan days. Some paragraphs on their amulets and magical

appliances will be found in another section of this book.
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Trees and Vegetation. In the highlands there aie few tieea,

for even in the days of Bruce the country was piacticall)' cleared of

wood. Duiing the raids of the chiefs and the wais which they made

on each other the tiees weie cut down ruthlessly and burnt with

sad waste In the extreme south and in Gallaland laige forests of

big tiees still exist, and in some places the valleys aie well wooded,

and the shiubs and bushes give “cover” to many kinds of small

animals. The commonest trees are the great sycamores and junipers,

the date-palm and the mimosa, the acacia and the tamarisk, the great

pines, gum tiees of various kinds, and many fruit trees, the peach,

the apricot, the orange, the lemon, the fig, the banana, etc. The

vine flourishes in the district which is between 5000 and io,CX)o feet

above sea-level, and on the plateau of Gojam towaids the Nile it

was carefully cultivated under the direction of some chief or the

head of some church or the archimandrite of some monastery.

King Theodore had this district laid waste in oidcr to put an

end to drunkenness among his people. In the valleys and forests

many kinds of fruit-bearing shiubs and small trees aie found. The
mountains are covered with perennial vegetation right up to their

tops. This is due to the heavy mists which cover the ground during

the summei lains, and prevent the immediate evaporation of the

downpour that would otherwise take place (Bruce, Travels, vol. V.

p. gS), and the withering of all grasses and plants. Thus an abundant

supply of provender is always available for horses and asses, sheep

and cattle, goats and pigs, etc. Flowering plants are very

numerous, and the “ Kosso ” bAi, a species of climbing rose, is

found almost everywhere, its leaves being highly esteemed for

their medicinal properties, especially in connection with diseases of

the head.

Wild animals Bruce thought that no country in the world

produced a gi eater number or variety of quadrupeds, whether tame

or wild, than Abyssinia, and the narratives of a long seiies of big-

game hunting travellers attest the truth of his opinion. Among the

wild animals may be mentioned : the buffalo, many kinds of gazelle

and antelopes, hyaenas of two kinds, dogs, fox, jackal, wolf, wild

boar, elephant (held to be unclean), two-horned rhinoceros, giraffe,

camelopard, lion, leopaid, panther, apes of many kinds, baboons,

hares (held to be unclean), hippopotamus, crocodile, lizards, etc.
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The "carnivorous bull" is an imaginary animal, and the zebra is

not found in Abyssinia as some have stated.

Birds. Birds of many kinds, and in extraordinary numbers,

are found in all parts of Abyssinia. Among these come first eagles,

hawks, and vultures of various kinds, the crane and heron, and the

glede is very common. Smaller birds are the swallow, grouse,

woodcock, pigeon, duck, etc., and the parrots, jays and many quite

small birds have brilliant plumage. Owls are rare, but black and

white crows, and ravens with a tuft of hair at the back of the head

are common.

The principal crops are: coffee, which is grown chiefly in

Kaffa (whence our word coffee), sugar, cotton, limes, lemons,

bananas, indigo, millet, grain, Indian corn, barley, beetroot, pepper,

lentils, chickpeas, vegetables of various kinds, cabbage, cauliflower,

beans, etc.

Reptiles and Insects. According to Bruce (Travels, vol. V.

p. 248) there are no serpents of any kind in Upper Abyssinia, and

no remarkable varieties in the southern part except the large snake

called the Boa, which is often 24 feet in length, and is as thick as

an ordinary man’s thigh. He lives in the stagnant grassy pools of

rivers, and feeds upon animals of the antelope class, which, having

broken all their bones, he swallows whole. Scorpions and the

horned viper (cerastes comuius) are common; the latter is about

13 or 14 inches long, and its bite is deadly. The winged basilisks

with crests and combs, that live near lakes and destroy all who

come near, seem to be fabulous creatures
;
the “ flying fiery serpent,"

the offspring of the cockatrice, mentioned in Isaiah (xiv. 29) was

nothing but a young serpent, and its mother was a serpent. Among
the Gallas the serpent is sacred, and offerings of milk are made to

it regularly. Insects of many varieties abound in Abyssinia, and

the swarms of flies which fill the country from May to September

render life in all the lowlands near the Atbara wellnigh unbear-

able. Bees exist in myriads all over Abyssinia, and every village,

and almost every family cultivate the "honey fly,” for now as in

Bruce’s day, honey is the principal food of all classes of people.

The bees build in the cages or baskets which are hung upon the

trees, and in the nests which they make for themselves in the trunks

or branches of the trees. The colour of the honey varies according
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to the flowers and herbs on which the bees feed; the honey at

Dixan was red like blood, and that made by the bees that build in

the earth was nearly black. Great quantities of honey are produced

in Gallaland, and when the bees are about to swarm the natives smear

the insides of the hives with fragrant substances, and set up shouts

in order to make them settle in it. Abyssinia has been described

as the "land of milk and honey,” and when its immense herds of

cattle and untold myriads of bees are considered, the appropriate-

ness of the description is manifest.

Railways. A radway has been built by the French from Jibuti

to Addis Ababa, the capital, via Dire Dawa, length 495 miles. The

Asmara-Keren-Agordat Railway will it is hoped be eventually

pushed on to Gallabat, on the frontier of the Egyptian Sudan. A
large quantity of Italian cotton is transported to Adiquala on the

frontier for Gandar. The Posts and Telegraphs are administered

by the French.

Trade. The total annual value of trade, imports and exports, is

about ;^2,ooo,aoo. Trade by the Jibuti Railway, exports and imports,

was in 1911 valued at ;^8i9,67i; in 1912 it was ;^S88,92^|. The

principal articles were cotton shirting and other stuffs, coffee, both

Harrari and Abyssinian, hides and skins and wax; rifles 370 metric

tons, cartridges 995 metric tons. Trade between Abyssinia and

British Somali poits was valued at ;^74,ooo; trade between Boran,

Dagodi and Italian Somaliland was valued at £27,goo. The Sudan

trade is carried on chiefly via Gambela on the frontier, but Gallabat

and Roseires share in it. Export duty from Abyssinia is 10 per

cent, ad valorem, which is collected before the goods leave the

plateau. At Gambela there is an import duty into the Sudan of

6 per cent, of which i per cent is export duty from Abyssinia, and

5 per cent, import duty into the Sudan. Gambela is on the Baro

river, and is leased to the Sudan for transport trade. The journey

to Khartum takes seven days, and from Khartum to Gambela

eleven days. In 1911 exports were ;^E37,754, and imports were

;CE27,992; total ;^E6s,7i2. In 1912 exports were ;^E38,720, and

imports were ;^E34,28o; total ^^£73,000. The exports are:

Hides and skins, chiefly from Jimma and Nekempti. Wax, of

which about 600 tons are exported to Europe annually. Ivory,

Government monopoly. Some was sold in London in 1912
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at £io^ per cwt. In igri about 68 tons were exported at Jibuti,

value ;^4S,48o. Rubber is a Government monopoly in the hands of

a merchant; the centre of the trade is Goro near the source of the

Baro river. The export of rubber in 1911 amounted to 3572
frasulas, i.e. about 1180 tons. Coffee grows wild in many places,

and immense forests of it exist unutilized in the provinces of Guma
and Kaffa

;
the Arabs call the tree the “tree of Kaffa,” whence our

name for the berry. There are two kinds, the Abyssinian which

grows from Arusi and Sidamo to Western Abyssinia, and the

Harrari which grows in the district of Harrar. The Kaffa coffee is

superior to the Brazilian; it is mixed with Mocha coffee at Aden
and sold as Mocha. In 1911, 1,349,989 kilos were exported, the

value being ^^55,364. Civet is obtained in Wallega and Jimma; the

trade in this article is mostly in the hands of Aden Arabs. Gold is

obtained from the Birbir river near Gambela, but in very small

quantities
;
the quartz gold found is not worth working. Sugar cane

plantations have been made on the River Baro near Gambela, and

theie is much demand for sugar in the Egyptian Sudan.

Money was first struck in recent times by Menyelek II. On
the obverse is the king’s effigy in profile, facing right, wearing the

triple crown surmounted by the so-called Coptic Cross. The legend

is Jan-Menyelek II, king of the kings of Ethiopia, and beneath is

the date of his accession, 1881, i.e. 1889. On the reverse is an

Abyssinian lion wearing a crown, and the legend is “ Conquering

lion of the tribe ofJudah.” A third legend reads “Ethiopia stretches

out her hand only to God.” This last is a version of Psalm Ixviii. 23

where the Ethiopic text has, “ Ethiopia shall make her hands to

reach God”; the published Amharic version of the words has the

same meaning. Silver dollars are of two kinds, viz. the Maria

Th^rfese, which the natives call “ talari ” (i.e. thaler) and is accepted

everywhere, and the dollar struck by Menyelek II which is current

chiefly in Addis Ababa. The latter weighs 433i grains, and its

value is about two shillings, or in Egypt 9 big piastres. In many

parts of Abyssinia the money struck by Menyelek is not regarded

with favour, and whilst the Maria Thdrfese dollar maintains its

value outside Abyssinia, I have often bought the Menyelek dollar

in the Sudan and Aswan for 3—5 piastres apiece. The commonest

copper coin is the ikuersh • ku^as/ia, the value of which was
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ordered by Menyelek II to be the one-sixlccnth of a dollar {talari).

In many parts of Abyssinia money has no fixed value as in Europe,

but is regarded as merchandize, and its value varies from time to

time considerably. Thus in some places the talari was worth only

ten piastres, whilst in others it was worth sixteen, or even more.

Menyelek II tried to stabilize the value of this coin, but only

partially succeeded. In some districts coins made of iron are still

current. In some districts money made of salt is current. It was

first introduced into Abyssinia by one of the tribes of the ‘Afar

called “ Amole,” and the piece of salt which takes the place of a

coin is known as Amole to this day. The Amole is a piece

of rock salt from the great plain of Ragad which lies between Dankali

and Tigray, and is wholly covered with a thick layer of rock salt.

It has the shape of a whetstone and varies in length from lo to

12 inches, and in width and thickness from to 2^ inches in the

thickest part; its weight is about 17 ozs. The value of the Amole

varies from time to time and place to place, from 10 to ^|0 being

equal in value to one talari.

Some of the pagan kings of AksOm had a coinage, and among

these were

:

1. Aphilas A4)|AAC ty BACIAEYC AZCaJMITCjON BICIAIMHAH,

who is perhaps Flly5 or SafSlya of the King Lists, was king of the

Aksumites and a native of Dimele.

2. Endybis ENAVBIC vy BACIAEVC, who is perhaps the HendSr

of the King Lists, was king of the Aksumites and a native of Dakhy

AAXV.

3. Alalmiryis (?) AAAAMIPVIE or Alalmidis AAAAMIAIC, who is

perhaps ’Ella ‘Amida, the father of ‘Ezana.

4. ‘Ezana OH):, in Greek A.eil^avat, He^ava, the son

of 'Ella ‘Amida, the “ Constantine of Abyssinia,” who reigned at

Aksum in the 4th century of our Era. These four kings were

pagans.

5. Kaleb, the son of Thezena, XAAHB VIOL 0E(Z)ENA, who
was also a king of Aksum, was a Christian, as were the following:

1. Gersem TEPCEM : the Biblical name Gersom (?).

2. Yathlia(?) IA0AIA(?).

3. Ochla8(?)OXAAt:(?).

4. Be’ese Anaapheon(?) BO ANAA<bECO$.
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5. ’Ella Gabaz EMAfABAZHT.
6 . Joel. The legend on his coins is in Ethiopic characters and

read

:

iliAi'AimiiM = tiCA-f-A e 9"tiMa
i,e. “ King Joel. Christ with us.”

7. WayzenS(.^) OYAZHN. Some of his coins bear the legend

in Ethiopic characters thus ;

nefLii/ihthun

=

a< > AK^hti'n >

i,e.
" May this be useful to the peoples. Of Wazena, of the king.”

8 . ’Armakh. Copper coins of his bear the legend

:

illPhdtmA ='?7-/*’tAC‘^Aa

AfhVAAHiita = s Aje.)!-? > aA/hU'O »
f.tf.

" King ’Armakh. Gladness let there be to the peoples.”

A variant of the second line is i»»UAaiAA<iD = iPUAifl)hA9“«

i.e.
“ mercy and peace.”

9. ^ataza(?). His coins bear the legend :

VlwA'iH « = TT-/*** tt'MI (?) fl

u>UAAAWilia » 0>UAt AAr’htl'fl a

i.e. “ King IJataza (?). Mercy to the peoples,”

10. Mljygsn (?) 7rti » . The vocalization of this name is

unknown.

Attempts to deciper the legends in Greek and Ethiopic letters

on Abyssinian coins were made by Longperrier and d’Abbadie,

but the first to obtain trustworthy results were Prideaux, Dillmann

and Hal^vy. Since their efforts were published many more coins

have been discovered, and the latest and best account of Abyssinian

numismatics is by Littmann in his Deutsche Aksum-Expedition,

4 vols., Berlin, 1913. There the reader will find drawings and re-

productions of all the principal types of the coins of the pagan and

Christian kings, with reference to authorities, and photographic

facsimiles of coins.

Weights. The i quintal (ewt), pound, ounce, half ounce,

drachm, scruple (24 grammes) are in common use, and we have the

tatel (= 0*99 lb.), and the ferdsld ¥4*AAe =25 ratel= 37 lbs. Four

feraslas= kantars (l kantar=99 lbs.), and 59'3 ferSslas = i metric
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ton or 2226 raids. Ivory and i-ubbcr are weighed by the tvaggia
;

the waggia of ivory = 4 80 dollars, and the waggia of rubber

640 dollars. The load of a mule is 96 kilos, of a camel 192 kilos,

and of an ass 50 kilos. Measures. A vtadga = 28 litres, a tchin

**17 • = 280 litres, a qunna = 4'67 litres, a dawtUla = 20 qunna.

Linear measure. The cubit, foot, palm, thumb, kilometre, mile,

league = 2 or more kilometres.

Minerals. In Shoa large substrata of granite covered over

with clay are found, basalt and trachite are found in the beds of

rivers, there is lignite in Entoto and Dabra Libanos, and small

quantities of gold have been obtained from thin lodes in quartz

formations. In the south the natives wash gold out from the sands of

the rivers. Some authorities quoting South African legends assert

that the kings of Aksum worked the gold mines of Zimbabwe and

Monomotapa, and the Abyssinians themselves have a tradition that

gold was at one time obtained in such large quantities from the

western slope of the plateau that the chains with which prisoners

were bound were made of gold. At the present time little gold is

found, and that little is used up in the country, none being exported.

Iron and copper occur in large quantities. From Semen come the

semi-precious stones, turquoise, carnelian, jaspers of various colours,

and agates. Tigray is famous for its rock salt, which, as already

said, is used as currency, and the thermal springs in various places

prove the existence of beds of sulphur and magnesia.

THE ABYSSINIAN CALENDAR

This Calendar is a subject of considerable difficulty
;
no one is

certain about its origin, and it is not clear when the Abyssinians

adopted it. Originally their year consisted of two seasons only, a

dry season and a wet season, or as we might say summer and

winter. Nowthey have four seasons, spring, flj3 * summer,w autumn andll<:?*'T« winter.—Masaw,Baga, Saday, Keramet.

Their year contains 12 months of thirty days each, and 5 epagomenal

or supplementary days ; in leap year another day is added. The

12 months are

;

1. Maskaram begins on August 29 of the Julian

Calendar.

2. Te^emt begins Sept. 28,
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3- Khadar hPiCi begins Oct. 28.

4- Takhshash begins Nov. 27.

s. Ter TC* begins Dec. 27.

6. Yakatit begins Jan. 26.

7- Megabit aojifijtt begins Feb. 37.

8. Miyazya begins Mar. 27 (26).

9- Genbot begins April 26.

10. Sane begins May 26.

II. Hamie begins June 25.

12. Nahase ithihi begins July 25.

The reformed Calendar, which was due to the activities of Pope

Gregory XIII in 1582, changed the date of the first day of

Maskaram, the first month of the Ethiopian year, from August 29

to Sept. 8. Subsequently the date was changed from Sept. 8 to

Sept. 9, and later from Sept. 9 to Sept. 10. According to the

Gregorian Calendar, Maskaram begins on Sept. 8, Tel^emt on Oct. 8,

Khadar on Nov. 7, TakhshSsh on Dec. 7, Ter on Jan. 6, YakStlt on

Feb. 5, MagSblt on March 7, MiySzya on April 6
,
GenbSt on May 6,

Sane on June $, IJamle on July 5, Nahase on Aug. 4, and Paguemen
on Sept. 3.

The five epagomenal or supplementary days are called Pague-

men or the “ Little [month] ” Tdft * . According to the

reckoning of the Abyssinians the first day of Maskai-am, i.e. New
Year’s Day, falls on August 29, a date which was chosen by them

to commemorate the Era of the Martyrs (or Era of Diocletian)

which began on August 29, 284. But the first day of Maskaram is

usually the iith of September according to European nations.

The Abyssinians declared that the Creation of the World took

place at the autumnal equinox SSoo years before the birth of

Christ, and for some time dated events by the year of the world,

A.M:.; but later they adopted the Era of Diocletian, by which they

lost ten years, though at the same time, because they had antedated

the birth of Christ (according to the Era of Dionysius Exiguiis, they

gained three or two years). The net result of all this is that on and

from Sept, ii to the end of our year their year is seven years

behind our date
;
on and from Jan. i to the Sth day of PaguemSn

(Sept. 10) it is eight years behind. In computing dates ofAbyssinian
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events further difficulty is caused by their calculations as regard

leap years, and it is wellnigh impossible to explain why their New
Year’s Day, the first of Maskaram, is represented by September 1

1

and not August 29. (See Ludolf, Historia, p. 385, and C. F. Rey,

Unconquered Abyssinia^ London, 1923, p. 161 f.) Some think that

the Abyssinians, who were always greatly influenced by the

Jacobite teachers of Syria, adopted the so-called Era of Antioch

which was introduced into that country by Panodorus, an Egyptian

monk who flourished in the reign of Arcadius. In his Chrono-

graphia he reduced the age of the world by ten years, and

made the birth of Christ to take place three years later than other

chronologers.

The manuscripts show that the Ethiopians used at least four

Eras in dating events, viz.

:

The Era of the Incarnation.

The Era of the Martyrs, or Era of Diocletian.

The Era of the World.

The Era of Meixy, in which the years were reckoned according

to the great lunar cycle. The Era of the Incarnation and the Era

of the Martyrs are practically the same, but it may be noted that

the Era of the Martyrs was not established to commemorate the

Martyrs. It probably owes its origin to reasons which were con-

nected with the fixing of Easter by the Coptic Church. The efforts

of Dionysius Exiguus, Anianus, Panodorus and Anatolius to

establish a system of chronology have made Ethiopian Chronology

a matter of considerable difficulty. A very useful monograph on

the subject has been written by M. Chaine {La Chronologie des

temps Chretietis de I'^gypte et de PAthiopie, Paris, 1925), and to this

the reader is referred for a general history of the works of the

chronographers, and a valuable series of tables.

The names of the days of the week are Ehud Sunday

(ist day), Saflo Monday (2nd day), MSksaflo Tues-

day (3rd day), Rabu <10* « Wednesday (4th day), Amus hao^tl:

Thursday (Sth day), Areb Friday (literally, the Eve of

the Sabbath, or Saturday), Kedame Saturday (literally, the

first day). The influence of the Copts has made the Abyssinians

to call their months by the Arabic forms of their Coptic names,

and thus we have

:
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I. Tot f'T*! Coptic Thoth,

2. Babe aa>c
it Paopi.

3 - Khatur •HtCt
1

”
1

[Athor.

[Hathor.

4. Kiyahak tuyvlnt
11 Choiak.

S- Tuba ObUi » Tobi.

6. 'Amshir Makhir.

7 - Barmahat (ICao’/^t » Phamenoth.

8. Barmoda acvfi.s
>} Pharmuthi.

9- Bashansh Pachons.

10. Ba'une ao'it » Paoni.

II. ’Abib liO.'fli
ti Epep.

12. Masari aaiidt
it Mesore.

The cardinal and intermediate points of the compass are

:

Dabub South, Samen North, Meshrak

East, Me'rab West, Liba A,fl* South-east, ’Azeb hliili

South-west, Mes'e » North-east, Baher rtAC « North-west,

Climate. The Abyssinian area has a typically tropical climate,

except for the strip of low-lying country on the east, between the

plateau and the Red Sea, where there are regular winter rains.

October to April is an almost rainless period, the prevalent winds

being from the north and east. This dry season is followed by the

rainy season, which is preceded by the short period of the lesser

rains lasting about three weeks in Kaffa in Mai ch, and Shoa and

Eritrea in March and April. The highest temperature is met with

on the western frontier : speaking generally the mean range of the

temperature is from 50° to 85° Fahrenheit. Winds from Oct. to

May are from the north and north-west
;
during the rainy season

the winds are from the south. The great rains begin on the plateau

in June and cease at the end of September or beginning of October.

The mean annual rainfall on the plateau round Addis Ababa is

estimated at 1300 millimetres; on the Chok plateau 1500 milli-

metres; on the Gondar plain up to the Takaze river it is 1000

millimetres ;
to the north of the Semen mountains 750 millimetres

until the basin of the Mareb is reached for which about 500 milli-

metres may be estimated. (See Lyons, Physiography of the River
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Nik and its Basin, Cairo, 1906, pp. 194-21 1.) Thus in one part

of Abyssinia the mean annual rainfall is in some places as little as

ao inches, and in others as much as 60 inches. Volcanoes. The

forms of many of the rocks and rocky formations proclaim their

volcanic origin, and many craters exist on the eastern slope of the

plateau. And smoking hills, geysers and hot springs are found in

many places. Earthquakes have been comparatively frequent in

recent years. A large town in Tamben was swallowed up in 1855,

leaving in its place a lake from ten to twelve miles long (De Castro,

op. cit, p. 84).

THE RELIGIONS OF THE ABYSSINIANS

According to a very ancient and widespread tradition in Abys-

sinia, the Abyssinians were descended from Ham, the second son

of Noah, who with his brothers Shem and Japhet were born before

the Flood. The sons of Ham were the fathers of the peoples of

Kush (Nubia), Misraim (Egypt), Puf (Libya) and Kcna'an (Phoe-

nicia). Kush was the father of the peoples of SSbha, Khavllah,

Sabhta, Ra'mSh and SabhtekS, all of whom seem to have been

dwellers on the western and eastern shores of the Red Sea, and

perhaps in northern Arabia and Somaliland, If this tradition be

accepted it follows as a matter of course that the Abyssinians were

never at any time pagans, and that they always worshipped the

One God of Noah and his descendants. But not all the dwellers in

Abyssinia were descendants of Noah, and there is every reason for

believing that the non-Semitic peoples of Abyssinia worshipped

other gods than the God of Noah, from the earliest to the latest

times. The Egyptians, Nubians, Libyans and Canaanites wor-

shipped many gods and goddesses, and in Abyssinia the worship of

the God of Noah was probably confined to a limited number of

families, and probably, at first, to a small part of the country.

Another Abyssinian tradition gives us the name of the town or

city wherein the descendants of Noah worshipped God, namely

Aksum which the Greeks called Ai^ov/jLi^,

'’A^ovfiK, and was at once the metropolis of the province of Tigray,

and the capital of a kingdom of the same name, Aksum lies on

the parallel 14® north latitude and is about 130 miles west of its

seaport which the Greeks called ’ASouXij, or ’'AfiouXi?, or ’ASotJXet.
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According to one tradition it was Menyelek I, the son of Solomon
and the Queen of Sheba, who made Aksum the centre of the

worship of the God of Noah, David, king of Israel, and Solomon,

but another makes it occupy this position at a much earlier period.

This latter tradition is reported by Littmann {pp. dt., I. p. 38), who
heard it from a native priest called Gabra Wahed, and had it

written down in the dialect of Tigray. It states that “ Ham begot

Kush, Kush begot Aethiopis, after whom the country is called

Aethiopia to this day. Aethiopis was buried in Aksum, and his

grave is known there to this day. It was said that a fire used to

burn in it, and that if any donke3r’s excrement or any bit of stuff

fell into it it was consumed. Aethiopis begot 'Aksumawl, 'Aksum-

awl begot Malakya ’Aksum, and begot also Sum, Nafas, Bagi‘6,

KudukI, ‘Akhoro, Fasheba. These six sons of ’Aksumawl became

the fathers of Aksum. When they wished to divide their land,

there came a man called May Bih, and as people say divided their

land as an agent. Each of the six gave him two acres of land and

he settled down with them." Thus Aksum derived its name from

’AksQmawI, as the whole country took its name from Aethiopis

a hitherto unknown ancestor of the Ethiopians, according to native

tradition.

Nowhere in Abyssinian literature is it stated what form of

religion was practised by the descendants of Kush in Africa, but

one tradition says that a dragon or serpent called WainSba ruled

the country for four hundred years, and that the monster was slain

by a man called 'AngabS, the predecessor and father of the Queen

of Sheba on the throne of Abyssinia. This serpent lived in Tamben,

a district to the south of Aksum, and when it became known that it

was coming to Aksum, ’Angabo promised the Aksumites that he

would kill the monster if they would agree to make him king. To
this they assented, and ’Angabo made his plans for the killing of the

serpent. He worked magic on the road by which it would come,

and he hid a magical object in the form of an iron instrument, or

weapon, under the surface of the road, presumably with the view

of wounding the serpent. Wainaba set out on the road for Aksum,

and as he proceeded on his way he shot out fire from his body on

the right hand and on the left, and passing on between the flames

he came to Aksum and died. He was buried in May Wayno where
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his grave is to be seen to this day. The legend does not say if tlie

iron object buried in the ground wounded the serpent and caused

his death, but it may be assumed that it did. It will be remembered

that a somewhat similar story was current among the ancient

Egyptians about the Sun-god Ra and the goddess Isis. The latter

wished to know the secret name whereby Ra lived, and as the god

refused to impart it to her she determined to destroy him. She

made a serpent in the form of a dart
(|
[j^l, and having worked

magic on it she threw it on the path over which Ra would pass.

When the god came to the serpent it bit him and but for the

incantations of Isis after he had, when about to expire, revealed

his secret name to her, he would have perished. Modern African

peoples like the Unyoro fix puff adders on the tracks of buffaloes,

and when the buffaloes pass, the adders strike at them and kill

them (Johnston, Uganda, vol. ii. p, 584).

The tradition quoted above shows that the cult of the snake

existed in Abyssinia before the reign of 'Angabb, which lasted 200

years, and that the working of magic was known and practised by

the AksQmites. In other words many of the early Abyssinians were

pagans, and in the south and south-western parts of their country

many of them had either no religion of any kind, or paid adoration

to trees, mountains, rivers, stones, animals, birds and reptiles. Such

peoples as were negroes or were of negro origin believed in magic

and witchcraft, and probably celebrated the terrible and often

obscene rites which are common in some parts of the Sudan at the

present time. It is quite certain from the importance which is

attached by ancient Abyssinian writers to the arrival of M^nyelek I

in Aksum with the Ark of the Covenant which he had stolen from

Jerusalem, that it marked the establishment of a new era in the

religious life of Abyssinia. In fact the king and his court and the

principal Abyssinians of AksQm abandoned their native cults, and

under' the direction of the Levites who came with the Ark of the

Covenant, they adopted the Religion of Israel. The mainspring of

this great Reformation was Queen MakSda, the Queen of Sheba dr

Saba, who had visited Solomon in Jerusalem and had become by

him the mother of Menyelek I. The Kebra Nagast makes it clear

that up to the time of her intercourse with Solomon she 'had
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worshipped the gods of her people, that is to say the gods of the

Sabaeans. The history of the Sabaeans is difficult to follow, but

their home was undoubtedly in Yaman, in the south of Arabia,

and they seem to have been living there as early as B,C. iioo.

Originally they were probably nomads, but at a later period some

of their chiefs became rich and powerful kings, perhaps about

B.C. 900. Their district lay on or near the great trade route from

China and India, and they seem to have derived their wealth both

from the profits made by their own merchant caravans, and the

dues which they levied on the merchants who carried on their trade

with the East, by the way of their country. The northern part of

Arabia was at that time ruled by the kings of Ma'In, with whom
the kings of Saba often came into conflict. The early rulers of

Saba were priests, and bore the title of “mukarrib’’(?) and not

“king.” The exact extent of their dominions, and the duration of

their kingdom are not known. Their chronology is uncertain, for

their monuments are dated by an era the beginning of which is

unknown. On these points see Miiller, Snbdiscke Denkmdler,

Vienna, 1883; Denkmdler aus Arabien,'Misxm&, 1889; Denkmdler

aus Abessinien, Vienna, 1894; E. Glaser, Skieze, Berlin, 1890;

Die Abessinier in Arabien, Munich, 1895; Weber, SUtdien zur

sudarabtschen Altertuniskunde, 3 vols., Berlin, 1901-08. Among the

gods of Saba were Shams, the Sun-god, ‘Athtar=Isbtar (Ashtoreth,

Aphrodite, Venus), Haubas, perhaps a form of the Moon-god, and

Almakah or Alraakuh; besides these certain star-gods were

worshipped. The functions and attributes of Almakah are not

known, \but he seems to have been an early indigenous god,

perhaps a god of generation, of Yaman
;

all that is known about

him will be found in Nielsen, Der Sabaische Gott Ilmttkah, Strass-

burg, 1910. The principal gods of the Yamanites were the sun

and the moon, and it is probable that the cult of the naked goddess

was widespread, even as it was in Syria and other parts of Western

Asia.

The conversion of Makeda to the Religion of Israel must have

had a marked effect on her people when she returned to her own

country, but the queen’s new religion did not become the official

religion of Abyssinia until her son brought to Aksum from Jeru-

salem the Ark of the Covenant, and introduced the worship of
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Yahweh and a government based on the laws laid down by Moses.

Abyssinian tradition asserts positively that the kings who succeeded

Menyelek I followed in his footsteps, but nothing is known of

these kings and no historical evidence that supports this view is

extant. It is certain that the power of Aksum declined in the 6th

and Sth centuries B,c. and that some of the Ptolemies were masters

both of the city and the country round about it. This being so it

is doubtful if the religion of the Hebrews maintained its supremacy

among the Abyssinians at that period. Outside Aksum the people

generally clung to their old cults, and it seems as if some of the

cults peculiar to Egypt had found adherents in Aksum. Bruce

relates in his Travels (vol. II. p. SS) that his friend the king of

Abyssinia brought back to Gondar from Tigray the inscribed stele

of which he gives drawings on plates VIII and IX. The stele was

i/| inches long and 6 inches broad, and on each side of it arc figures

of Egyptian gods sculptured in relief, and hieroglyphic inscriptions,

It belongs to the class of Egyptian antiquities which arc commonly

known as “Cippi of Horus,” and was made in Egypt, where many
such objects have been found. They were placed in houses and

temples in order to protect those who were in them from the

attacks of evil spirits and noxious animals and reptiles, and the

hieroglyphic inscriptions cut upon them were believed to be spells

of great power. The cippus of Horus was a talisman or amulet,

and it appears for the first time in Egypt at the close of the rule of

the XXVIth Dynasty, when superstition in its most exaggerated

form was general. The finest known example is that which is

commonly known as the Metternich Stele, because it was given to

Prince Metternich by Muhammad ‘All Pasha; it was dug up in

1828 in a Franciscan monastery in Alexandria. Fortunately the

name of the king in whose reign it was made is found upon it, viz,

Nectanebus I, who reigned from B.C. 378 to B.c. 360. For drawings

of this cippus and copies of the text and translations see Gol^nischeff,

Mettemichstele, Leipzig, 1877; and Budge, Egyptian Literaiuret

London, 1912, p. 142 ff.

The finding of the cippus described by Bruce in Aksum proves

that there was intercourse between Egypt and that city early in

the 4th century B.c,, and that the superstitions and beliefs in

magic and witchcraft of the Egyptians were known to the
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Abyssinians at that time. It is probable that the kings of the

XXVI Dynasty endeavoui'cd to establish trade connections between

Egypt and Abyssinia both by sea and by land, and a century or so

later the influence of the Greeks in Tigray was very considerable.

Thus, like Alexandria at a later time, Aksum became a city of

mixed cult^, Hebraic, Egyptian and Greek, and certainly after it

became the metropolis of Tigray and the greatest commercial

centre in Africa in the ist century A.D., its rulers or k*ngs were

pagans, and they worshipped the sun and moon, like their Vamanite

ancestors. The Hebrew religion introduced by MakedS and her

son had become submerged, at least that is what the known history

of the peiiod shows.

In the 4th century Christianity was introduced into

Abyssinia, but how and by whom is not quite certain. According

to Rufinus Tyrannius (born at Aquileia about 340, died 410)

Moropius, a Syrian merchant, set out in a ship for India intending

to open up a business connection with the Indians. He took with

him two young Christian kinsmen who were brothers called

Frumentius and Aedesius, and as they were sailing down the

Red Sea they landed at a certain place, probably to rcvictual the

ship. The natives seized the merchant and his crew, but they

spared the two brothers whom they took to the king, and he made

Frumentius his chancellor, and Aedesius his cupbearer or butler.

When the king died the queen entreated the brothers to remain

with her until her son was grown up, and having seen how able and

capable a man Frumentius was she begged him to assist her in

ruling her kingdom. Whilst doing this he endeavoured to obtain

for such Christians as came to the country with the European

merchants facilities for trade, and permission to build prayer-

houses, and was, it seems, successful. When the prince arrived at

man’s estate the two brothers returned to their own country, and

Aedesius was made a presbyter of a church at Tyre. It was from

him that Rufinus gained his information. There were, it seems, a

considerable number of Christians in Abyssinia when Frumentius

left it, for he went to Alexandria and asked Athanasius to send

there a bishop to preach and teach the body of Christians who were

without a leader or shepherd. Thereupon Athanasius consecrated

him bishop of Aksum before A,D. 370, and he has been regarded
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as the founder of the Church of Abyssinia. The translation of the

Scriptures from Greek into Ge'ez is said to have been made by

him.

We may assume that Meropius landed at Adulis, the seaport

of Aksum, which was then a flourishing commercial centre, and

there is reason to believe that there were many Christian Greek

merchants settled in the neighbourhood, There is sufficient proof

that Frumentius was consecrated bishop of Aksum by Athanasius

(see Guidi, La Chiesa Abissinia, Rome, 1922), and the Abyssinian

writers call him “Abba Salama, the revealer of the light.” They

also say that he brought the knowledge of Christ among their

ancestors during the reign of two brothers called ’AbrehS and

’Asbeha, the sons of Senfa-Ar'ed (II), at a time when part of the

population followed the Jewish Religion, and the other part

worshipped the “ Serpent.” Abba Salama worked miracles, and

the people believed and received Christian baptism. The conversion

of the Abyssinians took place (according to the Chronicle edited

by Basset, Pari.s, 1882, p. 97) in the year 333 of the birth of Christ.

Now by the use of the word “Serpent” we must not think that an

actual reptile is referred to, but must understand that a part of the

people adhered to the old pagan cults which their ancestors had

followed in the days of the fabulous Serpent King, among them

being the cult of the serpent. It is quite certain that Christianity was

introduced into Abyssinia in the first half or so of the 4th century,

but to say that the Abyssinians were converted to Christianity at

that time is incorrect, as Guidi, our first authority on the subject,

has pointed out^ The Agau or peoples in the south had kept their

animistic cults, the Falashas had a kind of Judaism which was very

1 Ora se si pone mente all’ estensione dell’ Abisinia, alle poebe vie, alia

rudimentale ammistrazione dello Stato, si ammetteib. facilmente cbe introduzione

del Cristianesimo non vuol punto due conversione di tutto o gran parte del pacse

alia religione crisUana
j
e se gli Agau— quali non avevano nfe potevano avere,

semibaibari come erano, un libro sacro che ne iissasse in qualchc modo le

credenze—avrebbero potato facilmente esser convertiti ad una leligionc

supeiiore,' nel nostro caso ci6 non era punto facile, percb^ siffatta religione

superiore era professata dai Semiti loro eterni nemici, dai quali si son tenuti

sempie lontani...E se introduzione del Cristianesimo non vuol dire conveisione

di tutto il paese, molto mene deve farci credere che i Vangeli fossero subito

tradoti nell’ antico etiopico o ge’ez ; Iraduzione non uecessaria per il nucleo

pnmitivo di Cristiani che dovevano intendere il greco.
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different from the ordinaiy post-Biblical Judaism, and the AksQm-
ites worshipped Heaven, and Earth, and Sea(?), and a War-god

called Mahram. To convert and baptize all these in the space of a

few years was clearly impossible.

Now, the narrative of Eufinus says that the first convert of

Frumentius was the king of Aksiim himself, but he does not,

unfortunately, say who this king was, and it seems as if the

Abyssinians themselves were uncertain about his name. Thanks to

the new material which has been discovered and made available for

study by Enno Littmann and Theodor von Liipke in their

invaluable Report on the German Expedition to Aksiim in 1906,

it seems to be certain that the king over whom Frumentius obtained

such great influence was ‘Ezana ‘iHS'
'
(Aeifava? or At^ava<;) the

son of ’Ella-'Amida, a native of ELalen. This king who calls him-

self sometimes the son of the War-god Mahram t and

sometimes the son of the War-god Ares, was a mighty king and

his kingdom comprised IJimyar, Raidan, Ethiopia, Saba’, Salhen,

§iyamo, Bcga, KasQ (Kush). He was undoubtedly one of the

greatest kings of Aksiim, and in the early years of his reign he was

a pagan. In one inscription (Littmann, No. 10) he says plainly

that he commits himself to the care of ‘Astar (the Moon-god), and

Beher, the country, and Medr (the Earth-god), and on his earlier

coins he gives a crescent and a circle s2^, symbols of the Sabaean

cults of the sun and the moon. But in the later years of his reign

we find something very different In his great inscription (Litt-

mann, No. ii) instead of his own name and titles forming the

opening words he begins “By the might of the Lord of Heaven

Who in heaven and upon earth is mightier than

everything which exists,” and his name and titles follow. In line S

he speaks of the “ Lord of Heaven, Who hath made me lord. Who
to all eternity reigns the Perfect One.” In line 7 he says, “ In (or

by) the might of the Lord of All I made war on Noba,” and in

line 33 he says that his soldiers conquered and returned in safety

“by the might of the Lord of the Land” (or Country). Now "Lord

of the Country,” ’figzl’ Beher, is the title by which

the name Yahweh is frequently rendered in the Ethiopic translation

of the Bible, and it is never applied to any heathen god
;

it inter-

changes with ’Amlak both being equivalent to Yahweh
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and 6 itvpio<i. And on the coins which 'Eyanfi had struck during

the later years of his reign evidence of the change which took

place in his religious views is apparent. The same legend U^ava<;

jSatrtXe^? 'A^cofiiT&v Bicrt Akeve occurs on the earlier and later coins,

but on the later instead of the crescent and circle wc find the

Greek or Maltese Cross There is no possibility of mistaking

what the change of symbols means; when the later coins were

struck ‘Ezana had, officially at least, renounced paganism and

adopted Christianity. Though he was the lord and master of

hundreds of thousands of fierce warriors he could not compel all

his subjects to cast aside the cults in which they had been born and

bred, but he could make his court and his officials and the upper

class of Aksum accept the new religion, and there is pretty strong

evidence that he did.

Some who have studied the two groups of inscriptions of

‘£z5na have thought that ‘Ezana the pagan and 'Ezana the

Christian were two distinct kings, but this view is against the

evidence, for the contents of the two groups of inscriptions show

that they were one and the same king: 'Ezana is called the “son

of ’Ella-'AmIda” in both groups, and he had a brother called

Shai'azana; it is impossible to believe that there were two ‘£zan5.s,

one a pagan and the other a Christian, each being the son of 'Ella-

‘Amlda and each having a brother called Shai'azana, in Greek

%aia^ava., It may be argued that the Greek cross on the coins of

'Ezana proves nothing, for the cross was known to many eastern

peoples, including the Assyrians, for we see the © on the breast of

Ashurnasir-pal on his sculptured stele in the British Museum
(No. 847). The ‘Ezana whom Frumentius converted, and who had

a brother called Shai'azana, was certainly a pagan, but the two

brothers to whom the Emperor Constantius wrote in 356, and

whom he calls At^ava<s and %a^av<K the aSe\(j>ol ri/jLidyraToi, were

certainly Christians. Constantius wrote urging them to replace

Frumentius by one Theophilus, an Arian, and pointing out to

them that the canonicity of his appointment was very doubtful.

And he was afraid lest Athanasius should go to Aksum and

corrupt the people with his accursed doctrines. For the text of the

letter of Constantius see J. H. Newman, Athanasius, Historical

Tracts, pp. iSz, 183. Putting all these facts together it seems that
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the only possible conclusion we can arrive at is that 'Ezana was the

first Abyssinian king to make Christianity the official religion of

his country, and to allow Christian merchants to trade unhampered,

and to build houses of prayer or churches in it.

Now Abyssinian tradition as given in the native Chronicles and
King Lists teaches that Christianity came into Abyssinia in the

time of ’Abreha h'ttCYs and ’Asbeha hxr-nv! the sons of Senfa-

Ar'ed II, and that the man who brought it was Abba Salama, who
was no other than Frumentius. Abba Salama worked miracles and
the people believed in him and allowed themselves to be baptized

by him. But we have seen above that ‘EzSna was the first Christian

king of the country and Shai'azana his brother was the first

Christian prince. Now 'Abreha and 'Asbeha cannot represent

’Ez5na and Shai'azSna, and the two statements can only be

reconciled by assuming either that ‘Ezana and his brother took new
names when they became Christians, or that 'Abreha and 'Asbeha

lived earlier or later than ‘Ezana and his brother. Basset {^tudes,

p. 220) explains the difficulty by saying that when Frumentius

first wont to Abyssinia 'EIJa-'Aiada was king, and that

when he returned, having been consecrated bishop of Aksiim by

Athanasius, he found 'Abreha and Asbeha in power, and became

the fii'st Patriarch of the Abyssinian Church with the title of Abba
Salama. ‘Ezana in his inscriptions calls himself the son of 'Ella-

‘Amlda, and it is possible that this name has been corrupted into

'Ella-’Alada
;
if this be so 'Abreha and 'Asbeha may be corruptions

of ‘Ezana and Shai'azana.

Returning to the narrative of Rufinus it must be noted that the

king of Abyssinia who summoned Frumentius to his court

employed him not as a teacher of religion but as a keeper of his

archives. Frumentius was the son or nephew of Meroplus, and he

and his brother Aedesius had, no doubt, enjoyed a liberal education,

and had been in the habit of mixing with cultured men of affairs.

From both the king would learn a great deal about the doings in

the world outside Abyssinia, especially about the newly founded

city of Constantinople, and the adoption of Christianity as the

official religion by Constantine. The king would know that

Christianity had taken deep root in Egypt, that the persecutions

by the Roman governors, and the burnings and torturing carried
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out by them had failed to stop its growth. And his convei'se with

Frumentius would convince him that by adopting Christianity, and

protecting Christian merchants, he would not only find favour with

the Byzantine emperors, but assist the development of his country

and native trade and commerce in the Red Sea generally. Though

his raids were successful and made him a rich man, they added in

no way to the general wealth of his country; on the other hand

levies and taxes on rich caravans were very substantial benefits.

The adoption of Christianity by 'Ezana was almost the inevitable

result of its adoption by Constantine, but the influence of Frumen-

tius hastened the king’s decision.

The Church over which Frumentius presided when he returned

to Abyssinia as bishop of Aksum was very small, and it remained

so for a century or more. It is quite a mistake to think that the

Scriptures were translated into Ge'ez or Ethiopic by him for he had

neither the means nor the helpers to carry out such a great and

important task. In the second half of the sth and in the 6th

century a large number of monks found their way into Abyssinia,

and they founded monasteries in many parts of Tigray. Among
these were the famous "Nine Saints” who came from Egypt and

Rome in, as the Chroniclers say, the reign of Al-Amfida, and whose

names were:

Abba Alef founder of the monastery of Behza.

Abba Sehma of Sedenya.

Abba Aragawl * with the title of Za-Mikael, founder of

Dabra Darao in Tigray.

Abba AfsS founder ofthe monastery ofYaha, near Adwa,

Abba Garlma * founder of the monastery of Madara.

Abba PantalewSn fCiinA>P'9>

Abba Likanos of Dabra Kuanasel.

Abba Guba Tfl * of Madara.

Abba Yem'ata founder of a monastery at Gar'alta.

Each of these great ascetics is said to have built a monastery in

the north ofAbyssinia, and to have gathered about him a company
of monks

;
one or two of the Nine Saints is said to have received

the gift of working miracles. Guldi has shown {Chiesa Abissinia,

p. 6) that though they came from Rum, i.e, Constantinople, they

Were of Syrian origin, and it is to them that we must attribute the
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Ge'ez translation of the Bible, and to the introduction of certain

important Syriac words in the Ge'ez language, e.g, Haymandt

in Syi'iac Haymanutha ]Aoji.Sq.>oi “faith, belief,” and

’Orltii^'I't in Syriac lAj 3of UrSyta, the Law ofMoses, the Torah,

the Pentateuch. The first Books chosen for translation were the

Four Gospels, and the text from which they translated was of

western Syrian origin and not that which was in use in Alexandria,

And it seems that the Nine Saints and those who accompanied or

followed them Immediately, were Monophysites. At the Council of

Ephesus in 431 the doctrines of Nestorius were rejected, and his

followers fled and took refuge in the East, some of them taking

asylum in India, China, and other remote countries. And in like

manner the Monophysites who refused to accept the rulings of the

Council of Chalcedon in 451, fled to the south, to Egypt, and

thence to Nubia, and the regions of the Blue Nile and probably to

some parts of Abyssinia. The doctrine of Eutyches which was

enunciated at that Council was an abomination to them, and they

retreated to regions where they could cultivate their own peculiar

form of monophysitism.

During the 6th century, and most of the 7th the Abyssinian

Church continued to prosper, and the monastic rule, which seems

to have been based on that of Pachomius of Egypt, became highly

developed. The ascetic literature written by the monks of Egypt

was studied in the monasteries, and it is probable that portions of

the “Paradise” of Palladius, or the “Garden of the Fathers,” were

translated into Ge'ez. In spite of all this the greater number of the

people, especially those to the south of Tigray and in the south-

west, were pagans. The conquests of the Arabs gave new life to the

pagan cults, and as their power increased that of Aksum declined,

and Christianity fell into disrepute. There was no recognized head

to the Church, and those who professed the Christian religion

mingled so many pagan practices and superstitions with their

observances of its teachings that its essentials were forgotten and its

characteristics lost. Under the influence of the all-conquering

Arabs the cult of Judaism increased, and many people abandoned

the Christian religion and all that it inculcated. Matters went from

bad to worse, until in the first half of the loth century Juditta,
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queen of Samen, who is also known as Eslhci, and “Saal,’'

z.e, “Flame of File,” seized the kingdom of Aksum, miiSbcicred all

the royal princes who weie shut up in the foitiess of Damn and

made herself queen of Abyssinia. Duiing her reign of 40 years she

destroyed Aksum and every trace of Chiistianity in it. Strange to

say her successors, who came from LSsta, and were kinsfolk of hers,

weie Chiistians, but their Chiistianity was of a very different kind

from that of the early Aksumite Christians. Thus the line of kings

who traced their descent fiom Solomon and the Queen of Sheba

was inteirupted, and was not restored until about 300 years later,

z.e. 1270.

In the second half of the 13th century a number of Coptic

monks from Egypt came to Abyssinia, and having profited by the

reform of the Coptic Church in Alexandria, they devoted themselves

under the kings of the Solomonic line to the restoration of the

decayed Chuich of Abyssinia. They brought with them Scivice

IBooks, Books of Miracles of the Virgin Mary, the Canons of the

Apostles, both in Arabic and Coptic, and from these made transla-

tions into GS'ez. And they translated the Books of the New
Testament, and multiplied copies of them, and compiled books of

ritual, which seem to have been wanting in the Abyssinian Church.

The literary activity in the monasteries in the 13th and 14th

centuries was great, but the monks found leisure to discuss abstruse

theological problems, and out of these discussions heresies some-

times arose. Guidi {Chiesa Abissinia, p. 8) has enumerated some of

them. Some denied the existence of Three Persons in the Trinity,

others argued that man was not made in the image of God because

God had no form, and others regarded the cult of the Virgin

and the Cross as blasphemous. And many pagan practices were

resuscitated by certain companies of monks, whilst others, especially

monks of Kushite origin, refused to relinquish the superstitions that

they had held from their youth up. Most serious of all the heresies

was that which was introduced by monks from Syria and Egypt,

who taught that the body of Jesus Christ was not of the same

nature as ours. For a time they made many converts, but at a

Council presided over by the King Yemharana Krestos they were

condemned, and were driven out of the places where they lived and

hotly persecuted. Apart from such troubles the Abyssinian Church,
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as a whulc, piohperccl for nearly a century, and the monks were so

closely occupied with thcii work of translating Arabic texts, both

sacred anti piofane, into Ge'Sz, and in editing and copying

ecclesiastical wtitings gencially, that they failed to lead the signs

of the times in the countries round about them.

Almost before they realized what troubles were before them
Muhammad Giaft, i.e. “Muhammad the Left-handed,” invaded

Abyssinia with hoides of Arabs (whom the eaily writeis, e.g-.

Bruce, call "Moors”) and began along series of wars against the

governors of provinces and towns, in which the Abyssinians

generally suffered defeat. The churches were destroyed and burnt,

all Christian books were defiled and burnt, and the monks and

clergy slain offhand. Many Abyssinians, iike the Nubian Christians

of the Dongola kingdom and the Island of Meroe, apostatized and

embraced Islam, but the Arabs were not satisfied and they con-

tinued to lay waste even the districts which they had conquered.

Seeing that the total ruin of the country was imminent, the

Abyssinian.s (u. the Queen Helena, the queen mother) enteied

into nogoti<ition.s with the king of Portugal, who sent a body of

Portuguese troops to assist them, and they were sufficiently grate-

ful to wi.sh to embrace the catliolicism of Portugal, and to enter

into friendship with the Pope. Lebna Dongel (1508-1540) sent a

letter of submission to the Pope by the hands of §aga za-Ab, who

was accompanied by Peter de Covilham, the explorer of King

John II of Portugal, and Claudius (1540-1559) sent a similar letter.

In the reign of the latter the Jesuit Mission of 1546 arrived in

Abyssinia, but they were not welcomed with enthusiasm, for

Claudius and his followers were greatly attached to the doctrines

and dogmas of the Church of Alexandria, which had become the

centre of ultra-raonophysitism. Claudius himself wrote pamphlets

against the teaching of the Jesuits, and as Guidi points out (pp.

at., p. 9) aided and abetted the writing and copying of polemical

treatises against the Catholics, e.g-, the Sawana Nafs or “Asylum

of the soul,” the Fekkare Malakot or “Expositions ofthe Divinity,”

and the Haymanot Abau or “Faith of the Fathers.” Through the

agency of P. Pietro Paez, the King Susneos (Sissinius, 1607-1632)

severed his connection with the Church of Alexandria, and in 1626

formally embraced Catholicism. This displeased the native
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goveining class and the piiests so gieatly that they by one means

01 another succeeded in making him abdicate in f.ivoui of his son

Fasiladas, who promptly resloied the old connection between the

Abyssinians and the Church of Alexandria. A violent peisccution

of the Jesuits then bioko out, and they weie hounded out of their

monasteiies and treated with the greatest cruelty and barbarity

during the reigns of Fasiladas and hts successor John.

The danger of the invasion of the country by foreigners being

overpast, and the Jesuits having been expelled, the monks again

had leisure to continue their work on then religious literature, and

to debate on the various theological speculations of both native

and European origin. The great controversy about “ Unction” and

“Union” which was debated throughout all Abyssinia, divided the

country in many parts into two great parties, viz. the followers of

Takla Haymanot, and tire followers of Eustathius. A clear exposi-

tion of the points under dispute will be found in Guidi, Chiesa

Abissinia, p. lo lif.

The Abyssinians regard the Bible as the first authority on

questions of faith. Their canonical IBooks are those of the Canon

of the Catholic Church and the orthodox Greek Church, and they

include with these the Apocrypha, Tobit, Judith, Ecclesiasticus,

etc., and die Book of Enoch, the Book of Jubilees, or "Kufalg,” the

Pastor of Hermes, etc.; but they have not the Books of the

Maccabees. They acknowledge the authority of the Councils of

Nicaea (325), Constantinople (381) and Ephesus (4J1), but reject

the rulings of the Council of Chalcedon (451). The Belief of the

Abyssinians may be thus summarized: God is One and Triune, in

three equal and separate Persons. The Holy Ghost proceeds from

the Father only. The Word was made man for the redemption of

the world. In the Incarnation, the human Nature was absorbed in

the Divine, or disappeared, as some say, but others think that the

human Nature was united to the Divine Nature in such a way that

there remains only One Nature. The Virgin Mary is to be called

the "Mother of God,” and not the “Mother of Christ” as the

Nestorians declare. She has a special cult, and the great King

Zar'a Ya'kob ordered that there should be in every church an altar

dedicated to her.

The Abyssinians have inherited many of the beliefs of the old
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Churches of the Syrians and Copts. They believe that God created

every person and thing, both the visible and invisible, out of

nothing. They have several orders of angels, Archangels, Thrones,

Dominions, rrineiiialitics, Powers, etc., and their belief in guardian

angels resembles somewhat that of the ancient Egyptians. Souls

they think are transmitted into children from their begetters

together with the body. The Sacraments are six in number.

There are two kinds of baptism, viz. that effected by triple

immersion, and that which commemorates the baptism of Christ in

the Jordan. The sacramental bread is fermented and is in the

form of small cakes stamped with a small cross. The priest breaks

off the piece with the cross on it, dips it in wine and administers it

to the suppliant. There is no stated time for making confession,

but a\l the dying confess themselves to the priest-, under the rule

of the Jesuits no one made a confession before he was 25 years of

age. Orders of the i)ric.slhood arc conferred by the Metropolitan.

Owing to the difficulty in obtaining the holy oil, the chrism has to

all iutcnt.s and i)nrpo.se.s boon given u|). Marriages are celebrated

in the proacnco of a priest, who recites the Lord’s Prayer and

ble.s.se.s the couple and administers to them the Sacrament. The
Abyssinian.s have practised circumcision from time immemorial,

like the ancient Egyptians, and Uiough it is regarded as a duty it

has no religlou.s significance.

The souls of the blessed do not on leaving their bodies go

direct to the Paradise of God, but they abide in a place of

peace and rest, where they await the general resurrection and

the Last Judgment. The souls of the wicked have no abiding place

in which to await the Last Judgment, but wander hither and

thither distractedly. After the Last Judgment the souls of the

blessed enter the Kingdom of God, and those of the wicked go to

the place provided for them in hell. The belief in Purgatory

is unknown, although prayers for the dead are in frequent use.

The original forms of the Rituals for the Dead were translated

from Coptic and Arabic in the 13th or 14th century, but the

forms actually in use are not much older than the 17th century.

At the canonical Hours the priest recites prayers and psalms, and

the chanting of the liturgy is accompanied by the rattling of sistra,

and the beating of time with the feet; after each section of the
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Psalms the chanter improvises vcrsclcts called kem 4*
3is Many

different forms of the anaphora of the sacramental service are

known, and in some of them the prayer of consecration is some-

what different from that in use in the Catholic Church. Usually

the consecration is followed by the pi-ayer for the outpouring of

the Holy Spirit.

Fasts aie many and are strictly observed, but no man fasts on

Sundays and Sabbaths, and during the 50 days from Easter to

Pentecost. The Abyssinians fast on the Wednesday and Friday of

each week, and during the 40 days of Lent until the Sabbath of

the Passion, which is preceded by the Fast of Heraclius and is

followed by the great Fast of Holy Week, which extends from the

Sabbath of the Passion to Easter. They observe also the Ninevah

Fast (3 days in February), the Advent Fast (40 days), the Fast of

the Apostles (15 days), which ends with the Festival of Saint Peter

and Saint Paul, the Fast of the Assumption (15 days) in the first

half of August, the P'ast of Kucskuam (<io days) in October and

November, and the vigils of Chiistmas and the Epiphany. In some

Fasts a man fasts the whole day, in others only up to about 3 p.m.

Festivals. The festivals of our Lord arc : 1. His Incarnation; 2. lILs

Passion; 3. His Resurrection; 4. BalaTdmas; 5. li is Ascension;

6. The Day of the Paraclete; 7. His Transfiguration; 8. Ills

Birth; 9. Plis Baptism (Guidi, Vocabolario^ cols. 362, 3O3), The
festivals of the Virgin Mary are: i. Pier Assumption; 2. Her

Nativity; 3, Her Death; 4. Her appearance in Egypt (Dabra

Mctmak); 5. Dabra Kueskuam; 6. Her Conception; 7. §edan5
;

8. Her entry into the Temple; 9. The devotion of Daksyos, a

supposed Patriarch of Alexandria; 10. Her Covenant of Mercy;

II. The springing up of water caused by the Child; 12. The
building of her Church; 13. The consecration of the same (Guidi,

Vocabolario, col, 867). There are also many festivals celebrated in

honour of the angels, and the saints whose lives are recorded in the

Ethiopic Synaxarium or “Book of Saints.” A list of the saints

included in this work will be found in Ludolfs Historia, Com-

mentary, p, 389.

The head of the Abyssinian Church is the Metropolitan, or

Abun, who is ordained by the Coptic Patriarch in Cairo. He is

chosen from among the monks of one of the Coptic monasteiies
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in Egypt, and must not be an Abyssinian, according to a canon

of the Council of Nicaea, which though regarded as genuine,

is apocryphal. On the death of the Metropolitan a Mission

is sent to Cairo to beseech the Coptic Patriarch to appoint a new
Metropolitan, and owing to the great distance of the capital of

Abyssinia from Egypt, and the length of time spent in making
the journey to and from Cairo, the Church of Abyssinia has

frequently been without a head for a couple of years and more.

The second greatest ecclesiastical dignitary is the Etchage KfiCkl*

i.e. the chief of the monks of Dabra Libanos, who has lived at

Gondar for the last two centuries. Other important ecclestiastics

are, or were, the Kes Ate UlihttLi the king’s private chaplain

and confessor, and the ‘Aksbe Sa'at who no longer

holds priestly office. The monks whose rule is held to be based on

the rules of Anthony the Great, and Pachomius of Egypt, make
three piofessions before they are admitted to the full status of

monk. After the first profession the archimandrite places on the

novice a girdle keiiat\ aftei the second he gives him the cap

^db or biretta
;
and after the third he gives him the 'askema

(Gr. (TxAfia). The last is a sort of scapular consisting of

two parts, one of which falls on tlie breast and the other on the

back, and to each of tliese a large cross made of leather is attached

;

other ten smaller crosses are added.

Churches in Abyssinia have, and always have had, two shapes,

viz. the round and the rectangular. The lound church is the

successor of the round hut in which the pagan Abyssinians kept

their god or the sacred symbol of their cult. The ancient Egyptian

“ god-houscs ” were circular in form as we see from the representa-

tions of the shrine of the god Menu. Round churches have four

doorways, each facing one of the cardinal points of the compass.

The most famous round churches in Abyssinia are those of

MadhSne ‘Alam, i.e, the “ Saviour of the World," in Adua, and that

of Enda Sellase, i.e. the “Abode of the Trinity," also in Adua. The

most perfect specimen of the round church now existing is that of

the Saviour of the World, which is well described by Mr T. Bent

{Sacred City, p. 128 f,); it was built by the Abuna Cyril, it is

thought, under the influence of Persian architects, The church is

50 feet in diameter, and is divided into three parts, as indeed are
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all chuiches i. The kene makhlet 4*
3n‘’V'1lA»’T* oi choir.

2. The Keddesl or place vvhcie the conyieg.ition leccive

the sacrament. 3. The makdas ni saoctuaiy vvhcie stands

the altar 01 place of the labot vvhcie the piiests

and the king receive the sacrament. The chuich stands on a laised

platfoim with a sunk fence around it, and it has a thatched loof

supported by stout columns. The woodwork of the porch is fine,

and the blocks of wood are decoiated with an elaborate Byzantine

pattern. The drums and musical instruments were in the court-

yard when Bent was there. The walls weie decorated with many
pictures

;
one of these is now m the British Museum. It is painted

on a piece of silk canvas 7 feet long and S feet 8 inches wide. On it

are depicted the Ci ucifixion, Christ being loweied into hell by a tope

and Adam and Eve receiving IIis Body, and the skull of Adam
which Shem and Melchizedek aie said to have buiicd in Golgotha.

One of the oldest churches now remaining is that found in the

massive building (foitress?) at Yeha, or Yaha, about 40 miles fiom

Adua It was at Yaha that the Aik of the Covenant which

Menyelek I stole fiom Jerusalem rested for 40 years before it

was carried into Aksfim, where according to Abyssinian tradition

it now IS. The church is lectangular and is about 61 feet long and

50 feel wide, it was piobably about 50 feet in height. There is no

trace of a window. On the west side was a doorway, and before it

was a vestibule. In front of the vestibule stood two rough mono-

liths, and at the base of one was an altar. Outside the fortiess is

the modem chuich which was built out of the ruins of the older one.

The principal modern church in Abyssinia is that of St George,

which has recently been built at Addis Ababa. It is octagonal in

shape, IS built of stone, and has a large central dome; see Rey,

Unconquered Abyssinia, p. 132, and for a photograph of it see

De Castro, op. tii., plate XLV.
The first church built in Abyssinia is said to have been that

of St Mary of Syon in Aksum. Tradition says that it was built

by Queen Candace after her conversion to Christianity by her

eunuch, who had met St Philip and been baptized by him, and

the Abyssinians say that they were, in consequence, the first

Christians in the world. The eunuch was Candace’s steward,

and he lived in G§za, a district which Solomon had given to
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Menyelek II, where he was the queen’s treasurer and agent, The
foundation stone of the' church was sent to the queen by the

apostles from Jerusalem. Alvarez says (Lord Stanley’s Narrative,

London, i88i, p. 8i ff.) that “it has five naves of a good

width and of a great length, vaulted above, and all the vaults

covered up, the ceiling and sides all painted. Below, the floor of

the church is well worked with handsome cut stones. It has seven

chapels, all with their backs to the east, and their altars well

placed." It has a low choir, and the heads of the singers touch the

vaulted roof. The large courtyard is paved, is uncovered, and is

surrounded by a very high wall. The church has two enclosures,

in the outer of which live two rectors of the church and canons and

friars. Alvarez saw the ruins of the building in which the king’s

lions were kept, and before this great enclosure was “Pharaoh’s

fig-tree,’’ which Mansfield Parkyns, who lived in Abyssinia for

three years (1843-1846), describes as a sycamore, and says that the

largest caravan could encamp under the shade cast by its wide-

spreading branches. At each end of the court where the tree stood

was a platform with 12 stone seats, tliat were said to have been

made for Prester John’s judges. Behind the church is a “handsome

tank of masonry,’’ and on it are chairs similar to those in the court

before the enclosure.

Among other famous churches may be specially mentioned

those of Tadbaba Maiyam in Shoa, Atronsa Maryam in AmbarS,

Martula MarySm in Goggiam, the churches of Kueskuam, NSrga

and others built by lyasu II, the Church of the Nativity, and the

Church of Takla Haymanot in Gondar. A list of the other churches

in Gondar will be found in Guidi’s Vocabolario, col. 758. The

famous rock-hewn churches which were either made or finished

by King Lallbals at Lasts aie desciibed in another section of this

book.

The altar is usually covered with silk or brocade, or elaborately

worked cloth, and on this, standing on a rectangular slab of wood

or stone, rests the tabot i£. the wooden coffer which

represents the Ark of the Coventmt of the Hebrews, and the slab.

This slab of wood is the holiest and most important object in the

church, and some think that it is the modem equivalent of the

altar-stone which the early Christians of Egypt inserted in their
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altars. The Deity was supposed to be present in the stone, and the

bread and wine were placed upon it; where there was no slab of

stone the Eucharist could not be celebrated, and the same is the

case to-day in Abyssinia. In ancient lC{?ypt the Henu-stone was

believed to be the dwelling place of the Snn-spirii or Sun-god, and

it is possible that a reminiscence of the cult of the stone, or the

stone worship, of their pagan ancestors was preserved unconsciously

by the Egyptians when they adopted Christianity. The tabot is

now usually made of wood on which is cut a cross, more or less

highly ornamented, enclosed in a rectangle; above it is carved

Alpha and below it Omega. Above one corner of the rectangle is a

small square with a floral design, and the whole is enclosed within

a double ornamented border. Names of saints, Maryam and

Michael, are often added, and sometimes the name of the donor of

the tabQt; representative specimens are to be seen in the British

Museum,

The sjicrainental vc.sscLs, the clialico T*!** the i)atcn KUA*
the pyx arc usually made of silver, but occasionally

of gold. Incoiwo is burnt in a bronze or copper ccn.ser

and holy water i.s .sprinkled with a kind of

brush and the rosary i.s u.scd by many people.

The officiating priest wears the long white garment common
to the country, with a red stripe on it, and a white turban-

like cap. He often holds in his hand a staff several feet long on

which to lean for there are no seats in the churches

either for the clergy or the laity. The musicians beat drums, and

clash small cymbals together, and the priest assists them by

shaking a bronze instrument called SVS'XrA* in which series of

circular metal disks are strung on fixed wires. The instrument has

been borrowed by the Abyssinians from the Copts who in turn

borrowed it from the ancient Egyptians, whose priests and

priestesses rattled the sistrum
^

during the singing of hymns to

the gods.

The Abyssinians have not admitted statues of saints or figures

of our Lord into their churches, though painted pictures of

the Patriarchs and of members of the Holy Family are found

everywhere. Though the crucifix is rejected the cross is regarded
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as a holy symbol, and miraculous powers are often attributed to it.

In every church there is a cross in the sanctuary, and a cro.ss is

found on the top of the dome of every church. Large brass crosses,

the sides of which are engraved with Scriptural scenes, are carried

before processions, and episcopal crosses are regarded with great

veneration. In many churches the shell of an ostrich egg is seen

suspended from the roof, and shells of ostrich eggs are often seen

attached to the points of the cross which surmounts the dome. The
ancient Egyptians believed that one of the first acts of the Creator

was to fashion the cosmic egg out of which came the Sun-god and

this world and all that is in it Whether the peoples of Western

Asia borrowed the idea of hanging the shells of ostrich eggs in their

sanctuaries from the Egyptians, or the Egyptians took the idea ofthe

cosmic egg from some Asiatic people is a moot point. But as the shell

of an ostrich egg with traces of linear decoration, now in the British

Museum (No. 36377), was found among the objects in a predynastic

grave it seems as if the Egyptians of the predynastic period also

bad some idea of the cosmic egg. I have seen shells of ostrich eggs

suspended in churches and mosques in Egypt, Syria, Assyria and

Babylonia, and they were always regarded as semi-sacred objects.

The use of the shell of the ostrich egg in churches was probably

borrowed by the Abyssinians from the Copts. A discussion on the

ostrich egg in the Egyptian religion by E. Lef^bure will be found

in Revue tie thistoire des Religions, Paris, 1887, tome XVI. pp. 16-25.

Parts of the shells of ostrich eggs were used by the Babylonians as

medicine (Meissner, Babylonien, p. 309).

In recent times European bells have been introduced into

Abyssinia, but the native bell is a short, thick plank of wood, or

slab of stone, which is suspended from a pole and is struck by a

stone or a piece of hard wood. Such bells were common in the

monasteries in Egypt and Syria and Mesopotamia, and they were

probably introduced into Abyssinia by the Coptic monks who
went there in the 13th century.

Music written with notes is unknown in Abyssinia, but it seems

fairly certain that many tunes, both sacred and profane, and the

manner in which they are to be simg, have come down from ancient

times. The church recognizes five great collections of hymns, viz.

I. The DegCjWA or hymn-book for the whole year. 2. The
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Me'rAk a collection of hymns for festivals. 3, The

MawSs'at or anthems for the whole year. 4. The

EgzIakeiiEk Nags or hymiKS for the Sainl.s’

Days of the whole ycai-. S- The GOBA’H MaliCR' 'I'rtAiSonAldiK*

a hook of general hymns. In the manuscripts of these works in the

British Museum (e^. Add. 1619S, Oriental 584) directions arc

given concerning the mode in which each hymn or anthem i.s to be

sung, and over each line there are written very small letters of the

Ge'ez alphabet which indicate the lone, the pause, the accent, etc.

In some MSS. special directions are given as to the singing of

Hallelujahs in connection with certain hymns
;
thus the Hallelujah

to one hymn is to be sung in the mode Ge'ez 'Id'll * the Hallelujah

to another in the mode ’ArarSy and the Hallelujah to

another in the mode ‘fizel dHA*. The voice of the cantor,

Dahtara
,
is naturally rough and harsh, and his singing has

been often described as ill-plea.sing. The singing of the congrega-

tion is accompanied by pipes a harp cymbals,

sistra and drums. Men and women alike clap their hands, stamp

on the ground with their feet rhythmically, and make their bodies

sway about
;
and on great festivals they dance and leap into the

air, and sing throughout the night until the day breaks. Dancing

is regarded as an act of worship, and children are made to learn

dancing from their earliest years.

THE ROCK-HEWN CHURCHES OF LALIBALA II (OR III?)

IN THE COUNTRY OF AKSUM

From first to leist, from the days of Frumentius to the present

time, the churches that have been built in Abyssinia may be

reckoned by hundreds if not thousands, but neaidy all of them have

been destroyed during the wars which the chiefs of the country

waged against each other, or by the Arabs led by Graft, the “ Left-

handed." Remains of the churches, etc. built by Father Pedro Paez

are to be seen at Aksum and Gondar, but of ancient purely native

architecture there is nothing to be seen anywhere. In spite of this

Abyssinia contains the most remarkable churches in the world, and

these are the group ofrock-hewn churches at Lallbala in Lasta, which

certainly deserve to be reckoned with the Seven Wonders of the

world. All who have seen them marvel, not at their beauty, but at
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the mind of the man who conceived their design, and the colossal

labour which was expended in their making. The site chosen by

the architect—^whose name, alas, is unknown—is the nearly flat

side of a spur of a mighty mountain composed of solid rock. In

this flat side, or plateau, huge trenches with perpendicular sides

have been sunk in the rock to a depth of 40 feet, and in some

places even more. Some of these trenches cut through each other

at right angles, leaving mighty rectangular blocks of living rock,

with perpendicular sides, standing without any attachment to the

mountain. These blocks have been hollowed out, pillars and

windows have been cut, aisles have been made, and the result is

that each block has become a church. The rock-hewn temples of

Rameses II at Kalabshah and Abu Simbel cannot be compared

with the churches at Lalibala, because no attempt was made to

alter the shape of the hills of sandstone out of which the temples

were hewn, and to make the temples resemble independent

buildings.

The first to describe the temples at Lalibala was Father

Francisco Alvarez (see Lord Stanley’s who,having given

many details about them, says; “It wearied me to write more of

these works, because it seems to me that they will not believe me
if I write more, and because as to what I have already written

they may accuse me of untruth, therefore I swear by God, in Whose
power I am, that all that is written is the truth, and there is much

more than what I have written, and I have left it that they may
not tax me with its being falsehood. And because no other

Portuguese went to these works except myself, and I went twice

to see them from what I had heajd of them. This place is on the

slope of the mountain, and from the peak of the mountain to this

is a day and a half’s journey of descent ’’
(p. 130). The description of

the churches at Lalibala was summarized by Ludolf in his Historia

JBthiopica, Frankfort, 1781, Bk. 2, chap. S, §§ 10-12, who quotes a

saldm to Lalibala from a native encomium on the king. But it

seems that the writer had never seen the churches, for he speaks of

them as being “built of dry stones without wet mortar,” dhihfVii

It is quite clear that he did not

know that each church was a monolith, and that no mortar at all

was used. Other remarks on the churches by Ludolf will be found
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in his Cotmnenfarws, p. 235. The existence of the churches was

well known to Bruce though he docs not say that he visilctl them:

but he speaks of “large columns which are formed out of the solid

rock, and every species of ornament preserved, tliat would have

been executed in buildings of separate and detached stones, above

ground" {Travels^ Dublin, 1791, vol. III. p. 170), Henry Salt had

full information about the churches, and assigned a date to them,

which is probably correct (^Voyage, tom. II. p. 48). No native

Abyssinian writer has described these churches accurately, pro-

bably because of his lack of knowledge of architectural terms. The

great Ethiopic History of Lalibala which is found in a manuscript

written before A.D. 1434 (see Brit. Mus. MS. Oriental No 719) says

that they are copies of the models of monolithic churches which

God showed to the king when he was snatched up into heaven.

These were ten in number. Some had small doors and some large,

and some had small interiors and some large; the walls of all wore

to be long and high, but .some were to be higher than olhc'r.s. All

the churches were similar in construction, but they had dinbrent

colours, and in one church the walls wore decorated with bas-reliefs,

which were rarely admitted into Abyssinian churchc.s.

A somewhat fuller description of the chiirchc.s than that of

Alvarez is that given by Rohlfs, in Land und Volk in Africa^

Bremen, 1870, p. 143, but the first really good account of them was

published by Achille Raffray in Les ^glises monolitlies de la ville de

Lalibala, Paris, 1882. His work is illustrated by careful drawings

of the monoliths themselves, and by sketches of their internal

sculptures and decorations. From these it is possible to understand

something of the character of the designs found in them, and the

art which they represent, and to trace their connection with

Byzantine originals which had been modified somewhat in Egypt.

Raffray’s work is a valuable contribution to the literature of the

Lalibala churches. Another very useful work is that of Simon,

L’J&thiopia, ses memrs, ses traditions, les J&glises monolithes de

Lalibdla, Paris, 1885. In this book we find plans of the churches as

well as drawings of the sculptures, and on the narratives of Alvarez,

Raffray, and Simon the following shoit descriptions of the churches

are based. The photographs of the exteriors of some of the

churches with their porches by Mr Harold Jones published by
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Mrs R. Forbes, in From Red Sea to Blue Nile, London, 1935, facing

p. 262 if., are good and interesting, but all will regret that so expert

a photographer did not manage to secure photographs of the

interiois of the most important churches.

The ten churches of LSllbala stand just outside a little town of

that name, which lies in the middle of a group of ecclesiastical

estates, and is governed by a monk. The town is off the beaten

track and is visited chiefly by pilgrims who go to pray there, and

to obtain a blessing, and by the sick and diseased who believe that

the blessing of the saint will cause the water of the small stream

which is there to work a cure on their bodies. It stands on the

southern slope of Mount Abuna Yusef, at an elevation of about

8000 feet, in 36° 45' 30" E. long., and 1 2“ 5' 30" N. lat, and is

about 80 miles due east of Lake Sana. The churches form literally

integral parts of the mountain, to which they are attached by their

bases. The architect excavated a series of quarries in the mountain

side, and in the middle of each he left standing an enormous block

of living rock. The sides of the blocks were hewn and dressed to

look like walls, and the inside was chiselled out, care being taken

to make the pillars substantial and the arches deep enough to

support the roof. Finally windows were cut in the sides to admit

light and air. The ten or eleven churches, which are all oriented

to the east, fall into two groups:

Group I.

1 The Church of the Saviour of the World, Madhane

‘Alam,

2 The House of Mary, Beta Maryam.

3 The House of the Cross, Beta Maskal.

4 The House of the Virgins, Beta Danagel.

(The House of St Michael and Dabra Sina (Mount

Sinai) Golgotha.

Group 11 .

7 The House of Emmanuel, Beta ‘Ammanuel.

8 The House of Mercurius, Beta Markorewos.

9 The House of Gabriel, Beta Gabriel.

10

The House of St George stands by itself.

[i I The House of Abba Mata’e, or Abbs Libanos.]
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I. The Church of the Saviour of the Woruo

(Alvaiez, p. I 3 S)

This is the laigest and best of tlie chinches and is siuTouncIcd

by a colonnade, before it is a platfoim which is appicached by a

flight of steps. Its piincipal entrance is on the west side Its

external dimensions aie: length 33 50 meties, btoadth 33 So metres,

internal dimensions, length 26 metres, bicadth 19 50 meties. The

greatest thickness of the walls is 208 metres. The chinch stands

in an excavation 43 metres long, 38 metres bioad, and 10 meties

deep The church has five naves and eight tiansepts 01 bays, which

are formed by rectangular pillais, with capitals united by deep aiches.

At the end of each tiansept is a window in the uppci part of which

aic 10 small circulai openings, between which aie fom stais; above

them is a seiies of cross-shaped and star-shaped openings, which

weie originally filled with coloured glass. The fiist tiansept is

sepaiatcd fiom the rest of the chutch by a wall, and forms a kind

of vestibule; the seventh and eighth transepts arc joined by a wall,

and form the choir of the chuich. In each coiner of the ea.st end

of the church is a small chamber which served as a sacristy; the

sanctuary is approached by a flight of stops. On the left of the

central nave, outside the sanctuaiy, are the tombs of Sidl Maskal,

the master builder (architect?) and two of his companions, and

close by, standing by a pillar, is the stone on which our Lord

Himself is supposed to have baptized Lsllbala. Alvarez adds the

following details: The vaulted roofe are very well worked and of

great height. The keystones are decoiated with much tracery.

The windows are long and narrow m the middle, with much tracery,

and they are splayed. The canopy over the altar of the piincipal

chapel is very high, with a support at each corner. The chapels in

the othei naves have no canopies. The principal door has at each

side many and large buttresses, and the door commences with very

large arches, and goes on narrowing with other arches until they

teach a small door, which is not more than nine spans high and

four and a half wide. The side doors are in this manner, only that

they do not commence with so much width, and they end with the

width of the principal door. On the outside part of the church are

seven buttresses with aichea, which are 12 palms distant from the
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wall of the church, and from buttress to butti-ess an arch, and above

the church, on those arches, a vault constructed in such manner

Plan of the Monolithic Church dedicated to the Saviour of the World (Madhane ‘Alam)

in the town of Lalibala. From A. Raffray, £giises mmolithes, Paris, i88e, Plate 3.

that if it were built of pieces and soft stone it could not be

straighter nor better constructed, nor with more work about it.
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These arches outside may be about the height of two lances. The

entrance to this church is by a descent through tlic rock itself,

8o steps cut artificially in the stone, of a width that lo men can go

side by side, and of Ihe height of a lance or more. This entrance

has four holes above, which give light to the paa.sagc above the

edges.

2. The Church of our Lady Marv (Alvarez, p. 126)

This church is approached by a passage from the court of the

Church of the Saviour of the World. Its court is irregular in

shape
;
the north and south sides are 36 metres in length, the east

side is 37'So metres, and the west side 21 metres. The church

is rectangular, i j metres long and 1 1 metres broad. It has three

doors which face north, south and cast respectively, and three naves

and three transepts. In this church only is a semi-circular gallery

or tribune which has been hewn in the outer face of the ivall and

runs round the church, Tradition says that Lfillbahl .sat here and

watched the progrcs.s of the services through the oponing.s cut in the

wall. All the arches and capitals are carved and painted, several

pillars are decorated with sculptures, and on the ceiling.s are

frescoes. The window openings are of unusual form and are much
decorated. Alvarez adds that the church has six buttresses on the

exterior, with canopies over the arches. In front of the main door

is a large house in which bread is distributed to the poor,

3. The Church of the Holy Cross (Alvarez, p, 128)

This church lies a little to the north of the Church of Mary, and

it is practically a cave hewn in the mountain. It is 19 metres long

and 7 metres broad, has no naves, but has three columns in the

middle. It has two doors, the principal one of which is “well

wrought”
;
the other, on one side, according to Alvarez, is very

handsome. It has no court and does not face outwards, but “only

to a corridor like a path, which goes outside, underneath the rock,

very long and very dark,”

4.

The Church of the Virgins

This church lies to the south of the Church of Mary, and is

practically a cave hewn in the mountain; it is 5 metres long and
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5 metres broad. The most interesting feature in it is the dome
above the altar. In the open space near are three baptisteries

;
one

of these is square in form, and the other two have the form of

Greek crosses.

s and 6. THE CHURCH OF GOLGOTHA and ST MICHAEL
(Alvarez, p. 1 22)

This church is not completely separated from the mountain,

and the level on which it stands is 6 metres below that of the

Church of Mary, and lO'SO metres below the level of the rock.

The west side of the church is 25 metres, and the south and east

sides are ir metres and yso metres long respectively. The church

contains two distinct churches, that of St Michael being on the

south, and that of Golgotha on the north. Each transept terminates

at each end in a niche in which is the figure of a saint larger than

life size. In one of these niches, before which is an iron grating, is

a figure of Christ with His Head resting on a Greek cross, and His

Arms crossed on the breast. This niche symbolizes the tomb of

Christ. In this church is a sort of cell, now sealed up, in which

tradition says LallbalS was buried. In the corner, nearly facing

Golgotha, is the chapel of Adrioth, which is abandoned. Alvarez

says that the ceiling of this church rests on five supports, two on

each side and one in the centre, like fives of dice, and the ceiling

or roof is all flat, like the floor of the church. The sides also are

worked in a fine fashion, also the windows, and the doors with all

the tracery, which could be told, so that neither a jeweller in silver,

nor a worker in wax, could do more work. The tomb of this king

ii.e. Lallbala) is in the same manner as that of Santiago of Galicia,

at Compostella, and it is in this manner: the gallery which goes

round the church is like a cloister, and lower than the body of the

church, and one goes down from the church to this gallery. There

are three windows on each side, that is to say, at that height which

the church is higher than the gallery, and as much as the body of

the church extends, so much is excavated below, and to as much

depth as there is height above the floor of the church. And if one

looks through each of these windows which is opposite the sun, one

sees the tomb at the right of the high altar. In the centre of the

body of the church is the sign of a door, like a trap door, it is
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covered up with a large stone, like an altar-stone, fitting very

exactly in that door. They say that this is the entrance to the

lower chamber, and that no man entcis theie, nor docs it apiiear

that the stone or door can be laiscd. This stone has a hole in the

centie which pieiccs it through, its siyeis three palms [= 12 inches].

All the pilgrims put their hands into this stone (which hardly find

loom), and say that many miracles aic done here. On the left-hand

side, where one goes from the principal door before the principal

chapel, there is a tomb cut in the same lock as the church, which

they say is made after the manner of the sepulchre of Christ in

Jerusalem. So they hold it in honour and veneration and icverence

as becomes the memory to which it belongs. In the other part of

the church are two great images caived in the wall itself, which

remain in a manner separated from it. One of the images is of

St Peter, the othci of St John: they give them great icvcrcncc.

This church also possesses a separate chapel, almost a church

;

this has naves on six supports, that is, three on each side. This is

very well conslructod, with much elegance: the middle nave is

raised and arched, its windows and doorways arc well wrought,

that Is, the principal door and one side door, for the other gives

entrance to the principal church. This chapel is as broad as it is

long, that is 52 spans broad, and as many in length. It has another

chapel, very high and small, like a pinnacle, with many windows in

the same height: these arc 12 spans long and 12 wide. This church

and its chapels have their altars and canopies, with their supports,

made of the rock itself, it has also a very great circuit cut out of

the rock. The circuit is on the same level as the church itself, and

is all square, and its walls are pierced with holes the size of the

mouth of a barrel. All these holes are stopped up with small

stones, and they say that they are tombs, and such they appear to

be, because some have been stopped up since a long time, others

recently. The entrance of this circuit is below the rock, at a great

depth and measure of 13 spans, all artificially excavated, or worked

with the pickaxe, for here there is no digging because the stone is

hard.

All the five churches described above are connected with each

other, and with the second group of churches, by subterranean

passages.
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Till'’, C'liUKCii oif l^MMANUEL (Alvarcz, p. 128)

This church stands in an excavation 30 metres long, 50 metres

broad, and 11-50 metres deep; the church itself is 17-50 metres

long and 11-50 metres broad. The exterior is handsome, and the

beauty of its appearance i.s greatly enhanced by its sub-base or

plinth, which has steps. Alvarez says that it has three naves, the

middle one high and vaulted; the side naves are unvaulted. The
naves rest on five supports, four spans square, and the wall of the

church, has four more. All the doors are well worked and of the

same size. On the outside is a space (plinth?) of three steps, which

go all round it, except at the doors, each of which has a wide space

and five additional steps. This church has a choir, to which access

is gained by a spiral staircase; no other church has a choir. The
choir is low and ha.s a flat ceiling, and in it are doorways which

lead into little rooms or cells; the chests of vestments and church

ornaments arc stored in the choir, which is used for no other

purpose. Tlic clicsts must have been made in the choir. The out-

side walls of the church have tiers of walls, which bend inwards

and outwards alternately. This wall is 52 spans high, and has the

appearance rif a town wall; in it are three good doors like the

small gales of a walled town.

8. The Church of Mercurius

The Church of Mercurius is in reality a cave cut in the rock,

31 metres long, 25 metres broad, and from 6 to 8 metres high.

The walls are decorated with frescoes representing the equestrian

saints George and Mercurius, and the Virgin and Child.

9. The Church of St Gabriel

This church is 19-50 metres long, and 17-50 metres in its

greatest breadth. The southern court is 9 metres deep, and the

northern court, which is before the fagade, is 15 metres deep. Each

of its two doors opens on a platform, which seems to be a copy of

the praetorium at Jerusalem. In the facade are five large niches,

en ogive, separated from each other by a pilaster. There is a door

in each of the niches at the end, and in each of the three inter-

mediate niches there is an ogival window, with a capital. A sub-

terranean passage runs parallel with the bed of the stream, which
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the niDiiks h.ive called “Jmclan,” extends low.irils the south, and

•it the point where the passai^c and the bed of the river meet is a

large monolithic cross. Raffiay thinks that the cioss marks the

spot in the mountain opjuKsite wheic the subterranean passage

leading to the Church of St George began.

10. Tiiii Church of St George (Alvarez, p. 129)

This church is in the form of a Greek cross, and it stands in the

centie of a rectangular courtj'ard which is 23 metres long, 22 metres

broad and 12 metres deep. The church is practically a square

edifice, its length being i2’So metres and its greatest breadth

1
1
go metres. It stands on a sub-plinth or pedestal and the seven

steps, and the moulding upon it make it apjjear to have been built

in .stages. It has three doors, and an ogival window, with well-

carved ornamcnlalions. The entrance is under the rock, and at the

top of the flight of .st(.‘i)s is a house, with benches running along its

.sides, wlu'ro the poor as.semblc and receive alms. On the west .side

is a crypt in which the dead are burned. According to Simon (/>/>.

cit., p. 303) tho. dead are rolled up in the tanntid hide of a bull,

which is lacod iqi with thong.s, and being i>lace(l in the crypt

became dry and so are preserved. The body of every native of the

town of Liihbakl who rlics when away from home i.s brought back

and buried in this crypt, A little further along arc the Chambers

in which the officials of the church keep the musical instruments

and other properties, and between tho crypt and these chambers

is the passage leading to the subterranean passage that runs

parallel with the stream "Jordan,” and serves as a means of

communication with the other churches. On the left, in the open

gallery, are six rough steps which are known as the "Ladder of

Laltbala.” Tradition says that the king rode his horse down them

into the courtyard, but there is no record that any man has tried

to emulate his amazing feat of horsemanship. Close to the church

are two baptisteries which are supplied with water from the stream

"Jordan.”

A number of details about the preparations which Lalibala

made for building these ten churches are given in the History of

Lalibala in the British Museum (see Perruchon’s Vie de Lalibala,

Paris, 1892), and from this we learn that it was in answer to a direct
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command from God that he began the work. He scoured the

country to find tools for working in stone, picks, chisels, scrapers,

dressers, etc., and then he collected workmen. He made each man
tell him what wages would satisfy him, and the king gave them

what they asked. Hewers, dressers, and labourers worked without

interruption from the beginning to the end of the work. Angels

from heaven assisted him in planning the churches and in fixing

the dimensions of each church, and though as king he might have

taken without payment the grounds necessary for his church, he

paid the owners of the properties the sums they named as their

price in gold. Angels took an active part in the construction of

the churches, and they worked side by side with the men as hewers,

dressers, carriers, etc., during the day, but by night they worked by

themselves, and did twice as much as was done during the day.

The Abyssinian scribe, after stating that no such churches have

ever been built in any other country, goes on to say, “ What tongue

is capable of giving a description of them? I cannot explain to you

the construction of their walls, and do not expect me to describe

the interiors of the churches for I cannot. He who beholds them

will never be able to gaze his fill, and his marvelling at them is so

great that his heart is never tired in admiring them.”

Modern travellers who have visited the churches disagree as

regards the period when they were hewn
;
some think they are the

work of the Sth century of our era, and others, judging from the

decoration of the windows and the sculptured designs on the walls,

attribute them to the nth century, and the latter date is" probably

correct. The monks told Alvarez (p. 130) that all the churches

were hewn in 24 years, and that they were the work of “Gibetas,”

which he explains by "white men,” i.e. foreigners from the north

whose complexions were, when compared with those of the natives,

"white.” There can be no doubt that by “Gibetas” we are to

understand Egyptians, i.e. Copts, who were, as the remains of their

churches in Egypt and the Sudan testify, skilled architects and

builders. They were well acquainted with the subterranean tombs

and the rock-hewn mastabah tombs of their predecessors the

ancient Egyptians, and the rock-hewn temples of Rameses II at

Kalabshah and Abu Simbel. There is nothing left of their works

which indicates that they had grasped the idea of a monolithic
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temple, or tomb, but there is no reason why the idea should not

have been suggested to them by the great monolithic shrines which

still exist in some of the temples of Egypt. But the conception of

the monolithic church, whether it originated with the Copts, or

with LalibalS, or with his clerk of the works Sidl Maskal, is very

remarkable. For no Pharaoh, so far as is known, ever cut out of a

mountain a monolith which, when all the waste was cut away from

the top and sides, was sufficiently laige to be hewn into a temple

no feet long, 76 feet broad, and 33 feet high. The drawings and plans

published by Raffray and Simon suggest that the mmd of the master

of the work was influenced by Egyptian and Byzantine architectural

models, and that he was well acquainted with the details of the

monasteries and churches erected by the Copts in Egypt during

the pth-iith centuries, and with Byzantine buildings in Jeru-

salem and other places in Palestine. The History of LalibalS tells

us that the king made a pilgrimage to Jerusalem after his marriage,

and that he visited all the holy places. There he would sec

specimens of Byzantine architecture, and one tradition says that he

brought 500 workmen fiom Jerusalem and Alexandria to his city.

The stone out of which the churches are hewn is a reddish,

coarse-grained sandstone, and, according to Raffray, the tool chiefly

employed in their construction was the pick. On no pait of the

work is found the smooth surface which is produced by the fine

chisel. The unit of measurement seems to have been the pik

(=29’S3 inches), and the cubit Simon thinks that the hewing out

of the churches occupied 200 years (not 24, as the monks told

Alvarez), that some of them were begun in the sth centuiy, by
Byzantine builders, and finished by Muslims in the 7th or

Sth centuries, and that Lsllbala only finished in the iith

century what others had begun in the 5th century. These views,

it seems to me, cannot be substantiated. The important point to

consider in connection with the ten churches is whether they are

of native or foreign origin, and all tlie evidence available seems to

me to indicate that the conception and planning and execution of

the work is due to foreigners. As many as two hundred monolithic

churches were known to Raffray, but all of them, even those of

Sokota and Balbala-GlworgTs, were poorly executed, and weie

merely copies of those of Lalibala.
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For an account of the reign of Lallbala see the Historical

Section.

II. The Church OF Abba LIbSnos

This church is 9 metres long, 7 metres broad, and stands in a

court 12 metres deep; it is attached to the mountain by its roof

and base. A circular tunnel, 7 metres high, surrounds it and thus

every part of it can be examined. The facade is decorated with

four flat pilasters, and in the centre is a door, on each side of which

is a window in the form of a Greek cross. Above the door and

window on the right are two windows en ogive, and higher up still,

above a cornice, are four openings with semi-circular tops. This

church is said to have been built by Maskal Kebra, Lallbala’s

queen, in memory of her husband. On one of the walls inside is a

painting in which the king is seen standing between Maskal Gabra

and Abba Libanos; it is in a poor state of preservation, and the

outlines of the king’s face and figure have been strengthened with

charcoal by a modern hand. If their tradition about the builder of

this church be correct, Lallbala’s churches are ten in number, and

not eleven as many have said.
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About the country of Abyssinia and its history no exact infor-

mation existed in Europe until the close of the iSth century of

our era. The fabulous accounts of Ethiopia (Abyssinia) which

were written by classical historians and geographers were for

centuries regarded as historical in character, and men were content

to believe that “aegypans, and satyrs,” and men with eyes in their

breasts were among its inhabitants. And it was thought to be the

home of bulls that lived entirely on human flesh, and of monster

serpents and dragons that fed daily upon men’s first born daughters,

and great quantities of milk, and of composite monsters with

winged bird-headed animal-bodies, and the claws of beasts of prey

and tails that were living serpents. The country was a mystery,

and, more remarkable still, it was believed to be ruled over by a

Christian potentate who was commonly known as “Prester John.”

The historical original of this personage has been said to be “John,

the Patriarch of the Indians,” who visited Rome during the

pontificate of Calixtus II, in the first quarter of the 12th century.

He told many stories of the miracles wrought among the Christians

of Malabar in India at the tomb of St Thomas, who was the first

to convert the Indians to Christianity. Before the end of the

1 2th century popular rumour raised this Patriarch of the Indians

to the rank of king, and attributed to him great and glorious

conquests, and conferred upon him supernatural spiritual powers.

The early geographers had always regarded Ethiopia as the

western part of the great empire of India, and early in the

13th century, if not earlier, it was believed that Prester John’s

kingdom was Ethiopia, including Abyssinia. This was probably

due to the letter which the Emperor Manuel received from

“Presbyter loannes’’ in the second half of the 12th century, and

which has been critically discussed and examined by Zarncke in

his Der Priester Johannes, Leipzig, 1876-79. In this letter the

Presbyter” says he was king of 72 kings, and that he lived in a

palace the model for which was provided by Thomas the Apostle.
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He was waited on by kings in relays of seven, 1 2 archbishops and

20 bishops sat about him, and 60 dukes and counts by the hundred

ministered to his wants. His country produced gold and precious

stones, spices and aromatic gums, and in it, among countless other

wonders, was the well of the water of life which bestowed eternal

youth on all those who bathed in it. The “Presbyter," who was

proud to confess that he owed his kingdom to the might of God

and the Lord Jesus Christ, stated that his one desire in life was to

make a pilgrimage to Jerusalem and to employ his cavalry, 10,000

strong, and his army of 100,000 men in fighting the enemies of

the Cross. By the middle of the 14th century Prester John’s

kingdom had been definitely transferred to Ethiopia, and we hear no

more of him as king of China, India, or Tartary. See Oppert, Der

PresbyterJohannes in Sage nnd Geschichte, Berlin, i8yo; and Yule,

Ser Marco Polo, and ed. (Index).

It has been said that the title “Prester (or Presbyter) John”

was first applied to the king of Abyssinia, but this is exceedingly

unlikely. There was, in my opinion, an older historical original of

"Prester John” than “John, Patriarch of the Indians” mentioned

above. There were Christian kings ruling in Abyssinia in the

4th century of our era, and their successors were Christians until

the loth century, when the Zagwe overthrew their dynasty. Anyone

of these might have had a title which was misunderstood and

translated “Presbyter” by foreigners, and John could quite well

have been one of this king’s names. Whether this be so or not

cannot be said, but assuredly the history of Prester John must be

based on some historical facts, which at one time were so well

known as not to be thought worth recording, or were forgotten.

Among the many in Europe in the second half of the isth

century who were eager to know something definite about Prester

John was John II, king of Portugal, and he selected as his envoy

to Abyssinia Peres Joao Covilham, an able and energetic officer

who had made treaties with the.Moors which were veryadvantageous

to the Portuguese. Covilham was born at Covilhao about the

middle of the iSth century, and died after 1S45. On setting out

for the East in search of the "Ogani” or Prester John he took with

him Alphonse de Payva, a man possessing great commercial know-

ledge. They joined a caravan at Fez and went to Tor in the
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Peninsula of Sinai, and thence to Aden, where they separated.

Covilham explored the seas of India and collected a vast amount

of information which he sent back to the king of Portugal by the

hands of two Jews, and a map showing that it was possible to sail

to India by way of the Cape of Good Hope. Meanwhile A. de

Payva went to Sofala and examined the gold mines, but was

murdered at some place in southern Abyssinia. When Covilham

returned to Cano and heard of the murder of de Payva, he

abandoned his project of returning to Portugal and went to

Abyssinia instead. The king leceived him with great kindness,

and found his knowledge and advice so useful to him that he would

not let him return to Europe. He married and settled down in

Abyssinia, but though he obtained great power and influence there

among all classes, there was one thing which he could not do, i.e.

leave the countiy. He lived in Abyssinia for thirty-three years,

and was alive, though a veiy old man, in IS4S- It is sad to relate

that he left no written narrative of his residence in Abyssinia.

The first European to give any account of Abyssinia based on

first-hand knowledge was Francisco Alvarez, who was boin at

Coimbia towards the end of the isth century, he was appointed

chaplain to the Mission which the king of Poitugal sent to

Abyssinia under the direction of Rodriguez da Lima, and chronicled

the adventures of his party from 1520 to 1527, when he returned

to Portugal. He published his work at Coimbra (?) in 1 542 under

the title Verdadera Infonnaqam das terras de Preste Joam, and

translations of it have appeared in Italian (1550 and 1554), French

(1556), Spanish (1557). German (1566), and English (see Purchas,

hts Ptlgrtmes, Pt. II. 1625; and Lord Stanley, x88i). Another
valuable work of the same kind as that of Alvarez appeared soon

after (1565)1 namely the account of Abyssinia written by John
Bermudes, who had been appointed Patriarch of Abyssinia by
Paul III. He lived in Abyssinia for more than 30 years, and died

at Lisbon in 1570. Ludolf praises the nairatives of both Alvarez

and Bermudes, because both had lived in Abyssinia, but he warns

his readers to choose their descriptions of what they saw to their

reports of things heard from others (modi praeferas da, quae ipsi

viderunt, illis quae ex aliis audiverunt). Other accounts of

Abyssinia appeared in the latter half of the i6th century, viz.
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those by Ludovicus Ureta and Jacobo Barrati, the former of whom
has been shown by Ludolf, Godinho, and Thdvenot to be “nugator

insignis,” as Ludolf calls him, and the latter a man who described

things rather as he wislied them to be than as they were.

The writers of these works were too much occupied with their

duties as Jesuit priests to be able to give much time to the study of

the ancient history of the country, the inhabitants of which they were

trying to convert to Chi-istianity, and it seems that the first attempt

to write a "History of Abyssinia” was made by the Jesuit priest

Baltazar Tellez, who was born in 1595 and died in 1675. His work,

Historia geral de Ethiopia a alia ov Pnste Joam e do que nella

obraram os Padres da Companhia de Jesus : composta na mesnta

Ethiopia pelo Padre Manoel d'Almeyda. Abreviada com nova

releyqam e methodo pelo Padre Balthezar Tellez, Coimbra, 1660, was

welcomed by scholars in Europe with the greatest enthusiasm, for

it was based upon the writings and reports of many learned Jesuit

Fathers, all of whom had lived in Abyssinia and possessed first-

hand information. An abridgment of this work was published in

English under the title of Travels of the Jesuits in Ethiopia by

Kaapton in 1711, and Thdvenot published a long extract from it

in Histoire de la haute Athiopie icrite sur les lieux par le R. P.

ManoelD'A Inieida, Jisuite, in 1 672. The principal source of informa-

tion drawn upon by Tellez was the History ofAbyssinia which was

compiled by Manoel D’Almeyda (1580-1646), a Jesuit missionary

who laboured in Abyssinia from 1622-1632. The abridgment

published by Tellez shows that D’Almeyda’s History was a large

and important work, and that the historical portions of it were

based upon documents which have now disappeared, and traditional

information which is no longer available for study. Unfortunately,

too, the abridgment of Tellez is a very scarce book, and Salt says

{Travels, p. 481) that he only knew of three copies in England.

D’Almeyda’s History was never printed, and it seems to be lost.

Ludolf attached the greatest importance to the abridgment of it

by Tellez, and it was his chief authority for his statements about

the history of Abyssinia. He complains, it is true, that Tellez

extols too much the acts and works of the Jesuit Fathers, and that

his criticisms of the Abyssinian ceremonies are too sharp, but he

recognizes his "candour and sincerity” and, on the whole, goodwill
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towards the natives. For Ludolf’s criticisms of Tellez see his

Commentanus, p. 9 f. As to the justness of his criticisms of the

Jesuit Fathers and their works in Abyssinia, neither the present

writer nor anyone else can decide, but that they are ungenerous is

obvious. The Jesuit Missionaries in Abyssinia faied hard and

worked hard, but their devotion to their high ideals and their love

of learning made them triumph over their difficulties in a remark-

able manner, and all that we know of Abyssinia from about 1480

to 1630 we owe to their Society, and our debt to them is great.

The Jesuits helped the Abyssinians to reconstruct their kingdom,

Church, and social life after the calamities and ruin which had

been bi ought upon them by the Arabs under Graft, the “Left-

handed,” and by the civilizing and religious influences which they

introduced into Abyssinia, and their encouragement of native

literature, they made the peoples of that country their debtors for

all time. The Jesuits went to Abyssinia solely with the view of

improving the spiritual condition of her people, and their bitterest

enemies cannot show that they sought for concessions or any

commercial or material advantage at the hands of “Prester John”

or any of his princes and governors. The saving of souls was their

one unalterable object, and the hardships, sufferings, persecutions,

and martyrdom which they endured is undeniable evidence of their

sincerity and their devotion to their work.

The man who is to be justly regarded as the founder of

Ethiopic studies in Europe is Hiob Ludolf, who was born at

Erfurt on the isth of June 1624 and died in April 1704. He was

a man of great learning and was credited with a knowledge of 25

languages. He seems to have gained a living by acting as tutor

and as a teacher of languages. In 1649 he went to Rome to collect

information for a patron, and whilst there (according to the state-

ment which he makes in the Proemium to his Hist Aetk., I, 17) he

made the acquaintance of one Gregory, an Abyssinian, with whom
he contracted a great friendship. This Gregory was a grave and

learned man, and was more than 50 years of age, and was more-

over an exile, because he had gone to India against the wish of the

king. From him Ludolf says that he learned Ethiopic, and that

through his teaching he had attained greater knowledge of that

language than any of his predecessors; Tellez himself had no
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knowledge of Elhiopic. Ludolf was made a Councillor by the

Duke of Saxe-Coburg-Gotha, and apparently soon after began to

collect material for his great work Historia Aethiopicd sive brevis et

suednta descriptio Regni Hnbessinornin quod vulgh malh Prcsbyteri

lohaiinis vocatiir, Frankfort, i68i. A commentary on this work

appeared in 1691 and Appendices in 1694. He published an

Elhiopic Grammar in 1661, an Amharic Grammar in 1698, and

an Ethiopic-Latin Lexicon in 1699. He died in 1704- Hi® Hist.

Aeth. was translated into English (1682), French (1684), and

Dutch
;
on the proposed Russian version see Ludolf’s Commentary,

pp. 47, 48. For some reason Willmann doubted the existence of

the great friendship which Ludolf says existed between him and

Gregory, but the Amharic letter which is printed with a Latin

translation on p. 35 of the Commentary shows at least that Gregory

sorrowed much over his separation from Ludolf. Gregory is often

referred to and quoted in the Hist. Aet/i., and it seems improbable

that the friendship to which Ludolf refers was wholly fictitious*

Ludolf’s Ethiopian History was warmly welcomed throughout

Europe, and was everywhere read and studied with great interest,

and that interest was increased when the learned Commentary
appeared. The sources on which the work was based were the

abridgment of Almeyda’s History^ made by Tellez, a Commentary
of Almeyda written in Ethiopia, the manuscript History of Ethiopia

by Dom Alfonzo Mendez, the Latin Patriarch of Ethiopia, who
arrived in the country in 1625, and a French translation of a

work by Mendez, made by B. Cordose and entitled Relation du

Reverendissime Patriarche d'Ethiopie Dom Alphonze Mendez

touchant la conversion des dmes qui s’est faite en cet Empire depuis

Pannde i62g. Envoyd au Pire Vitelescki, etc, Traduit du Poriugais,

Lille 1633.

For about two centuries Ludolf’s History has been the source

from which travellers and the writers of articles on Ethiopia

for Encyclopaedias have drawn their information, for the value of

Bruce’s work has been sadly underrated, and foolishly neglected by
those who read the criticisms on his Travels, published in six vols.

in 1791. Notwithstanding the great increase in our knowledge of

the Abyssinian languages which has been made within the last

eighty years, and the publication of Ethiopic and Amharic texts
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and documents bearing on the relations of Abyssinia with Rome

and Portugal, the History of Ludolf is still indispensable for the

Ethiopic and Amharic scholar, both for its varied contents and the

accuracy of its information. How such a learned and comprehensive

account of Abyssinia could have been compiled in the 17th

century is a matter to wonder at.

After the expulsion of the Jesuits from Abyssinia (1632-1665)

all relations between that country and Portugal and Italy were

broken off, and whenever the kings of Abyssinia had the op-

portunity of showing their hatred for all Europeans they did so in

no uncertain manner. Their treatment of du Roule’s Mission,

which will be mentioned in due course, is a proof of this. The

importance of Ludolfs History cannot be over-estimated, but when

its author died he left no one to carry on Ethiopic studies. He has

been censured for not having trained pupils, but, had he done so

they would have found nothing new to work at, for he had used up

all the material available at that time. Thus Abyssinia and her

languages passed out of men’s minds, and it was not until James

Bruce of Kinnaird (1730-1794) published his Travels to discover

the Source of the Nile in the years 1768, 176^, 1770, 1771, 1772 and

i773i in six volumes, Dublin, 1790, that again attracted the

attention of European scholars. Tliis is not the place to insist on

the value of his discovery of the source of the Blue Nile and of the

great mass of information about Abyssinia which he packed into

his delightful volumes, but here attention may well be called to the

signal service which he rendered to Ethiopic learning. His

experience of Oriental peoples, and wide knowledge of their

manners and customs, and their cunning evasions and trickeries,

and his tolerant behaviour towards their superstitions and weak-

nesses, enabled him to win the goodwill of the Abyssinians from

their king downwards. They admired his skill in all sports and
manly exercises, they appreciated his ready wit and caustic

comments on men and things, and, above all, his humour and good
nature; and it is clear that they feared his quick hot temper. He
was a good Arabic scholar, and had a very useful working know-
ledge of Amharic, which enabled him to deal with the people in an
easy manner. The king showed him great favour, and he won the

queen-mother’s gratitude and friendship by treating her children
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during an attack of small-pox from which, thanks to his skill, they

recovered. The sick who trusted to a picture of the Virgin and a

cross to heal them died. During the years in which he held a

position of great honour in Abyssinia, he talked long and

frequently with the priests and learned men about the history of

their country, and he employed scribes to copy many of their most

treasured manuscripts. The king and some of his officials gave him
several manuscripts written in Ethiopic and Amharic, and in this

way he acquired copies of the Holy Scriptures, the Canons of the

Apostles, the Haymandt 'Abdu, the Lives of the Saints, the Organon

of the Virgin, the Book of Enoch (which survives in Ethiopic

alone), and many other valuable works. All these manuscripts he

brought with him to Europe, and some of them he presented to the

Biblioth^que Nationale in Paris, and others to the Bodleian Library

in Oxford. When Ludolf wrote his History he had access to none

of these books, for they were unknown in Europe, Not content

with collecting manuscripts in Abyssinia, Bruce devoted much time

to an attempt to write the hustoiy of the country from native docu-

ments. From ’Amba Tasus, prince of Shoa, he obtained a list of

the kings who reigned from the time of Christ to A.D. 960, and all

the books of the Annals of Abyssinia. Another Chronicle was

given to him by the king, and Ras Mikael, Governor of Tigray,

gave him a copy of the Chronicle of Aksum. With these and the

help of priests and scribes he compiled the account of the kings

and their reigns which he gives in the second and third volumes of

his Travels. From this account most of the travellers in Abyssinia,

English, French, Italian and German, have drawn their informa-

tion about the history of the country from the middle of the 13th

to the end of the i8th century, whilst for the earlier period of

history they have had recourse to Ludolf’s great work. Bruce was

the first to show that he realized the importance of the native

Chronicles, and the first to make the information contained in

them accessible to everyone. By bringing the manuscripts which

he acquired in Abyssinia, chiefly by payment, to Europe, and

placing them in public libraries, he provided scholars with an

abundance of new material and prepared the way for the develop-

ment of Ethiopic Philology under Dillmann, Wright, Praetorius

and Zotenberg, to mention only the illustrious dead. The dis-
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tinguished traveller Henry Salt, following the example of Bruce,

gave lists of kings in his Travels, London, 1814, p. 416 f., and a

short summary of Abyssinian history, but these were inspired by

Ludolf and Bruce, and have no special authority.

When the acrimonious discussions that were aroused by the

appearance of Bruce’s Travels had died down, Abyssinia and her

literature dropped out of men’s minds for about half a century, and

it was not until August Dillmann (born 25th April 1823, died

4th July 1894) began to publish his works that a general interest

in Ethiopic studies was rc-awakened. He was a pupil of the great

Ewald and Baur and devoted himself to the study of the Ethiopic

MSS. in Paris, London and Oxford. He published a Catalogue of

the Ethiopic MSS. in the British Museum, which included the

MSS. collected by Isenberg and Krapf in 1847, and a Catalogue of

the Ethiopic MSS in the Bodleian Library, Oxford, in 1848. Later

he published two volumes of the Ethiopic text of the Bible (the

Octateuch and the Books of Kings), the Book of Enoch, the Book of

Jubilees, the Ascenswi ofIsaiah, and an Ethiopic Chrestomaihy and

a Grammar of the Ethiopic Language (2nd edition, edited by Bezold,

and English translation by J. A. Crichton, London, 1907). But the

greatest of all his Ethiopic works is his Lexicon Linguae Aethiopicae,

which appeared in 1865 (up to that date students had only the

Lexicon of Ludolf to help them), and is a marvel of accurate

learning. The Catalogues of Ethiopic MSS. published by Dillmann

described the contents of 115 volumes, among which were some
good copies of Chronicles, historical works and legendary composi-

tions which were for the most part wholly unknown to scholars.

The fortunes of war enabled the British Army to take

possession of and send to England some 350 of the one thousand

manuscripts which King Theodore had collected from all parts of

Abyssinia to form the Library of the Church of the Redeemer of

the World at Makdala. These were handed over to the Trustees

of the British Museum on the 28th of August 1868, and were duly

catalogued by Dr William Wright, then Assistant Keeper in the

Department of Manuscripts in the British Museum. His Catalogue

appeared in 1877 and contained descriptions of all the Ethiopic

MSS. which had been acquired since 1848 as well as the Makdala

Collection, in all 408 MSS. This work gave a new impetus to the
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study of Kthiopic for it placod at the disposal of scholars nearly all

the litciary material which Abyssinia could be expected to supply.

The value of the descriptions of the MSS. was greatly enhanced by
the long extracts from texts which Wright printed throughout the

Catalogue, the copious indexes, and the autotype plates, the

appearance of which maiked the first attempt made to study

Ethiopic palaeography. In 1877 H. Zotenberg published his

Catalogue ,of the Ethiopic MSS. in the Bibliothfeque Nationale,

Paris, and from this and the Catalogues of Dillmann and Wright,

the contents of all the Ethiopic MSS. in Oxford, London and

Paris, with the exception of the MSS. collected by d’Abbadie,

were made known to scholars. Then began an era of publication

of Ethiopic texts by students in Italy, France, Germany and

England, and now the original texts of the more important

Chronicles and the legendary hisloiy, to say nothing of the

religious literature, of Abyssinia, are available for study. And
many editors of texts have given translations of them with learned

notes and commentaries.

The history of Abys.sinia given in the following pages is based

upon the statements made in the native Chronicles of the country,and

on the legends and traditions which have been for many centuries,

and still arc, generally believed to be and are accepted as historical.

The Abyssinians state as an undeniable fact that their kings are

descended from Adam, who was the first king of their country, and

whose name stands first in their Lists of Kings. They themselves

can tell us nothing about the reigns of their antediluvian kings, and

for their names they fall back upon the early genealogies given in

the Book of Genesis. They claim that their post-diluvian kings

were the descendants of Ham, the son of Noah, but they have no

list of their native kings, and again fall back on the Book of

Genesis. The • antediluvian and post-diluvian kings are thus

enumerated in Brit. Mus, MS. Orient. 821, fol. 366, col. 3, and in

Bibl. Nat. MS. No. 142 puljlished by Basset, Etudes sur tHistoire

d't,thidpu^ Paris, 18821

Adam hfJT’s 'Adam begot Seth. Gen. iv. 25.

Seth Mr* S?/ begot Enos. iv. 26; v. 3.

£nos ’St'fft* Henos begot C^ainan. v. 9.
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Cainan Kaynan begot Mahalaleel.

Mahalaleel Maldlelheigot Jared.

J ared S ‘ Ydred begot Enoch,

Enoch Hdnok begot Methuselah.

Methuselah Mdtusald begot

Lamech.

Lamech * Lamlh begot Noah.

Noah ‘tVt Noh begot Shem.

Shem Sem begot Arphaxad,

Arphaxad Alfasked begot

Cainan.

Cainan Kaynan begot Salah.

Salah flA* Sdla begot Eber.

Eber hiOC > 'Ebor begot Peleg.

Peleg I Fdlek begot Reu.

Reu <^**710*1 Rdgw^htgQt Serug.

Serug A4»Ai Serfik begot Nahor,

Nahor ?ViC« Ndkdr begot Terah.

Terah 'f'h'i Tara begot Abram.

Abram A-ncy?”* 'Abrehdm begot Isaac.

Isaac : Vsskd^ begot Jacob.

Jacob Yd'^b begot Judah.

Judah Yehuda begot Pharez.

Pharez Fares begot Hezrom.

Plezrom hiACy « 'Esrotn begot Aram.

Aram ’&rdm begot Amniinadab,

Amminadab ’Amtnddab begot

Nahshon.

Nahshon Ndasdn begot Salmon.

Salmon AA1**’J* Sodfnon begot Boaz.

Boaz OhTI « BdSz begot Obed.

Obed begot Jesse.

Jease d*7ij6 « 'Eshey begot David.
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David Dawit begot Solomon. 2 Sam. xii. 24.

Solomon Scddmdn begot ’£bna

Hakim.

Now although this List of Kings appears in the native

Chronicles, and with but little alteration in the great work the

Kebra Nagast, or “ Glory ofKings,” it has, obviously, no historical

value, and it can only have been drawn up in the first instance to

fill the gap in the King List from Adam to Solomon. And it is

clear that some at least of the sages of Ethiopia had grave doubts

about it, for though they might believe that the Hebrew Patriarchs

and their descendants were kings of Ethiopia de jure, they at the

same time knew that during their lifetime there reigned in

Abyssinia men who were not Hebrews and who were kings de

feicto. The Abyssinian Chronicles admit that during this early

period only a section of the people followed the religion of the

Hebrews, and that the rest worshipped ’Arwe ItCB *
,

t.e. a serpent,

or dragon, or beast of some kind. The tradition published by

Littmann (^Aksum, I, 39) says that a Serpent called Wainaba
reigned over all Abyssinia for a period of four hundred years, and

that all the people brought him tribute, viz. the eldest daughter of

some man and about 50 quarts of milk at regular intervals. This

Serpent was killed by one ’Angabo, who succeeded him on the

throne and reigned for two hundred years, and married the “Queen

of the South,” i.e. the Queen of Sheba, who visited King Solomon

in Jerusalem. Thus for six hundred years before the birth of

Solomon there reigned kings who were not Hebrews and were

pagans and idolaters. We may note in passing that an early

Egyptian king made a serpent to represent his Horus name, and

’I
that the Era of Nubti is given as four hundred years.

inTmTl

Wiedemann thinks that that era was mythological in character,

which is of course very possible. It may be wondered if the early

Abyssinians had any knowledge of the Serpent king in Egypt, and

of the 400 years Era of Nubti.

Abyssinian writers have never attempted to hide their belief

that their ancestors were idolaters in the time of Terah the father
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of Abram, or Abraham, and even earlier, and the Kebra Nagast

describes how Abraham introduced into Abyssinia the worship of

the One True God. Thus in Chaps. XII and XIII of that work, it is

said that Peleg, Reu, Serug, Nahor and Terah “ Made magical images.

And they went to the tombs of their fathers, and made an image of

gold, and silver and brass, and a devil used to hold converse with

them out of each of the images of their fathers, and say unto them,

‘ O my son So and so, offer up unto me as a sacrifice the son whom

thou lovest’ And they slaughtered their sons and their daughters

to the devils, and they poured out innocent blood to filthy devils.”

The narrative goes on to say that Terah used to send his son

Abraham out to sell the images that he made, but the young man

had no belief in their powers, and decried the images which his

father wanted him to sell, and no one would buy them. On his

way back to his house he set down the images and called upon

them to give him bread to eat and water to drink, and when they

failed to do this he knocked them over and kicked them about and

smashed them with stones, and refused to regard them as gods and

saviours. Then, turning to the East, he stretched out his hands and

called upon the Maker of the Universe, the Creator of heaven and

earth, sun and moon, land and sea, the visible and the invisible, to

be his God. In answer to his appeal a blazing chariot of fire ap-

peared and Abraham was afraid, and fell upon his face (see Budge,

Queen of Sheba, p. lo). This tradition is of interest for it shows

that it was a convert from the Sabaean to the Hebrew Religion

who brought the knowledge of the One True God into Abyssinia.

In the list of post-diluvian kings given above there is no

mention of Ham whom some of the Abyssinians claim to be an

ancestral king of Kush. And this is not to be wondered at, for the

Kebra Naga.ST says that God “destroyed the seed of Ham,”

which He had condemned to be slaves {Queen of Sheba, pp. 102,

126). Clearly from this the Abyssinians preferred to be regarded

as the sons of Shem, rather than of Ham, and Kush is not

mentioned in the Kebra Nagast. But a tradition is current

among the Abyssinians, as Littmann has shown {Aksum, l. 38),

that Ham begot Kush, and Kush begot Aethiopis, after whom the

country is called Aethiopia, and whose grave is to be seen in

Aksum. And
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Aethiopis begot ’Aksumawl,

’Aksumawl begot Malakya ’Aksum,

MalakyS ’Aksum begot six sons, viz.

Sum.

Nafas.

Bagl'o.

Kudukl.

‘Akhoro.

Farheba.

Where Aethiopis reigned is not known, but it seems that

’Aksumawl was the founder of Aksum, the capital of Abyssinia,

and the ecclesiastical capital of the country even at the present

time. ’Aksumawl and his father, and son, and grandsons, were

probably pagan Semites the object of whose cult was the Serpent,

The six sons of Malakya ’Aksum are called the "fathers” of

Aksum, and they probably represent the Dynasty of the Serpent

which was destroyed by ’Angabo, but they were never kings of

Abyssinia, and no tradition says they were. The word ’Arwe

means not only serpent, but beast, noxious beast and the

like, and it was probably applied to idolaters and their cults as a

term of abuse and contempt. Popular tradition, however, gave to

the word its commonest meaning of "serpent,” and native writers

falling in with this view proceeded to describe the monster. Thus

they said he was 170 cubits long, 4 cubits wide, each tooth was a

cubit long, his horn was 3 cubits long, his body was like iron and

lead, and his eyes were like flames of fire under jet-black eyebrows.

Several mentions of such monster serpents are met with in

Egyptian literature. On the ridge of the Mountain of Bakhau lived

a serpent that was 30 or 50 or 70 cubits long, and the fore-part of

him was covered with flints and plates of metal. His name was

"Dweller in the fire," and the knowledge of it enabled the deceased

to overcome Set (Book of the Dead, Chap. 108). The serpent on

the enchanted island was 30 cubits long; its beard was 2 cubits

long, its eyebrows were of lapis lazuli, and its body was covered

with gold scales. The serpent Nehaher was 420 cubits long, and

the monster in the Twelfth Division of the Tuat was 13CX) cubits

long, and the throne of Osiris was guarded by a monster serpent.

The mere name of the serpent suggested evil both to the Egyptians
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and Abyssinians, and among the former the serpent Apep was the

personification of all evil and the everlasting enemy of the various

Sun-gods of Egypt, Horus the Elder, Ra, and Horus, the son of

Osiris and Isis. Apep was never killed by any Sun-god but only

paralysed temporarily, and the Abyssinian ’Angabo who slew the

serpent WainSba did not kill him once and for all, for we read in

the Chronicles that ’Arwe, the serpent, was killed about 2000 years

later by the Nine Saints who came into Abyssinia in the Sth or

6th century A.D.

The unhistorical character of the List of Kings given above

(pp. 1 8y-8) is also proved by the fact that the Abyssinians have never

attempted to supply a list of the years of their reigns. According

to this list David, King of Israel, was the 34th king of Abyssinia

from Adam, therefore in the interval between B.C. 5500 (when

according to them the world was created) and the reign of David

(about B.c. 1000), only 33 kings reigned, and the average length of

their reigns was about 136 years, which is absurd. The aboriginal

people of Abyssinia were Negroes, and the various districts of the

country were probably governed by heads of tribes who were

similar to the modern shekhs. The most powerful of these

probably regarded themselves as kings, but it is very doubtful if

any one of them ruled over all Abyssinia. About the period from

Adam to Noah nothing is known, and Abyssinian tradition is

silent about it. During the next period, i,e. from Abraham (say

B.c. 2000 to 1900) to Solomon (say B.c. 970), according to the

Chronicles the following kings reigned

:

Hebrews
Noah

Abyssinians

Shem Kush .

Arphaxad Ham
Cainan Aethiopis

.4
Salah ’Aksumawl

VI

Eber Malakya ’Aksum

Peleg Sum
Reu Nafas CO

cd

Serug Bagl'o

Nahor KQdukI p

Terah ‘Akhoro

Abraham Farheba
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Hebrews Abyssinians

Isaac

Jacob

Judah

Pharez

Esrom

Aram
Amminadab

Nahshon

Salmon

Boaz

Obed

Jesse

David

Solomon

(

1) ^
S’

IS

m 5

’Angabo, ancestor of

MakSda, Queen of

Sheba, and slayer of

the Serpent, reigned

200 years.

Gedur reigned lOO years.

Sebado reigned $0 years.

KawnSsya reigned one
year. He was the

father (?) of Makeda,
Queen of Sheba, and
reigned 50 years.

nl

a

In the last line of the first section of the King List quoted above

Solomon is said to have begot ’£bna Hakim TMlli « Mnjf" t or his

son by MakSda, the Queen of Sheba. Now this name is the tran-

scription into Ethiopia letters of the Arabic>*eX*>JI
,

i,e.
" Son of

the wise man,” ie. Solomon, and the Abyssinians regard it only as

a title of Menyelek, the founder of the line of kings of their country,

who established his kingdom at Aksum in the loth century B.c.

The story of the journey of MakSda from Saba to Jerusalem and

her intercourse with Solomon is told in the Kebra Nagast, and it

is convenient to give here a brief summary of it before we proceed

to discuss the other sections of the King List of Abyssinia. Many
eminent scholars have accepted the story as historical, and I think

on the whole they were right, and it is believed to this day by all

classes in Abyssinia, who really regard Solomon as the first real

king of their country, and the founder of their holy city of Aksum.

^ In the middle of the last century the natives of GuendguendiS, on the

plateau of Agamy, to the north-east of Tigray, believed that a serpent called

Gabella was an incarnation of evil, and that he dwelt in a cave in the mountains,

where he had been driven by the prayers of the monks, who stoned him daily.

See de Jacobis, Annales de lapropagation <k lafoi^ Sept 1849.
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But it must be admitted that some consider the whole story as a

legend invented at quite a late period to flatter the national vanity

of the Abyssinians, and having no historical foundation. Others

think that the legend is of Arabian origin, which has been borrowed

by the Abyssinians and incorporated into their literature, but that

parts of it may be distortions of actual historical facts. Others

point out pertinently that ’Ebna IJakim, who lived in the loth

century B.C., cannot possibly have been the founder of Aksum,

because that city was not founded until the ist century B.c.

Neither Agatharcides, who flourished in the 2nd century B.C., nor

Strabo, nor Pliny the Elder even mention it, and the name of

Aksum is found for the first time in the Periphis, See Basset,

J&tudeSf p. 214; Dillmann, Ueber die Anfange des axumitisclien

Reiches^ Berlin, 1879; ^nd Hal^vy, Mdlanges ^dpigraphie, Paris,

1874, chap. 17. But we may leave the anachronism of Aksum out

of the question here. The legend of the Queen of the South who

came from the ends of the earth to hear the wisdom of Solomon is

mentioned in the Gospels (Matt. xii. 42; Luke xi. 31) and was

clearly well known in the ist century A.X)., and it is difficult to

believe that it has no historical foundation.

THE VISIT OF THE QUEEN OF THE SOUTH TO SOLOMON

Our Lord Jesus Christ said, "The Queen of the South shall rise

up on the Day of Judgment, and shall dispute with, and condemn,

and overcome this generation who would not hearken unto the

preaching of My word, for she came from the ends of the earth to

hear the wisdom of Solomon ” (see Matt. xii. 42). And .the Queen of

the South of whom He spake was the queen of Ethiopia. And in

the words "ends of the earth” [He maketh allusion] to the delicacy

of the constitution of women, and the long distance of the journey,

and the burning heat of the sun, and the hunger on the way, and the

thirst for water. And the Queen of the South was very beautiful in

face, and her stature was superb, and her understanding and intelli-

gence, which God had given her, were of such high character that she

went to Jerusalem to hear the wisdom of Solomon; now this she

did by the command of God, and it was His good pleasure. And
moreover, she was exceedingly rich, for God had given her glory,
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and riches, and gold, and silver, and splendid apparel, and camels,

and slaves, and caravans, which trafficked for her by sea and by

land, and in India and in Aswan (Syene). Now there was a certain

captain of a caravan, one Tamrin, who possessed 520 camels and

370 ships. And when Solomon heard of this rich Ethiopian

merchant, he sent him a message, and instructed him to bring him

some of the produce of Arabia, red gold, and black wood that

could not be bored by worms (ebony?) and sapphires. And
Tamrin, the merchant of the queen of Ethiopia, went to Solomon

with these things, and Solomon took them and paid for them

liberally. Tamrin stayed several days in Jerusalem, and greatly

admired the wisdom of Solomon, and the manner in which he

ruled his people and administered his kingdom, and at his direct

and ready speech, and the sweetness of his words which were like

water to the thirsty, bread to the hungry, medicine to the sick, and

clothes to the naked. Tamrin was amazed at his impartiality and

justice, and dazzled by the handsome person of Solomon and the

wealth and splendour in which he lived. Having disposed of his

wares and stayed over long in Jerusalem, Tamrin with great regret

left the city and set out to return to his mistress and to render an

account of what he had done on her behalf. When he saw the

queen he described to her the great temple that Solomon was

building in Jerusalem, and how 700 carpenters and 800 masons

were working on it, and the beauty of its decorations. Day by day

he related to the queen stories of the power, and wisdom and

justice of Solomon, and at length she began to question him about

Solomon himself. The more she heard of him from Tamrin, the

more she marvelled, and God planted in her the desire to go to

Jerusalem that she might see the wonderful man, and above all

that she might learn wisdom from him. The more she heard the

more she longed to go, but the length and the difficulty of the

journey terrified her. Finally her longing to go to Jerusalem

became so great, that casting all her fear about the length, and

hardships and fatigue of the journey from her, she announced to her

people that she desired wisdom and understanding, and was

smitten with love for the former, and constrained by the cords of

the latter, and that she intended to go and learn both from

Solomon. Her people answered, “ Lady, wisdom is not lacking in
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thee, and it Is because you arc wise Uiat you love wisdom. As far

as we are concerned, if you go we will go too: if you stay here we

will stay also. We will die with thee and will live with thee.”

Thereupon Tamrin made ready her caravan which consisted of

797 camels, and countless mules and asses, and the queen set out

on her journey with great pomp and majesty, and an enormous

baggage train.

When she arrived in Jerusalem Solomon welcomed her

cordially, paid her great honours, and gave her apartments in his

palace. His cooks supplied her and her suite with food both

morning and evening, and sent her wine, honey and sweetmeats

from his own table. A company of 25 singing men and 25

singing maidens provided, presumably, with harps of various kinds,

pipes, castanets, cymbals and tambourines, waited upon her to dis-

course sweet music to her day by day. Solomon paid her visits,

which pleased him, and she returned his visits and was delighted

with the courtesy of his behaviour towards her, and his wisdom,

and judgment, and sweet voice, and his eloquent and fluent speech.

“Everything that he spake was perfect,” and she thanked God Who
had made her to tread on the threshold of his gate, and to hear his

voice. When she went to inspect the building of the House of God
she noted that he set out the measurements for the builders, and

estimated the weight of material required, and showed the

carpenters how to use hammer, drill and chisel, and the masons

how to use the square, and the circle-measure, and the cubit rule

;

and she learned later that he knew the languages of beasts and

birds, and that he possessed Words-of-power which compelled the

spirits and the devils to appear and to do his will. This great

wisdom God gave him because he had not asked for fame, or riches,

or triumph in battle, but wisdom. Solomon and MSkSda conversed

long and frequently, and the chief burden of every discourse of his

was the beauty of wisdom. His words sank into her heart, and at

length she consulted him about her religion. She admitted that

she was a Sun-worshipper, though others adored stones, trees, and

graven images, and she said that she had heard of the God of

Israel, and the Ark of the Covenant and the "Tablet” of Moses

the Prophet. When. Solomon had explained to her the might and.

power of God the Creator, the God of Israel, the queen abandoned
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the, worship of the Sun, and became a follower of the One True

God, the Creator of the heavens and the earth.

Makeda passed six months in Jerusalem and visited Solomon

and was visited by him at frequent intervals, and her knowledge of

the Religion of Israel increased greatly. At the end of this time

she sent a message to tlie king telling him that she wished to

return to her own country, though, she said, she would rather

remain in Jerusalem to receive further instruction in the acquisition

of wisdom. When Solomon received her message, he pondered

deeply in his heart, and he conceived the idea of marrying Makeda,

whom he considered to be "a woman of splendid beauty.” In

answer to the queen's message Solomon asked her if she really

intended to leave Jerusalem without seeing the manner of his life

in his palace, and he invited her to come and dwell with him for a

season so that he might complete her instruction in wisdom. The

queen accepted his invitation and removed to his house, and a

place was specially prepared for her from which she could watch

the great banquet which he had arranged to hold in her honour;

she could see everything and not be seen. The chamber in which

she sat was decorated with precious stones, costly carpets covered

the floor, purple hangings covered the walls, and the air was

redolent with the perfumes of oil of myrrh and cassia, which were

sprinkled about, and with the scent of aromatic powders which

were being burnt in vessels placed in the room. In this fragrant

chamber she was served with a sumptuous meal, and she ate freely

of the highly-seasoned dishes which were set before her, and drank

her fill of spiced wine. Solomon intended that both the peppery

meats and the spiced wine with its sub-acid flavour should both

increase her appetite and make her thirsty, and they had this

effect. When the royal banquet was ended Solomon came to the

queen, and said to her, “Take thou thine ease here for love’s sake

until daybreak." And she replied, “ Swear to me by thy God, the

God of Israel, that thou wilt not take me by force. For if I, a

maiden, be seduced, I should travel on ray journey [back] in

sorrow, and affliction, and tribulation.” Solomon said, “ I swear unto

thee that I will not take thee by force, but thou must swear unto

me that thou wilt not take by force anything that is in my house.”

And the queen laughed and said unto him, “Why being a wise
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man dost thou speak as a fool? Thinkest thou that I shall steal

anything, or carry off out of the house of the king, anything that

the king hath not given unto me? Do not imagine that I have

come hither through love of riches. Moreover, my own kingdom

is as wealthy as thine, and there is nothing which I wish for that I

lack. Assuredly I have come only in quest of thy wisdom.” And
Solomon said to her, "As thou wouldest make me swear, swear thou

also to me, for swearing is meet for both [of us], so that neither of

us may be unjustly treated. And if thou wilt not make me swear

I will not make thee swear.” And the queen said unto him,

“ Swear to me that thou wilt not take me by force, and I on my
part will swear not to take by force thy possessions”; and he swore

to her and made her swear.

Then the servants prepared a bed for Solomon on one side of

that chamber, and a bed for the queen on the other. And Solomon

told a man servant to wash the stand that held the water pots, and

to set in it a vessel full of water whilst the queen was watching, and

having done this to close the doors of the chamber and go to bed.

This order was given to the manservant presumably in the Hebrew

tongue, which the queen did not understand, and when it was

carried out the young man went to bed. And the king went up to

his bed and the queen to hers. The chamber was lighted by

“shining pearls” which were set in the roof, and by their light,

which was as bright as that of the sun, moon, and stars, Solomon

watched the queen, who had dropped off into a light slumber.

Presently Mskeda woke up and found that her lips and mouth and

throat were dry, and that owing to the peppery food and wine of

which she had partaken, her throat was parched, and she was

exceedingly thirsty. Though she smacked her lips together and

moved her tongue about, no moisture came to her mouth, and she

determined to get up and drink water from the vessel which ^she

had seen the young man place filled on the stand. For a time she

lay watching Solomon carefully, and having made up her mind

that he was asleep, she rose up silently and, making no sound with

her feet, crossed the chamber to the door, and going to the water

stand, took the vessel in her hand to drink from it. Now Solomoq

had not been asleep, and when he saw the queen go to the water

pot, be leaped up, and seized the hand with which she was lifting
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the vessel to her lips and stopped her from drinking. And he said

to her, “Why hast thou broken thy oath that thou wouldest not

take by force anything that is in my house?" And being afraid she

replied, “Is the oath broken by my drinking water?" And the

king said, “ Is there anything that thou hast seen under the heavens

that is of more value than water?” And the queen said, "I have

sinned against myself and thou art released from [thy] oath; but

let me drink water for the sake of my thirst,” And Solomon said,

“Am I truly released from the oath which thou didst make me
swear?" And the queen replied, “Be released from thy oath, only

let me drink water.” And he permitted her to drink water, and

after she had drunk water, he worked his will with her, and they

slept together.

After his union with Makeda Solomon had a dream in which

he saw a brilliant sun come down from heaven in great splendour

and tarry over Israel, and then it passed to Ethiopia over which it

shone with still greater splendour; then he woke up and was

greatly troubled in mind. And he marvelled as he looked on the

queen, for she was vigorous in strength, and her form was beauti-

ful, and she was a virgin undefiled; for she had reigned for six

years in Saba, and notwithstanding her gracious attraction, and her

splendid form, had preserved her body pure. At length the queen

said, "Dismiss me, and let me depart to my own country.” And
Solomon gave her rich gifts, and gorgeous apparel, and six

thousand camels and wagons for traversing the desert, and a ship

to sail on the sea, and a vessel "wherein one could traverse the air,”

which Solomon had made by the wisdom which God had given unto

him. And he set her on her way with great pomp and ceremony,

and taking her aside he gave her the ring that was on his little

finger, saying, "Take [this] so that thou mayest not forget me.

And if it happen that I obtain seed from thee, this ring shall be a

sign of it, and if it be a man child he shall come to me. And the

peace of God be with thee worship God with all thy heart and

soul and may God be with thee. Go in peace.” So Makeda

went on her way, and when she came to Bala ZadisSreya, the pains

of child birth seized her and she brought forth a man child nine

months and five days after she left Solomon. When the days of her

purification were ended she came to her own country with great
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pomp and ceremony, amid general rejoicings. To her nobles she

gave gifts of gold and silver, and purple and hyacinthine robes of

honour. She administered her country with wisdom, and God

made her kingdom strong. Her son by Solomon grew and

flourished, and she called him Bayna Lehkem, i^. Ibn al-HakIm or

“son ofthe wise man." (See Budge, Queen ofSheba, pp. 19-38.) The

mention of the gift of a ship by Solomon suggests that the queen

would have to cross the sea on returning to her own country, and

that her native land of Saba was on the western and not eastern

coast of the Red Sea.

In the History of the Kings of Dabra Yohannes (published by

Conti Rossini in Ricordi di un soggiomo in Eritrea, Asmara, 1903)

we have the following: Saul reigned 40 years, David reigned 40

years. David begot Solomon, Solomon reigned 40 years. The

Queen of the South [was] the daughter of ‘Agabos The
Queen of the South with her father and the Blessed Ones slew

’Arwe Medr AC®! and after he died she went to Solomon

the king. And he said to her, “Whence comest thou?” And she

answered and said, “I am from the country of Ethiopia.” And
after she had spoken to him he showed her all the Ten Laws of the

Kingdom. And he gave her strong meat and drink. And Solomon

slept. And there was water which he had set out there in his

wisdom, and as he woke up from his sleep, the queen was pouring

out some of that water into her bowl so that she might drink.

And Solomon seized her hand and said to her, “Was there not an

oath between us? I swore not to approach thy vessel, and thou

didst swear not to approach mine.” And she said to him, "Let me
alone. After I have drunk thou canst fulfil thy desire.” Solomon
begot ’febna Hakim by the Queen of Sheba, ’Ebna Hakim was
born in the-HamSsen His royal name was Menilek

He reigned IJ years. [The place where he was born is

pointed out near the village of Addi-Shmagali, a few hours north-

west of Asmara. R. Sundstrhm in a letter to Littmann.]

Such is the story of the journey of Mak^da to Jerusalem as told

in the Kebra Nagast, but other versions are widespread in

Abyssinia, and among them as worthy of special mention is the

account which the Rev. R. Sundstrom, of the Swedish Mission in

the Colonia Eritrea, sent to Littmann who published it in his
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Bibliotheca Abessinica, I. Leyden, 1904. This version of the legend

was heard by a man of the Bet-Dyuk, a Tigray tribe, at Aksum,

and was written down at Gheleb by an evangelist of the Swedish

Mission. An Arabic version of the legend was printed by Bezold

{Kebra Nagast, Munich, 1905), and a French paraphrase of it was

given by Am^lineau {Contes etRomans, Paris, 1888, tom. I. p. 144 ff.),

and an English translation of Bezold’s text in Budge, Queen of

Sheba, p. xxxix. According to Sundstrom’s text, the mother of

Solomon’s son was called ’fityo ’Azeb, i.e. “Queen of the South,”

and she was a native of Tigray, where the people worshipped a

Serpent, to whom each man in turn gave his eldest daughter and

300 litres of mead and 300 litres of milk. When ’&tyd ’Azeb was

tied up to a tree waiting for the dragon to come to devour her,

some saints appeared, and having found out where the Serpent

was, they went and attacked him, and smote him witli the Cross

and killed him. Whilst they were doing this a drop of the Serpent’s

blood fell on her heel, which immediately became an ass’s heel.

The saints set her free and told her to go back to her village.

When she arrived there the people drove her away, and she went

and passed the night in a tree. She went back the next day and

when she persuaded the people to follow her and had shown them

the dead serpent, they made her their queen. Soon after this she

heard that King Solomon in Jerusalem cured every one with a

disease who came to him, and she determined to go to him in order

to get rid of her ass’s heel.

She and her minister, a girl, dressed their hair like a man’s

and set out for Jerusalem. When the queen came to the king’s

door her foot became as it was before. When they entered the

presence the king ordered bread, meat and mead to be brought,

but as they ate little the king suspected they were women. In

the evening he ordered beds to be made for them both in his

chamber, and he hung a skin of honey with a hole in it over a

bowl so that it might run down into it The king slept with his

eyes half open, and when he was awake he shut them. When his

eyes were shut the women said, "Now he is asleep,” and they got

up and began to lick the honey from the bowl. Then the king

knew they were women, and he got up and took them and slept

with them both. This done, he gave each a staff of silver and a
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ring, saying, “If it be a girl let her take this staff and come to me;

if it be a boy let him take this ring and come to me.” The queen

bought a mirror, and both returned to Tigray with child, and each

gave birth to a son.

When the boys were grown up the queen gave her son the

mirror, and told him that his father was like him, and that when

he went to Jerusalem the king would set one of his subjects

on his throne and hide himself ;
and she warned him not to

salute the man he would see on the throne. Both boys went to

Jerusalem, and when they arrived at the palace Solomon said, “If

they are my sons let them wait”; and he kept himself from them

for three years. At the end of this time he seated one of his

subjects on his throne, and having dressed himself in rags hid him-

self in a stable. When the hoys were brought into the throne

room, the queen’s son made no movement, for he knew from his

mirror that the man was not Solomon, but the otlier boy saluted

him that sat on the throne. Solomon peeped out of the stable, and

the queen’s son catching sight of him he went up to him and

saluted him. Then Solomon said, “My true son! The other is also

my son, but he is a fool." Solomon associated the queen’s son with

him in ruling the kingdom, and the people complained, and asked

him to send Menyelek back whence he came. The king said, “He is

my eldest son, let your eldest sons join him, and let them all go to

Ethiopia together”; to this they agreed.

Now there were two Arks in Jerusalem, the Ark of Michael

and the Ark of Mary, and Solomon told Menyelek to take the

Ark of Michael and depart. But Menyelek exchanged the covers

on the two Arks, and taking the cover of Michael and the Ark
of Mary he and his companions set out for Ethiopia. When
Solomon found out the deceit which his son had practised, he sent

messengers ordering him to give back the Ark of Mary
;
but

Menyelek refused to do so, and continued his journey. At Kazh
Kor the deacon who was carrying the Ark, Gabra Heywat, died,

and the Ark would not allow itself to be moved until he was
buried canonically. At length they reached Tigray and came to

Aksum, where the Devil was building a house in which to fight

God. The party arrived just at the moment when he had raised a

huge stone upright, but when they told him that Mary had come
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he ran away leaving the stone standing where it was. Then they

built a church to Mary with the stones that the Devil had

collected; the big stone is to be seen at Aksum to this day. The
stone here referred to is of course one of the well-known “obelisks”

of Aksum which have been described by Bruce, Bent, Littmann

and many other travellers.

The Kur’an, in the Surah on the Ant, tells the story of how the

Queen of Sheba w'as converted to Islam. The existence of the

queen was first made known to Solomon by the lapwing, who
reported to him that she and her people were Sun-worshippers.

Muslim writers call her Balkis, and make her the daughter of Al-

Hudhad ibn Sharhabll, or Sharabil ibn Malik, and a descendant of

Yarab ibn KahtSn; she is said to have been the twenty-second

ruler of Yaman. Solomon sent a letter to Balkis by the lapwing,

and the bird dropped it into her bosom when her army was

gathered about her. The letter was scented with musk and sealed

with the king’s famous seal. In it he ordered her not to fight

against him, but to surrender herself and her people to him, i.e. to

embrace Islam. The queen decided to send gifts to him, and

despatched to him 500 men slaves, 500 women slaves, 500 bricks

of gold, a gold crown set with pearls, and laige quantities of musk,

amber, etc. The boys who went with the gifts she dressed as girls

and the girls as boys, and they carried to Solomon an undrilled

pearl, and an onyx with a crooked hole in it. Solomon received

Balkis in a courtyard surrounded by a wall built of gold and

silver bricks, and when she entered it she saw there her throne

which she had locked up in a strong fort guarded by soldiers.

Solomon’s Wazir Asaf had pronounced the ineffable name of God,

and had thus brought the throne from Saba in the twinkling of an

eye. When the queen went into the palace she had to pass over a

glass floor laid over running water in which fish were swimming

;

thinking that she would have to step into the water she raised her

robe, and so discovered her hairy ass’s foot, which however Solomon

had already seen in his magic mirror. When the queen saw"

Solomon and his splendour she said, “I resign myself unto God,

the Lord of all creatures.” Solomon wished to marry her, but on

thinking of her ass’s leg he hesitated, and it is doubtful if he did so

even after the devils by means of a magic depilatory had removed
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all the hair from her leg. See the translations of the Kur’Sn by

Sale, Wherry and Rodwell.

THE ABYSSINIAN KING LISTS

The line of kings who were descended from Solomon and his

son by the Queen of Sheba was broken about A.D. 9S0, and for

about 300 years the throne was occupied by the Zagwe. After the

restoration of the Solomonic line about the middle of the 13th

century, great literary activity prevailed in Abyssinia, and during

the 14th century the chronologers and scribes compiled histories

of their country to which they prefixed lists of its kings from Adam
downwards. Their sources of information are unknown to us, but

though their King Lists bear evidence that many parts of them

were based upon legend and tradition, other parts suggest that the

scribes had access to chronological and historical documents of

some kind. It is probable that such documents were written in

Coptic or Arabic, and were brought into Abyssinia by the monks

who fled from Egypt and Nubia before the Arabs, and sought

asylum in Abyssinia. The Ethiopic MSS. in London, Paris and

Oxford contain several lists of kings, and an examination of these

shows that the Abysslnians never possessed an authoritative and

complete King List. Some lists give the names of the kings

beginning with Adam and ending with the kings who were reigning

when they were written. Others begin with David, king of Israel,

and end with reigning kings; and these make David's grandson,

'fibna Hakim, the first king of Aksum. In both classes many
variant spellings of names occur, and the order and numbers of the

kings are rarely the same. Both classes of King Lists make it

clear that in the 13th and 14th centuries the chronographers of

Abyssinia did not know how many kings had reigned over their

country, or the exact order of their succession. The kings who
reigned over Abyssinia from the time of MakedS, the Queen of

Sheba, to the present time may be divided into five groups, or if

we consider Adam to be the first king of the country, six.

I. The kings who reigned from Adam (b.C. SScx), when the

world was created) to ’6bna Hakim, or to give him his throne

name Menyelek I, about B.C. 950.
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II. The kings who reigned from Menyelek I to BazSn, or

Tazen, in the 8th year of whose reign Christ was boin.

III. The kings who reigned from Bazen to ’Abreha, who died

about A.r). 356 (?).

IV. The kings who reigned from ’Abreha to the time of the

break in the Solomonic line, about A.D. 950.

V. The Zagwe kings, who reigned from about a.d. 950 to

A.D. 1260.

VI. The kings who reigned after the Zagwe to the present

time.

Some chroniclers have declined to regard the Zagwe rulers of

Abyssinia as kings, and in consequence have omitted them from

the King Lists which they compiled.

The first Europeans to publish lists of the kings of Abyssinia

were Marianus Victor and Tellez, who flourished in the 17th

century; the list of the former contained about 132 names, and

that of the latter 99 names. Tellez laughed at the list of Marianus,

which included the names of the Zagwe kings, and the names of

some others which were wanting in his own list, and Ludolf {Hist.

Aetk. II. 5. 2) was justified in censuring Tellez for excluding the

Zagwe from his list

The next European to publish a list of Abyssinian kings was

Bruce, who spent much time, trouble and money in acquiring the

splendid Ethiopic MSS., now Nos. XXV—XXXII in the Bodleian

Library, Oxford. His list is based chiefly on the information which

he derived from native scribes, but he had no belief in its authenti-

city or completeness, and from his remarks in his Travels (ll. 1 18 f.)

it seems that he regarded the list he gave and all the others which

he saw as wholly untrustworthy. In 1809-10 Henry Salt compiled

a list of kings in much the same way as Bruce had done, and

printed it in his Voyage to Aiyssinia, London, 1814. According to

the lists of Bruce and Salt the kings of the first group of kings of

the Solomonic line were:

Bruce Years Salt Years

I Menilek, or David I 4 I Menilek, or Ibn Hakim 29

2 Hendedya, or 2 Za Hendedya I

Zagdur i

3 Awida 1

1

3 Awda II
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Bruce Years Salt Years

4 Aufyi 3 4 Za Awsyu 3

5 Saw^ 31 5 Za Tsawe 3. 10 m.

6 Gefaya IS 6 Za Gesyu Jaday

7 Katar IS 7 Za Maute 8. 4 m.

8 Mouta 20 8 Za Bahse 9

9 Bahas 9 9 Kawuda 2

10 Kawida 2 10 Kanazi 10

II Kanata 10 II Haduna 9
12 Katzina 9 12 Za-Wasih I

13 Wazeha I 13 Zah-dir 2

14 Hazer 2 14 Za Awzena I

IS Kalas 6 15 Za Ber-was 29

16 Solaya 16 16 Za Mahasi I

17 Falaya 26 17 Zabaesi Bazen 16

18 Aglebu 3 In the 8th year of his

19 Asisena I reign Christ was born.

20 Brus 29

21 Mohesa I

22 Bazen 16

22 kings reigned 231 (stc) 17 kings reigned 135 years

years. 10 months and | a day.

Bruce and Salt derived the names in these lists from a List of

the Kings of Aksum similar to that given in Brit Mus. MS.
Oriental No. 821, fol. 28 which is as follows:

Years
I Ebna ’fil-HakIm 24
2 Za Handadyu 8

3 Za ‘Aweda 11

4 Za ’AwesyS nhohlif't
3

S Za SawS‘ nAohd* 31

6 Za Gasyo ^ a day

7 ZaMawat HfiDoi'rt 20, I m.

8 Za Bahas IfflritAi 9

9 Za TSweda 2

10 Za Kanaz K+iH* 10

1 1 Za IJadena nihg/ti 9
12 Za Wanha
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13 Za tiadena

Years

2

14 Za Kal'aku HhA^h--* 6

IS Za Satyo 16

16 Za Filya 26

17 Za ’Aglebu HhlAO*! 3

18 Za ’Awsina I

19 Za Birwas IffLCfA: 29

20 Za MShele I

21 Za B’esI Bazen li'AhA.tOK’}: 16

22 kings reigned 228 years i month and J a day.

But between the first year of Menyelek’s reign to the birth of

Christ is a period of about 950 years, during which at least 63

kings, each reigning on an average 15 years, must have reigned.

Therefore each list only contains a selection of king’s names, a

fact which suggests either that the scribes did not know the names

of the other kings, or that they wilfully omitted to chronicle them.

Since the time of Bruce and Salt good authoritative lists of the

kings of this period have become available, and from among these

the following names are derived. The list A is taken from Brit.

Mus. MS. Oriental No. 821, fol. 362, and the list B from the

History of the Kings of Dabra Yahanes, edited by Conti Rossini

(Ricordi, Asmara, 1903).

A B

1 ’£bna Hakim X'flV * • i Menllek Ah * reigned 1

5

years

2 Tomas 2 Tomay or ’Ab-

R&kld ivH* I reigned

15 years

3 Zagdur WlfL.C* 3 Zagduru

4 ’AksumSy ^ihft‘®7jBi* 4 ’AksumSy

5 ’AwsayS hOhUf’t 5 'Awsabyos

6 Tahawasya

*

6 Handar (h*!

7 ’Abralyus 7 Ta’asya «

8 Warada Pah5y 8 Walda Mehrat iDA^>

9 Handadyo 9 Warada Dahay tOdfii
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A
10 WaradaNagashaiD^ftti^’fi*

11 ’Awesya hohiiyt

12 ’Elalyon ht^hff'Tr*

13 Tomas Dahay

14 Basyo

15 'Awetet Afll-TT*

16 ZawarlNebratrt*P^*'J'fl<!^**

17 Safay

18 Ramhay

19 Handu

20 Safelya

21 Aglebel A*7AfliAi

22 Bawawel H^fll'A*

23 Bawarls ttadht

24 MahasS oothAi

25 Nalke 9Alflf«

26 Tazen

In the 8th year of his reign

Christ was born.

B

10 ’Asanya

11 Ilalyos A,AAP*A*

12 Toma Seyon

13 Ba’os flli^As

14 ’Awestet hOhAWi
15 Zaware Nebrat HV&*

j'OZ'h*

16 Safay rt4-J6 *

17 Ramhay
18 Safalya

19 ’£ngeleb K^A’fle

20 Gawras 7<D*iIAi

21 Bawel AOhiis

22 Henden rVlR.7.

23 MahasI ®?AA,*

24 Laka Ah*

25 BSzen

In the 8th year of his reign

Chri.st was born.

THE KINGS FROM BAZEN TO 'ABREHA (FROM THE
NATIVITY TO B.c. 333)

Bruce’s List (Travels, ii. 141) = List in Brit. Mos. MS. Or. 821

1 Bazen

2 Tzenaf Segued

3 Garima Asferi

4 Saraada

5 Tzion

6 Sargai

7 Bagamai

8 Jan Segued

9 Tzion Heges

10 Moal Genha

11 SaifAraad

12 Agedar

13 Abreha and Atzbeha

1 Tazen (sic)

2 Senfa Arad KT^d.thC6g:t

3 Baher [A]sgad

4 Germa’Asfare *7C^iAAA<i&t

5 Sharguay

6 Zar’ay IlChfiii

7 Sabe’ ’Asgad A'flhihAlft't

8 Seyon Geza

9 ’Agdur

10 Senfa 'Ar'ad

11 ’Abreha and ’Asbeha hUCYt
tah^’Oeht
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The TXrIK published by Conti Rossini gives the following

variant:

I Bazen 6 Sabe’ 'Asgad rt'flJit

2 Germa Sor

whose throne name was

Kaleb hA.'ll'

3 Sharguay s

4 Zaray tU'ft"

5 Seyon Geza if

Salt’s List ( Voyage, p. 401)

Years

I Za Senalu 26

2 Za Lea 10

3 Za Masenh 6

4 Za Sutuwa 9

S Za Adgaba 10. 6m.

6 Za Agba 6m.

7 Za Mails 6

8 Za Hakale 13

9 Za Demah^ 10

10 Za Awtet 2

1 1 Za Elawda 30

12 Za Zigen and Rema 40

13 Za Gafale I

14 Za Baesi serk 4

15 Za Elasguaga 76

16 El Herka 21

7 ’Ahendir

8 Tazer jf'ttCi whose throne

name was Sayfa ’Ar’ad

9 ’AbrehS and ’Asbeha

List in Brit. Mus. Or. 821,

fol. 28 6

Years

1 Za Sartu WfllCrtl*® 26

2 Za L’as H/ihtt* 10

3 ZaMusenehll<n»*fl.^Ai 6

4 [Za] Shetet * 9

5 Za ’AdgasS 16. 6m,

6 Za ’Agabos tih^Phi 6m.

7 Za Malik Hootijn • 4 (?)

8 Za ^akll II'h4*A«i 13

9 Za DemShe 10

10 Za 'Awtet 2

11 Za El-‘Aweda HhA:

30

12 Bezta and Zem5re

I 20 [each?]

13 Za Gafali i

14 Za Be’si Sark H'flKA.i

flea's 4
15 Za Ela-Azgwagwa

76

16 [Za]Ela-Herka[lI]?Uii

(IhCht 21
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Salt’s List ( p. 401) List in Brit. Mus. Or, 821,

{continued')

Years

fol. 28 b {continued)

Years

17 Za Baesi tsawera i 17 Za Be’si 1S.aweza 11*11

I't I

18 Za Wakena 2 days 18 Za Wakna llffllfl*?* 2 days

19 Za Hadus 4m. 19 Za Hadawcsa Hrli^

Ohiit 2m.

20 El Segel 2 20 Za Ela-Sagal HKA:
A7Ai

3

21 El Asfeh 14 21 Za Ela ’Asfeha H?iA«

10

22 El Tsegaba 23 22 Za Ela S^ab IfXAi

23

23 El Semera 3 23 Za Ela Samra IfhA*

3

24 El Abreha or'

Aizana and
26. 6m.

24 Za Ela 16

2S El Atzbeha 25 Za Ela Eskeiidl HKA>

or Saizana

.

1 36

26 El Aiba 16 26 Za Ela S^b2.m l/KA>

Xrh9”i 9

27 El Iskandi 36 27 Za Ela S§n HJiAiftl* 13

28 El Tshemo 9 28 Za Ela ’Ayga llhiii

18

29 El San 13 29 Za Ela 'Amida IfKAc

30. 8m.

30 El Alga 18 30 Za Ela 'Ahyawa HAAi

3

31 El Ameda 40, 8m. 31 Za Ela t

’Arbeba

H}iA>

hc-nAit

32 El Ahiawya 3 32 Za Ela
j

fflAJC

'Asbehal 'fl#h*

whose mother was

’Eguala ’AnbasS

26. 6m.
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THE KINGS FROM 'ABREHA TO DELNA'AD (a.d. 333—960)

Bruce {Travels^ II. 141) and Salt {Voyage, p. 427) give the

following lists

:

Bruce

1 Asfeha

2 Arphad

3 Amzi

4 Araad

5 Saladoba

6 Alamida

7 Tezhana

8 Caleb (a.d. 522)

9 Guebra Maskal

10 Constantine

ri Bazzer

12 Azbcha

13 Armaha

14 Jan Asfeha

15 Jan S^ued

16 Fere Sanai

17 Aderaaz

18 Aizor

19 Del Naad (a.d. 960)

Salt

1 Ameda
2 Tazena

3 Caleb

4 Guebra Mascal

5 Constantinus

6 Wusen Segued

7 Frd Sennai

8 Adreraz

9 Akul Woodem
10 Grim Sofer

11 Zergaz

12 Degna Michael

13 Bakr-Akla

14 Gouma

15 Asgoungtim

16 Let-um

17 Thala-tum

18 Woddo Giish

19 Izoor

20 Didum
21 Woodm asfar

22 Armah

23 Degna Jan

24 Ambasa Woodim

25 Dilnaad

The first of the following list (A) is taken from Brit. Mus. MS.

Or. 821, and agrees substantially with that given in the Chronicle

published by Basset {Aiudes, p. 97 f.), and the second from the

TArIk published by Conti Bossini.

A
’Abreha K'flCV*

’Asfeh

’Arfed

B

’Asbeha

’Asfeh lifliithi

’Arfasked
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A
’Amsc fOTA.!

Saladoba AAhAa<

’Al- Ameda

Tazcna sf'lLVs

Kaleb hA»’fls

Gabra Maskal 7'flil«flnA4’A*

Kuostantinos •khm'iauVti*

Wasan Sagad

Fere ShatiSy ^AsiP'S'^s

'Adre’az hR-ChUs

Alda Wedetn hTflA‘ah^9“t

Germs Safar "JC®7*fl^C*

Zergaz TfCpTH

DegnaMlkaSl^*7V «
"t,hA.Ai

Baher IklS fl/hCs/k,hA«

Gum7*J'®«

’AsguomgQm }ih‘h9”’h9"t

Letem

Talatem *

‘Ods SSsa Aif«

’Ayzur hjE-lPCi

Dedem

Wededem

Wedem ’Asfare ahf^9°*

hlldt&t

Armah hC“7A*

Degna Jan

’Anbasa Wedem }i7nA(

tP^g^jTi

Delna’ad

B
Ams5
’Aladcb hA^,‘'n«

’Almeda ^A"7.^J

Tazena jf'lhVt

ICaieb hft.-ni 40 years

Gabra Maskal ’I'Odi aoA^^s

40 years

Yeshak (Constantine)

Fere Shanaya

Wasan Sagad fflflj’Jsrtlft’s

Degna Mikael JC‘‘7‘«'*‘TLhfcAs

Deraz JtATt

«

Degzan

Germa Sdr ^C®?* AC«

’Aksla Wedem A * •

Bslira’EkSla n;)i^iA.hAi

GQm
'AshSgam hSf?*?"*

Latem •

Talatem 'l’A'Tl*i>*e

’Adlisha

’Ayzur hfitbC 1 reigned a day

'Awdamdem hahfiirx;9^i

Wedem Masfere <D*Jt^*ODA

’Armah ttC"7fht

DegjSn

’Anbasa Wedem JiT'flA • ah^9“t

DelnS'sd jEtA'i^J^T' he reigned.

40 years
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THE ZAGWE

About the middle of the loth century, whilst Delna’ad was

reigning, a religious revolution broke out in Abyssinia, with far-

reaching consequences. The authors of the revolution were the

Falashas, who weie of Jewish origin and practised Judaism, and

the Zagwe, a tribe or section of the Agaws, who were Christians.

The Abyssinian Chronicles make no mention of any revolution,

but the King Lists say that after Delna’ad, the kingdom passed to

“another people who were not of the tribe of Israel" AhAh*
ATI-n * hA * KM' * I hAAh>A:. These successors of

Delna’ad are everywhere in the Chronicles called “Zagwe,” or

“Zagwa,” and modern historians have written the most strange and

contradictory things about them. The traditions recorded by Bruce

(^Travels, II. p. 167) state that the leader of the revolution was a

princess called Judith (some say Esther, and the natives called her

'Esat hA^-* U “Fire”), who was the wife of the governor of the

district of Bugna near LSsta. She determined to overthrow the

Christian Religion, and with it Delna’ad, who was descended from

the Queen of Sheba and King Solomon, and to set her son on the

throne instead of Delna’ad who was then an infant. She caused her

emissaries to take the guardians of the rock of Damo, where the

royal princes were kept shut up, by surprise, and it is said that she

murdered 400 of them. Some loyal subjects took the child

Delna’ad, the only survivor of his race, to Shoa, where he was

received kindly and taken under the protection of the principal

chiefs of that province. Judith seized the throne and reigned for

40 years, during which time she laid waste Aksum, and covered the

whole country with the ruins of churches and monasteries. The

Abyssinians agree that the whole period of her leign was “one

scene of murder, violence and oppression.” On the death of Judith

the throne passed to her descendants, and these were kinsmen of

the group of kings who succeeded them, and were members of a

noble family of Lasta. Among the last named were Christian

kings like Ltllbala, whose name is, and always has been, held in

great veneration throughout the country, but they were not of the

race of Solomon, and the Abyssinian Annals do not include them

among the rightful kings of the country. The Chronicles say the
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ZSgwe kings were eleven in number, but they omit any mention of

Judith, and that their rule lasted for a period of 3S4 years. Bruce

was so much troubled by the difference in the characters and deeds

of earlier and later Zagwe kings that he divided them into two

groups, one containing five Jewish, or pagan kings, the descendants

of Judith, and the other six Christian kings, from a noble family of

Lasts. As eleven kings are said to have reigned 354 years, the

average length of each king’s reign was a little over 3 3 years, which

is far too high. But the whole period of the Zagwe is, as Bruce

said, “involved in darkness.”

Such is the story of Queen Judith and her evil deeds which

Bruce was told by the Abyssinians towards the close of the

1 8th century. He had doubts about its authenticity, but he

accepted it on the whole. His belief was not influenced by what

European authors might say or had said about it, for they could

have had no other authorities than those which he had seen
;
there-

fore any difference between their version and hi.s must be the “fruit

of idle imagination, and ill-founded conjectures of thoir own,” Salt

( Voye^e, p. 4;'2) recorded the existence of the woman Gudit who

overthrew the reigning dynasty and destroyed Ak.sum, and subse-

quent writers were for many years content to follow Bruce and

Salt. De Castro {Nella Terra dei Negtts, l. p. 100) thinks that

Gudit (Giuditta) overthrew the Aksumilc dynasty, and formed a

new kingdom, probably Jewish, in Lasta. And Morid [Histoire, n.

p. 181) states boldly that she was a FalSsha or Jewish queen, and

that she and her daughter Judith II formed the Falgsha Dynasty

which lasted from 937-977. Further, that she removed the seat of

government to Lasts, that she destroyed Aksum, and that her

“bloody persecutions of the Christians,” and the supporters of the

legitimate dynasty have stirred up all Abyssinia against her, Morid

says that Judith II was called Terda'e Gabaz, but Mariano Vittorio

only mentions one Judith, and it is to her that he gives the name
Terda’e Gabaz.

We may now consider what evidence exists which would

support or modify the above story. Renaudot translates {Hist Pat.

Ahx., Paris, 1713, p, 381) a passage from the work of an Arab
writer who mentions a queen who ruled over Ethiopia in the

loth century. This passage is found in a letter which was sent by
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the king of Abyssinia to George of Nubia, asking him to use liis

influence with Philotheus, Patriarch of Alexandria (981-1002), so

that he might send an Abuna to his country, which had been with-

out one for a long time. And the king goes on to speak of a queen

who has invaded the country and is burning the towns and

destroying the churches, and has driven the king from one place to

another. For the Arabic text see Guidi, Giomale della Soc. Asiat.

Italiana, tom. ill. pp. 164-181. No name is given to this queen, but

she is described as a queen who follows the Jewish religion din al-

Yahudtyah. The early readers of the Arabic text blundered because

these two words were indistinctly written, and Yahiidiyah suggested

to them the name Judith, which they proceeded to bestow upon

the queen. Whether the queen was a Jewess or not cannot be

verified, but she was certainly no Christian, for in another passage

in the letter quoted by Conti Rossini {Sulla Dinastia Zagui, Rome,

1897) the king says that he is afraid that the Christian Religion

din Na^rdniyali will be rooted out and destroyed among them.

From these two passages we may conclude that the queen was a

pagan and that she was not called Judith. In answer to the king’s

demand for an AbQna the Patriarch sent one Daniel, and after the

arrival of this ecclesiastic the Arabic text says that the “govern-

ment of this woman came to an end.” But Perruchon thinks ( Vie

de Lalibala, Paris, 1892, p. xii), and Rossini agrees with him (Sulla

Dinastia Zague), that the words which Guidi emended into din

al-Yahiidiyah should be read Bam al-Haghwiyah, and would

translate “Queen of the sons of tlie Haghwiyah," i.e. the original

inhabitants of the country, or the Agaw. Rossini clinches the

matter by pointing out that the word Haghwiyah would be

correctly transcribed in Ethiopic letters by Hagwa, and that

the scribe confusing H with H, i.e, Ht with Z§, wrote Zagwa
instead of HSgwa. As for the name of the queen the Arabic text

gives it as "Eve.” We are now pretty certain that the

queen was called Eve, and tliat she was probably a pagan, and in

the eyes of the king of Abyssinia a heretic, and that she belonged

to the great ZSgwa tribe of the Agaw. If she had any religion at

all it was almost certainly Jewish in character. Hal4vy points out

that all the ZSgwe princes save one bore Christian names (Reuue

des £,tudesJuives, 1889, p. 457).
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Returning to Bruce’s narrative {Travels, ll. p. 173) we arc told

that whilst the Zagwe were reigning at LSsta the line of Solomon

had been continued at Slioa from Delna’ad who had escaped the

massacre of princes at Damo under Judith, Now one of the last

Zagwe kings was Na’akuelo La’ab, a just and peaceable prince, and

the famous ascetic Takla HaymanSt proposed to him that he should

abdicate in favour of Yekueno ’Amlak, a prince of Shoa of the

Solomonic line. The ZSgwe king agreed to the proposal and a

treaty was drawn up to this effect with the following stipulations

;

I. That Na'akueto La’ab should resign in favour of Yekueno

’Amlak.

II. That in return estates in Lasts were to be transferred to

him and his heirs for ever
;
that his titles should be King of Lasta

and King of ZSgwe; that he should be free from tax, service,

homage, and demands of all kinds, and his descendants likewise

;

that he should sit on a gold stool equal in size to that of the king

of Abyssinia; that the globes of his flags and the points of the

spears of his bodyguard should be of silver
;
and that he should

have two silver kettledrums as marks of his sovereignty.

III. That one-third of the kingdom should be ceded absolutely

to the Abuna for the maintenance of his stale and dignity, and the

support of the churches and clergy, monasteries and monks. The
year when this arrangement was made was the first of the " Era of

Separation.”

IV. That no native Abyssinian should thereafter be chosen as

Abuna, even though he was chosen by the Patriarch of the Copts

and sent to Abyssinia from Cairo. If the man chosen was a

foreigner he would have to become naturalized.

Wonderful to relate this treaty was faithfully observed for nearly

500 years, but it was broken in 1768 during the war of Begamder

by Alio Fafil, who murdered treacherously the prince of the Zagwe,

The gift of one-third of the country to the Abuna has been dimin-

ished from time to time under various pretexts of the kings,

A little light is thrown on the history of the period by the

following extract from the TArIK of Dabra LibSnos (ed. Rossini,

p. S) : “Now Delna’ad was troubled by his daughter, because his

faithful (or, believing) ones told him that she would seize his king-

dom. And the king said, ‘ If she would seize my kingdom cast her
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into the sea ’
; and they cast her into the sea placed in a wooden

chest. And there was a young- man, a servant of the king, of the

men of the city of Hamasen
;
and that young man whose name was

Takla Haymanot took out that maiden secretly (?). And he said to

the king, ‘ O my Lord, swear to me that thou wilt fulfil for me my
heart’s desire’; and the king swore to Takla Haymanot that he

would do what he wanted done. And after the king had sworn to

him Takla Playmanot said to him, ‘ Give me thy daughter.’ And the

king was sorry both for the sake of his oath and because of that

daughter, and he gave her to him with great difficulty {i.e. reluc-

tance), and he set the young man over this city. And as Takla

Haymanot was walking through the city over which he had been

appointed, all the soldiers of the king followed him, for the king

was angiy and had given them orders to seize Takla Haymanot,

and when they were unable to do so, the king himself went to fight

with him. And Takla Haymanot killed Delna'ad and seized the

kingdom, and he took the kingdom of Israel.

Now the name of Takla Haymanot as king was ' Zawege.’ And
he begot three men children and one girl. The name of one boy

was Janseyum, of another Germaseyum, of the third Gemp5wedam6
,

and the name of the girl was Terde’ana Gabaz

Takla Haymanot reigned 40 years, Janseyum reigned 40 years,

GermSseyum reigned 40 years, Gempawedamo reigned 40 years,

Yemreha reigned 40 years, Gabra Maryam reigned 40 years,

Lalibala reigned 40 years, Na’akueto La’ab reigned 40 years,

Yetbarak reigned 9 years. These are they who reigned righteously.

The period during which these nine reigned was 343
years. And Lalibala said unto Maskal KebrS his wife, ‘ Go thou to

the country of H^iniSsen.’ And she went, taking her child Tasfa

lyasus Walda Dewabana’ad(?) to Yekueno 'Amlak. And the king-

dom of Israel returned to YekuenS ’Amlak, who reigned 15 years.”

According to this narrative the princess who conspired against

Delna’ad was his own daughter whom, much against his will, he

gave to one of his soldiers or servants called Takla Haymanot to

wife, Talrla HSymanot was not an Israelite, and he only obtained

the kingdom after killing his father-in-law. The name of the

princess he married is not given, but his daughter was called

Terde’ana-Gabaz, As his royal name he adopted "Zawege," and
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this became the name of his dynasty, which, however, only

contained nine kings, and not eleven as the King Lists say. We
may note that in one of the Paris MSS. (No. 64) the Zagwe

are said to have been five in number, and that the period of their

rule began in 114S or 1147, and ended in 1268 or 1270. The
princess was a Christian and not a pagan like the alleged Judith,

or Eve, and her descendants would probably have Christian

sympathies, though their father was no Israelite. Her sons leigned

and she undoubtedly helped to found a dynasty, if the story told

above is to be believed. In it we have no mention of the burning

of towns and churches, and the destruction of Aksum, and

nothing is said about a treaty between the last or last but one of

the Zagwe and Yekueno ’Amlak. Still both traditions are found in

the Ethiopic manuscripts, and who is to say which of the two more

nearly represents the truth ?

Whilst the Zagwe kings were reigning at Lasts Delna’ad and

his successors were reigning at Shoa
;
the names of the kings of the

contemporaneous dynasties are as follows ;

The zagwe
(Bruce, Travels, II. p. 45)

Pagans (?)

Totadem

Jan Shum
Garima Shum
Harbai

Marari

Christians

Tecla Haimanout

Kedus Harb6

Itibarek

Lalibala

I meranha Christos

Naacueto Laab

Kings at Shoa
(Basset, J^tndes, p. 98)

Mahbara Wedem
Agbea Seyon

Senfa Ar ad «"><£.

Nagasha ZSie

'Asfeh

Ya'akob

Bahr ’Asgsd

’Edem 'Asgad

Yekuno ’Amlak

' In the TAbIk of Dabra LibSnSs we have i 3 Aft

6hahf:"1sAlfit
7
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Then follows the lemark "These are the 44 SffflS kings (t,e. the

whole list of the Shoa kings), and one woman whose name was

Masoba Wark

The ZagwE
I 2

The TArIic of

Brit. Mus. MS. Or. 821, fol. 28^ Dabra LIbanOs

Years Years

Takla HaymSnot 3 * 40
Tatadem 40

Jan Sheyum "VJ*/*'?9“ * 40 tT'JAPJT"* 40
Germs Sheyum 40 40
Yemrehna Krestos jR9”CUisyiCA^/l ' 40 40
Kedus Harbe 4’^*A«rhCflis 40 j&y"cyt 40
Lalibala AA.flAi 40 40
Na’akueto La’ab VAh'd?*! AAfle 48 AA.nA« 40
Yetbarak 40 yKh*-'¥‘« aK'H* 40
MayrSrl 15 9
Qarbay rhCflj&' 8 These are they who
The total duration of their reigns reigned righteously.

was 354 years, and they were The period during

eleven in number. which these nine

reigned was 343
(stc) years.

It will be seen that the list in the TArIK omits Tatadem, Kedus

5arbe, Mayrarl and Idarbay, and inserts Gempawedem and Gabra

Maryam.

The reader has now before him a list of the kings of Abyssinia

who reigned from B.c. 5500 to A,D. 1268 or 1270. The various

sections of this list have been taken from the list which is found in

the Bodleian MS. No. xxvi, fol. loo, and which agrees with the

lists given in Basset’s Etudes, and in the Bodleian MSS. Nos. XXVIII

and XXIX, and the Bibl. Nat. MS. No. 141, and in the Brit, Mus.

MS. No. 821, fol. 36. in the Bodleian MS. No. xxvi, fol. 90, there

is another list which professes to give a list of the kings of Aksum,

and which agrees with the lists found in Brit. Mus. MS. fol. 28, the

Bibl. Nat. MS. No. 143, the d’Abbadie MS. No. 118, The total
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number of the names given in the lists as reigning between

B.C, 5SOO and A.D. 1268 is less than 200; therefore each king

reigned on an average 34 years, which is impossible. And scores of

kings must have reigned besides these. It may be that the lists

only contain the names of the kings who were descended from the

Hebrews, and that the scribes made no attempt to record the names

of those who were of purely native, unmixed origin. Racial and

religious feeling was always very intense in Abyssinia. The First

period of Abyssinian History (B.C. 5500

—

B.C. 1000) is mythical;

the Second period (B.C. 1000 to the Nativity) is traditional, or

legendary; the Third period (the Nativity to A.D. 1268) is semi-

historical ;
and Abyssinian History only begins with the accession

of Yekuno ’Amlak in 1268 or 1370. All Abyssinian tradition, and

the most ancient manuscripts call him the “restorer” of the

Solomonic dynasty. But Conti Rossini, one of the first authorities

on Abyssinia and her languages and history, regards this dynasty

as comparatively modern. He says, “In realitk, la dinastia

salomonien h recente : essa non rimonta oltre la seconda met^i del

secolo xni...in lui devesi ravvisare il fondatorc della dinastia”

(^Sullct. Dinastia, p. II). The names of the kings who reigned from

A.D. 1268 to the present time are given each at the head of the

section devoted to him in the historical summary in the following

pages.

TH£ LEGEND.ARY HISTORY OF ABYSSINIA

According to a tradition current everywhere in Abyssinia and

universally accepted, Abyssinian History begins with the founding

of the city of Aksum. One form of the tradition says that MalakyS.

’Aksum, the son of ’Aksumawi, the grandson of Aethiopis (after

whom the country took its name), the great-grandson of Kush, and

the great-great-grandson of Noah, had six sons, and that they were

the "fathers of Aksum," whatever that may mean. Their names

were Sum, Nafas, Bagi'o, KudukI, ‘Akhoro and Farsheba, and each

settled down there on his own land. Hence it was believed that

Aksum was founded within a century after the Flood, and the

tradition indicates that the town, even at that early period, had a

special significance for the Abyssinians. How and why it acquired

this significance it is impossible to say, but there must have been
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some good reason for it. Some time later the town acquired special

importance as the home of ’Angabo, who slew in it the dragon

Wainaba, that came there from Tamben to the south of Aksum,
and buried him there, the grave of the monster being known at the

present day. ’Angabo and his descendants reigned there for two

hundred years, among them being Maljgda, the "Queen of the

South,’’ who visited Solomon in Jerusalem. From the “ Book of

Aksum ’’ mucli is to be learnt concerning the history and importance

of the city in later times. Bruce mentions this work in his Travels,

e.g. I. p. 120, but the “ Book of Axum” to which he refers is really

the Kebra Nagast, or the " Book of the Glory of Kings,’’ and it is

very doubtful if he ever saw or heard of the Book now to be

described. The " Mashafa 'Aksum ” is a large work which contains a

description of the city of Aksum and its churches, obelisks, wells,

etc., and then goes on to speak of the Cathedral, and the building of

it, and its glories, and adds a list of its endowments made by kings

and others, and its estates, properties, etc. The Ethiopic texts have

been edited, with French translations, by Conti Rossini, "Liber

Axumae,’’ in Corpus Scriptorum Christianorum Orientalium (Series

Altera, tom, VIII. Paris, 1909-10). According to this work the

“ Church of our Mother Syon,” the Cathedral of Aksum, was first

built at Mdzeber, where the tomb of Aethiopis was, and it remained

there for a long time. When MakSda came to the throne, she made

many changes and built (f.«. rebuilt) the town in the territory of

‘Aseba and it was for this reason that the Book (r'.e. Bible)

calls her "Queen of Saba,’’ and also "Queen of ’Azeb’’ {i.e. South).

The visit of Ma^eda to Solomon has already been described (see

p. 196) and the circumstances by which her son ’Ebna IJakim, or

Menyelek (I) became king of Abyssinia may now be summarized.

When the prince was twelve years old he asked his friends who

his father was, and they told him Solomon. He asked his mother the

same question several times, and as the result of his importunity

she admitted the fact, but told him Solomon’s country was a long

way off, and travelling thither difficult, and suggested to him that

he was better where he was. Ten years later, when he had grown

into a handsome man, and had become a skilled horseman and bold

hunter of wild beasts, he announced to his mother that he was

going to see his father Solomon. Thereupon Maljeda summoned
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TSmrln, her chief man of affairs, and told him to lake her son to

Jerusalem to see the king and to bring him back to rule over the

land. She had decided to abolish the matriarchate, and that hence-

forward her son and his seed after him should be the kings of her

country. She had also put down idolatry and suppressed the art of

the diviners, and commanded her son to root out any man who

worshipped the heavenly bodies and practised divination. But she

coveted the possession of the fringes of the Ark of the Covenant in

Jerusalem. As her son was starting on his journey she took him

aside, and gave him the ring which Solomon had taken from his little

finger and given to her, so that the king might have no doubt

about the young man being his son.

Then ’Ebna Hakim set out on his journey and arrived in Gaza,

and the people knew at once from his form and features that he

was the son of Solomon
;
some went so far as to say that he was

Solomon himself, and sent messengers to find out whether the king

was in Jerusalem or not. Finding him there they reported to him

that a merchant had arrived in Gsza who was the image and

counterpart of himself. In answer Solomon sent off a party to

bring the merchant to him, and when they returned with him, and

brought him into the royal presence, the king knew at once that

the young man was his son. And he embraced him and kissed him

on his forehead and mouth and eyes, and said, “ He is handsomer

than I am, and his form and stature are those of David, my father,

in his early manhood." Then he arrayed him in gorgeous apparel,

and gave him a belt of gold and set a crown on his head, and a

ring on his finger, and seated him with him on the throne as his

equal. And the people said, "He is an Israelite of the seed of

David, being fashioned perfectly in the likeness of his father's form

and appearance; we are his servants, and he shall be our king.”

Then ’£bna IJakIm gave to Solomon the ring which he had brought

from his mother, and asked in return for a portion of the fringe of

the covering of the Ark of the Covenant so that the MakSdS and
her subjects might worship it for ever. After a time TSmrln took a

message to Solomon from Msk^da, saying, " Take the young man,

anoint him, consecrate him, bless him, and 5,end him away in peace,"

But to send him back to his mother was not Solomon’s intention,

and he took every opportunity of impressing upon him that it was
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better for him to live with him in the country where the Tabernacle

of the Law of God was than in Sheba
j
and he arrayed him in

splendid apparel of gold and silver, and sent him dainty meats

morning and evening. Now the luxury with which Solomon sur-

rounded him, and the life in Jerusalem did not appeal to ’Ebna

Hakim, and he told Solomon that he wanted to get back to the

mountains of the land of his mother, and he repeated his petition

for a gift of a piece of the fringe of the covering of the Ark of the

Covenant. In vain Solomon remonstrated with him, and promised

him the kingdom of Israel after his own death, for his son replied,

“ My lord, it is impossible for me to abandon my country and my
mother

; I swore to her by her breasts that I would return to her

quickly, and that I would not marry a wife here.” When Solomon

realized how inflexible was his son’s determination, he summoned

his councillors and confessed to them that he could not persuade

his son to remain in Jerusalem. He then proposed to them to make

’£bna Hakim king of Ethiopia, and that each of them should send

his eldest son with him to serve him in that country in the same

way that their fathers served Solomon in Jerusalem. And to this

the councillors agreed.

Then they took ’fibna Hakim into the Holy of Holies, and he

laid his hands on the horns of the altar, and Zadok the priest,

assisted by Joas (Benaiah) anointed him king, and bestowed upon

him the name of David. And they set the young man on Solomon’s

mule, and he rode about the city amid the blowing of horns, the

beating of drums, the twanging of harps, and the pipings of flutes

and pipes. Cries of joy and gladness filled the air everywhere, and

the people cried out to him "Bah,” i.e,
" Hail 1 Long Life." A little

later Zadok instructed him in the way in which he should rule his

kingdom, and imparted to him a summary of the Religious, Moral

and Civil Law of Israel. And Solomon gave to his son horses and

chariots, camels, mules, wagons, gold and silver, byssus and purple,

gems, pearls, and semi-precious stones, and in fact everything

necessary for the founding of Israel’s new kingdom in Ethiopia,

And the councillors prepared their eldest sons for their journey to

Ethiopia, but though they pretended to Solomon that they were

doing it with good will, they cursed him for robbing them of their

sons. The names of the young noblemen who were selected to go
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with ’fibna I.lalclm, or David II, are given in full in the Kebra

Naga&t, § 43. (Budge, Qtieen of Sheba, p. 61,)

HOW ’£bna hakim stole the ark of the covenant

Whilst preparations for the departure of ’Ebna Hakim weie

being carried on hurriedly, the young nobles who were to leave their

native land met together to discuss their positions and their future,

which they regarded with foreboding and dismay, for it was clear

to them that they were going into perpetual exile. Most of all they

dreaded leaving the city where dwelt the Ark of the Covenant, and

the Shrine of Zion, the veritable abode of God Himself, and the

going to a country where there was no God. After much discus.sion

Azarias, the son of Zadok the priest, having sworn all his fellow

emigrants to the greatest secrecy, said to them, “ Let us take with

us our Lady Zion, ie. the Ark of the Covenant, when we depart.

How shall we take Her ? I will show you how to do this. If you

adopt my plan, and will carry it out, we shall be able to take our

Lady with us. If they find out what we are doing, and slay us, let

us not trouble about that, for we shall die for our Lady." Azarias

then collected money from his companions, and went to a carpenter

and told him to make him planks for a framework of good wood of

exactly the same size as the Ark of the Covenant, saying that he

intended to use it as a raft should the vessel they were going to sail

in sink. When the carpenter brought the planks for the framework

to Azarias he took them to the sanctuary of Zion ar^d hid them

under the covering of the Ark. Acting under the instruction of an

angel who appeared to him that night, he told 'fibna Hakim to ask

his father’s permission to offer up a sacrifice to the Ark, the Lady
Zion, before he left Jerusalem. When Solomon heard his son’s

request he rejoiced, and gave him 100 bulls, 100 oxen, 10,000 sheep,

10,000 goats, and large quantities of bread and flour, and com-

manded that Azarias should present the offering to the Ark, On
the night after the offering was made Azarias, accompanied by the

Lord, called his friends, and they took the planks of wood and went

into the sanctuary—now they found all the doors unlocked and
open—and laid them down by the side of the Ark, Then four of

them lifted up the Ark and carried it into the house of Azarias, and
hid it in the ground, and set lamps to mark its place, and sacrificed
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sheep, and burnt incense to it. Spreading a purple covering over it

they left it there hidden for seven days and seven nights. This

done Azarias returned to the sanctuary, and he and his companions

put together the planks on the place where the Ark had stood, and

covered the wooden framework, which was of exactly the same size

as the Ark, with the covei'ing which had been on the Ark, and then

Azarias having the keys locked all the doors, both the inner and

the outer, and he and his friends went to their houses. When every-

thing was ready ’Ebna Hakim went and bade his father farewell

and received his blessing.

Before Azarias and his party set out on the road they set the

Ark they had stolen upon a wagon, together with a mass of stores

and dirty clothes heaped about it so that the people might not

recognize it. Immediately before their departure Solomon, remem-

bering the petition of Makeda that a portion of the fringe of the

covering of the Ark might be sent to her, told Zadok the priest to

go and bring to him the covering that was on the Ark, and to lay

on the Ark instead a new covering which he gave him. Zadok went

and brought the covering to Solomon, and he gave it to his son,

who rejoiced exceedingly. Then the wagons and beasts were loaded

up, and ’£bna Hakim and his party set out on their journey under

divine auspices. Michael the Archangel marched in front, and made

a way for them by land and by sea, and his wings screened them

from the fierce heat of the sun. Neither man nor beast touched the

ground as they travelled, for they and the loaded wagons were

lifted bodily into the air, some a span and some a cubit, and through

the might of Michael no one suffered from fatigue or from the

discomfort which usually accompanies travelling. The party halted

at Gaza, which Solomon had given to Makeda when she visited

him, and a day later they arrived in Egypt, having travelled in

one day the distance which caravans took thirteen days to cover.

There Azarias and his fellow-conspirators revealed to 'fibna H^klm
the fact that they had stolen the Ark of the Covenant and had it

with them there. They told him that it could not be sent back,

and that Solomon could not seize it, for the Ark had come of its

own free will, which was the Will of God. Then they dressed the

Ark for him to see, and thanking God for His mercies he stood up

before it, and he capered about before it like a young sheep and a
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kid of the goats, and his men clapped their hands and pranced

about and smote the ground with their feet like "young bulls.”

Then he saluted the Ark and made obeisance to it, and prophesied

before it, and rejoiced greatly. Then Azarias and his men dressed

the Ark in purple, and set it upon a wagon, and the trumpeters

and drummers and players on pipes made great music, and the

people shouted and cried out, and even the Brook of Egypt was

astonished at their rejoicings. The cat-headed and dog-headed

idols, and the statues of the gods, and the pylons and obelisks fell

down and were broken in pieces when Zion, the Ark, approached

them.

When the party resumed their journey, men, beasts and wagons

weie again lifted up above the ground to the height of a cubit, and

when they crossed the Red Sea this height was increased to three

cubits, and the fish came up out of the sea, and the birds gathered

together, and all creatures sang praises to Zion. The party halted

opposite Mount Sinai whilst the angels sang praises, and then they

passed on through MedySna and came to Bolontos, and the frontier

of Ethiopia.

Meanwhile Solomon had related to Zadok, the high priest, the

dream which he had had on the night of his union with tlie Queen

of Sheba, and when the aged man realized what it portended his

knees began to tremble, for he suspected that the Ark bad been

carried off to Ethiopia. When Solomon asked him if he had looked

to see if the Ark was there when he laid the new covering upon it,

he said that he had not, and the king told him to go at once and

find out. When the high priest entered the sanctuary he found

there nothing but the hollow wooden framework which Azarias

had substituted for the Ark, and he swooned and fell to the ground.

When Solomon heard that the Ark had been stolen he sent out

horsemen to pursue Azarias and his party, and in due course he

himself with a company of soldiers set out on the road to Ethiopia,

and arrived in Egypt. There he questioned the subjects of Pharaoh

about his son’s party, and they told him that they had left Eg)'pt

nine days previously. Disappointed and depressed Solomon re-

turned to Jerusalem, and he and the elders wept bitterly over the

loss of the Ark.

When ’febna ^iaklm arrived off the coast of Ethiopia, he sent
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messengers by ship to announce their safe arrival and to report

that they had brought with them the Ark of the Covenant, the

Lady Zion. The queen sent out a herald to proclaim the glad

tidings, and she and her soldiers set out to meet the young king.

They marched to the “City of the Government,” i.e. to Aksum, and

there she made ready to leceive him. Her son came by the

’Azyaba Road to Wakerom, thence to Masas and Bur, and thence

to Aksum, which the queen herself had built and called Dabra
MAKiDA, When the queen saw the Ark, shining like the sun in

heaven, she bowed her head, beat her breasts, clapped her hands,

laughed loudly and danced before it. Tents and pavilions were

pitched on the plain, and 32,000 stalled oxen and bulls were slain

for the feast which followed. The Ark was set on the fortress of

Dabra MSlyeda, and 1300 men were detailed to keep watch over

the pavilion in which it was placed. Three days after the arrival

of the Ark MakSdS abdicated in favour of her son, and he became

the master of 17,700 horses suitable for military purposes, 7700

brood mares, 1000 she-mules, 700 fine mules, robes of honour, gold

and silver, and everything of value, and her throne. And she made

her nobles swear that they would never set a woman again on the

throne of Ethiopia, and that only the seed of David, the son of

Solomon, should reign over Ethiopia; and the nobles and

governors and councillors swore as she wished. Then the queen

made Azarias high priest, and ElmeySs keeper of the Law, i.e.

Zion, and the Ear of the King. And the people abandoned

augury, divination, and magic, and augury by birds, and they

adopted the woiship of the One True God.

Such is the story of the stealing of the Ark of the Covenant by

the son of the Queen of Sheba, as told in the Kebra Nagast.

THE REIGN OF ’EBNA ^JAKlM OR MENYELEK I

Though Mgljeda made the law that in future days no woman
should sit on the throne of Abyssinia, and though she handed over

the kingdom to ’fibna Hakim on his return from Jerusalem, she did

not at once cease to rule the country. On the contrary she built a

tent or tabernacle at Aksum to hold the Ark of the Covenant, and

exerted all her authority in suppressing Sabaeism and in establish-

ing the Religion of Israel Her reign of 25 years was glorious, and
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the Abyssinians hold that she was the greatest of their queens, and

they venerate her as a saint. She is said to have reigned in all

fifty years, and to have died about B.C. gSS> aged about 6o years,

’febna Hakim was her only child.

On the death of the queen, presumably, Azarias, now high

priest of Alisum and all Abyssinia, decided that the sovereignty of

’fibna Hakim must be “renewed,” i,e, confirmed, and that he must

be anointed once more with the oil of sovereignty. The priests

assembled in the tabernacle built by Malfeda, and Azarias took the

king there and anointed him with the holy oil, and proclaimed him

king, and all the people rejoiced greatly. The crowds sang and

danced, and played games, and great displays of horsemanship

took place, and eating and drinking and feasting at the king’s

expense went on for some days.

’£bna Hakim adopted Menvelek as his throne name, probably

when Azarias anointed him a second time before the Ark of the

Covenant, but some think that this name was substituted for 'fibna

yakim at a much later date. He at once began to model his

government and policy on the lines of the rule of the Hebrews, and

he appointed Twelve Judges, according to the number of the tribes

of Israel. Azarias drew up a code of laws and regulations based

directly upon the laws of Moses, and tradition says that this code

was the source of all subsequent legal decisions and ordinances.

Menyelek tried to make his kingdom a duplicate of that of king

Solomon, and in fact to legislate in every way like his father.

Some writers say that he was called the “Wise,” but this is a mis-

take, for ’Ebna Hakim does not mean “wise son,” but “son of the

wise man,” i.e, Solomon. According to the Kebra Nagast
Menyelek engaged in several fierce wars, and was victorious.

Three months after his anointing he left the “city of the Govern-

ment” with the Ark and MaljSda, and marched and encamped at

Maya ’Abaw: his soldiers marched before and behind the Ark, and

on both sides of it, and as they advanced they sang hymns. The
next day the Abyssinians attacked their old enemies in Zaw5 and

HadeyS, and they slew all the people there and laid waste their

lands. Marching on, they came to Gerra, and they laid waste the

city that was inhabited by man-faced vipers, that had the tails of

asses attached to their loins. They rested for three months, and
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then returned to Aksum. Then they marched to the country of

Saba, which was usually a march of 30 days, in one day, and laid

waste the country of Noba (Nubia), and they ravaged Saba up to

the very frontier of Egypt. And the kings of Medyam and Egypt
were so terrified at Menyelek's Invincible power that they sent gifts

to him, A little later he returned to Aksum, and from there he
set out on an expedition against the Indians, and the king of India,

fearing his approach, came to the place where Menyelek was, and

brought tribute to him and bowed down in homage before him.

All these conquests seem to be wholly imaginary, but it is quite

possible that Menyelek found himself obliged to give his subjects

proof of his bravery in war by embarking on a few raids, from

which he brought back loot in the 01 dinary Abyssinian and

Egyptian fashion. Or he may have subsidized certain tribes to

attack the hereditary foes of his adopted country, and shared with

them the loot, whilst reserving for himself the credit of great

“conquests.” Instances of such proceedings are not unknown in the

Abyssinian Annals. According to the King Lists he reigned

24 years and died about B.C. 930, aged about 50 years. Whether

Menyelek married a Hebrew or an Abyssinian woman is not

known, but he begot a son called T6mal or Tomas («.«. Thomas),

who reigned after him. Of this king and his successors nothing

whatever is known, and judging by the fact that two different lists

of them exist, we can only conclude that there were rival claimants

to the throne. The most authoritative King Lists give the following

25 names, presumably of kings of Ethiopia as opposed to kings of

Aksum.

1 TomSs 9 Warada NagSsh 17 Ramhay
2 Zagdur 10 ’AwesyS 18 Hands

3 ’Aksumay il ’ElSlyos 19 Safelya

4 ’Awesyo 12 Tomas Sahay 20 ’Aglebel

5 Tahwasya 1 3 Basyo 21 Bawawel

6 ’Abralyus 14 ’Awtet 22 Bawarls

7 Warada Sahay 1 5 Zawari Nebrat 23 Mahase

8 Handadyo 16 Safay 24 Nalke

25 BSzen, in the 8th year of whose reign Christ was born.

Thq^e 25 kings reigned about 950 years, and the 22 kings of

Aksum (for their names see above, p. 205) reigned i88 years.
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Abyssinian tradition tells us nothing about any of these kings, and

how their names came to be preserved is not known. Evidently

neither list is complete. At present there is no information to be

obtained about the history of Abyssinia from the beginning of the

ninth century B.C. to the end of the first century B.C. The Egyptian

texts tell us nothing, though it is possible that the Egyptians traded

with the Abyssinians during the whole period, both by caravans,

which travelled between Egypt and the countries near the Blue

Nile, and by ships engaged in the Red Sea trade. Even under the

Old Kingdom Egypt had expeditions to Punt for myrrh, gold,

incense, ivory, ebony, etc., and the trade in such things between

Egypt and the countries near the southern end of the Red Sea

must always have been very considerable. But the country to the

north of Punt, i.e. the southern parts of Abyssinia, must always

have produced large quantities of such commodities, and it would

seem that in very early times there must have been ports on the

western shore of the Red Sea, at which sea-captains could call and

load up their ships as they returned from the south. The western

coast of the Red Sea belonged to Abyssinia in Pharaonic times,

and her people were able to carry down to it from the plateau such

products as they wished to export without let or hindrance. When
the Ptolemies became masters of Egypt they determined to develop

the trade of the country to its fullest extent, and Ptolemy II

(B.C. 285-247) was probably the first to realize how great that trade

was. The products of Nubia and the Eastern Sudan came down
into Egypt as before, but in ever increasing quantities, for Ptolemy

took care that caravans were not pillaged or molested. He opened

up the old caravan road from the Nile to the Red Sea via the

Wadi Hammamat, and made it safe for caravans. He paid special

attention to the Eastern Delta, where he went in person to consider

what could be done to facilitate trade and commerce there

generally. In the sixteenth year of his reign he dug a canal, which

began at the north of Heliopolis and ended in the Lake of

Scorpions iznaS[^«v.w,, and was used in connection with the

Red Sea trade. He founded the town of Ptolemais Epitheras on
the western coast of the Red Sea, not far from the modern town of

SawSkin, and in the centuries following it became a busy seaport.
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To obtain full information about the markets in the countries at

the southern end of the Red Sea he sent a fleet of four large ships

keben^ manned by crews of brave, strong men, down

the "Great Black Water” i.e. the Red Sea, and they

sailed southwards as far as the country of the Blacks. From
Khemtit (?) and other places they brought back the products of the

South to the joy of Ptolemy and his queen. At Ptolemafs he

settled soldiers, and artisans of all kinds, who built a temple and

the houses of the town, and men to till the fields, and over them

all he set officials to direct and control their labours. The soldiers

went inland and made friends with the natives, who he.ped them to

catch "many elephants” and these were brought

down to the coast and shipped to Egypt, whence they were drafted

into Ptolemy's army. By such means of peaceful penetration he

succeeded in getting authority over the country to the east of the

plateau of Abyssinia, and the districts further to the south where

the elephant was found. Whether his soldiers came in conflict with

the kings of Aksum or with the kings of other parts of southern

Abyssinia is not known, but the general tenor of his inscription on

the great stele of Pithom discovered by Naville (for the text see

Sethe, Urkunden, Leipzig, 1904, Ii. p. 103, 11 . 23-26) suggests that

they did not. The merchant classes would rejoice in the impetus

given to their trade by the methods of the Greeks, and the people

generally. The Egyptian merchants in the Delta quickly saw that

new markets on the western coast of the Red Sea were open to

them, and that it was easier, quicker and cheaper to send their

goods by sea than by the long desert route to the South by way of

the Valley of the Nile. The isolation of the Abyssinians was at an

end for many centuries.

Ptolemy III, Euergetes I, who reigned from B.c. 247 to 242,

continued the good work in connection with the Indian and Red

Sea trade which his predecessor had begun, and he himself seems

to have sailed down the Red Sea and founded, or refounded the

town of Adule, or Adulis, which stood on a bay of the Red Sea

called Adulicus Sinus, now known as Annesley Bay. Its modern

equivalent is Zulla, or Azule, in north lat. 15“ 3S', which is nearer
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the sea than the old town. The earliest inhabitants were Abyssin-

ians, and it is probable that ebony, ivory, gold dust and skins were

exported by them from a very early period, but at a later time

runaway slaves from Egypt and Arabia made their home there.

Ptolemy III seems to have been master of the town, for he says in

an inscription that the Adulitian and Ethiopian troops which

accompanied him in his great Asiatic campaign came from this

neighbourhood. This inscription is written in Greek letters and is

commonly known as the “Monumentum Adulitanum,” because it

was found at Adulis by Cosmas “Indicopleustes” in the first half

of the 6th century A.D. Cosmas was originally an Egyptian

merchant who was engaged in the Indian trade, and in the prosecu-

tion of his business he sailed all over the Mediterranean Sea, the

Red Sea and the Persian Gulf, and he travelled in India and

Ceylon. After many years spent in trafficking, he became a monk,

and devoted the last years of his life to writing down an account of

the countries he had seen and a description of the peoples among

whom he had travelled, and their history and antiquities. The only

work of his extant is his 'S-pitmavn^ THom-oypa^ia, which contains

his copy of the inscriptions on the Stele of Adulis. The complete

text was first published by Monlfaucon in his CoU, nov. Patrum,

tom. II. p, 141, and scholars recognized its importance immediately.

The text was found cut upon the white marble base or pedestal of

a throne, at the back of which was a large slab of stone
;
both the

base and the slab were inscribed. When scholars began to examine

the text they were greatly puzzled, for the first part of the inscrip-

tion was in the third person, and the second part in the first person,

and some authorities considered it to be a forgery. The difficulty

was cleared up by Henry Salt (see his Voyage, p. 412), who showed

that Cosmas had copied parts of two distinct inscriptions, and run

them together as if they were one. The pait in the third person

was an inscription of Ptolemy III, and that in the first person was

an inscription of a native Abyssinian king, Cosmas inadvertently

passed from one inscription to the other in his copy, and un-

fortunately omitted the opening line, or lines, of the second inscrip-

tion which contained the Abyssinian king’s name. Salt believed, as

the result of his discovery of an inscription of Aizanes in Greek at

Aksum, that the second inscription on the Stele of Adulis recorded
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the conquests of Aizanes, but this is doubted by Littmann, who is

probably right.

The inscription of Ptolemy III says that Ptolemy (III), the son

of Ptolemy (II) and Arsinoe, the Brother Gods, the offspring of

Ptolemy (I) and Berenice, the Saviour Gods, descended through his

father from Herakles, the son of Zeus, and through his mother from

Dionysos, the son of Zeus, having received from his father the

sovereignty of Egypt, Libya, Syria, Phoenicia, Cyprus, Lycia,

Caria, and Cyclades, departed on an expedition into Asia. He took

with him foot soldiers, and horse soldiers, and a naval contingent,

and Troglodyte and Ethiopian elephants, which his father and

himself had captured in their [native] countries, and had brought to

Egypt and drilled for service in the army. Having conquered all

the country about the Euphrates, Cilicia, Pamphylia and Ionia, and

the Hellespont and Thrace, and possessing all the armies and

elephants in these countries, and having made the kings of all these

countries his subjects, he crossed the River Euphrates, and having

subdued Mesopotamia and Babylonia and Susiana and Persia and

Media and all the rest as far as Bactriana, and having sought out

whatever sacred things had been carried off by the Persians from

Egypt, and having brought them back with the other treasures from

those countries to Egypt, he sent forces through the canals

The Greek text reads

:

Bao-iXeii? IlToXe/uato?, vi6<! ^acriKem^ TlroXefMiov leal

Paa-£Ki(ranf}<; ’ApcrivoTjs 6e&v 'ASeXtjt&v, t&v ^aviKkcD\_<s\ IlToXe/zoiou

Acal jSao'tXia'tnj^ ^epevtKij^ 6e&v ^mri^pwv, airiyovo^ rk pkv dwo

warpos 'Hpa*\eou5 rov A(0 $, ra Se airo pifTpos Aiovitrov tov

irapaKa^mv •jraph rov irarpo'i ttjv ^atriKeiav Ahyinrrov koI

KOl %vpia^ KoX ^OLvUr}^ koX Ki/wpov Koi AvKia’i ical Kapi'a? Koi t&v

'KvKXdBav vrjtrav, i^ecrTpdrev<T€v ew rr^v 'Atriav pterh Svvdp,etov

Tre^iK&v Kal lirrriK&v Kal vavrucov a-roXov xal iKe^dvrav Tpmf/Xo-

BvTifc&v Kal AtdioiriK&v, ofts 6 re ttot^P airov Kal avroi 7rpflTo(t)

eK T&v %«upfiv TodTOiv idijpevtrav Kal Kararfoy&vre'i ets Af7U'irToi/

KaTea-Kedacrav irpoi T^jv iroXepiK^v •^eiav. Kvpiedaa<s Bi itj? re evro^

Bv^parou 'xmpat wdtrq? Koi KtXixfaf Kal Hapi^vKiav Kal 'Itovla^ Kal

ToO ‘EXXijo-ttovtou Kal ®pdiKt]<s Kal t&v Bvvdpeav t&v ev rat?

i^&paK TairaK nrao'&v Kal iXe^dvrcav 'IvBtK&v, Kal TO'b^ (lovdpjfpvi

Toi>i ev Tots T^TTOt? irdvra^ vTrr/Kdovi KaToaT^trevt BUfiv] tov Ei^pdr
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Ti}V irorafihv Kal i^v M.etTOirOTaiiiav nal Ba^vXmviav Kal Xovtrtavijv

ml HeptriBa xal MiyStai/ ml rfjv Xoi'ir7)v iraa-av ^o)? BaAtTjOiai/^9 v^'

eavr&t trovriffafievo^ ml az/afijTijffa? oera iiro r&v TLepcr&v iep^

Alyvirrov e^ifixBr} ml avampLcav peril rr}^ ^XXij9 yd^O^ rij? dvo rav

roirav eh Atyvnrov ZvvdpeK drrirreiKev Bid r&v opvxffeprtuv

irorapwv See Dittenberger, Inscriptiones Selectae, vol. I. p. 84,

No. 54.

St Jerome, in his Commentary on Daniel xi. vv. 7 and 8. says

that Ptolemy took from the kingdom of Seleucus 40,000 talents of

silver, and 2500 cups and images of the gods, among which were

those which Cambyses carried off from Egypt to Persia. And he

adds that the Egyptians, an idolatrous race, called him “Euergetes,”

because he had brought back their gods after many years. The

bringing back of the Egyptian gods from Persia to Egypt is also

mentioned in the Stele of Canopus (II. 10 and 1 1).

The inscription of Ptolemy III at Adulis proves beyond all

doubt that he and his father possessed great power in Eastern

Abyssinia, a fact which suggests cither that the kings of AksQm
were powerless to stop the invasion of the Greeks into Abyssinia,

or that they had become tributaries of the Ptolemies. Ptolemy IV
followed the policy of his predecessors in collecting elephants in

Abyssinia for military purposes, and this fact is proved by a votive

inscription in the British Museum (No. 1207). The text is in Greek

and is a dedication to the god Ares by Alexandres, the general of

the elephant hunt in the Sudan, and bis officers Charimortos and

Lichas, It was first published by Hall {Classical Rev. vol. XII.

1898, p. 274).

THE KINGS FROM BAZEN TO ’ABREHA AND ’A§B£HA
A,D. 3 TO A.D. 3^3

The synchronism of the Chronicles for this period of Abyssinian

history is absolutely false. The more authoritative Chronicles state

that Christ was born in the 8th year of the reign of Bazen, and that

Christianitywas introduced into Abyssinia in the year 333. (Basset,

&tades, p. 97; Dillmann, Geschichte des abyssinischen Reiches,

P* 343 fO Bazen reigned 17 years, and during the period A.D. 12-

333, according to the Chronicles followed in this book, the following

kings reigned

:
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1 Senfa 'Ar'ad (I) 6 Sab’a ’Asgad

2 Bahr Sagad 7 Seyon GezS

3 Germa ’Asfare 8 ’Agdur

4 Sharguay 9 Senfa ’Ar’ad (II)

5 Zar’ay 10, 1 1 ’Abreha and ’AsbehS,

And the chroniclers add, ‘‘During the period of their rule, and

whilst they were at Aksum, Christianity appeared. At that time

there were no Turks. The father of SalainS (i.e. Frumentius) was

the merchant (t.e. Meropius) with whom came Abba Salama.” The
statements are quite clear and definite. But the other King Lists

say that 30 kings reigned during the period between Bazen and

'Abreha and ’Asbeha, and the two classes of Lists are irreconcilable.

If we judged by the silence of the Abyssinian Chronicles, we
might think that nothing of historical importance happened in

Abyssinia during tire first 330 years of the Christian Era, but the

Greek inscriptions on the marble throne at AduHs, and the Greek

inscription found by Salt at Aksum, and the monuments inscribed

in Sabaean and Ethiopic discovered by the German Expedition to

Aksfim tell a very different story. After the elephant hunters of

the Ptolemies had opened up the country, merchants of many

nationalities, Greek, Roman, Jew and Arab, took their wares to the

new seaports on the western coast of the Red Sea, and some of

them settled down there, and began to send their caravans into the

interior. Adulis became the chief northern port and the seat of the

large slave market which provided caravans and independent

merchants proceeding inland with carriers. Thither came from the

south and west ivory and tusks of the rhinoceros, hippopotamus

and rhinoceros hides, tortoise-shell brought from the great lakes of

Central Africa, apes and baboons, gold dust, gum, spices, slaves,

etc. One of the first towns in Abyssinia to profit by the great

development in trade and commerce which began soon after the

establishment of the Greeks as kings in Egypt, was Aksum. The

town must have been from a very early period a halting-place for

caravans, and a market-place of considerable local importance,

though no writer mentions it until about the middle of the first

century A.X)., when it had become a great and wealthy town with a

large population, among which were so many Greeks that Greek

was the language commonly used. Its seaport at that time was
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Adulis, 120 miles distant, in much the same way as Alcxandretta

is, or was, the seaport of Aleppo. The Abyssinian writers tell us

that Aksum was founded by the immediate descendants of KQsh
and refounded by the Queen of Sheba, but they were, and are, mis-

taken : their geographical, and we may add chronological knowledge

was very faulty.

We know now that the great city of Aksum known to the

Greek and Roman historians was not founded until the beginning

of the 1st century A.D., and that the Axiimite kingdom did not

reach the zenith of its power till the middle of the 4th century.

The rise of the Axiimite kingdom synchronizes with the downfall

of the kingdom of Napata through the defeat of Queen Candace by

Petronius, the Roman Prefect of Egypt, about B.c. 23, and the con-

quest of the Sabaeans by the Himyarites about the same time.

The name of the founder of the Axiimite kingdom is unknown, but

he may well have been the king whose fragmentary inscription in

Greek is published by Littmann {AksUm, IV. No. 2). This inscrip-

tion appears to have been written in the ist century a.d,, and

commemorates the building, or rebuilding of a shrine in honour of

Ares, the Sabaean Mahram, as a thank-offering for the victory

which he gained over the Sabaeans, who lived on the eastern side

of the Red Sea.

One of the near successors of this unknown founder of Aksum

was probably the king whose exploits are described by himself in

the Greek inscription which follows that of Ptolemy III on the

Stele of Adulis. Cosmas, who copied it into his notebook, unfortu-

nately omitted the first line and a pai t of the second, and therefore

the king’s name is unknown. It is clear from the inscription itself

that the king was not the founder of the Axiimite kingdom, but it

is probable that he lived in the second half of the ist century A.D.

Some authorities have identified him with the Zaxr/eaXij? who is

mentioned in the Periplus tnaris Erythraei (ed, Miiller, Geographi

Gmeci Minores, tom. I, Cap. 5,p. 261). Dillmann thought

lungen der konigl, Akad, d. Wissen. 1877, p. ipsf.) that Zoscales

was an immediate successor of the founder, and was not to be

identified with the king of the Adulis inscription. The question has

been fully discussed by Dittenberger {Inscriptiones Selectae, Bd. I,

pp. 385, 286), Glaser {Skiese, Bd. XI. pp. 471-564), D. fl. Muller
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{Denkschriften, Bd. XLIIl. 1893, No. III. p. 3ff.), and others. The
inscription describes four series of raids, or campaigns.

In his first campaign (11. i-io) he conquered the Ge'ez people,

whose original home was Southern Arabia, ‘Agame, Sogaet, Adua
(‘Adawa, Adowa), Zingabene (Ziyya^rjpk), ’Angabo, Tiamo,

Gambela, ’Atagau, Kalaa (site unknown), Semen (or Semien), and

the region of the Takaze (Nile). All these places are situated to

the north and east of Aksum.

In his second campaign (11. 10-15) th® king went to Lasind,

Zad, and Gabala, where there were hot springs, i.e. to the region

now called Mansa' and I^Iabab, and he vanquished the people

of Atalmo, the Bega tribes, later called Blemmyes, and the

Tangaitoor, all of whom dwelt in the deserts between Upper

Egypt and Nubia and Abyssinia and the Red Sea.

In his third campaign (11. 16-25) the king attacked the peoples

who lived to the east and south of the plateau of Abyssinia. The

countries called 'Avvivh and Merw^ are to the east of the steep side

of the plateau, and bore the same names in the time of Cosmas

(6th century). Sesda, Littmann thinks, were the dwellers in the

Saho or Shoho of to-day, where stands the inaccessible mountain of

Kohaito. The old caravan road ran not over Kohaito, but through

Koloe at its foot. The peoples of the ''Pavcrav and 'ZcoKare were

dwellers in the incense-bearing countries near and in Somaliland.

The king’s last great warlike effort was to dispatch an army

across the Red Sea to punish the ‘Appa^irct^ or Himyarites, and

the KtvatSoKo\7rtT09, or dwellers in Arabia as far to the south as

Aden (11. 26-29). The latter had been in the habit of plundering

merchants by sea, and were in fact pirates, and the former

pillaged caravans marching from Hadramaut northwards. Aeu/t^

yecojtMj was probably a port near the southern end of the land of

the Nabateans, and is thought to bd the modern Al-Haura (Litt-

mann, Aksum, Bd, I. p. 44). In 11. 26-29 the king says that he has

conquered all the countries on his borders as far as the land of

%darov. This country lay to the extreme south-west of Abyssinia,

and beyond that lay the great World Ocean; it is said to have

been rich in gold, which was called rdv)(apo<!. Conti Rossini

has found this word in the Beja and Nuba languages under the

form “dungSra” (see his FlorUegium, p, 148). In the last lines of
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his inscription the king says that he has dedicated the throne on

which it is cut to Zeus, the god of heaven, and to Poseidon, the

god of the sea, and to his tribal god Mahram, here called Ares;

curiously enough he has omitted Baher, or Medr, the Earth-god.

The king was a pagan, and worshipped the gods of the Sky, the

Earth and the Sea, and his statement is a sufficient answer to the

tradition that Christianity was introduced into Abyssinia about the

year 70 by the eunuch who was baptized by Philip. The Abyssin-

ians say that the eunuch was the chief steward of Candace, and

that he was stationed in GSza to administer the properties there

which had been given to the Queen of Sheba by Solomon. But

Candace (see above, p. 62) was a title of the queens of Meroe, not

Abyssinia. In the first line of his inscription, which is wanting, the

king probably stated of what town or country of Abyssinia he was

a native; as the rest of the inscription supplies no information on

this point it may be assumed tliat he was purely African, and

perhaps of the same stock as the later Nubian kings who founded

the Meroftic kingdom. The methods of warfare of the Abyssinian

and Nubian kings about this time were the same, and their Annals

are couched in much the same phraseology. The object of the kings

of Aksura and the kings of Meroe was to kill the peoples they

attacked, to lay waste their land, and to carry off as many cattle

and slaves as possible. The Annals of the Nubian kings IJersatef

and Nastasen make this clear.

The following rendering of the Aksumite king’s inscription at

Adulis will give a general idea of its contents, and a transcript

of Dittenberger’s text {Inscriptiones Selectae, 1. No. 199) is

added.

and having commanded the peoples who lived near to me
to keep the peace, I waged war fiercely and overthrew the following

peoples. I fought the people, then the 'Af^dfie and the

'Sityv'nv, and when I had vanquished them I set apart the one half

of their possessions and of their inhabitants as my share. Having

crossed the Nile I overthrew Aid and the Zty^a^Tjvh and 'A'^yafie,

and Tiand, and the ’Adayaoi’s, and the KaXa^, and the 'Ze/ji.'^pe, a

people who live on the other side of the Nile, among inhospitable

mountains that are covered deeply in snow, having frozen snowdrifts

everywhere, and deep snow in which men sink up to their knees.
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Then I overthrew the Aacrive, and the Zah, and the TafiaKk, who

live in a range of mountains, from the sides of which springs of hot

water gush forth and pour down the sides of the mountains. Then

I overthrew 'AraXfi^, and the BryA, and all the people who camp

round about them. And having overthrown the Tofyyairmv, who

occupy the country as far as the frontier of Egypt, I turned away

from my own territories and marched to Egypt. Then I fought

with the ’Avvtvk and the Mertve, who live on precipitous mountains,

and the people of S,eaeh, who had fled to a very high and impass-

able mountain. I camped round about them and made them

prisoners, and I took what I wished for of their young men and

young women, and their youths and maidens, and all their posses-

sions. I overthrew the peoples of 'Pavaav, who live in districts in

the interior with the Barbarians who traffick in incense on vast

waterless plains, and the people of SoXare, and I commanded them

keep guard over the sea-beaches. When I had fought and over-

thrown in battles, wherein I myself took part, all these peoples who

were protected by mighty mountains, I permitted them all to keep

their lands as tributaries. Now the greater number of these people

submitted to me voluntarily and paid tribute. I sent a naval force

and soldiers against the 'Appa^Crm and the KivaiSoKoXtrlrw, who
live on the other side of the Red Sea, and when I had overthrown

all their kings, I commanded them to pay tribute for their country,

and to go about their business by sea and land in peace. I made
war from Aeu*^ xafie to the land of the Sabaeans. All these peoples

have been conquered by me, the first and only one of the kings who
were before me, through the grace which [I have found] before my
august god Ares, who has also begotten me, and who has made
subject to my sovereignty all the peoples who adjoin my land in

the East as far as the Land of Incense, and in the West as far as

the lands of Ethiopia and the 'S/daov, some against whom I myself

marched and fought, and some against whom I sent [troops]. And
having established peace in all the world which has been conquered

by me I have come to Adulis to offer up sacrifices to Zeus and

Ares, and to Poseidon on behalfof the sea-faring folk. And having

collected and gathered together my troops, I establish this throne

on this spot and offer it to Ares as a pledge in the twenty-seventh

year of my sovereignty.
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2 fieB' & avhpeiexj (a<s) rh fikv ^yyiirra rov ^aenXelov /iov

3 eBvrj elp'ii)\veve<Tdai /ceXeveraf itroXip/ria'a xal irrera^a pdj(aL<} tA

4 vtro^^ypap.piva i6vr)‘ Td^i) i6vo<; i-rraiKip/rjaa, eveira 'A.ydpe

Kul

5 'Ziy^v, Kal
I

viKr)a-a<i Trjv ‘^pUaeiav irdvTtav iS>v irap’ avToh

Kal

6 avT&v ipeptadpijv. kith,
\

leal Ziuyya.^'qvk ml 'Ayya^k koX TiapA

7 ical 'Adayaoiii leal KaX.ad
|
Kal deprive effvoi; nrepav rov NefXov

8 ev Bva^droK Kal j^iovtoBelffiv Bpeaiv otKovvra<s, iv oil Bid Travrh'}

9 vi^erol Kal Kpir]
|
koX ')(i6ve<i 0a9etai t&s yovdroav Kara-

Bvveiv

10 avBpa
I

rov rtorapov Bia^d<i irrh-a^a, erreira Aaaivk Kal Zad

Kal

1
1 1

Fa^aXa, oiKoOvra^ trap' }ip€\tr\i 6epp&v vBdrav ^XBovrt

12 Kgi
I

Karappvrip, 'AraXpd xal Heyd xal rd triiv aiiroh edvr]

rrdvTa

13 Y^a/^yair&v rodi p^XPi t&v Aiyvirrov opuov otKovvTa<}

vrrord^af

14 Irre^siiearBai irrohjcra rrjv oBhv airh r&v rijs ^acriXeiai!

TOTTCOV

15 Aly^nrrov Erreira 'Avvivi Kal Merivi, iv diroKp’^pvoK

16 oi’xouvlra? Speaiv, 'Zea-ed S6vo^ irroXep/qa'a, 069 Kal peyiarov Kal

17 Bva^ardrarov ipo <3 dveXBovra^ vepi^povprjtra^ Kar'^yayov Kal

flTreX-

18 e^dp/t}v
I
ipavT^ roi/9 re viovs avr&v Kal ywaixa^ Kal tralBa>i

19 Kal irapBelvov^ Kal rraa-av rfjv virdp'^pva-av avroi^ KTrjaiv.

’Pavaojv

20 edvr)
I

petrayeia Xifiavtoroipopeav ^ap^dpoav, oiKovvra evro’s rreBiwv

21 pieydKmv
|
dvvBpav, Kal ZouXare edvo<} vrrira^a, ol^ Kal rod^

22 aiyioKo-ixi rij^ 0o|\ao-<r«;9 ipoXau-treiv iKiXevcra. ravra Si rrdvra

23 rd SBvtj Specrtv i<r%u|pot9 rreippovprjpiva oAto? iytd iv raw p-dxaii

24 rrapwv viKijaai Kal
|

vrrord^a^ ixapiadp^v airoh rrdira’} rdi

25 irrl <^6poi^. &Wa SijirXetirTo SOin] SKOvra vTreTd/yt} pot

irrl if)6poK,

26 KUi rripav Be 7^9 ’Epv0/)a9
|
doKaacri^ oiKOVvrai 'Appa^tra^

Kal

27 K.ivaiSoKo\TTvra^ arpdrevpa vavrt\Kov Kal ire^iKov Siarrep'^d-

pevo<}
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28 vnroTa^a’i ai/r&v roiiv /8a(rt\eat <f>olpovf riff 7^? reXetv

iKekev(ra

29 Kal oSevevBat per elpi^rn)'} xal m-XeeirBat,
|

arro re Aev«^s

Ke!>p/rj<! ia)<s

30 r&v "tia^aicov ')(wpa<i ivoXipajaa, irdvra Se Tav\ra r& idvq rrpSi-

T09 leal

31 p6vo<: fiaeriXiav r&v trpo ipod vrrira^a 81 1%®
1

rrpm rov

piyiarov

32 0e6v pov "Apriv evj(apiariav, o? pe Kal iyevvriiTev, St
|

oi rrdvra

33 Td iSvij rit opopovvra rfj ipp yp airb pev dvaroXrj^
I

Aifiavaro^opov, dvb Sb Stiaeaif pe^pi r&v rp9 AlBtoma? xal

34 "^derov
|

rorrcov, iir ipavrbv hroL-qa-a, a pev airo? ijm iK&div

3 5 xal viKperai, & Se
|
Siaireptrapevo^, kuI iv elpi^vr} Karaarpcrav

36 irdvra rbv {nr ipol Koapov
\
KarrjXdov et? rtjv 'ASov\i r^ Ail

37 Kal r^^Apei Kal rp HoereiS&vi 6v}iTid(Tai virbp r&v irXoi^opSveav.

38 ddpoieia’t Se pav ra <rrpare:6para Kal
|

v<fi Sw Troiijaa?, €7rl

roijrep rip

39 rorrep KaQitra^ rovSe rbv SL^pov irapalBpKijv rp “Apet iiroiijcra

^rei eppv $acriKela<! elKOtrrp e^Sopp.

Very little is known of the history of Aksum in the 2nd and

3rd centuries, and though the names of a few of her kings are

found on coins and in inscriptions, it is impossible to put together

any connected statement about the period. A fragment of Greek

inscription found at DaqqT Maharl says thatSebruthes, CEBPOY0HC,

or Sembruthes, CEMBPOY0HC, “king of the kings of Aksum," came

there and set up that inscription in the 24th year of his reign, but

when that was cannot be said. It is uncertain whether he is to be

identified with the Ella-Shamara of the King Lists, who only

reigned three years (see Dillmann in Zeit, Deut. Morg. Gesellschaft,

Bd, VII. p. 344, No. 23). The inscriptions of ‘Ezana give us the

name of another king, viz. 'Ella ‘Amida XA* but as he was

the father of ‘Ezana, who reigned during the first half of the 4th

century A.D., his date can be fixed approximately. From coins we

obtain the names of the kings Aphilas, Endybis, ‘Ezana and

Alalmiryis AAAAMIPVIC* AAMMIAIC or ’Ella ‘AmIdS(?). All these

kings were pagans, and their coins have on them signs for the solar

disk and the crescent moon '^Q^. On all pagan, and on some

Christian coins a king’s head wearing a crown appears on the
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obvei'se, and a king’s head bound with a fillet or bandlel appears

on the reverse. Various theories have been formed about the

significance of the second head, and they are summarized by

Littmann in Aksum, Bd. i. p. 46.

We have seen from the Adulis inscription that the dominions

of the king who set up his throne at Adulis in the ist century A,d.

extended from Aksum in the north to Somaliland in the south,

and from the Nubian frontier on the east bank of the Nile to

Himyar on the east coast of the Red Sea. It is doubtful to what

extent the rule of the kings of Aksum was effective during the

2nd and 3rd centuries, but their hold on the countries round

about the Takaze was so weak that the Negro peoples on the

south seized many provinces of the Meroitic kingdom, and eventu-

ally destroyed the power of the Candace Queens and threatened

the security of Abyssinia. Such was the state of affairs when ’Ella

'Amida, of whose acts we know nothing, came to the throne, and

when his son ‘EzanI succeeded him, he realized that the chief work

of his life would be the re-conquest of all the countries which, in the

time of his predecessor who set up his throne at Adulis, had been

included in the kingdom of Abyssinia.
'

‘EzAnA of ^jalEn early fourth century

The date of the birth, and the date of his death, and the number

of the years of the reign of ‘EzanS are not known. He was the

greatest of all the kings who reigned over Aksum, and under his

rule the kingdom of Abyssinia attained its greatest extent, and the

people reached a height of prosperity hitherto unknown. Aksum
became the chief centre of trade and commerce in north-east

Africa, and merchants of many nationalities thronged its streets.

Aksum was to Abyssinia at that time what Alexandria was to

Egypt. Every inscription of any importance found in Aksum was

set up by ‘Ezana, and his Annals are written in Greek, Abyssinian

and Sabaean, or Himyaritic; like Darius the Great he intended

men to read his exploits each in his own language, when they

visited his capital. Judging by the number of his campaigns, and

the great distances which he marched with his army, his reign

must have been long, and it was certainly glorious, He was not
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only a great soldier, but a careful tactician, as his Annals show,

and that he was clear-headed and long-sighted politically is proved

by the fact that he adopted Christianity as the official religion of

his country. The King Lists tell us that Christianity came into

Abyssinia during the joint reigns of ’Abreha and ’Asbeha, but of

these kings they tell us nothing. They were considered by the

authors of the Lists members of the so-called “ Solomonic” line of

kings, but they certainly were not de facto kings of Abyssinia for,

as said above, it was ‘Ezana who proclaimed Christianity the

religion of Abyssinia. And he himself became a Christian, and

abandoned the worship of the old Sabaean gods, which were adored

by the greater number of his people. This is made quite certain by

his inscriptions, some of which were written when he was a pagan,

and some after he had adopted Christianity; and on the coins

struck during the later years of his reign the cross ijl is substituted

for the solar disk and lunar crescent (see above, p. 146). The

Emperor Constantins addressed a letter to Atgai»as and hai^avai} in

the year 356, and these brotheis are undoubtedly the ‘Ezana *

and She'azSnS of the Greek, Sabaean and Ethiopia

inscriptions publi.shed by Dillmann, D. H. Muller and Littmann.

Who then were ’Abreha and ’Asbeha? It has been thought that

their names are either corruptions of the names ‘Ezgna and

She'azana, or secondary names of the king and his brother, but

neither view seems probable or possible. None of the chroniclers

mention ‘Ezana and his brother She‘azana, and it seems as if they

wilfully ignored them, and claimed the conversion of their country

for two members of the so-called Solomonic line of kings.

All the inscriptions of ‘Ezana begin with the statement that he

was King of Aksum, Himyar, Raydan, Saba’, Salhen, Siyamo,

Bega, and K5su, and he claims as his heavenly father the invincible

god Mahram. His method of dealing with the various peoples of

hia country at the beginning of his reign is described succinctly in

an early inscription (Muller, Denk., pp. 29-35; Littmann,

Aksum, No. 8) thus: “He who said, I will obey, was safe; he who

refused was killed.” As he passed through the country on his first

campaign king after king came out to meet him, and brought him

gifts, and did homage to him, and after he had given them a set of

commands, he allowed them each to return to his own country.
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He opened up roads in some places, and made existing caravan

tracks safe, not only for the passage of men but of women also. He
took great care of his soldiers, and whenever they came to a town

he made the enemy prepare an abundant supply of food for them.

After a fight with the enemy he held a sort of roll-call, and enlisted

recruits to make good his loss of men. When he came to the land

of Matata(?) he did battle with the people thereof, and

made them cease from their bloody raids
;
and they swore oaths of

fealty to him, and their king brought him gifts. It may be noted

that the Nubian King Hersatef made war on the king of Mtt,

(I. 78), and another Nubian king, Nastasen, mentions

*1 (1. 61). By a judiciousa country called Mtit,

mixture of conciliation and fighting ‘Ez5n5 brought order among

the lawless peoples of his kingdom.

The Bega tribes who lived in the deserts to the north of

Abyssinia, and who were during the reign of ‘Ezana receiving a

subsidy from the Romans, gave him a great deal of trouble. Wild

and lawless by nature, and lovers of fighting, they pillaged caravans

with impunity, for the Meroltic kingdom had fallen, and near them

there was no power strong enough to restrain and punish them.

‘Ezana sent his brothers She'azanS and IJadefa against

them, and having subdued them, deported six of their kings,

together with all their camp and sheep and cattle, and 4400 men,

and settled them in a district called in Greek, Matlia, and in

Ethiopic, Dawala-Byrn ^aiA*flf^V> (vowels uncertain). The
transport of this host to Aksum occupied four months, and ‘Ezana

supplied them with meat, bread, beer, wine and water during the

journey. Having provided the six kings with apparel and food he

sent them and their tribes to their new home, and gave them 25,140

cattle to stock their farms. ‘EzSnS was so grateful to Ares for his

success in this matter that he dedicated five statues to him, one in

gold, one in silver and three in copper (bronze ?). The inscription

recording these facts is extant in three versions, Greek, Ethiopic

and Sabaean. The Greek version was discovered by Salt and
published and translated by him in his Voyage, London, 1814,

pp. 410, 41 1 ;
and in Valentia’s Travels, London, 1805, vol. ill.

p. I74ff-; see also Muller, 1894, p. 16; Dittenberger
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Inscriptioms Selectae^ Bd. I. p, 398 ff.
; and Littmann, Aksiim, Bd. rv,

p. 4. The Sabaean version was discovered by J. T. Bent {Sacred

City, London, 1896, p. 214 ff.), and the Ethiopic by Littmann, who
has published and translated all three {Aksiim, Bd. IV. Nos. 4, 6, 7).

Dittenberger’s Greek text reads

:

I 'Aei^avag ^atriXeii^ 'K^tufiiT&v *a[t] 2 ’Ofvrjptr&v koX tow

'Vaeihav xai Ald-’^-iimcav zeal %a/3aetr£v leal rov ^iXer} 4 ical rov

Hiana KoX 'Boxj^aevr&v «[at] To[i)] S Kocov, ^aai\eii<! ^a<ri\icav,

vio^ 6eov 6 aviK^rov “Apea)<!, araKvrjirdvTteiv ^ ttarb. leaipov rov

eSvov<s T(Sv Boviyaei-S-raiv a7reaT\eyXap,ev rov? ^iperepov^ 9

Saia^apa teal rov ’ASi;<^a[i/] lO toi5tous iroXep.ijerai teal irapaBeBca-

Il-Koreov avr&v UTrord^avre? avrow 12 ilyayov Trpo? :j/iat peret leal

rtSv dpep-lS-pdriav avr&v ^o&v re ^PIB teaX rrpo-l^-^drmv 3a>KA Kal

KTTjv&v va)ro^6pee[v] 15 6pi-^avre<! avrohi fioealv re teal irreati^Kr]-

l6-pip rrori^ovre^ adroit ^vrtp re 1 7 teal otvep ical vSpev-

paeriv rrdvrofi [«]is ')(pp-l8-ra<rtav otrive': fjtrav rov apiOpov

lQ-(T/coi e^ <rvv r& d'xXtp avr&v rov apidphv AYK 20 avvmvevopevoi

Kaff eKdartiv ffpepav ap-2l~rovi ai,rivov<s «[al] olvov iirl

pfiva<i , . 22 . . ^xp[e]*9 o5 dr/dr/ovarev airoi/i TTphi fipdr. ro\p-2y

t]ov5 oiv, Sapija-dpevoi avroZ<; irdvra rd i7rt-24-T^8[e]{a k[oI]

dptftidaavre^ aiirott}, peroiKi]<ravr[_e^] 25 Kareerrqerapev [e]?? riva

rhiTOv rrj^ ijper4pa<i j^d>]-26-pai{ xaXodpevov MdrXta, K\aX\ dzeeXei/-

erapev ai-2^-rodi rrdXw dvveoveveadai, irapacrxppevoi 28 roll S^atriv

^aeriXela-KOK pB3Pp {nrep 84 ev-2g-xapiaria'i rov /t[e] yevvq-

travro^ dvitcqrov "Ape®? 30 aveBriKa aiir^ dvSpidvra •^^vtrovv [&>]a

/c[al] dp7V-3I-p[e]ov eva ^[al] •}(aXKov<i 7' inr wyadmi.

‘ezanA deports six rebel begA kings to MATLIA.
TRANSLATION

I 'EzSna, King of Aksum and 2 of ^imySr, and of Raidan, and

of 3 Ethiopia, and of Saba’, and of Salhen, 4 and of Siyanio, and of

B^a, and of 5 Kasu, the King of Kings, the son of the 6 invincible

god Ares. As the 7 peoples of the Bega had rebelled, 8 we sent

our g brothers Shai'azana and Hadgfan 10 to make war on them.

And having ii laid down their arras, [our brothers] subdued them

and 12 brought them to us wilh their camp-followers, 13 [and]

3112 cattle, 14 and 6224 (?) sheep and pack animals, 15 giving
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them cattle and i6 grain to cat, and beer and 17 wine and water

to drink to the 18 full according to their number, 19 [that is to

say] six tributary kings with their people, in number 4400. 20 They

received each day 21 22,000 wheaten cakes and wine for 22 [four]

months whilst they were bringing them to us. These 23 we
allowed, having provided them with all kinds of food 24 and given

them apparel, to depart, 25 and they settled in a district belonging

to our 26 dominion, which is called Matlia. And we commanded

27 again that food should be given to them, and we 28 granted to

the six kings 25,140 cattle. To 29 obtain the favour ofmy begetter,

the invincible Ares, 30 I have set up to him one statue in gold,

and 31 one in silver, and three in copper, for good (or benefit).

In the Sabaean and Ethiopic versions of this inscription the

last paragraph, dealing with the dedication of the statues, is longer,

and it is stated that they were dedicated to the gods ‘Astar 0/ti'C t

and Beher •flrh»C*, or Madara and to Mahram ir»fhC9^i,

i.e. Ares. Then comes another paragraph containing a curse on the

man who shall destroy, injure or overthrow what the king has set

up there; he shall die and his offspring and posterity shall be

rooted up out of the land. On the other hand the man who shall

pay them honour shall be blessed. And the king prays that men

shall tell the story of what he has done, and recount the glory of

his city [Aksum] for ever. He concludes by saying that he has

brought to Mahram endowed him with) a large piece of ground

and an estate(?), XfflVsfljflRrh*"

Another important campaign of ‘EzSna is made known to us by

an inscription discovered by Littmann (No, 9). The king marched

into districts to the east and south-east of Aksum, and soon after

he set up ’Aba’alke'6 the king of the 'Aguezat

and his men came to meet him and brought him gifts. Marching

on into ’Atagau he collected camels and beasts of burden

and men and women and food for a march of 20 days. On the

third day 'EzSna discovered treachery in ’Aba’alke'6, and he

stripped him naked flh« and had him bound in fetters with those

who carried his throne. 'Ezana went to several places, or sent his

^ troops to them, and imposed his will on the peoples everywhere.

The end of the inscription is mutilated, but it seems that the king

was satisfied with his campaign.
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The next campaign of ‘Ezana was undertaken for punitive

purposes. It seems that the Sarane, a wild, lawless and disaffected

people, whose kingdom was 'AfSn, among their other hostile acts

had attacked a merchant caravan and killed all the people in it.

Where ’Afan was situated is not known, but it lay probably far to

the south, so far from Aksum that its people were not afraid to

carry on their lawless practices. ‘EzanS sent three of his armies

against them, and he himself followed and joined them in ‘Alaha,

and the usual slaughter took place. He then went on to attack

four allied tribes of the Sarane, and captured the ringleader, ’AlTta,

and his two sons. A fierce fight took place, and hundreds of men
and women were killed, and about two hundred men, women and

children were taken prisoners. ‘Ezana carried off as spoil nearly

thirty-two thousand cattle and about eight hundred beasts of

burden. The campaign was very successful, and the king was so

well satisfied that he set up a throne in Shado, and thanked his

gods ‘Astar and Beher and Meder for his victory, and gave to

Mahrem one hundred cattle and fifty prisoners. The style of the

narrative resembles that of the inscriptions of Hersatef and

Nastasen, and it is probable that 'EzSnS treated the peoples of

’Afan in precisely the same way, and for the same reasons, as these

Nubian kings had done a few hundreds of years earlier. The

inscription is typical, and a transcript is given with an English

translation.

INSCRIPTION or ‘EZANA (AIZANES) when a pagan
(Littmann, No. lo)

1 ['ijfl?
1
fliAR

I
hli,{stc)

I
0*^

1
-AKflf

I

2 [A]A.T
1
’i'biP

1
Mlftr

I
mn

I
HynC

1

3 [ai]H
I
dfLiiJ

I
(dH

I
Anh

I
oiH

I
AA

4 itb'i\tDn\
I I

-np
I
fflH

I
»iA*

I

5 [®]AA
I
floAC?®

1 I
A

6 [0]c
I
O-nh*

1 1 I

A

7 I 1 I
ffl+i*A {sic)

I

8 [1'] I
m'hr'tt

1
BOMth

1 [ I ]

9 I
AA%’^

i
AC«

I
ooihn

I
at

10 AC*e
I i

®ACf
I
diA

I
®AA.
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11 V I
’I'Aohi

I \ |

12
I
9Ay

I
(oh«a^A.Ci

j

1

3

V
1
<d4*'I'A?*

I
(D^mOh?*

I
0aaVC

14 tip
I
w^i'M

I
Adi

I
aiiaiJ’b

15 I
(dha-m

1
hcnd'i*

I
h’j

16
I
aiMHi

| | |
tl

17 Ah*
j I

oM
)
4’^A

I 1
llh[4-]

18 TfimSl aiMA^
Im I

aiM
| %J>S \

19 I
dji^

I
aih^ii^* hna

I
lOH I

A

20 £•
I 9 I

fflh'jfti-
1 I £Sg I

®
21 M

I §gg I
f”UCh

1
AO?"

I
C^T?B?

22
I
h'>ft^

I 0®*jt I I
®+

23 <iD^fli.
I
H'ili

I
P'AA

I
hAHfl.O’flo-

1

24 iDt'hA'
I
oahad

I
nuf

I I
ID

25 haath
|
0JP

|
AOAi'C

|
loA’nHb

26 C
I
iiiA?“frC

I

Ah«n
I
Oil

I
iiP-f

I
ea

27 i+A”
I
OhTiii

I
ai'fl(fb<<

I
(Dllcmjg^,

|
A

28 ^1*V+A
1
fli^l‘ViP'1*

I
h*Ofh.<*

I

29 Ag,’%h
I
lD+4-h«

I
hTfl*'t?^'

1
AopA

30 C?"
1
ilOiAf-ao.

I
AO?"

I f 1
01%*?

I 3 I

Translation

1 ‘Ezana, the son of ’Ella ‘Amid 5
,
of the family of

2 Halen, King of Aksura, and of Hemer (Himyar),

3 and of Raydan, and of Sab’ and of Sal-

4 hen, and of Sey5m6
,
and of Bega, and of Kasti,

5 the son of Mahram, who cannot be conquered by the

6 enemy. He made war on the Sarane, whose kingdom is ’A-

7 fan, after they had fought against us and killed a merchant

8 caravan. And then we made war upon them, first of all

9 we sent armies, the army of Mahaza, and

10 the army of Dakuen, and the army of HarS, and then we

1 1 ourselves followed, and we encamped at the place where

13 the troops were assembled in ‘Alahfi, and we made our

soldiers
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13 set out from there. And they killed, and made prisoners,

and despoiled

14 them. And we attacked Sa'ne, and Sawante,

1 5 and Gema, and Zahtan, four

16 peoples (or, tribes), and we took prisoner ’Allta with

17 his two children. And a slaughter took place, of the men of

’Afan

18 503, and women 202, in all 705.

19 Of his camp-followers there were taken prisoners, men
20 40, and women and children i6S, in all

21 20$. As spoil were carried off 31,900 and

22 S7 cattle, baggage animals 827. And [the king]

23 returned in safety together with his people.

24 And he set up a throne here in Shado, and

25 committed himself to the protection of ‘Astar, and Beher,

26 and Meder (the Earth). If there be anyone who would

overthrow him

27 and remove him, that person, and his land, and his race,

28 shall be overthrown and removed, and he shall be rooted

out

29 of his country. And he (t.e. the king) offered as a thank-

offering to

30 Mahram, who had begotten him, 100 cattle and SO prisoners.

The last campaign of ‘Ezana, which is made known to us by

the important inscription in Ethiopic published by Littmann

(Aksittn, Bd. IV. No. ii), seems to have been the greatest of all his

military expeditions. It was directed against the Noba, i.e. the

people who dwelt on the southern side of the Takaze or AtbarS,

and on the Seda or Nile, and against the Kasii or Kushites, or

peoples of the regions which had once formed the kingdom of the

Meroitic kings and queens. The Kasu were old offenders, and the

inscription suggests that they had been made subjects of the king

of Aksum at an earlier period, either by ‘EzSnS himself or one of

his predecessors. The fragment of a Greek inscription found at

Meroe and published by Sayce {Trans. Soc. Bible Arch,, vol. viii,

1909, p. 190) states that a king of Aksum had been to Meroe, and

laid waste the country, and set up a statue to Ares, and that king
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may quite well have been ‘EzanS. Both the Nobs and the Kasu

had rebelled, and ‘Ezana was obliged to set out and crush the

rebellion with a strong hand. The Noba had attacked the peoples

of Mangurto, Khasa and other peoples who were under the protec-

tion of the king of Aksum, and believing that ‘Ezana would never

take the trouble to cross the Atbara, continued to do so with

impunity. Thrice had they sworn with solemn oaths, presumably

to ‘Ezana, not to attack those peoples, and thrice had they broken

their oaths, and had killed the Black Folk and the Red Folk with-

out the smallest justification or provocation. Complaints of their

outrages had been made to ‘Ezana at Aksum, and he had sent his

officers to enquire into the matter, and when these reached the

territory of the Noba, the rebels disarmed them by taking away

their weapons of defence, and stole their goods and stripped them

of everything they had. Time after time 'EzanS warned them, but

his warnings fell on deaf ears, and their only answer was to curse

the king and to rob and steal and murder as before.

‘EzSna marched to the Atbara, and engaged them at the ford of

Kemalke, but the fight was inconclusive, for they broke and fled,

thinking in this way to escape his vengeance. But ‘EzSnS pursued

them and continued to do so for twenty-three days, during which

he killed many rebels, and took prisoners and seized such spoil as

came in his way; and his soldiers brought back to him after their

attacks more prisoners and spoil. The Noba included people who
were not merely naked savages, for some of them dwelt in houses

made of sun-dried bricks, and some in houses made of reeds, and

there were statues of gods in their temples. The Aksumite soldiers

seized the Noba’s stores of grain and food and their copper and

iron and bronze (?) and their cotton trees and cast them all into

the Nile. Thus it is clear that some of the Noba were civilized to

a certain extent, for they possessed the art of working in metals,

and knew how to make bricks and to build houses. The mention

of the cotton tree tut flhT« is of great interest, and suggests that

the Noba cultivated the cotton tree {Gossypium arbormni) systemati-

cally, though it has always grown wild in many parts of Abyssinia

and tropical Africa. The word survives in Amharic under the form

of tett and Guidi identifies it with Gossypium viUfoKum

punctatum {Vocabolario, col. 834). A fight took place on the Nile
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also, and many men “died in the water,” ie, were drowned. It

seems that many of the Noba tried to escape in boats, for those

which ‘EzanS’s soldiers sank were crowded with both men and

women.

Two chiefs, called Yesaka and Butale, who, disguised as

merchants and mounted on she-camcls, came as spies, and the

notable who was with them, were captured by the king himself,

and put to death. Five other chiefs called Danoko, Dagale, ’Anako,

Hawarl, and KarkarS and one priest were also captured, and were

put to death. The priest was wounded in the general fight which

took place at the capture of the party, and the soldiers stripped

him of his clothing and took from him the little gold case in which

he kept his fetish, and which was probably fastened to his body by

a silver chain. After this 'Ezana fought a battle with the Kasu at

the mouth of the Atbara and captured many prisoners. On the

following day he sent his troops up the Nile, and they destroyed

the cities of ‘Aiwa and Daro, and laid waste all that portion of the

island of Meroe. They killed many people, and captured prisoners,

and threw numbers of the natives into the Nile, and then returned

in peace, having conquered their foes by the might of the Lord of

Heaven. Then ‘Ezana sent his soldiers down the Nile to lay waste

the country of the Noba, who had captured the towns of Negus (?),

Tabito and Fertotl; they advanced northwards as far as the country

of the Red Noba, and then returned in peace. This done ‘Ezina

set up a throne at a place near the junction of the Atbara with the

Nile, probably on the right bank, where are the ruins of the famous

old town of Ad-DSnias, in the name of the Lord of Heaven, Who,

he acknowledges, had made him king. And to Him he gave

thanks for his victory, and for what He had given to him, viz., 1 387

men and women and children, killed or made prisoners, 10,560

cattle, and 5 1,050 sheep. In the last lines of the inscription there is

no mention of ‘Ezana committing himself and his tlirone to the care

and protection of ’Astar, Beher, or Meder, and no record of a gift of

lands and cattle and prisoners to Mahram, such as we find in the

inscriptions which were set up by him when a pagan. On the

contrary he readily admits that the Lord of Heaven had helped

him, and he beseeches Him to stablish him in the kingdom which

He had given to him. And he promises the Lord of Heaven that
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he will rule his people with righteousness and justice and will not

oppress them. Still more remarkable, he prays that his people will

protect the throne which he has set up to the Lord of Heaven, and

the land on which it rests. But following this prayer comes the

curse on the man who shall overthrow or destroy the throne, and

the old threat that he and his seed shall be rooted up out of the

land, A transcript of Littmann’s text of this very important

inscription and a translation are here given.

INSCRIPTION OF 'EZANA (AIZANES) WHEN A CHRISTIAN

(Littmann, No. ii)

1 [fl]*^^iA
I
MnYi

I I
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1
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|
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|
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|
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|
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I
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I
Aa>

I
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|
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|
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|
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I
XAiH
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I
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I
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1
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|
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|
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I
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I
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I
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I
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I
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I
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|
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I
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1
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I
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I
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I
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Translation

1 By the power of the Loid of Heaven, Who in heaven and

upon the earth is mightier than everything which exists,

2 ‘Ezana, the son of ’Ella 'Amida, a native of Halen, king of

Aksum and of

3 Hemer (Himyar), and of Raydan, and of Saba, and of Salhen,

and of Seyamo, and of Bega, and of

4 Kasu, King of kings, the son of ’Ella 'Amida, who is in-

vincible to the enemy.

5 By the might of the Lord of Heaven, Who hath made me
lord, Who to all eternity, the Perfect One,

6 reigns. Who is invincible to the enemy, no enemy shall stand

before me, and after me

7 no enemy shall follow. By the might of the Lord of All,

I made war upon Nob3, for the peoples of Nob3 had

rebelled and

8 had made a boast of it. And "they (i.e. the Aksumites) will

not cross the river Takaze,” said the peoples

9 of N6ba. And they were in the habit of attacking the peoples

of Mangurto, and Khasa, and Barya, and the Blacks,

10 and of making war upon the Red peoples. And twice and

thrice had they broken their solemn oaths, and had

11 killed their neighbours mercilessly (or, without sufficient

reason), and they had st;ripped bare and stolen the pro-

perties of our deputies and messengers which I had

12 sent to them to enquire into their thefts, and had stolen from

them

13 their weapons of defence. And as I had sent warnings to

them, and they would not hearken to me, and they refused

to cease from their [evil] deeds, and heaped abuse upon me
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14 and then betook themselves to flight, I made war upon them.

And I rose up in the might of the Lord of the

15 Land God), and I fought with them on the Takaze, at

the ford of Kemalke. Thereupon they took to flight, and

would not

16 make a stand. And I followed after the fugitives for twenty

and three—23—days,

17 killing [some], and making prisoners [others], and capturing

spoil wherever I tarried. Prisoners and

1 8 spoil my people who had marched into the country brought

back to me. Meanwhile I burnt their towns [both]

19 those built of brick and those built of reeds, and [my soldiers]

carried off its food, and its copper, and its iron, and its

20 brass (?), and they destroyed the statues (or pictures) of their

houses (i.A temples), and the treasuries of food, and the

cotton trees, and

21 cast them into the River Sida. And there were many [men]

who died in the water, their

22 number being unknown to me; and they {i,e. the soldiers)

sunk their ships in the river whilst crowded with people,

23 there being on them both women and men. And I captured

two chieftains—2—who
24 had come as spies riding on she-camels, and their names

were

25 Yesaka— i—[and] Butale—I— ;
and I captured an AngabS-

nawi nobleman— i—. And these died: the chieftains

26 Danoko— i—,
Dagale—

i

—

,

'Anako— i—,
Piawarl—

I

—

,

Karkara— i—,
their lord (}.e. priest)— i—,

whom [the

27 soldiers] had wounded, and they took away from him a

keddda of silver and a small case [made of] gold. The
chieftains who

28 died were five—S— and one priest— i—. And I came to

Kasu and I fought a battle and made prisoners of its

people at

29 the junction of the Rivers Sida and Takaze. And the day

after I arrived I sent out

30 to raid the country, the army Mahaza, and the army Qara,

and Damawa, and Falha and ^erS’
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31 upstream of Sida, and the cities built of brick and those of

leeds. The names of the cities

32 built of bricks were ’Aiwa— i—[and] Daro—i—. And they

killed, and captured prisoners, and cast [people] into the

33 water, and they returned safe and sound, having terrified

their enemies and conquered them by the might ofthe Lord

34 of the Land. And after that I sent the army of IJalen, and

the army of Laken, and

35 the army of Sabarat, and Falha and Sera’ down the SidS

[against] the towns of Noba which are [made of]

36 reeds

—

4 towns—Negus— i—. The towns built of bricks

which the Noba had taken were Tabito— I

—

[and]

37 Fertotl

—

I. And my peoples arrived at the frontier of the

red Noba and they returned safe and sound,

38 having captured prisoners and slain the Noba and taken

spoil from them by the might of the Lord of

39 Heaven. And I planted (t.e. set up) a throne in that country

at the place where the Rivers Sida and

40 Takaze join opposite the town with brick houses which

the island. The things which has given me

41 the Lord of Heaven are: men captives 214, women captives

41 5. total of captives 629.

42 Men slain 602, women and children slain 156, total of slain

700 [and]

43 58. Total of prisoners and slain 1387. The spoil: cattle 10,500

44 [and] 60, sheep 51,050. And I planted (i.e. set up) a throne

here in Shado by the might of

45 the Lord of Heaven, Who has helped me and given me
sovereignty,

46 May the Lord of Heaven make strong my kingdom! And
as He has this day conquered for me my enemy

47 may He conquer for me wheresoever I go. And as He has

this day conquered for me, and has overthrown for me my
48 enemy, [I will rule] the people with righteousness and

justice, and will not oppress them. And may they preserve

(or, keep m safety)

49 this throne which I have planted (*>. set up) for the Lord of

Heaven, Who has made me king, and
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50 the earth which carries it I And if tliere be anyone who shall

remove it, and destroy it, and overthrow it, he and

51 his kinsfolk shall be rooted out, shall be removed from the

land and be rooted out. And I have planted {i.e. set up)

' 52 this throne by the might of the Lord of Heaven.

The most important fact that comes to light from the inscrip-

tions of ‘Ezana is that he was the king of Aksum who, about the

year 340, embraced Christianity and made his kingdom Christian.

This historical fact and the native Abyssinian tradition can be

made to harmonize, if in any way the nimes ’Abreha and ’Asbeha

can be regarded as names of ‘Ezana. ’Abreha can hardly be a

corruption of ‘Ezana, but it may be a second name of this king, and

we know that many Abyssinian kings had two names, and in late

times three. We also know that King Kaleb was also called “’Ella

’Asbeha,” and ’Asbeha or ’Ella ’Asbeha may have been a second,

or third name of ‘Ezana. The Abyssinians also say that ’Abreha

and ’Asbeha rebuilt Aksum, but this is what ‘Ezana did, and there

cannot have been three kings ruling at Aksum at the same time

and all engaged in rebuilding the city. ’Abreha, ’Asbeha and

‘Ezana may be one and the same person, but if they are it is very

strange that the Chronicles never mention the name ‘Ezana or

include it in their lists of kings.

Little more is known now of the history of Abyssinia during

the period 360-580 than was known to Dillmann, whose description

of the material available was comprehensive and practically final.

(See his Uebir die Anfange des axumitiseken Reichs, Berlin, i$79,

and Zur Geschichte des axumitischen Reichs im vierten bis sechsten

Jahrhundert, Berlin, 1880.) The names of nine or ten kings are

found on coins, viz. Gersem, Yathlia(?), Ochlas (?), Anaapheon (?),

’Ella Gabaz, Joel, Wazena(?), ’Armah or ’Armah Sagad, IJataza

and Mhygsn, but of these only two, ’Ella Gabaz and ’Armah, are

found in the King Lists. The Chronicle published by Basset

(p. 97) and a King List in Brit Mus, MS. Orient. 821 say that

’AbrehS begot ’Asfeh.

’Asfeh begot 'Arfed.

'Arfed begot ’Amse.

'Amse begot Sala’adobS.

Sala’adoba begot ’Al'ameda.
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In other words only five kings reigned between A.D. 360 and

480, and of these little or nothing is known. But from other

Chronicles we learn that during this period several other kinglets

ruled over a part of Abyssinia. Among these were 'Ella 'Abreha,

'Ella 'Asbeha and ’Ella Shahel, three brothers who reigned together

from about 356-370; they divided the day into three equal parts,

and each king was king absolute during his part of the day. After

'Ella Shahel we have ’Ella 'Adhana (14 years), ’Ella Rete'a (i year),

’Ella ’Asfeh (i year), ’Ella ’Asbeha ($ years), ’Ella ’Amida (16

years), ’Ella ’Abreha (6 months), ’Ella Shahel (2 months), and ’Ella

Gaboz or Gobaz (2 years, about A.D. 392). It is said that ’Ella

Gobaz killed his predecessor and married by force the princess

’Admas, and proclaimed himself king. He became infatuated with

the beautiful pagan queen of a neighbouring district who was

called Lab, and married her. A brother of Queen ’Admas rose up

and slew ’Ella Gobaz and Queen Lab, and became king under the

name of ’Ella Shahel (III ?), or ’Ella Sehal TtAAdiA (a.d. 394).

He was followed by ’Ella ’Arbeha and 'Ella ’Adhana (16 years),

’Ella Saham (28 years), ’Ella ‘Amida (12 years), ’Ella Shahel

(2 years), ’Ella Sebah (2 years), ’Ella Sahara (15 years), ’Ella

GSbaz (21 years), ’Agabe and Lewi (2 years, A.D. 474-5 ?). It will

be seen that many of these kinglets bore the same name, and these

should be distinguished by the numbers I, II, etc., but it is, owing

to the confusion in the King Lists and the various spellings of the

names, impossible to be certain about the order in which they

succeeded. Lewi’s successor, ’Ella ’Amida (IV?), reigned 1 1 or 14

years.

'AL'AMEDA, or ’ELLA ’AMIdA

The principal event in the reign of ’Al'Ameda was the arrival of

the Nine Saints from Byzantium (Rdmya), who reformed the Faith.

These were Abba ’Alef, Abba Sehma, Abba ’Aragawl (or Michael),

Abba ’Afse, Abba Garlma, Abba PantalewSn, Abba Likanos, Abba

Guba and Abba Yem'ata. They came, as Guidi has shown, from

Syria or that neighbourhood, and were Monophysites, and it

was they who translated the Scriptures into Ge'ez or Ethiopia,

built churches and monasteries, and established Christianity on

a firm base in Abyssinia. Salt, and others following him, have
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confounded the Nine Saints mentioned above with the company

of ecclesiastics who went with John, the Almonei- of the Church of

St John at Alexandria, to Arabia, mt to Abyssinia, According to

Theophanes {Chronographia, vol. I. p. 260 ff.) and Assemani {Bibl,

Orient.^ tom. I. p. 260 ff.), a king of Ethiopia called Aidog, or Aidoug,

or Adad marched into Arabia and defeated Dinmus, or Damianus,

the Jewish king of the Himyarites, after a fierce battle. He then

wrote to the Emperor Justinian and asked him to send a bishop

and a number of priests into Himyar to convert the people to

Christianity. John of Alexandria was chosen by tlie emperor, and

he and his party went to Arabia according to his instructions.

Theophanes says they went there in 521, and they may have done

so, but the fact is that he has got his names and facts all wrong.

El-’Asbeha, or Kaleb, king of Aksum, cfzd fight a battle in Arabia

against the Jewish king Dhu Nuwas, but it was many years later,

as we shall see, and he did s6 because Dhu Nuwas was persecuting

the Christians of Najran. Many kings of Aksum found it necessary

to go to Arabia and chastise the Icings of Yaman and IJ!imySr

because they plundered the royal trading caravans and so robbed

the king of Abyssinia of his revenue, but the story told by

Theophanes is probably apocryphal. The Nine Saints, in reality,

being dissatisfied with the decisions of the great Councils at

Ephesus (431) and Chalcedon (451), fled to Abyssinia for refuge,

and it was no royal command that sent them there. Tradition says

that Abba Garlma was taken from Alexandretta to Abyssinia in a

single night by the Archangel Gabriel, and that later he was

translated to heaven. Abba Likanos is said to have been the priest

who baptized Queen Candace, so that when he came to Abyssinia

with ’Aragawl he must have been about 420 years old. This is a

good example of the anachronisms which are met with in Ethiopic

literature.

’Al-‘Ameda was succeeded by Ya'kob (Jacob) and Dawit

(David), who reigned together (3 years), ’Armah I (?), who reigned

14 years, 6 months and 10 days (489-503), and by Zltana (2 years).

This last king has, curiously enough, been confounded by some

writers with ‘Ezana, who reigned about 1 50 years before the time of

Zitana, and they have attributed to him the conquest of Himyar,

Noba, and KQsh and other countries, which it was quite im'possible
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for him to effect in his short reign of two years ($04-5), An extra-

ordinary native tradition says that Zitana was followed by one

Ya'kob, who because of his shocking cruelties and wickedness was
called “’Arwe,” i.e. “Beast" or “Serpent,” and who reigned 9 years.

The country was delivered from this monsterby ’Ella ’Asbeha (IV ?),

in whom Ludolf rightly saw the “Elesbaan” of Cosraas (M<=Crindle,

Bk. II. 141 (p. 55)) and the “Elesbas, Elesbaas, and Elesboas” of

ecclesiastical writers. ’Ella ’Asbeha marked the defile in which the

monster lived, and he lighted a huge fire at each end of it, and lined

the two sides with rows of soldiers. ’Arwe made a frantic effort to

escape by leaping through the fire at one end of the defile, and as

he did so ’Ella ’Asbeha slew him with his sword, and became

king about A.D, 5 14.

'ELLA 'ASBEHA XAihXr*n^t BEXXarf/Saao, or EXnrjSaav,

ALSO KNOWN AS KALEB

’Ella ’AsbehS was a son of Zitana, and reigned from 514 to 542.

He is also called Constantine
,
and David, and Ksleb

hA**!!*. He had two sons, Beta’EsrS’el and Gabra

Maskal otA+A < . It has already been seen in the inscriptions

of 'Ezana that the Abyssinians in his reign claimed hegemony not

only over the parts of Arabia near the Straits of Bab al-Mandab,

but also over Himyar, and they continued to do so in the 6th

century A.D. In 523 IJimyar was ruled by an Arab, who had

adopted the Jewish religion, called Dhu Nuwas, and this vassal of

’Ella ’Asbeha was striving by every means in his power to free him-

self from the overlordship of the king of Abyssinia. Dhu Nuwas

hated Christians in general, and especially those who lived in

Nagran ,
a populous city of Himyar, and he and his officers

slew men, women and children mercilessly, burnt their houses and

crops, and inflicted frightful cruelties on them. Neither the old nor

the young was spared, and Christian virgins were raped, tortured

and burnt with every refinement of cruelty that malice and cunning

could suggest. The news of these atrocities was carried swiftly to

all parts of the Christian East Timothy, Patriarch of Alexandria,

wrote to ’Ella ’Asbeha, and incited him to wage war against Dhu
NuwSs. Meanwhile a Jew called Daus went to Dhu Nuwas and
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told him that the people of Nagran had killed two of his sons, and

Dhii Nuwas set out forthwith for Nagran and massacred every one

he could find. But a native of NSgran managed to escape, and he

fled to ’Ella ’Asbeha and described the massacre to him, and

showed the remains of an Evangeliarium, which he had saved from

the fire. The king said, “ I have enough men, but no ships, I will

write to the Emperor [Justin] and ask him to send me ships to

transport my soldiers to Arabia.” As he knew that the Greeks

were enemies of the Persians, to whom the Himyarites had allied

themselves, he felt sure that he would receive a favourable answer.

For this story as told by Hisham ibn Muhammad, see Noldeke,

Geschichte der Perser, Leyden, 1879. p. 187. ’Ella Asbeha collected

an army of 120,000 men, and Justin sent 60 ships to the port of

Gabaza, the modern Gamez, near Adulis. ’Ella ’Asbeha sent 1 5,000

Abyssinians by land to prepare a place for disembarking, but after

thirty days’ march over the mountains they failed to appear, and

were of no assistance. At length, at Pentecost in the year 525

'Ella ’Asbeha embarked with his soldiers, and in spite of the

obstacles which Dhu NuwSs put in the way succeeded in landing

with all his army. He attacked the Himyarites with success, and

marched on, took the town of Takhar, the Yamanite capital, seized

Dhu Nuwas, wounded him with his own hand, and the Jewish chief

rode his horse into the sea and was drowned. ’Ella ’Asbeha then

re-established Christianity in the land, and built churches, and made
a Christian called Abramios governor of Yaman, and gave him a

force of 10,000 men to keep order in the country. The chief

authorities for the history of the martyrs of NagrSn are the

“ Martyrdom of Saint Arethas ” in Greek, and the Ethiopic texts

published with Portuguese translations by F. M. E. Pereira in his

Historia das Martyres de Nagran, Lisbon, 1899. See also Guidi,

LaLsttera di Simone (Acad, dei Lincei, tom. vii, p. 509) ;
Carpentier,

De SS, Aretha etsociis martyribus Negranae in the Acta Sanctorum,

October, tom. X. p.'72S fif.

In the King Lists we read "TazSna begot Kaleb. By the

prayer of Abba PantalewSn the earth split open when he was
waging war ag'ainst the king of Saba, the Jew, who slew the

taartyrs of NhgrSn, and whom God brought into the hand of

KslSb. He took vengeance for the blood of these martyrs, and he
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conquered him, and killed him, and destroyed all his army and

towns." The Ethiopia text of this extract is given by Pereira {op,

di., p, xlii) from the Life of Abba 'AragSwI. A legend common in

Abyssinia explains the splitting of the earth thus : Kaleb wanted to

get into Arabia but had no ships in which to cross the Red Sea,

Abba Pantalcwon prayed to God, Who split the earth, and Kaleb

descended into it and traversed a passage under the sea until he

came to the neighbourhood of Mount Sinai. Here he came up to

the surface and made his way to the sea-coast, where he found a

ship, and so was able to reach the Ilimyar territory. He fought a

great battle, conquered his enemy, who is here called Finhas,

le. Phineas, and killed him and restored the authority of

the Abyssinians in Arabia. (See the Etk. Synaxarium, Genbot 20.)

Much light on the period of the introduction of Christianity into

Yaman is afforded by the Syriac work Kethdbhd dhe Himyardye,

which has been edited by Prof. Axel Moberg of Lund, and a good

summary of its contents by Conti Rossini will be found in the

Rivista, Rome, 1922, tom. IX. p. 426 ff.

Having restored order in Yaman ’Ella ’Asbeha appointed as

governor of IJimy§r an Arab Christian called Ariat, and made him

agree to pay an annual tribute. This done he returned to

Abyssinia with a vast amount of spoil, all of which he gave to his

army. In 531 war broke out between Abramios, i.e. ’Ella ’Abreha,

governor of Yaman and AriSt, governor of Himyar, who decided

to settle their dispute by a duel in the presence of their armies,

During the fight Ariat succeeded in slashing ’Abreha across the

face with his sword, and won the duel. As ’Abreha ever after

carried the mark of the sword cut on his face he was nicknamed

“’Abreha the scarred’’ (Al-Ashram). Soon after the duel ’Abreh^

murdered Ariat and so became the sole lord of Yaman, and refused

to pay tribute to ’Ella ’Asbeha, whom Tabari calls the “Nagashi,"

Having made fruitless attempts to reduce 'Abreha to

submission the NagSshl decided to confirm his authority, and made

him king of Yaman. Thereupon ’AbrehS assumed the title of

“King of Abyssinia.”

Soon after 'Ella 'Asbeha returned to AksQm, he retired from

the world, and having sent his royal crown to Jerusalem to be

suspended near the grave ofour Lord, toMlUtii 1
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he became a monk,

and either assumed, or was given by his subjects the name of

Kaleb. He was not the first king of Aksum to bear this name, for

the writer of the Periplus says that in his time (A.D. $6) the

Tvpcbwo^ of Saue was called XoXffit/So?. Several coins of ’Ella

’Asbeha are known and full descriptions of these will be found in

Pereira, Martyres de Nagran, p. xlvi f., Littmann, AksUm, Bd. I.

p. 53; Schlumberger in Rev. Numismatigue, 1886, p. 356; Prideaux

in Numismatic Chronicle, 1884, p. 217, etc.

The place near Aksum which has been said to be the entrance

into the earth miraculously made for Kaleb is known to-day as

"’Enda Kaleb,” or the tomb of Kaleb. It was first described by

Tellez (Historia, Bk. i. chap. 32), and next by Lord Valentia

( Voyages, vol. HI. p. 80 f.) and' Ruppell {Raise, Bd. ii. p. 276), and

was excavated by the German Expedition to Aksum (Bd. 1. p. 10 ff,).

The “House of Kaleb" is approached by a sloping corridor about

25 feet long, and crossing a narrow hall or vestibule 24 feet long

and 7 feet wide, the visitor sees in front of him three rectangular

chambers, the walls of which descend into the ground to a consider-

able depth. Tradition says that Kaleb and his son Gabra Mas^al

were buried here, but the good and massive work which is seen in

many parts of these tombs suggests that they were excavated under

Greek influence, and are pre-Christian. For a ground plan of the

three chambers see Pereira, gp, cit., p. liv. In the Liber Azumae
(ed. Conti Rossini, p. 5) mention is made of the house of Kaleb and

of his son Gabra Maskal, built in the heart of the earth, with its

obelisks; its exterior is visible at the present day. The interior is

said to be filled with gold and pearls, and the writer says that he

has seen pearls brought out through the crevices in the rock by

means of a stalk of grass moistened by spittle.

BETA ’ESRA’EL

Beta ’Esra’el was the eldest son of Kalgb, and seems to have

been the governor of Adwa (Adowa) during his father’s lifetime,

and it was he, probably, who was compelled to acknowledge

’Abreha al-Ashram as king of Yaman, and to admit his arrogant

claims to sovereignty, at all events for a timei The Abyssinian
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Chronicles know nothing about him, and in some of the King Lists

his name is altogether omitted. Coins of Beta ’Esra’el were found

by Parabeni.

GABRA MASKAL the “Servant of the Cross”

Gabra Maskal was the second son of Ksleb and succeeded his

brother Beta ’Esra’el probably about 550. One King List says that

he reigned 14 years, but some think that his reign was much longer,

and believe that he did not die until between 570 and 580. He and

his bi other seem to have resigned themselves to their loss of the

overlordship of Yaman, for ’AbrehS al-Ashram, who had usurped

the sovereignty in Arabia, had begun to attack the Himyarites and

others on his own account, and he did not share the loot which he

took with the Nagashl. There is little doubt that Gabra Maskal

would have gone to Yaman and crushed the usurper, but he had no

ships, and there was no one ready to help him in this respect as his

father was helped. Thus it fell out that when Justinian applied

to him for help in diverting the silk caravans from Arabia to

Abyssinia, he was obliged to confess that he had no navy. Gabra

Maskal was a devout Christian, and he endowed the Church at

Aksiim which had been founded by ’AbrehS and ’AsbehS (‘Ezana?),

with many estates. Two of his great benefactions are described

in the Liber Axiimae (ed. Copti Rossini, p. 21). His reign was

peaceful, and as he conducted no wars trade flourished and the

country was prosperous. Thus he had abundant means at his

disposal for building churches, and he is said to have built the

church of Abba Germa. The Chroniclers relate that during the

reign of Gabra Masljal, Yared, the deacon, compiled the great

“MazgabS DeggwS” or “Treasury of Hymns" of the Abyssinian

Church. According to a legend he was taken up to Paradise where

he learned the "plain song" of heaven, and when he returned to

earth he taught it to the people. He grouped the hymns according

to the seasons of the year, and he attached to each hymn notes

indicating which of the three tones was to be used in singing it.

He had a beautiful voice, and one day when he was singing to

Gabra Maskal, the king was so ravished by the sounds that he let

his spear drop, and the head of it transfixed Yared’s foot to the

ground. Y§red was so intent upon his singing that he never noticed
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where the head of the spear was until his song was ended. Yared

founded the Monastery of Damo, and became an anchorite in the

desert of Samen, where he died. For descriptions of the contents

of the DeggvvS see Wright, Catalogue of the Ethiopic MSS,
No. 174, etc. Gabra Maskal was buried in a tomb near that of

Kaleb, and from the colossal size of the sarcophagus, which was

seen by Bent {Sacred City, p. 194) and is described in detail by

Littmann {Aksum, Bd. Il), it is thought that he was a man of

enormous size. But this is very uncertain, for sarcophagi were made

large enough to hold wooden coffins.

Abyssinia seems to have been peaceful enough during the

reign of Gabra Maskal, but in Arabia there was no peace. Ariat,

governor of Himyar, was a belligerent Christian and he burned with

desire either to convert the pagan Arabs who lived in and around

Makkah (Mecca), or to destroy them and their city. His real

object was to get possession of the offerings which the pilgrims

iSade in Makkah. He made an attack upon Makkah, but failed to

achieve his purpose and was driven off. Meanwhile ’Abreha al-

Ashram, governor of Yaman, was fired with Christian zeal, and

filled with the desire to prevent pilgrims going to Makkah, and

with the object of providing a counter attraction for them, he built

a “ Kalis,” i.e, eKteXTja-ia, in San'S, the like of which existed nowhere

else in the world. And he wrote to the Nagashi, the king of

Abyssinia, saying that he had built for him a church, the like of

which had never been built before for any king, and that he would

never rest until he had made the Arab pilgrims flock to it instead

of to Makkah. He also wrote to the emperor and asked him to

help him, and the emperor sent to Yaman artificers, and marble

and mosaics, and the church was decorated with gold and colours.

When the Arabs heard what 'Abreha had written to the NagSshi

they were filled with wrath, and a certain man of the Fukaim, who
belonged to the Malik branch of the Kinana tribe, went to Yaman,

and having gained access to the innermost part of the church of

’Abreha defiled it and departed. On hearing of this 'Abreha was

enraged, and he determined to go and destroy the temple of

Makkah, and he ordered the Abyssinians to make ready for battle,

and to set out on the way taking the elephants with, them. On the

road DhS Nafar and his people offered resistance, but his Arabs
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were vanquished and he was captured and brought before ’Abreha,

who spared his life.

The next to oppose ’Abreha was Nufail ibn IJabib Chath'ami,

and the Shahran and Nahis Arabs, but his forces were scattered

and he was also taken prisoner. ’Abreha spared his life and

made him his guide. When he came to Taif, Mas'ud and a host

of the Thaklf Arabs came out and tendered their submission,

and offered to go with him to help in the destruction of the

Ka'bah at Makkah; in this way they saved their own temple Al-

Lat. When ’Abreha reached Mughammas he sent an Abyssinian

called Aswad ibn Maksud wMi a company of horsemen against

Makkah, and they drove back to him the cattle of the men of the

Koraish tribe, who were in charge of the city, and 200 camels that

belonged to ‘Abd al-Muttallb, the head of the Koraish. Then

’Abreha sent a Himyarite called Honata to Makkah, and bade him

ask for the chief of the town and to tell him that ’Abreha had not

come to fight with the people of Makkah, but to destroy their

temple. When 'Abd al-Muttallb heard this he declined to agree to

’Abreha’s proposal, even though the men of Makkah were not in a'

position to fight with him, and at IJonata’s request went to

’Abreha’s camp. When ‘Abd al-Muttallb arrived in the camp he

saw his old friend Dhu Nafar there, and asked his help. Dhu
Nafar said he could do nothing, but that he knew Unais,the leader

of ’Abreha’s elephant, and would get him to obtain for him an

audience of the king. This Unais did, and ‘Abd al-Muttallb asked

the king to give him back his 200 camels. And 'Abreha said,

“Dost thou speak of 200 camels and say no word about the

sanctuary of thy father and thyselfwhich I have come to destroy?"

And ‘Abd al-Muttallb said, “I am the lord of my camels, but the

temple has its own Lord Who will protect it.’’ Said the king, “He
cannot protect it against me,” and the chief of Makkah said, “That

we shall find out; only give me back my camels’’; after this hd

went back to the city and ordered all the people to fly to the hills

and take refuge among the rocks. Then he fastened a ring on the

door of the Ka'bah, and having called upon God to protect His

House he and the other Koraishites betook themselves to the hills.

On the following day 'Abreha set out on his elephant Mahmud to

destroy the Ka'bah, but when he came in front ofthe building Nufail
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secretly whispered in, the ear of the elephant and told him to kneel

down, which the beast promptly did, and nothing would make it

stand up, for words and blows had no effect upon it. When they

turned the elephant to the south, or north, or east, he would stand

up, but towards the Ka'bah he would not go. At the same time God

sent flocks of birds like swallows to Makkah, each carrying three

stones, one in his beak and two in his claws, about the size of a

cherry or a pea. They dropped these stones on ’Abreha’s soldiers,

and wherever one fell on a man pustules broke out on him and his

flesh putrefied and he died quickly. In other words smallpox

broke out among ’Abreha’s troops, and when they realized the

deadly character ofthe disease they fled with their kingfrom Makkah.

According to one Arab version of the story ’Abreha was attacked

by the disease and died before he returned to Yaman: according to

another he returned to Yaman and continued to rule for several

years. The elephants were attacked by the disease, and of the

thirteen that accompanied ’Abreha, only Mahmud, the elephant

that refused to march against Makkah, escaped. ‘Abd al-Muttallb

returned to his city and found the Ka’bah intact, and from that time

onwards all the Arabs believed that a miracle had been wrought by

God on its behalf. In Arab literature ’Abreha’s attack on the city

is known as the "Battle of the Elephant” which took place in the

year 570, the year in which Muhammad was born. Mention of the

episode is made in the Kur’ln, chap, cv, and see the notes on the

subject in the Introduction to Sale’s Translation. For the various

accounts of Arab writers see Ndldeke, Geschickte der Aredies,

p. 200 ff.

When the NagashI recognized ’Abreha as king of Abyssinia

and Yaman, he sent to the house of Abu Murra, the son of Dhu
Jazan, and seized his wife RaihSna, the daughter of 'Alkama, and

she bore him a son called Masruk and a daughter called BasbSsa

(Ibn Ishak in Noldeke, op. cit., p. 197). But he had other sons,

among them Abu Jaksum, who succeeded to the throne after his

death. Jaksum was succeeded by his half brother Masruk, who
was killed by WahrJz in the reign of Khusrau, the son of KawSdh.

The rule of the Abyssinian kings over Yaman lasted 72 years:

Ariat 20 years, ’Abreha 23 years, Jaksum 19 years, and Masruk 12

years. Even before the death of MasrQk: a rebellion broke out
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headed by Dhu Jazan, a Yamanite noble, and his son Saif ibn Dhu

Jazan, the husband of the beautiful woman RaihSna, who bore him

a son called Ma'adl-karib, led the Yamanites to victory. When he

died the Yamanites under Saif ibn Dhu Jazan again rebelled, and

after his death his son Ma‘adl-karib succeeded in destroying the

power of the Abyssinians in the land (578). When he had reigned

about 20 years his Abyssinian bodyguard murdered him, and set

upon the throne ’Abreha, a son of AriSt, who reigned for one or two

years (598). The Yamanites then applied to the Persians for help,

and Khusrau II Parwez (590-Feb. 628) sent an army to assist

them. The Persians came and seized the countiy for themselves,

and the Abyssinians that were left in it were killed or driven out,

and Yaman and Himyar became provinces of the Shah’s Empire,

and paid an annual tribute. Persian merchants followed the army

into Arabia, and passed over into Abyssinia, where they greatly

improved the trade of the country, not only to their own advantage

but to that of the natives. Evidences of Persian influence are

visible in buildings, and many of the patterns in textile fabrics that

are most beloved by the natives are of Persian origin.

THE PERIOD FROM ABOUT 600-970

Of the history of this period the Abyssinian Chronicles can tell

us nothing. The King Lists give the names of the following kings,

but not the years of their reigns.

1 Kwlstantinos (Constantine)

2 Wasan Sagad (Bazagar?)

3 Fere Shanay, or Fere ShemSy

4 'Adre’az (var. Adre'azar)

5 ’Akla Wedem (var. 'Akala Wedem)
6 Germa Safar

7 Zergaz (var, Gergaz)

8 Degna Mika’el (var. Dengna Mika’el)

9 Bahr’Ikela

10 Gum
11 ’Asgwdmgum
12 Letem

13 Talatem

14 *Oda Gosh (var. ‘6da SSsa)
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15 'Ayzur, who reigned half a day and was choked.

16 Dedcm

17 Wededem
18 Wedem ’Asfare, who reigned 150 years

19 ’Armah

20 Degna Djan (van Ged‘5 Djan, i.e. Ged'a the king)

21 ’Anbasa Wedem
22 Delna’ad, from whom the throne was taken and given to

others who were not Israelites, nn the Zagwe.

THE REIGN OF ’ARMAH

During the early years of the 7th century Muhammad the

Prophet was engaged in fierce controversy with the Koraish tribe

who were keepers of the Ka'bah at Makkah, and were among the

bitterest enemies of himself and his new doctrines. His converts

belonged to the lower classes and many of them were weak and

poor and slaves, and these the Koraish seized and imprisoned and

tortured. Some were tied up in the desert and left all day in the

heat of the sun without water, and among those who were so

treated there was only one who did not recant, viz. Bilal As
Muhammad’s followers increased in number, the tortures inflicted

on them became more and more severe, until at length the Prophet

advised the sufferers to seek asylum in the "land of righteousness,

wherein no one is wronged,” i.e. Abyssinia. In 615 eleven men and

four women fled from Malrkah, and reached the port of Shu'eba

(near Jiddah), where they embarked in two ships and were carried

across the sea to Abyssinia, for half a dinar each (about five

shillings). Men of the Koraish pursued them, but arrived after they

had sailed. This was called the “First Hijrah” or “Flight” to

Abyssinia, as distinguished from the later and more extensive

emigration to that country. The NagashI received the fugitives

kindly, and they lived under his protection in peace and comfort
^

for three months; at the end of that time hearing that the Koraish

were converted to Islam they returned to Makkah (615). Before

they entered the city they heard that the rumour which had reached

them was false, and when they came to their houses their persecu-

tion became more strenuous than before. Almost immediately after-

wards a new party of Muhammad’s followers set out for Abyssinia,
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and other groups of men and women went there at intervals until

there were loi in all at the court of the Nagashl. Then the

Koraish becamed alarmed and sent an embassy of two of the chiefs

of Makkah to the Nagashl, with rich gifts, to ask him to deliver

up the fugitives to them. When the Nagashl heard their request

he said that he would question the fugitives himself, and on the

following morning they were summoned to his presence, where

they found the Christian bishops assembled. The Nagashl called

upon them to explain why they had abandoned the faith of their

fathers, and Ja'far, Muhammad’s cousin, described at length to him

the teaching of the Prophet. When he had finished speaking the

Nagashl said, “Verily, this revelation and that of Moses proceed

from the same source,” and he was satisfied that Muhammad’s

views about Jesus Christ as "a servant of God and His Apostle;

His Spirit and His Word placed in the womb of Mary, the im-

maculate Virgin,” were the same as his own. He then gave back to

the envoys the presents they had brought, saying, “If you were to

offer me a mountain of gold I would not give up these people who
have taken refuge with me.”

Some of the loi Arabs returned to Makkah later, but the

greater number of them remained in Abyssinia for many years.

Ja'far and several of them returned to Makkah in 629, two years

after Muhammad had written dispatches to Heraclius, Chosroes,

the Mukaukis, Governor of Egypt, and to 'Armah, king of

Abyssinia, calling upon them to acknowledge him as the true

Apostle of the One God. Heraclius made no answer, Chosroes

tore up the dispatch in a rage, the Mukaukis in Egypt answered

in a non-committal fashion and sent gifts to Muhammad, and
’Armah replied saying that he accepted Islam. Muhammad sent

two dispatches to 'Armah at this time by the hands of 'Amr ibn

Omeya, and the contents of the first of these were as follows

:

“In the Name of God, the Merciful and Compassionate,

'Muhammad, the Apostle of God, to the Nagashl Ashama (Ella

§aham (?), son of Ella Gabaz), King of Abyssinia, [sends] greeting.

Glory be to God, the Only One, the Holy One, the peaceful and
faithful Protector. I testify that Jesus, the Son of Mary, is the

'Spirit and Word of God, and that He sent them down into Mary,

the blessed and immaculate Virgin, and she conceived. He created
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Jesus of His own Spirit and made Him to live by His breath, even

as he did Adam. I now summon thee to worship the One God,

Who is without counterpart (or partner), and Who rules the

heavens and the earth. Accept my mission, follow me, and become

one of my disciples, for I am the Apostle of God. I have sent

Ja'far and other believers into thy country; protect them and

supply their needs. Set aside the pride of thy sovereignly. I call

upon thee and thy hosts to accept the worship of the supreme

Being. My mission is over. I have preached, and may heaven

grant that my counsels may be of benefit to those who hear.

Peace shall be with the man who shall walk in the light of the True

Belief.”

When the NagSshl received this dispatch, he laid it on his head

and eyes as a mark of deep respect, and then he left his throne and

seated himself on the ground and said the “Shahada” or "Testi-

mony” that there was no god but Allah, and that Muhammad was

the Apostle of Allah. Later he collected a series of gifts for

Muhammad and sent them to him together with a dispatch in

which he said: "In the Name of God, the Merciful, the Compas-

sionate. To Muhammad, the Apostle of God, King ’Armah [sends]

greeting. Peace be unto thee, O Apostle of God. May He shelter

thee under His compassion, and give thee blessings in abundance.

There is no god but Allah, Who has brought me to Islam. Thy
letter I have read, O Prophet. What thou hast said about Jesus is

the right belief, for He hath said nothing more than that. I testify

my belief in the King of heaven and of earth. Thy advice I have

pondered over deeply. Ja'far and his company have been received

with the honour due to them in my country and have been

entreated hospitably. I testify that thou art the Apostle of God,

and I have sworn this in the presence of Ja'far, and have acknow-

ledged Islam before him. I attach myself to the worship of the

Lord of the Worlds, 0 Prophet I send my son Area as my envoy

to thee, but if thou dost command it I will go myself and do

homage to the holiness of thy mission. I testify that thy words

are true.”

In the second dispatch which Muhammad sent to the NagSshl

he asked him to send back the thirty or forty of his followers who
were still living in Abyssinia, and to betroth to him Umm 9ablbah,
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the daughter of Abu SufySn, whose former husband 'Ubed Allah

had embraced Christianity in Abyssinia and had died there. The

NagashI assembled his court and repeated the “Shahada,” and per-

formed the ceremony of betrothal, and then gave Umm Habibah

400 dinars (about ;^20o) as her dowry. Then he delivered her to

Ja'far, and sent him and his party back to Arabia loaded with gifts

for Muhammad. See Muir, The Life ofMo^mmad, pp. 69, 80-91,

132, 366; Morid, L'Ethtopie^ Paris, 1904, tom. II. p. 163 f.

When we remember the ardent and fanatical character of

Abyssinian Christianity it must come as a suiprise that ’Armah

and his bishops accepted Islam, and that the NagashI regretted

that he could not go in person to Muhammad and testify to the

holiness of his mission. As Muhammad only put forward in his

letter to the NagashI his views about Christ, and concealed his

ambition to conquer the East and West as known to him, and as

these views resembled the Abyssinian teaching about Christ, he

subscribed to them and readily admitted that Muhammad was the

Apostle of God. But there was another good reason for his sub-

mission to the Apostle of God, and that was undoubtedly political

in character. The NagSshl knew by report the nature of Muham-
mad’s conquests, and that the peoples he had attacked in Arabia

were obliged to accept Islam or the sword. The NagashI was in noi

position to fight, and he had no wish to see his people slain and his

country drenched in blood; hence his acceptance of Islam, and his

diplomatic answer and his gifts to the Prophet. He had no reason

to fear that hordes of Muslims would fill his country as a result of

his submission, for he would have a shrewd idea that 'Amr, the

conqueror of Egypt, had reported to his master the geographical

situation of Aksum, and the difficulties that would have to be
encountered in passing over the mountains that lie between it and
the sea coast. The NagashI saved his country from an Arab
invasion by his submission, and this is what his acceptance of

Islam was intended by him to effect. Of all the countries of the

Middle East Abyssinia alone presented her Christianity undis-

turbed for several centuries after the reign of 'Armah.

The astute councillors of Muhammad were not slow to perceive

the material advantages for them which followed in the train of his'

conquests, and they took steps, in conjunction with the merchants,
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to obtain the control of the caravan routes from Aden and Sana'a

and to obtain a good share of the trade between Egypt and India

via the Red Sea, Small parties of Arab merchants crossed over

into Abyssinia, and little by little the Arabs established landing

places on the west coast of the Red Sea, on the Abyssinian

littoral. In due course Adiilis, the wealthy port of Aksum, was

attacked by the Arabs and other seafaring people, and the town

was looted and destroyed. This left Aksum without a seaport, and

from the time of the destruction of Adulis (630-640 ?), Abyssinia

was cut off for centuries from the rest of the world. There was no

outlet for the products of the country, the Aksum market ceased

to be, and the export trade of the country languished and died.

Foreign merchants were no longer seen in Aksum, Greek ceased to

be spoken, money was rarely minted, and the veneer of Greek

civilization wore thin and eventually disappeaied. The building of

churches ceased, and the study of the old literature was abandoned.

As there was no central governing power in tlic land the local

notables began to fight, and to raid each other’s domains in the old

time-honoured fashion, and the peoples in the south and south-east

revived their old pagan cults and rites. By some means the

Abyssinians found means to communicate with the Patriarchs of

Alexandria, probably with the friendly help of the Copts, even

after the conquest of Alexandria by ‘Amr ibn al-Asi in 638, In the

Life of the Patriarch Isaac (686-688) mention is made of a war

between the Abyssinians and Nubians. But Conti Rossini has

shown by an extract from the work of Severus of Ashmunen that

the Patriarch of Alexandria wrote to the king of Abyssinia and to

the king of Nubia entreating them to make no disturbance, and

not to let the controversy which was going on between them cause

a breach of the peace {Note Etiopicite, Rome, 1897, No. i). It is

quite certain that at the end of the 7th century the NagashI was

not in a position to make war on a large scale against arty people,

and the controversy referred to was probably some dispute between

some chief of a district south of the Blue Nile, and a chief of some

part of the Island of MeroS.

The Chronicles report nothing which would lead us to suppose

that Abyssinia ^vas invaded by any enemy during the 8th century,

but some modern writers on the country state that about 770
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Ogier the Dane, moved by the stories of the immense richness of

Abyssinia in gold, marched into the country, and overthrew the

reigning king, and withdrew with immense spoil. But before he

left he set upon the throne a Christian prince called John, the son

of Radbod II, King of Frisia, Avho had been carried off by the

Northmen from the court of Charles the Hammer. This John is

said to have conquered the kings of fourteen provinces of Abyssinia,

and to have forced their inhabitants to become Christians, and as

he had, it is said, received orders when a young man, he was

commonly called “Priest John,” and so became the “Prester John”

of mediaeval writers. The King Lists contain no mention of any

John who was the Nagashi at this period, but this John may have

had other names. The name "John” may have been a corruption

of the old Abyssinian title Djan VTn meaning "chief,” “king,”

“loyalty,” and the like, and if this was so Prester, or Presbyter,

must have been a corruption of some native name of a king, but

what that name was it is impossible to say. The only person in

Abyssinian history who might perhaps be regarded as a "Priest

King” was the famous ascetic Takla Haym5n6t, who, as we
shall see later, arranged with the last of the Zagwe kings to

transfer the kingdom to a descendant of Delna'ad, a member
of the Solomonite line, in 1255 or 1258. This arrangement

may have been misunderstood by mediaeval writers, and described

by them as a conquest of Abyssinia, and in this case Delna'ad,

a Christian prince, would naturally be the original of Prester

Djan or Prester John, On the legends of Ogier the Dane see

Riezler in the SUzungsberichte der Konig. Akad. d. Wissenschaft.,

vol. IV. Munich, 1892; Voretzsch, Uber die Sage von Ogier dem
Dmen, Halle, 1891 ;

Pio, Sagnet om Holger Danske, Copenhagen
1870.

In the first half of the 9th century as a result of several wars

among the governors in various parts of the country a famine took

place, and this was followed by a plague. The Abuna John was
expelled by means of a court intrigue headed by the queen, under
the pretext that he was uncircurocised. After his departure the

plague redoubled its violence, and smitten with the fear that this

was the result of their treatment of John, the Patriarch of Alex-
andria was entreated to send back John; when he came back, and,
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as a result of the queen’s insistence, they were about to circumcise

him, it was found that he was already circumcised.

The last two kings who reigned before the coming of the

Zagwe kings were Degna DjSn, or Ged'a Djan, and ’Anbasa

Wedem. When the former was dying he handed over to the

Abuna Peter the responsibility of deciding which of his two sons,

the princes ’Anbasa Wedem and Delna'ad, should succeed him.

Peter nominated Delna'ad, which greatly offended ’Anbasa Wedem,

who bribed an Egyptian monk called Mennas and sent by him

letters to the Patriarch of Alexandria full of false accusations

against the Abuna Peter. Mennas forged letters in which the

Patriarch was made to nominate him the successor of Peter, and

when Mennas returned Peter was expelled, and Mennas conse-

crated 'Anbasa Wedem king. The party who favoured Delna'ad

collected troops and set out and attacked ’Anbasa Wedem, and

defeated and dethroned him. Victor, an ally of Mennas, went to

the Patriarch Cosmas II, and he excommunicated Mennas, who

had, however, been seized and slain by Delna'ad’s command. The

reign of Delna'ad was short, perhaps about ten years.

The power of the kings of Aksum of the Solomonic line had

been steadily declining during the 8th and pth centuries, and the

country generally was drifting into a state of anarchy. In the first

half of the loth century, the people realized the shadowy character

of their rule, and in some provinces it was regarded as a menace to

the country generally. This seems to have been the view not only

of the pagans and Jews, or converts to the Jewish Religion, but of

Christians also, and three inscriptions discovered at Aksum by the

German Expedition make this fact clear. Two of these were

written by the order of a king called the HasanI DSn’el

the son of Dabra Ferem and begin with

the words "In the Name of the Father and the Son and the Holy

Ghost,’’ a sure proof that this king was a Christian. In his first

inscription he describes how he attacked certain rebel tribes in the

neighbourhood of Kasala(?), and took an enormous spoil from

them, and he claims to have conquered thirty peoples. In his

second inscription he states that the people ofWalkSyet

rebelled and went to Aksum and laid it waste, These he attacked

and carried off large numbers of cattle and otlier beasts. Then he
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marched into the country of Maya Salasala, which had once

belonged to his ancestors, and carried off 10,000 sheep and 3000

cattle. The third inscription also relates to DSn’el (Daniel), and it

seems to indicate that he came to Aksum after his victorious

campaigns to be acknowledged king in the old city of royalty.

Meanwhile the rightful king, whoever he was, heard of Daniel’s

arrival and hastened to Aksum, and found him in possession of the

city. Daniel made him prisoner, it seems without fighting, for he

says that no blood was shed. At present it is impossible to assign

a date to Daniel’s reign, or lather his series of conquests, which he

could not have made without serious opposition had there been any

central governing authority in the country. It is thought possible

by Littmann and others that Daniel may have been one of the

forerunners of the Zagwe kings, and there is a good deal to be

said in favour of this view ; indeed he may have been the founder

of the line.

THE ZAGWE KINGS

A description of the facts concerning the dynasty of ZagwS Icings

has already been given (see above, p. 213 f.), and we need only

refer here to the tradition generally received in Abyssinia that they

were eleven in number and that their rule lasted for 343 years

3 months and 3 days. Some King Lists say that they were nine

in number, and no two of the Lists agree as to the order in which

they succeeded. It is generally stated that the last of these kings

ceased to rule as the result of a friendly arrangement made by

Takla Haymanot, the famous ascetic, but a teKt published by

Conti Rossini in the Revue S^itique for Oct. 1902 shows that

there was another reason for the restoration of the Solomonic line

of kings under Yekuno ’Amlak in 1270. In this the Zagwe are

nine in number, and their names are Pantaw Pantadem

Djan Seyum, DjSn Germe, 'Arbe liCfl»*, LSlibala,

Na’akueto La’ab, Yemrehana Krestos and Yetbarak. The text

continues: “And Yekuno ’Amlak, because he was a lover of God,

and because of his wisdom and counsel, went to Takla HayrnSnot

and made him a confidant concerning his kingdom, so that God
might cool his wrath against all the children of Israel, Then Takla

Haymanot prayed and made supplication on his behalf to God,
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from Whom cometh the appointment of all power, and he made

peace between him and God. And then Yckuno ’Amlak went with

the Abuna, Takla Haymanot, the father of lights, and the chief

priests, and with his soldiers, six regiments (?), Their names were

Wagda, Malezay, DenbI, Dabaray, Mugar, ’Endazabi, Wadj,

’Engarl, Warab, ’Enkafe, Selalesha, ’EngafI, Mual, ’Awdjadjay.

The captain of these soldiers was Malezay, who had made an

agreement with this king that he should bestow upon him this

position, for he was zealous for the Messianic Kingdom. And
Yekun6"’\mlak fought and conquered his enemy and adversary by

the prayer of the Abuna, Takla Haymanot, and forthwith acquired

his kingdom; and he gave to Takla Haymanot the third part of

the kingdom of Ethiopia, and he ruled fifteen years.”

From this it is quite clear that the general tradition which says

that the Zagwe king was paid to retire from his kingdom is incor-

lect. If the version of the matter given above be correct, and the

pi oofs brought forward by Rossini are sufficiently strong to show

that it is, we must consider the event from an entirely different

point of view. Yekuno ’Amlak was a pretendant to the throne and

was regarded with favour by the clergy of Shoa, the head of whom
was the Abuna, Takla Haymanot. But the clergy did nothing for

him, except give him their sympathy, until he had placed himself

entirely in the hands of Takla Haymanot, and settled with him the

terms upon which he could obtain through him the necessary

military support for placing him on the throne. Takla Haymanot
set the necessary machinery in motion, and six districts each raised

an army, and the whole force was, by special arrangement with

Yekuno ’Amlak, to be commanded by Malezay, a fervent Christian

and a zealous supporter of the pretendant. Yekunb ’Amlak’s armies

joined battle with those of the ZSgwe king, and the nominee of the

priesthoods became king of Ethiopia. But Takla Haymanot de-

cided that the support of the Church was worth one-third of the

kingdom of Ethiopia, and at this price Yekuno ’Amlak acquired

the throne. That the last Zagwe king was outfought and van-

• quished in the battlefield and driven from his kingdom as the

result is easily understood; the idea that he allowed hiipself to be
bought out, and abandoned his throne without striking a blow, is

incredible, now we have before us what seem to be the true facts
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of the case. The whole question of the Zagwe kings, their origin,

their number, their succession, and the part played by Takla

HSymanot in connection with the accession of Yekuno ’Amlak, is

discussed at great length by Rossini in his Appunti ed Osservazioni

sui Re Zdgtiee Takla Hdymandt, Rome, 1895; but even this erudite

work does not clear away all the difficulties connected with it.

Most of the lists of the Zagwe kings state that the first two of

them were Takla Haymanot and Totodem, who reigned 3 and 40
years respectively. i.e. from about 992-1030. Of the next four kings,

Djan Sheyum, Germa Sheyum, YemrehnaKrestosandKedus Harbe,

each of whom is said to have reigned 40 years, nothing is known.

Some writers say that about this time (iith century) the wicked

and shameful woman, called in Amhaia 'Esato, and in Tegray

Giudit, reigned, and that she laid waste the country and destroyed

the churches for 40 yeais,

AJt A A*'l* « nh?” s s »mh
I '1*
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•«. A terrible famine,

which lasted for seven years (1066-1072), broke out in Egypt, and

it is said that the Khallfah Mustansir-b-Ill5h, thinking that the

Abyssinians had turned the Nile out of its course, sent an embassy

loaded with rich gifts to the king of Abyssinia, and asked him to

let the Nile return to its old bed. The seventh Zagwe king, and

the most famous of them all, was Lsllbala, who has for centuries

been revered as one of the greatest of Christian Saints.

THE REIGN OF LAlIDALA, WHOSE THRONE NAME WAS
GABRA MASKAL (II)

The chief authority for the life and acts of Lalibala is the Brit,

Mus. MS. Orient. No. 719. This is a thick volume, containing 163

folios, which was written by one ’Abba ’Amha for the monastery of

Golgotha before the reign of Zar’a Ya'kob, who ascended the

throne A.D, 1434. Another MS. of similar contents is Orient. No,

718, which was written in the 19th century. (Wright, Catalogue,

CCXCiv and CCXCV. p. 193.) The importance of the former manu-

script is due to its age, for it must contain the traditions of Lalibala

that were current in Abyssinia in the 14th century. A portion of

the Ethiopic text has been edited with a French translation by

Perruchon in his Vie de Lalibala, Paris, 1892.
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Lalibala was the son of Djan Sheyum, a rich man who was a

native of R6ha and he was bom in that town. When his

mother had brought him forth, a dense cloud of bees surrounded

him, and when she saw this the spirit of prophecy came upon her,

and she cried out : "The bees know that this child is a king,” and

she called him Lalibala, which means "The bee recognizes his

sovereignty.’’ She thought also that the bees represented the

soldiers of the army that would serve her son, though tradition says

that the bees were angels who had taken the form of bees. As the

boy grew up, he became a handsome man
;
he was without spot or

blemish or physical defect of any kind. His cheeks were red like

pomegranates, his eyes were like the morning star, his hands were

well-shaped, his nose was straight, his mouth was admirable, his

speech was eloquent and his voice soft and agreeable. His mental

and spiritual qualities matched his physical form, for he was full of

wisdom and understanding, pure in spirit, and he was shrewd and

cautious in judgment. The reigning king was HarbSy

a brother of Lalibala, and as soon as he heard of the prophecy

about his younger brother he became jealous, and fearing for the

safety of his throne, began to persecute him. His courtiers adminis-

tered a dose of poison to Lalibala, but though it caused him a

temporary illness, he managed to throw off its ill effects, and so

the plot to remove him by poison failed. Then a sister of his sent

him a bowl of poisoned beer one day when he was thirsty, and as

there was a deacon with him he invited him to drink first from the

bowl : the deacon did so, and at once his whole body was seized

with shiverings, and he became violently sick, and fell on the

ground and died straightway. A dog that had licked up a few

drops that fell from the bowl died immediately. Then, realizing

that the poison was intended for him, and grieving sorely at the

death of his friend the deacon and his dog, he took up the bowl

and drank all that was in it, saying, "Let me die even as they died,

for it is through me that they are dead." But the poisoned beer did

not kill him; on the contrary it was a blessing in disguise. For
some time past he had been suffering from a "great worm” in his

body, which often made him ill, but the worm drank the poison

and was forthwith expelled from his body, and the saint henceforth

enjoyed good health.
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Soon after this incident angels came to Lallbala and transported

him into the first, second and third heavens, and God gave him the

command to build ten monolithic churches, and gave him detailed

instructions as to their construction and colours. And God told

him to have no anxiety as to his sovereignty, for He had caused

him to be anointed with holy oil in order that he might build the

ten churches. Lallbala’s spirit was absent from his body for three

days, and in that period he had been shown the mysteries of the

seven heavens, and the Majesty of God sitting above the Cheru-

bim. When his soul returned to its body he found that it had

been prepared for burial, for his friends believed that he w’as dead;

he re-entered his body, and sat up, and all who saw him were

astonished. Immediately after this his family and their friends

renewed their persecution of him, and this became so strong that

he retired to the desert, where he lived with the wild animals which

he hunted and the birds which he snared for food. Whilst

Lallbala was living in the desert, his guardian angel came to him,

and announced to him that at that hour on the following dajr a

Christian maiden, who had been chosen by God, would come theie

to him, and that she was to be his wife. Lallbala refused to leceive

the maiden on the ground that he did not want to marry any one,

but the angel assured him that it was his duty to marry and beget

offspring. Lallbala persisted in his refusal of the maiden, and only

agreed to marry her after a long discussion with the angel, who

showed him that God’s Will must be done. On the following day

the maiden appeared, and she brought him food and visited him

several times, and at length Lallbala told her to inform her father

about him; she did so, and her father and mother gave her to him

in marriage. The maiden's name was Maskal Kebra. Soon after

this evil men, wishing to harm LSlIbala, made false accusations

against him to the king, to the effect that he had married a woman

who was betrothed to another man. He was summoned before the

king his brother, who having heard his defence and disbelieving it,

ordered him to be flogged with a whip. When the men began to

flog him the king went into the church and received the Sacrament,

and men took it in turns to flog Lallbala the whole time the king

was in the church. But an angel covered him with his wings, and

Lallbala suffered in no way. On his return to his wife, he took her
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and they both departed to the desert, where they were miraculously

fed by God; and when the king sent his servants to bring them

back, they could not find the saint and his wife, for they had

betaken themselves to caves in the mountains to which they were

led by the angel Gabriel. When they reached the eastern frontier

of Ethiopia, Gabriel informed Maskal Kebra that it was God’s Will

that her husband should go to Jerusalem and visit the Holy Places,

and that He had instructed the Archangel Michael to take charge

of her until his return.

When Lallbala had seen all the mysteries of Jerusalem, Gabriel

set him on his wings and carried him back to Ethiopia, where he

found his wife waiting for him under the protection of Michael.

Then the two Archangels and the two mortals set out together for

the town of Roha, and King Harbe, acting on the instructions of

our Lord, Who had appeared to him, went out on foot to meet

Lallbala, and did homage to him and bogged forgiveness for his

past cruelty to him. Then the two brothers rode back to the palace

on the same mule, and Harbe abdicated the throne and crowned

Lallbala king. But the new king did not alter his manner of life,

for he fasted and prayed incessantly, and our Lord bestowed upon

him the gift of working miracles. Those who treated these miracles

with contempt were speedily punished by God, and Lallbala’s

fame waxed great in the land.

The time had now arrived for Lallbala to fulfil God’s command
to him to build the ten monolithic churches, and he devoted him-

self to this work with great zeal. He collected artificers, carpenters,

masons and others, had tools forged, and arranged a scale of wages

for the workers, and purchased from the people the ground which

he required. Angels joined the workmen and toiled with them by

day, and in the night they did double the amount of work which

the men had done during the day. For descriptions of the churches

see above, p. 164 f. When the churches were finished Lallbala

felt that his work in this world was done, and he had no wish to

continue to reign himself, and he did not want his son to succeed

him. For he thought the time had come when the sovereignty

should be restored to the Solomonic line. He distributed his goods

among the poor, leaving himself almost without shoes to his feet.

He endowed his churches handsomely, and furnished them with
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crosses and hangings and paintings. Shortly afterwards he fell

sick, and after a few days’ illness he died on the 22nd day of the

month Haziran (June) in the year 1220 (?), aged 70 years He was

buried in the church of Golgotha, but later he was translated to

another of his churches (see above, p. 17 1); the portrait of him

which has been so much praised is a comparatively modern work.

NA’AKUETO LA’AB 1 Ah’D

:

Lalibala was succeeded by Na’akuetS La’ab, a Christian prince

of Lasta (whose name means “ Let us give thanks to the Father"),

who was the son of Harbe, a brother of Lalibala, and a Galla

princess, who renounced her pagan cult to marry a Christian.

According to some, Na’akueto La’ab was sent into Yaman in some

official capacity, and whilst there he fell under the influence of the

Arabs, and learned their habits and ways, and it is said that he

visited the Khallfah in Cairo secretly; the Arabs regarded this

visit as tantamount to a submission to their chief and a sign that

he had become a Muslim. On his return to Yaman he was recalled

by the king to Abyssinia, and he left Arabia with many regrets.

In Abyssinia he surrounded himself with Gallas, and began to live

in much the same way as did the wild and lawless Arabs of Yaman.

For some time past he had been in love with Lallbala’s beautiful

daughter Judith, and he longed to marry her and reign over Lasta

with her. But Judith had no love for him, and her father did not

urge on her the claim of his nephew. When Lalibala died, Na’akueto

La’ab felt that his opportunity had come, and he filled the town,

with his Galla followers, and supported by them proclaimed him-

self king (Negus) of Abyssinia, and made plans for taking posses-

sion of Judith. On hearing of these Judith fled to the north with

her faithful women, but when she found that it was impossible to

continue to escape from the king’s envoys she and her women

committed suicide. When the news of this happening was brought

to the king, he was stricken with remorse, and abandoned his life

of pleasure, and fasted and prayed incessantly and repented of his

past life. He conversed frequently with the Abuna, Takla

HaymSnot, who had been his teacher and had recently founded the

monastery of Dabra Libanos, and little by little the influence of
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that famous ascetic over him increased until at length he directed

the king’s policy. The Abuna was anxious to see the Solomonic

line of kings restored, and having pointed out to the king that the

Zagwe kings were usurpers, and that he had no son to follow him

on the throne, Na’akueto La’ab agreed to abdicate in favour of

Yekuno ’Aralak of Shoa. The details of the arrangement which

the Abuna was able to make with tlic Zagwe king and the prince

ofShoa have already been described (see above, p. 2 1 6 f.). Na’akueto

La’ab died about 1270, aged ^o years, having reigned 38, or 40, or

48 years. •

In spite of the abdication of Na’akueto La’ab, three Zagwe

kings reigned in a shadowy fashion. The first of these was

YetbSrak a son of Lallbala, who was a priest and

reigned 22, or 40 years, and died about 1290 (?). The second king

was Mayrarl who reigned 15 or 18 years, and died about

1308 (?). The third king was Harbay who reigned about

20 or 23 years, and died about 1330 (?). He was the last Zagwe

king who claimed to be the Nagashi or Negus of Abyssinia, but

his descendants continued to govern Lasta for several centuries.

There was very little in Abyssinia to show for the three and a half

centuries of the rule of the Z§gwe kings, for they conducted no

wars of importance, they made no conquests, and they added no

territory to the kingdom. Their principal monuments are the rock-

hewn churches which were made by Lallbala. But during their

reigns the Arabs consolidated their rule in the countries they had

conquered, and Islam had made its way as far south as the Island

of Meroe, and even beyond. They were masters of the trade

between Egypt and Somaliland and India via the Red Sea, and

they possessed many seaports on the western coast of the Red Sea.

In fact Abyssinia was shut in on both the east and west sides by

the Arabs, and was even at that time, as King Menyelek II

described her seven centuries later, an island of Christianity in a

sea of paganism and Muhammadanism. And that the Arabs were

preparing to conquer Abyssinia was clear to every nation except

the Abyssinians. With the end of the rule of the Zagwe kings we
come to a period of real history which, beginning in 1268, continues

to the present time; all the kings who reigned during this period

are known, and accurate dates can be assigned to them.
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THE “RESTORATION” OF THE SOLOMONIC LINE OF KINGS

I adopt here the title "Solomonic” for the series of kings which

begins with Yekuno ’Amlak, out of respect for Abyssinian tradition,

and because it has been used for more than two centuries by
Europeans who have written histories of Abyssinia. But it must

not be forgotten that one of our greatest authorities, Conti Rossini,

believes that this king was more likely to have been the FOUNDER
than the restorer of that line.

yekCno ’amlAk ^T[i*‘rih9®Ah«

These words are not a name, but a short sentence, meaning

“There shall be to him sovereignty,” and they were probably

spoken to him or of him by some holy man, perhaps Takla

Haymanot, who was inspired by the spirit of prophecy. His

baptismal name was, according to Wright {Catalogue, p. vi), TasfA
Iyasos *

,
but others say it was JOHN. He reigned

IS years, 1268-1283 or 1270-1285. He did not make the ancient

city of AksCim his capital, but established himself as king in his

native town of Tegulat. On his accession to the throne he ratified

the agreement which he had made, when prince of Shoa, with Takla

Haymanot, and transferred to him one-third of his kingdom for the

maintenance of the Church of Abyssinia. He hated the Arabs,

and marshalled all his forces and attacked them furiously whenever

possible, but he suffered great losses in these wars, and the Muslims

laid waste many parts of his country. His reign was troubled

greatly by the intrigues of Theodosius II, Patriarch of Alexandria,

but the danger of the Arabs united the peoples of his .country, and

the ecclesiastic was not able to do any permanent harm. He
corresponded with the Khallfah Beybars I and with the Emperor

Michael VIII Palaiologos (1261-1282), to whom he sent several

giraffes as a gift. In the last year but one of his reign the Abuna,

his friend and counsellor from his youth up, retired from active life,

or died, and the whole nation mourned the loss of an honest and

devoted servant of his native land, for he was an Abyssinian. Some
say that he died in the 14th year of the reign of Wedem ’Ar'ad.

The following details of the life of this great ascetic are derived

from the “Life and Miracles of Takla Haymanot,” by Gabra
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Maskal, as contained in Brit. Mus, MS. Orient. No. 723; the

original Ethiopic texts, together with an English translation and

coloured facsimiles of the plates, were edited by Budge, The Life of

Takla Haymandt in the Version ofDabra Libanos^ and the Miracles,

etc., two vols., London, 1906. Takla Haymanot was believed to be

a descendant of Zadok, the priest who, with Nathan the prophet,

appointed Solomon king. Takla Haymanot was the son of Saga

Za’ab by his wife ’Egzl’e Haraya. Before the birth of the child the

town in which his father lived, Zorare, was besieged by Matalome,

governor of Damot and Shawa (Shoa), a pagan and a cruel and

rapacious man Saga Za’ab fled from the city, but his wife was

caught by Matalome’s soldiers, who took her to their loid, who

intended to marry her. But at the moment when Matalome was

taking ’Egzl’e Haraya to his bed, he saw flashes of lightning and

heard peals of thunder, and suddenly Michael the archangel

appeared before him. In a moment Michael smote the king with

madness, and slew the guards, and carried off ’Egzl’c ^araya, and

restored her to her husband. In due course the son which Michael

had promised her arrived, and three days after his birth the Holy

Spirit descended upon him; the name given to him at his baptism

was Feshha Seyon, He began to woi-k miracles when he was

fifteen months old, and turned water into wine, etc. At the age of

seven he knew the Psalter and the Books of the Old and New
Testament by heart, and at the end of his fifteenth year Bishop

Gerlos made him a deacon. Soon after, the Lord changed his name

to Takla Haymanot, and the bishop made him high priest of Shoa,

and gave him power to cast out devils. The account of the life

which he led in the desert, and the miracles which he wrought, etc.,

fills a very large volume, and for detailed information about them
the reader may consult the book mentioned above. It is sufficient

to say here that he performed every miracle described in the Old
and New Testaments, The saint died on the 17th day of the

month of ’Ab (August 7 of the Romans), and was buried in his

monastery. His age was about 90 years, and the year of his death

is given as 1283, 1284 and 1311. Takla Haymandt was the last

native who was made Abuna.
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YAGBE'A SEYON

These words are not a name, but a sentence, meaning “He {i.e.

God) shall bring back Zion,” and the king’s baptismal name was

Salomon rtA-n* ,
or Solomon. He was a son of Yekuno ’Amlak

and reigned nine years, 1285-1294. He maintained communication

with the monks of the Abyssinian monastery in Jerusalem, and

obtained from Al-'Adil Sef ad-Dln (1196-1218) permission to

send supplies to them (Quatremfere, Mhnoires sur Vjkgypte, tom. II.

p. 267). Yagbe'a Seyon had five sons, whose names were:

Senfa ’Ar'ed (IV)

Hezba ’Asgad

Kedma ’Asgad

Dj!n Asgad IQJthtnR't

Sab’a ’A-sgad (II)

Their father being unwilling to break up his kingdom into five

parts, and feeling unable to nominate any one of his sons as his

successor, decreed that they should reign each for one year at a

time, and that during that year he should be regarded as the sole

king of Abyssinia. The first four of these princes reigned as their

father wished, but the fifth, Sab’a ’Asgad (II), was too impatient to

wait till his turn to rule came, and before the year of rule of Djin

’Asgad was ended he and his friends conspired to seize the reigning

king and his brethren, and determined to imprison them on Amba
Geshena, a very high and precipitous mountain in the kingdom of

’AmharS. But DjIn ’Asgad was informed of this conspiracy, and he

had his treacherous brother arrested, and shut up on the mountain

of Geshena. With him he sent his three other brothers and his own

sons. The five brothers reigned five years, 1294-1299, during

which period the Aiabs strengthened their hold upon the Abyssinian

sea-coast.

WEDEM ’AR'AD

Wedem ’Ar'Sd was a younger son of Yekuno ’Amlak, and he

reigned 15 years, 1299-1314; the Chronicle published by Basset

(p. 99) says that Takla Haymanot died in the 14th year of his

reign, [aged 91 years]. His body was translated from Dabra

LibanSs, which he had founded, to the church at Gondar which is
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dedicated to him. Nothing is known of the acts of Wedcm ’Ar'ad.

He seems to have been a man of peace, and it is certain that he

made no preparations for resisting the attacks of the Arabs upon

his kingdom, which were imminent. It is said that he sent an envoy

to Pope Clement V at Avignon, but whether he sought spiritual

or mateiial help is not known. When he came to the throne he

found that the whole of the Abyssinian sea-coast, from the Gulf of

Tajurah to Somaliland, was in the possession of a series of petty

kings of mixed descent, Arab and Negro: some of them were

followers of Islam, and some of them were pagans, whose cults

were derived from the Blacks of the Equatorial Sudan. The ZSgwe

kings seem to have managed to extract tribute from them from

time to time, but when the Adel people of Tajurah and their allies

saw the weakness and incapacity to rule of tire new group of

Solomonic kings, they realized that the time for proclaiming them-

selves independent had nearly arrived. The seafaring Muslims

with whom they traded urged them to attack the Abyssinians on

the plateau and to take possession of the ivory, skins of elephants,

etc., gum, spice and gold, which they believed existed there in

untold quantities. Early in the first half of the 14th century the

Arabs began the series of wars against the Abyssinians which

lasted for about three hundred years, and wellnigh destroyed the

kingdom of Abyssinia.

‘AMDA SEYON I. GABRA MASKAL (II OR III ?)

I IVp-'Ji -1*0^ I aoiltfii u

‘Amda Seyon I was the son of Wedera ’Ar'ad, and the grandson

of Yekuno ’Amlak, and reigned 30 years, 1312-1342 or 1314-1344;
his regnal name was Gabra Maskal, "Servant of the Cross,” but

he is always spoken of as ‘Amda Seyon, *.«. “ Pillar of Zion.” During

the first half of his reign he gave himself up to pleasure and to

quarrelling with the clergy, and in the second half he proved him-
self to be a fine fighter and a good soldier. He seems to have been

by nature a kind and generous man, but in his sudden outbursts of

anger he perpetrated many cruelties. At the beginning of his

reign he committed fornication with one of liis father’s concubines,

and with both of his sisters. These disgraceful acts brought upon
him the wrath of Abba Honorius of ^egadja, who threatened to
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excommunicate him; the king continued in his evil ways and

Honorius excommunicated him, and the people generally approved

of this act, for the king’s debauched behaviour had become a public

scandal. Thereupon the king had Honorius seized and brought to

him, and he flogged him publicly in the streets of his capital,

Tegulat, until the blood ran on the ground. That night a fire bioke

out in the town and utterly destroyed it, and the priests told the

people that the blood of Honorius had turned into flames wljiich

had burnt down the town. But ‘Amda Seyon, believing that the

priests had set fire to the town, began a fierce persecution of the

monks of Dabra Libanos, and drove them out into DambeyS and

Begamder. The ’Etchege Philip was expelled from Shawa

(Shoa) and took refuge in ’Anko and Geshena; and the learned

men who had founded the monasteries from Karoda to Ferka fled,

some to the islands in Lake Sana and some to Gasar. Thus the

breach between the king and the Church was complete. The Abuna

of the day was Madhanina ’Egzl’e, a successor of Takla HaymSnot.

This distinguished ecclesiastic bestowed the garb of the monk on

several great ascetics whos^ names ai'e given in the Chronicles

(Basset, p. gg). In 1325 'Amda $ey6n addressed a violent protest

to an-NS§ir, the Mamluk Sultan of Egypt concerning the persecu-

tion of the Christians by the Arabs, and threatened to persecute in

like manner the Arabs who were domiciled in Abyssina, and to

deprive Egypt of water by deflecting the course of the Nile into

the desert.

It is now time to summarize briefly the military exploits and

glorious victories which ‘Amda Seyon gained over the Arabs, and

others, which none of the Chronicles ever allude to. But thanks to

MakrisI (ed. Rinck, Hisi, reg. Islam in Alyssinia, Leyden, 1790,

pp. 10-17) Ethiopic text found in Brit. Mus. MS. Orient.

No. 821 (Wright, Catalogue, p. 31$), published with a French

translation by Perruchon (Htsioire des Guerres cT'Amda Sydn, Paris,

1890), it is possible to get a good idea of the Abyssinian conquests

at this period.

The wars of Gabra Maskal, as he is called in this account,

began in the i8th year of his reign, which is the year 517

of the Era of Mercy ». When this Era

began is unknown; none of the explanations of it hitherto given
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is satisfactory. The first king to attack Abyssinia at this time was

Sabr ad-Din of Tfat, a country to the east of Shoa. He raided the

country round about, killed many and captured prisoners, and then

compelled the people to embrace Islam. Then, as if he were the

king of Abyssinia, he proceeded to appoint governors of towns and

provinces, even of places which he had not seen. His hatred of the

Christians was very great, and he burnt the churches whei'ever he

went; he boasted that he would convert or slay Gabra Maskal, and

that he would make his Queen Djan Mangasha crush grain to make

his bread. When Gabra Maskal heard of his boasts he marched

into Hadya, fought a fierce fight theie and massacred many. He
captured the king and carried him and all his people to his capital

Tagulat. Then he collected a large army, and in five days a

regiment called the “Wolves” reached the palace of Sabr ad-Din

which they seized and looted, but he himself managed to escape.

When the rest of the army arrived they destroyed the town, and

then looted his camp and captured vast quantities of spoil.

Then ‘Amda §ey6n collected the troops called Damot, Sakalt,

Gondar, Hadya, and sent them under an officer called Tsaga Krestds

to carry war into BSgarader, the people of which had formerly been

Christians. He himself set out to attack a pagan called Nedhan,

and came to DawSro, an eastern province of Ethiopia. Hayedara,

the governor, had made an alliance with $abr ad-Din, but pre-

tended to be a friend of ‘Amda Seyon. At Gala, or Gaza, the king

halted his troops and celebrated the Easter Festival. Then, leaving

his wife Mangasha « behind him, he set out and raided the

district of Saraarya, and killed many people and seized their wives

and cattle. The following day he and twenty-six young warriors set

out secretly and killed many people, but his real object was to train

his followers to endure the hardships of a soldier’s life when on the

march through hostile country. The soldiers he had left behind

became alarmed for his safety and set out in search of him, and

they met him on his way back to his camp. When Sabr ad-Din

heard of the total defeat of his army, he wrote a letter to Queen
Mangashi and said he would come and submit to ‘Amda Seyon,

and in due course he came. The soldiers wished to kill him, saying

that he had burnt churches and killed Christians, and warned the

king that he had only come there because he trusted to the protec-
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tion of a talisman which he wove. The king had him stripped, and

there, sure enough, were found talismans on his arms and round

his waist; his arms were then bound in fetters, but the king spared

his life. liayedara, Sabr ad-Din’s ally, was next captured and

bound in fetters, and Jamal ad-Din was made governor of the

Muslims in the place of his brother Sabr ad-Dln.

The powerful peoples of 'Adal and Mora and

their allies then rebelled against ‘Amda Seyon, and set out to raid

the eastern and southern countries of his kingdom. In Tfet

they surprised an Abyssinian company asleep at midnight and fell

upon them and massacred them all. Emboldened by their success,

the Arabs, or Moors (as Bruce always calls them), attacked a

second company, and later on a third company, of Abyssinians,

and in each case were victorious, and they succeeded in retreating

in safety with much spoil. When the king came up with his main

army his soldiers set out in pursuit of the Arabs, and when they

came up with them a great battle took place, and the Arabs were

massacred in large numbers, and the Abyssinians carried off their

tents and other spoil. A little later the king’s soldiers captured a

body of spies, who were promptly slain. The following day the

captains and officers of ‘Amda SeySn’s army came to him, and

pointing out to him that the rainy season was nigh, they asked to

be allowed to return home. The king told them that he would

never go home whilst the Muslims continued to make war upon

him, and commanded them not to utter such words to him again.

Leaving Gala, ‘Amda Seyon made a march of four days to

rejoin his armies, and then, having killed many of his enemies, he

pitched his camp at a place still further in the country of the

enemy. Whilst here the seven peoples of ’Adal, and Mora, and

Tiko <n.^« and Paguma 4*1*®?* and Labakala AflhA* and

Wargar VC^Cf and Gabala 7flA« banded themselves together

and determined to kill the king and destroy his army. Thrice they

attacked the Abyssinians at midnight, or rather during the very

dark hour which precedes the dawn, but ‘Amda §ey6n rushed out

of his tent with drawn sword and put the enemy to flight. On the

third occasion a man disguised as one of his own soldiers came up

behind him and tried to cut him down from his horse, and succeeded

in ^hacking through his belt and tunic, but the king turned round
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and speared him, and remained unwoundcd. A battle followed, and

at the moment when the Christians were being overborne, the king

rode into the Arabs and speared their leader, and the rest took to

flight, leaving the ground strewn with their dead. The Abyssinians

pursued them, and came up with them on the bank of a river,

which they weie trying to cross, and massacred them all; they

brought back swords, bows, lances and other equipment in great

numbers.

After making a long address to his army, ‘Amda Seyon set out

on the march, crossed the River Yas and encamped at Mora,

where a certain Christian woman came to him and revealed to him

the plans of the Arabs in respect of him. The region was one

which was frequently visited by the terrible habub or wind storm,

and the Arabs determined to wait for one of these to wreck the

Abyssinian camp and then to fall upon the soldiers when confusion

was at its highest. In due course a wind storm came and blew

down the king’s tent, and scattered everything in the camp far and

wide. The soldiers became panic stricken, and cried out for their

king, who appeared, and blew a blast on his war trumpet, and then

they rallied and under his leadership attacked and defeated the

enemy. ‘Amda SeySn had now reached a part of the country of

’Adal which had never before been visited by a king of Abyssinia,

and every man in it was hostile to him. By day and by night the

fighting went on, and for nearly two months (April 26-June 25) the

king had never taken off his belt. At Das near the water

called Fur fc., the priests could not tell which part of it was the

east and which the west. Though it was the middle of winter the

heat was so great that it burnt up man sind beast, there was no

grass, and only stinking water from wells was to be had, and even

this had to be carefully rationed. Our annalist says that the natives

walk on their hands with their feet in the air, and move as quickly

in this way as if they were on their feet.

The kings and governors and chiefs from one end of the country

of the sea-coast to the other now became thoroughly alarmed at

the victories which ‘Amda Seyon was gaining over the Arabs and

their allies, and they took counsel with a certain chief Seleh ftAAi*

whose office was that of Kazi He was the son of a nobleman

of Makkah, and was universally honoured for his high character
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and piety; his word was as the word of God to the Muslims, and

his spiritual power was as that of the Pope. With the approval and

consent of this man the kings and governors made ready to throw

off all allegiance to the king of Abyssinia, and banded themselves

together to make war upon him. They were in number 2723

though Bruce says 2712, and the number of their

soldiers (.?), not including those of Zalan and Gabal, was 12,048.

At this juncture Jamal ad-Din, whom ‘Amda Seyon had made

governor of the country in place of his brother Sabr ad-Din,

revolted, and he sent a message to the king of ’Adal to this effect.

“ The king of Abyssinia is shut up in a mountain defile from which

he cannot get out. Now you must do one of two things; either

take gifts to him or do not. If you take gifts to him, before you do

so sell your wife and children and all that you possess, for if you

give him gifts you will make yourself and your posterity his servants

for ever. If you wish to act wisely, send him no gifts, and gather

together all your men who are able to fight with sword, bow, shield,

javelin, lance and club, and I will join you with my cavalry and

infantry and we will fall upon the king and his army and kill them

with one blow.” The British Museum MS. Orient. 821 gives a list of

the places over which the kings, governors and chiefs ruled, and it

is printed in full in Perruchon’s edition of the text, p. 48 if.; the

positions of very few of the places can be identified now, for even

in Bruce’s time the greater number of the towns and villages had

ceased to exist. The king of ’Adal and all the other kings collected

their soldiers, and four months had elapsed before they had joined

the army of Jamal ad-Din. When the host was ready for war this

arrogant Arab began to boast what he would do to the Christians,

and with the view of securing all the spoil of the Christians for

himself he decided not to wait for the troops from ’Ifat, because

the loot would not be sufficient for their king and himself.

Now at that moment it happened that ‘Amda Seyon was alone,

and he had none of his picked troops with him. His regiments of

“Eyes of needles” 4’A'h* 10*11 • and "Wolves” 'I'lrf'A* and the

Korani horsemen, and the Barya, and the H^rab Gonda, and many

other great regiments were absent on duty elsewhere. When they

fought they struck like eagles, and leaped like rams, their feet were

like stone rollers and the noise of their feet was like that of the sea.
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And 'Amda Seyon lay sick in his tent, and for seven days and

seven nights he had eaten and drunk nothing. He had sent out

one of his men called Zana Yamanu with the dogs into the desert

to hunt game for him, and whilst this man was hunting he came

across the Arab army; he returned forthwith to the king and told

him what he had seen, adding, “We have come back to die with

you.” The king sent out horsemen to reconnoitre, and they re-

ported that the enemy were in numbers like a cloud of grasshoppers

which had covered the earth. On hearing this he struggled up from

his bed and tried to go outside the tent, but when he began to put

on his war belt, his legs doubled up under him and he collapsed on

his bed. His servants lifted him up and put on his belt, and he

managed to go outside the tent, but he swayed from side to side

through weakness. His two queens followed him and begged him

to give up the idea of fighting, but he replied, “Am I to die like a

woman? Certainly not. I know how to die like a soldier.” Then

he turned and ordered the queens to return to their tents. The

elder of them, Djan Mangasha, prayed with tears to God to

strengthen her lord, the priests prayed, and the king prayed, com-

mitting himself into the hands of God.

Meanwhile the Arab armies were advancing, every man armed,

and in number they were as the stars of heaven and the sand of

the sea-shore, and the rain clouds of the sky
;
as they marched the

earth shook, and the wild beasts were so terrified that they ran

before them and took refuge in the camp of ‘Amda Seyon. And
the queen sent to ‘Amda Sey6n a quantity of Jordan water and

some dust from Golgotha. The king called the priest Takla Seyon

and told him to baptize him with the water, as he stood there in

full armour; and as the water fell upon him his weakness departed

and the strength of God came upon him. And the king himself

sprinkled his horses and his men with the water. The Arab army

came on and in its van were a number of women who shrieked out

curses, ‘Amda Seyon sprinkled some of the water about to annul

the effects of the curses, and sent on a detachment of horsemen to

open the battle; these turned and fled, and entreated him to fight

in his camp. When he refused, his friends kissed him and fled,

leaving him alone to meet death as best he might. As they

departed he hurled reproaches after them, and then being filled
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with rage, he sprang up like a tiger and leaped upon his horse

Harab ’Asfare dxd.'tt * • and ordered his chief officer of

cavalry, called Zanasfare HlhftA&s, to ride into the enemy’s ranks

on the right. Zanasfare, followed by five horsemen among whom
was the king’s son Saf-Sagad, did as he was bid. The king charged

the enemy on the left, looking neither before him nor behind him,

and at once became the target for arrows, javelins and spears, and

the object of a shower of blows. Nothing stopped him, and when

the enemy saw him spearing two men at a time they broke and

fled. The soldiers who had forsaken him returned and joined

Zanasfare and his men, and drove the fleeing enemy into a deep

ditch which God seemed to have prepared for them. Then the

king dismounted and attacked the enemy with his sword and

smote them down until his strength failed. The enemy were men
of huge stature and wore their hair hanging down to their waists

like women, and though they tied themselves to each other by

means of their clothes so that no man might flee, they were con«

quered by the king. 'Amda Seyon remounted his horse and set

out with his soldiers to cut down those who were fleeing, and

meanwhile the Abyssinian women came out and stripped the dead

and carried their weapons back to their camp. The battle raged for

six hours, until sunset, by which time the Muslims were either

scattered or slain, and the king’s arm was attached so tightly to

his lance by the blood of the slain that force had to be used to

detach it. The dead lay round about in heaps, and the wounded

could not be counted.

When the battle was over ‘Amda Seyon returned to his

camp, and entering his chapel gave thanks to God for the

victory He had given him. On the following day he visited

the battle-field and found there the body of Seleh, whom the

Muslims regarded as a god. His neck was covered with tattooings

or magical symbols. ‘Amda Seyon then assembled his troops and

put to them the question, “ Ought we to send home our wives and

servants, or ought we to keep them here whilst we march on and

continue the war?” The soldiers gave no direct answer to this

question, and the priests said one thing and the officers another,

but at length the array in general made it clear to the king that

they wished to return to their country. The king replied that it
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was natural for every animal to return to its partner, and then

went on to say that he was prepared to return to Ethiopia, only

that he intended to return by a different road from that by which

they had come, viz. by that which would lead them through the

countiy of Talag HhA*?* in the kingdom of ’Adah

On the following day the king set out on the march and

encamped at Ziba ll,fl*. From Ziba he went on to Ta’rak ‘t'h/Sni

which he had raided and captured many prisoners, and slew all

who opposed him. and returned to his camp with much cattle and

spoil. He then marched on to Dabi and camped there. He raided

the town of Zasaye, and then destroyed it and slew the governor

‘Abd Allah; the town of Abalgi was next raided and all who

resisted were massacred. 'Amda Seyon then marched into the

district of Talag, where the king of 'Adal lived, and where all the

kings and governors and chief had collected in order to fight the

Abyssinians. The king of ’Adal was captured, and he and all his

people were massacred, and his country laid waste. Then the three

sons and the brother of the king of ’Adal came, and laying their

sandals (or shoes) on their heads, tliey tendered their submission,

did homage to 'Amda Sey5n and begged for mercy. These men
sent messengers to the princes and governors who had been their

father’s allies, and ordered them to come and submit to ‘Amda

§ey6n, but Hagara the chief of ninety-nine governors, and

all the other kings refused to do so. When ‘Amda Seyon heard

this he turned aside in wrath, and then set out with his army and

crossed that part of the ’AbSya river which is called ’Ekua h?s\*

and camped at Marmagub ODC<n>T*'fl : . The following day a great

battle was fought in which women as well as men took part, the

men using bows,' and the women attacking with stout sticks and

throwing stones with great courage and much effect. The king

attacked Hagara and shot him through the neck, and when his

men saw their king fall they broke and fled; having massacred

every one they found the Christians pursued those who had fled

and slew them all, except three. The pursuit ended, the king went

back to the battle-field to look for his two generals Semyeshhal

and *Enza ’Ayegab ofMu thfilH > and at length

found them lying horribly wounded. He had them set on his own
mule, and coverings placed on their heads to keep off the sun by
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day and the cold by night; a whole day was passed in returning to

the camp. On arriving there the king gave thanks to Christ for his

victory.

The following day he set out for Sasogi Afi’Lt where he cele-

brated the festival of John the Baptist. He then ordered his troops

to destroy the naosques of the Arabs, and to burn their towns and

to lay waste the country; all these things were done with great

thoroughness. ‘Amda Sey6n next set out on the march, crossed

the River Zar’at HCh^s and arrived in the country of ’Arate

which was inhabited by fierce savages. These people filed their

teeth sharp, and were in the habit of biting off the ears and phalli

of the dead which they dragged from their graves
;
and they bit off

the ears and the members of every one they captured in the fields.

They seized several of the Abyssinians and treated them in this

way. ‘Amda Seyon took vengeance upon them, and massacred

many of them. He then marched on to IJadjaya rhlCfi where he

camped for eight days and celebrated the festival of the Cross

(Sept, 2S). Whilst there he succeeded hy a stratagem in killing a

great many of these savages, and he gained much spoil. It seems

that they were in the habit of carrying the ears and phalli of the

dead in their quivers. After a march of six days he arrived at

Bekuelzar where he camped. He sent for the Muslim

governor and threatened to lay waste the country if he did not

deliver to him the people who had been forced to deny Christ and

become Muslims. When these were brought before him it was

found that some had been priests, some deacons, and others soldiers

in the king’s army. When they made no answer to the king’s up-

braidings, the king became wroth and had each of them beaten

with thirty stripes of a cord whip, and branded with a slave mark

on the breast and shoulders ;
and each had an iron collar put on

his neck and chains on his hands. Then, knowing that the Arab

governor was a rebel at heart, he put iron fetters on his hands,

laid waste his country, and deposed him and set his brother Nasr

ad-Din in his place. He then marched to Waz ‘P’H s and ordered

his soldiers to destroy the town of Get ; they did so and killed

a large number of the Arabs of IJarla who had tried to raid

the king's camp,

‘Amda Seyon then set out on a punitive expedition to Helhoya
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and arrived there after a inarch of five days. The people

here had seized one of ‘Amda Seyon’s envoys, and burned him

alive, and had massacred all those who were with him. In return

the Christians massacred all the men, laid waste the country, and

carried off all the women and children and cattle. Another three

days’ march brought him to Dagwu where he camped, and

sent out his soldiers against the people of Wargeh a law-

less pastoral folk who knew no god and feared no man, and the

usual massacre and looting took place. A punitive expedition to

Dawaro followed. 'Amda Seyon had sent messengers to his queen

carrying with them rich apparel destined for royal use, gold and

other precious objects. As they passed through Dawaro the natives

fell upon them suddenly and looted the royal caravan and slew all

its members. As a punishment the king’s soldiers laid waste the

country, destroyed the food stuffs, and carried off the women and

cattle. Here the king celebrated the festival of Christmas, and

three days later he kept the feast of Epiphany at Bahia flUAi.

Whilst in this neighbourhood he sent for Joseph, the governor of

Sarka ACh*, a town of Gojam, in the south of Abyssinia, now

occupied by the Gallas. Joseph had taken an active part in the

rebellion of Dawaro, and when he was brought into the presence of

the king ‘Amda Sey6n had him burnt alive. This is the last act

chronicled in the work on the Wars of ‘Amda Seyon. In places

the narrative resembles that of ‘Ezana, when he recounts his

victories on his stelae, and the method of warfare followed by

‘Amda Seyon in the 14th century of our Era is much the same as

that of the Pharaohs of the Xllth and succeeding Dynasties in

Egypt, and the Nubian kings ofNapata and Meroe. It is interesting

to note one incident in the king’s campaigns, viz. that in which he

was left alone by his soldiers to face the enemy, may be compared

with a similar incident at the Battle of Kadesh, when Rameses II

found himself alone and surrounded by the Hittites. See Rec, de

TravattXf tom. VIII. pp. 136-131,

NEWAYA KRESTOS SAYFA ’AR‘ED

• Newaya Krestos was the eldest son of ‘Amda Seyon, and he

reigned 28 years, 1344-1372; his name means “Vessel of Christ”

Early in his reign he went to Dabra Bankual, to receive the
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blessing of the Abuna Madhanina ’Egzi’c, who was then a very

old man. During his reign the KhalTfah of Egypt demanded

excessive taxes from Abba Mark, Patriarch of Alexandria, for he

believed that the Christians were exceedingly rich; and w'hen the

Patriarch refused to pay his extortionate demands, the Khallfah

had him arrested and cast into prison. When Newaya Krestos

heard of this he seized all the Egyptian merchants in the country,

and sent out horsemen to drive the caravans from Cairo over the

frontiers away from Abyssinia. By these means he did great

damage to the trade between Egypt and Abyssinia, both by sea

and by land, and the people of Egypt complained loudly and

bitterly about the Khallfah’s avarice, and the bad government of

his Wazir. At length the Khallfah ordered Mark to be set at

liberty, and entreated him to use his influence with the king of

Abyssinia so that the caravans might have way-leave as before.

NewSya Krestos carried on no great war, but though his reign was

on the whole a peaceful one, he did not hesitate to keep the people

of ’Adal in order when necessary. All, the son of $abr ad-Din,

revolted and was deposed and kept in prison for eight years,

during which period his brother Ahmad I^ezba ’Ar'ed reigned.

He obtained his release from prison and returned to ’Adal, and

expelled his brother who took refuge in Abyssinia. Haqq ad-Din,

grandson of All, managed to make himself master of ’Ifat, and was

able to defeat the bodies of troops, 30,000 strong, which Newaya

Krestos had sent to help All. The translation of the body of Takla

Hayraanot took place in the 2Sth year of the reign of Newaya

Krestos, on the 12th day of the month Genbot (begins May 6).

Barbara, the daughter of NewSya Krestos, became a nun in Dabra

Daret, which was ruled by Aron, the Thaumaturge. (Basset,

p. 238.) The details of the war in ’Adal will be found in Makrizi,

Hist. Reg, Islam, pp. 17-20.

NEWAYA MARYAM WEDEM ’ASFARE

« OR GERMA ’ASFARE

Newaya Maryam was the eldest son of Newaya Krestos, and

he reigned 10 years, 1372-1382; his name means "Vessel of Mary.”

In his reign IJaqq ad-Din, king of ’Adal, fought a great battle with
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the Abyssinians, and was killed (A,n. 776= a.d. I 374~S)* He was

succeeded by his brother Sa'ad ad-Din. Whether Newaya Krestos

was present at the battle is not known, and the Chronicles say that

“nothing is known about him.” Newaya Maryam died without

issue and was succeeded by his brother Dawit.

DAWIT I

Dawit (David I) was the second son of NewSya Krestos, and

he reigned 29 years, 1382-1411. During his reign the war between

the Arabs and Christians was prosecuted with great vigour on both

sides. Sa'ad ad-Din defeated the Abyssinians under Aman Morfa,

the general of the NagashI, and took ZalSn and captured much

spoil, and a little later he took the towns of Zamduwah and Bali.

Another army, led by Djan IJash, was sent by the NagashI to

’Adal, but it was defeated by the Muslim officer Asad. A little

later the Christians in a fierce fight killed the Amir Muhammad,

and massacred all his soldiers with the exception of one horseman

who escaped. Emboldened by this striking success, the NagashI

sent another army commanded by General B5rwa, who defeated

Sa'ad ad-Din, and drove him to take refuge in Zaila' where ho

besieged him. The town was without water for three days, and

when it capitulated the Christians went in and massacred Sa'ad

ad-Din and every one they found (A.H. 805 = A.r>. 1402-3). They

destroyed the mosques and built churches, and for twenty years or

so the Arabs were forced to endure every insult which the Christians

could devise and inflict upon them. In the reign of David I a piece

of the wood of the True Cross was brought to Abyssinia from

Jerusalem, with whom the kings had always maintained frequent

communication. There were great rejoicings throughout the

country, and the NagashI was so much pleased that he ordered

the vests (capa) of the priests, which until that time were un-

decorated, to be embroidered with flowers. The NagashI, like all

Abyssinians, was a great lover of horses, and one day when he was
examining a fine but restive and vicious horse, the animal lashed

out and smote the king on the head with one of his hoofs, and

fracturing his skull killed him straightway. He was buried in the

Monastery of St Stephen on the Island of DagS, which is situated

in Lake S^nS. A monument set up at Gembarii commemorates
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the accident He abdicated in 1411 and died on the 6th of October

1413-

According to MakrizI, David sent twenty-two camels laden with

gifts to Barkuk, Sultan of Egypt He had two wives called Seyon
MangashS and ’Egzi’e Kebra, who gave him four sons, all of whom
reigned over Abyssinia.

TEWODEROS (THEODORE 1) |DA#(« A’Jflflit

Theodore I, surnamed the “Son of the Lion,” was a son of

David I and reigned three years, 1411-I414; his mother was Queen

Seyon Mangasha. Bruce says (Travels, ii. p. 243), that something

brilliant must have happened under this NagashI, for his reign is

the “most favourite epoch in Abyssinia.” His kindness and

generosity were such that a cycle of legends has grown up about his

reign. It is even said that he will rise again and reign for 1000

years, during which time there will be no wars, and every one will

live in happiness and enjoy peace and plenty. The most important

historical fact about his reign is that he annulled the agreement

which Yekuno ’Amlak made with Takla H5ym5n6t that one-third

of the country was to be sequestrated to the Church for ever. He
arranged that each province should set apart certain lands as

church property, and many of his descendants and successors have

considered that his generosity was too great. The Synaxarium

says tliat he was a very religious man and that he was a great

lover of sacred literature; he was a good friend to the poor to

whom he gave alms liberally, and he built many churches, and had

the gift of working miracles. He excelled in horsemanship and

was an expert in the use of the bow. He wished to make the

pilgrimage to Jerusalem, but was dissuaded from it by the Abuna

Mark, who feared for his personal safety. He died on the 29th of

the month Sane and was buried in Tadbaba Maryam.

YEStJA]^ f,tleh^K

Yeshak (Isaac I), who was surnamed Gabra Maskal, was the

second son of David I, and brother of Theodore I, and reigned

IS years (1414-1429). He made an expedition into the country of

Wagara ai7A« and attacked B6ta 'Ashur, where the FalashSs of

Maraba had rebelled. Wagara is a province of Amhara, and lies
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north of Gondar and west of Samcn. He deposed twenty-four

judges who disapproved of the king’s expedition to Wagara, and

he defeated the rebels at Kosoge a little to the north of

Gondar. In commemoration of his victory he built a church there

called Yeshaq-Dabr, and he built many churches in Dambeya and

Wagara. The Arabs, or Moors, continued their attacks on the

provinces of Abyssinia, and Isaac set to work to train his army to

meet them. According to Makrlzl,he employed one ofthe Mamluks

who had fled to Abyssinia to drill his soldiers, and another refugee

called Tanbagha, who had been a governor in Upper Egypt, also

drilled the troops, and taught the Abyssinians how to make and

use the so-called “Greek fire,” Naft lf¥T«. When the re-establish-

ment of the army was finished Isaac began to persecute the

Muslims who were domiciled in his country, and determined to

invade the Arab kingdoms of *Adal and ’Ifat; and he wrote to the

“Kings of the Franks" and asked them to assist him. After the

death of Sa'ad ad-Din, his six sons crossed over into Arabia and

took refuge with Nasr Ahmad ibn Ashraf Ismail, who protected

them and provided them with means for attacking the NagSshl and

his kingdom. The eldest of them, Sabr ad-Din II, was chosen as

leader, and he went and established himself at Sayarah, where he

was joined by many of his father’s old soldiers. Sabr ad-Din II

then attacked the Christians, and in the battles at Sai-jan and Zikr

Amharah, defeated them. Soon after this Nadjt Ba^al, the

Abyssinian general, led his army against the Muslims, and having

got them on the run drove them out of the towns which they had

seized, but pressing on too far and too fast he was defeated and

slain by Muhammad, a brother of Sabr ad-Din II, and Harb
Djawush, one of his officers. Another brother, called ‘Umar, laid

waste the Abyssinian territory of Aldjab, but soon after this the

Christians defeated the Arabs in a decisive battle, and as each side

had suffered severely both Muslims and Christians were glad to

keep the peace for a number of years. Sabr ad-Din died a.h. 825

=»A.D, 1421-22, and his brother and successor Mansur promptly
renewed the war. He was victorious in the battles at Jadayah and

at Mukha, but subsequently Isaac defeated him, captured him and
his brother Muhammad in 1424-25, and kept them in prison until

they died. The war was continued by Jamal ad-Din, and Harb
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Djawush defeated the Christians in three important battles at

Bali, Jadayah and Yajzah. He burnt all the churches and seized

large numbers of the Christians,whom he sold in the slave markets

at nominal prices. In one of his campaigns he and his brothers laid

waste Dawaro, and chased Isaac across that province as far as the

Nile. In spite of their losses the Abyssinians managed to put

armies in the field time after time, and at the battle of Harjai the

Muslims were defeated with such loss that all fighting was discon-

tinued for a time. Isaac was assassinated in the year 1427, and

was buried in Tadbaba MarySm. Bruce says (Travels, ll. p. 244)

that Isaac was a prince of great piety and courage. He was

succeeded by his son

’ENDREYAS

’EndreySs (Andrew) reigned four, or six, or seven months, and

died in March 1430. He was buried in TadbSba Maryam.

TAKLA MARYAM OR IJEZBA NAfJ

Takla MarySm was the third son of David I, and brother of

Theodore and Isaac, and he reigned three years 1430-1433; his

name means "Plant of Mary.” He was succeeded by

SARWE lYASUS MEtJREKA NAS I»'C* » f^ACh *

Sarwe lyasus was the eldest son of Takla Maryam, who

reigned four, or eight, months in I433 (?); his name means "Prop

of Jesus.” It was either this king or his brother who overran East

Africa and made a truce during the fight between 'Ifat and

Abyssinia, and who died of the plague in 1433-34. Jamal ad-Din

was assassinated by his friends in 1431-32, and it was his brother

and successor Shahab ad-Din who avenged his death and continued

the war against the Christians. He reconquered the country of

Bali and burned six churches.

'AMDA IYASUS BADEL NAf? a

‘Amda lyasus was the second son of Takla MarySm, and

reigned eight months, and died in June 1434, leaving no issue. The

Chronicles supply no information about his acts, and the rapid

succession of occupants of the throne of the NagashI puzzled even

MakrIzI.
,
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ZAR’A YA'KOB CONSTANTINE I

Zar’a Ya'kob was the fourth son of David I, by Queen ’EgzTe

Kebra, and brother of Theodore, Isaac, and Takla Maryam; he

reigned 34 (35 ?) years and 2 months (1434-1468). His name

means "Seed ofJacob,” he adopted as his throne name Kuestantinos

i£, Constantine. The summary of his reign given

in the Chronicle published by Basset {Etudes, p. 102) is as follows:

“In his time debates on the Faith took place. Abba Glyorgis

debated with a certain Frank, and ended by composing the Book

of Mystery. In the loth year of the reign of this king, Abba John

of Wii^t died; the king died on the 3rd epagomenal day

and was buried on the Island of Daga.” In other words, the

Chronicler was anxious to note merely the chief religious event of

his reign, and his death day. It is only from other native docu-

ments, and information deiivcd from European countries, that we

know that Zar'a Ya'l^bb was not only a pious king and a lover of

literature, but a brave and talented soldier; there is no doubt that

he was one of the greatest kings of Abyssinia. He was the first

NagSshl to realize the fact that unless he could obtain the help and

support of some European Icings, his country and his Church

would be destroyed by the Muhammadans whose power, and

influence and wealth were increasing.

The Abba Glyorgis (George) mentioned above was the son of

Hezba-Seyon, and a native of the town of SaglS in Amhara. His

book was devoted to refuting the heresies and doctrines of Sabellius,

Arius, Nestorius, Photinus, Origen, Biton (?), Eutyches, Severus of

Antioch, Manes, etc. The "Frank" with whom he discussed the

Faith before the king was Francisco di Branca-Leone, a Venetian

monk and painter, who lived and married and died in Abyssinia.

It was probably he who painted for Zar’a Ya'kob’s successor the

picture of the Virgin and Child which created such a disturbance

in Abyssinia. The painter had represented the Virgin holding the

Child pn her left arm as was customary in Europe, but according

to the Abyssinians the left hand is the “hand of dishonour," and
they wanted to destroy the picture. This, however, the king refused

to do.
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The chief authority for the history of the reign of Zar’a Ya'kob

is Bril. Mus. MS. Orient. No. 821 which was compiled A.M. 7276 =
a.d. 1784 by order of the Dadjazmalch Haylu in the first

year of the reign of lyasu III, and the text of the section which

deals with this king was edited with a French translation by

Perruchon in Chroniques dc Zat^a Yd’egdb et de Ba'eda Maryam^

Paris, 1893. This valuable document begins with an account of the

persecution of the idolaters at the beginning of the king’s reign.

It appears that all who admitted that they worshipped Dasek fitlYl *

and the Dail, and Guidale, Tafant, Dino, Makuawze and other

idols were seized and decapitated before the public. Spies were

appointed to search and '‘smell out” heretics, and the king’s sons

Galawdewos, ‘Amda Maiyam, Zar’a Abraham and Batra Seyon,

and his daughters Del Samera, Rom Ganayala and Adal Mangesha,

were slain as the result of the information supplied by the official

spies. A royal decree ordered every Christian to bear on his fore-

head a fillet inscribed “Belonging to the Father, and the Son, and

the Holy Spirit.” And fillets had to be worn on the arms, that on

the right being inscribed “I deny the Devil in [the name of] Christ

God," and that on the left, " I deny Dasek, the accursed. I am the

servant of Mary, the mother of the Creator of all the world.” The

house of the man who disobeyed the edict was looted and he was

either flogged or killed. The persecution was directed by one Zar’a

Seyon, who was nicknamed the “Seed of Satan,” and whose activities

stirred up the people to appeal to the king, and to prove to him

the extent of his wickedness and cruelty; after this he was removed

from his office and deported to Hayk, on the frontier of Shoa.

Another monster of iniquity was the ‘Altabe Sa'at (f,e. Keeper of

the Hour), called ’Amha Seyon. He had access to the king at all

times, no one dared to enter his house, and every demand he made

on the people had to be satisfied. His personal servants were not

allowed to associate with the people, they had no intercourse with

women, and could not cut their hair without the king’s permission

;

if they ate or drank in any house but their own they were killed.

They were never allowed out of the sight of their “governor” the

Malkafia. When the king knew of the evil deeds of the Keeper of

the Hour and other high officials, he deported them, and appointed

his daughters Madhen ZamadS and Berhan Zamada in their places,
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and made their sisters governors of districts, viz, Del Shamera in

’Angot, Bahr Mangasha in Gedem, S5fya in ’Ifat, and so on. But

apparently he found this arrangement unsatisfactory, for later he

appointed a class of officers called ’Adakshatnat li^ihff^Vl's.and

each governor had a special title in his province. Zar’a Ya‘k5b

seems to have been the first Nagashi to attempt to organize his

country in this way.

But this arrangement did not please all his governors, for the

GarSd of IJadya rebelled and refused to pay tribute. This Garad

was called Mahiko and he was the son of Mehmad, who

held the like dignity, and the brother of ’Ite (for Ttege) Jan Zela,

who held the office of Kafl’a Ba’altihat, i.e. lady on the right-hand

side [of the king]. He had made great preparations for war, and

had taken as his allies the governors of ’Adal and the people of

HadyS. The Garads of Ifiadya were Gudola, Diho, Hadabo,

Ganazo, Saga, Gab, Kab'en, Gogala and Halab. Acting on the

advice of the Garad GadSyto, the king deposed Mahiko, and made

his uncle Bamo, Garad of Dagen and Garad of I^adyS in his place.

Then Bamo [and Gadayto], accompanied by the regiment called

“Dagger in the enemy" (Basar Shotal set out for

HadyS and when they arrived there with the soldiers all the

governors who had revolted came and made their submission to

Bamo. Mahiko, on hearing this, collected his troops and set out for

the country of ’Adal, but he was pursued by the “Daggers in the

enemy,” who came up with him just as he was about to enter a

fortress. He was in a terrible fright, for as he went his men un-

fastened their baggage and cast on the roads cloaks of silk and
muslin, hoping that the pursuers would stop and pick them up,

and so give him more time to escape. But Bamo’s men rode on

and caught him and killed him, and cut off his head and hands and

feet. When the news reached the king he sang and danced "as he

was wont to do at Eastertide." When B5m6 brought the head, etc.

to Dabra Ber^n, the king had them hung up by the Shargun

or great gate, where the dogs and hyenas found them.

GadSytb was made free from the authority of the Garad of Hadya
for three generations, the soldier who had killed Mahiko received a

grant of land, and all the other soldiers were given rich robes of

honour.
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Zar’a Ya'kob next devoted himself to building a palace at

Dabra Beshan, and a Djagoal or great palisade to surround

it, and he directed the operations personally. On the top of his

church he placed a gold cross; such a thing had never been done

before. Within the palisade he built a Nazret Bet, or storehouse

for valuable objects. In AmharS, in the "land of the Sun," he built

two churches, the one called Makana G6l and the other Dabra

Naguadguad, and endowed them. About the same time he was

formally crowned at Aksum, and appointed officials called TshewS

over all the provinces, and enlarged the power of some

officials and reduced that of others. He went to the country of

Dago where he had lived formerly, and founded in a most beautiful

place among the mountains a church in honour of Our Lady Mary,

which he endowed richly; he also established there a body of

priests whose duty it was to celebrate the praise of God. He called

the church "Makana Maryam,” and intended Queen Gera Ba’altihat,

who was called Fere MarySm and was the mother of BerhSn

Zamada, Madhen Zamada, Sabala MarySm and Del Debaba, to be

buried therein. The church was surrounded by high mountains.

In the seventh year of his reign, about 1441, he left AmharS

and came to ’Aguba in the district of Tagolat

where he kept the festival of Epiphany. This festival is the

greatest festival of the Abyssinian Church. It begins with the

singing of psalms, and all day long tlie clergy and laity, women

excepted, plunge themselves into a lake or river (Basset, Jnl. Soc.

As., 1881, p. 146). Whilst he was tliere he heard the news that the

church of Our Lady Mary at Metmak, wherein the Virgin herself

had appeared, had been destroyed by the Muslims because many

of their co-religionists had been converted to Christianity after

seeing the miracle. The king and his court burst into tears when

they heard the news, and then he decided to build a church in the

place where he was, and to call it Dabra Metmak. This was done

at once, and he endowed it with lands, and appointed a body of

priests to minister in it.

But he was disturbed during his rest in the country which he

loved by the news that the "beast BadlSy,” ’Arwe Badlay KCfl*

had embarked on a war against him. He left Dago at

once, and travelling swiftly arrived in DawSro with an army whose
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general was called IJas5b Bawasan. The Garad of IJadya appealed

to him for help, but at the same time assured Badlay that he was

an ally of his. Thus was Badlay deceived. Zar’a Ya'kob sent to

the Garad of Hadya and told him to stay at ’Ayfars

until he told him to come. The name of the Garad was Mehmad,

and he was the father of Queen ’Eleni (Helena) Kafl Ba’altihat; as

he was a Muslim like Badlay the king doubted his good faith.

When Zar’a Ya'kob saw Badlay’s army he was afraid, and he

prayed to God to help him and the small force which he had with

him to win the day. The “Master of the Hour” also begged him not

to attempt to fight with so few soldiers, especially as he had made

no plan of battle, and had not even arrayed himself in his panoply

of war. But the king putting his confidence in God at once gave

orders to take the parasols frOfl * and blow the trumpets *

and beat the big drums Bear and Lion, and unfurl the flags, and he

advanced and overthrew a part of BadlSy’s army. Badlay had no

idea that it was the king in person who was attacking him, and

was greatly disturbed. A certain soldier shot an arrow at the face

of Badlay, who caught it in his hand, and then rushed up to the

king intending to seize himj as he came on the king drove his

spear through his neck and cut his throat, and Badlay fell dead.

When the Muslims saw that Badlay was dead, they took to flight,

but were pursued by the Christians who speared them and cut

them down as they ran. Badlay’s brother Karadin hd'S.lt and

his men made good their escape as far as the IJawasha ehVTf*

river, but whilst they were preparing to cross it Djan Sagana fell

upon them and slew them, and cut off Karadin’s head and brought

it to the king. And he rejoiced at the miracle which had been

wrought for him on Christ’s Birthday, the 29th day of the month
Ta^hash= Dec. 25. The body of Badlay was cut into pieces,

which were distributed among the principal cities of Abyssinia.

The king rewarded Mehmad, the Garad of Hadya, with robes of

honour, and all the loot taken from Badlay’s camp was divided

among the churches of Dabra Metmak, Seyon and other sanctuaries.

Then Zar’a Ya'ljob returned to his native village of Telk ^4*1

in the province of Fatigar and built a temple to Michael;

in the place where his father had lived he built two other churches,

Martula Mika'el and 'Asada Mika’el. In the country of 'Enzarda
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he built a church called Dabra SeMn, and from there he passed on

and crossed the River Wararl and came to ’Iba in Shoa. Soon after

his arrival there a great commotion was caused by the Dakika

’Estimn “the children of ’Estlfan" or Stephanites,

who refused to bow the knee to Our Lady Mary and to the Cross

of her Son. The king summoned them to his presence and debated

the matter with them, but though he confounded them in argument

they refused to change their opinions. Then the court being

assembled, and the pilgrims who had just returned from Jerusalem,

it was decided to inflict the punishment of death on them. Their

noses were cut off, and their tongues cut out, and then they were

stoned to death on the second day of the month of Yakatit

(Feb. 7). Thirty-eight days later, on the tenth day of Magabit

(March 17) a wonderful light appeared in the sky and remained

there for several days. The church of Dabra Berhan was built

there in eight days. The light appeared again at the celebration of

the Eucharist, and again at the singing of the hymn “God

reigneth.” Whilst at Dabra BerhSn the king sat in judgment on

his people generally: some he slew, some he deported, and some he

promoted to honour. When the plague attacked the land he built

the church Beta Klrljos, and the plague was stayed, as far as his

palace was concerned. He ordered his sons and the queens to

make gifts to the church of silken hangings and books, and decreed

that only the oaths taken in it were binding.

Zar’a YS'kob next made regulations concerning the Faith of

his people. He decreed that both the Sabbath and the Sunday

were to be kept holy, that the 39th day of each month was to be

observed as a festival in honour of the birth of Christ, and that the

thirty-two festivals of Our Lady Mary were to be kept as strictly

as Sunday. He established a monthly festival in honour of Michael,

and festivals in honour of the nine Archangels, and the four

celestial beasts, and the Prophets and the Apostles, and decreed

that alms were to be given on each of them, and distributions

of bread made to the poor. All these commands were written

in his works The Book of the Incarnation, The Book of the

Light, The Book of the Birth, The Book of the Abjuration, The

Book of the Abjuration of Satan, The Book of the Substance, The

Keeper of the Mysteries, and God reigneth. Whilst Zar’a Ya%6b
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was engaged in this work, which occupied about 14 years, he lived

at Dabra Berhan, but paid occasional visits to neighbouring places

like Dabra MetmSk. He died at Dabra BerhSn, and was buried in

Dabra Naguadguad. At the end of the account of his reign sum-

marized above there follows a second section containing five

chapters, in which are given a number of details not found in the

first. Thus we find that when the king wished to translate the

body of his father David I (1382-1411) to Dabra Naguadguad

from Aksum, the men of Muwa'al refused to deliver up the coffin

to his messengers. He was a generous benefactor of the churches.

Thus to Dabra Libanos, which was formerly called Dabra 'Asebo

,
he gave 150 ounces of gold, 30 pieces of silk and gold

brocade, 7 vestments of pure silk, 7 gold fans, 2000 oxen, and 100

measures of the land of ’Alat. The list of his gifts and endowments

of the Cathedral at Aksum fills many pages, and the reader will

find them all described in the famous Book of Aksum (ed. Rossini,

Li6er Axumae, p. 27 ff.).

Zar’a Ya'kob regarded himself as the head of the Abyssinian

Church, and he laid down rules for its guidance and maintenance

both by his decrees delivered orally and set down in writing in his

books. Of the many altars to be set up in the churches there must

be, he ordered, one dedicated to the Virgin Mary. He decided that

the baptistery must always be on the right and outside the church.

The priests were ordered by him to teach the people the Belief,

the Lord’s Prayer, the Ten Commandments, the Commandments
of the Church, the belief in One God in Three Persons, the spiritual

birth of the Son, Who proceeded from the Father, without a mother,

and His second birth from Mary without a father. This religious

instruction must be given in the churches and monasteries every

Sunday, and every day of festival, and the civil governors through-

out the country were commanded to confiscate the possessions of

every one who did not obey these instructions. And Zar’a Ya'kbb

tobk care to have the clergy instructed. He sent to the monks of the

Abyssinian Monastery in Jerusalem the Ethiopic (Ge’Sz) text of

the Canons of the Apostles and the Councils recognized by the

Abyssinian Church, viz. the 127 Canons of the Apostles, the 38

Canons of Hippolytus, the Canons of the Councils of Nicaea,

Ancyra, Neo-Cesaraea, the Canons of Basil and John Chrysostom,
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and the Council of Constantinople. He had the Miracles of the

Virgin tran.slated from Arabic into Etliiopic in the 7th year of his

reign, when Abba Michael and Abba Gabriel were the Metropolitans

of Abyssinia. In his reign too was composed the Organon Dengel

by Abba George the Armenian, and the famous Chronicle of

George of ‘Amid, better known as Al-Makin, was translated into

Ethiopic.

Zar’a Ya'kob saw that the growing power of the Arabs was a

menace to his country, and he decided that he would seek the help

of the Pope with the view of joining the Abyssinian Church to that

of Rome, and probably also in the hope that some European power

would give him material, as well as spiritual, assistance. The
patriarch of Alexandria approved of his views, and two missions

were sent to Rome, the first under Abba Andrew, the archimandrite

of the monastery of Saint Anthony of Egypt, and the other under

Peter the deacon. Zar’a Ya'kob sent two Abyssinian monks from

the monastery at Jerusalem to the Council of Florence (1431-

1445), under l*opc Eugene IV, and they convinced the assembly

that their religiou.s dogmas coincided with tho.se of the Latins with

the exception of those which concerned the double nature of Christ.

The Abyssinians contended that it was only His divine nature that

became incarnate, while the Latins held that He possessed two

natures, the divine and the human. This remarkable embassy is

the subject of a painting still preserved in the Vatican, and

according to Bruce {Travels, ll. 347) it is the only evidence that

such an embassy was ever sent. It is said that Zar’a Ya'lrob signed

the decree which united the Abyssinian and Roman Churches, and

it was probably as a result of this that the Pope permitted him to

found an Abyssinian Monastery in Rome. Some authorities think

that communications had passed between Pope Alexander III in

1177 and the NagashI, and that two kings of Abyssinia had sent

letters to the Pope in 1397 and 1305, but the evidence that such

was the case is unsatisfactory, to say the least of it. There is little

doubt that Zar’a Yg'^ob was the first king of Abyssinia to open up

communication with the Pope.

.The last years of the reign of Zar’a Yg'kob were troubled by

the frequent attempts made to dethrone him by his son Ba'eda

Marygra, who was greatly aided and abetted by his mother the
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Queen Seyon Mogasa. The young man was anxious to succeed to

the throne, and piobably felt that his father was reigning too long,

and his mother seems to have shared the same views. At length

the king came to think that the queen was conspiring with the

principal ecclesiastics of Abyssinia to dethrone him, and he ordered

her to be flogged. This order was carried out, and she was beaten

so cruelly that after a short time she died and was buried secretly

in the church called Makdasa Maryam near Dabra Berhan. When
her son heard of her death and burial, on the day of the anniversary

of her death he took incense and candles and went and made an

offering in the church where she was buried. When the king heard

of this he was filled with rage, and ordered Ba’eda MarySm to be

tied hand and foot, and he inflicted very severe punishments on him

and his servant Maharl Krestos for a long time. At length the

priests of Dabra Libanos and Dabra Kas5
,
and ’Abukir, the prior

of ’Endagabtan wrote to the king and en-

treated him not to ill-treat his son, for he was under the protection

of Takla Haymanot and themselves. The king released his son

forthwith and his hatred for him was turned into ardent affection. He
heaped every kind of honour on him and gave him autliority over

all his officials, including the DjSn Serag When the

king was seriously ill he sent for his son to come to him, and when

he was dying, all the princes except Ba’eda Maryam were sent out

of the room, and the king told him that he was to succeed him as

king. Zar’a Ya'kob died on the third day of Paguemen (Sept. 6),

on Sunday at the ninth hour (3 p.m.). Thus died one of the

greatest kings of Abyssinia, who because of his wisdom and fore-

sight and understanding gained, even during his lifetime, the

reputation of being a second Solomon.

BA’EDA MARYAM I SURNAMED CYRIACUS

Ba’eda MSrySm was bom about 1448, and the early years of

his life were passed at Dabra Berhan
j
he reigned ten years, 1468-

1478. His name means "he who is in the hand of Mary.” The
Chronicle (Basset, p. 102) says that it was he who caused the

“Frank” (t\e. Branca-Leone) to paint the picture of Mary and Christ

which so greatly exasperated the Abyssinians. This picture was

placed in the 'Atronsa Maryam (*>. Throne of Mary), which was in
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a town of the same name in the south of Amhara, on the left bank

of the ’Abay liver, and there it remained until the third year of the

reign of Theophilus (1709). In that year the Gallas came and

broke open the church, killed the priests and carried off all the men

and women into captivity. The picture and the coffin containing

the remains of Ba’eda Maryam were hurled over a precipice on

Sunday the 19th day of the month Nahase (August 23). From the

description of the reign of Ba’eda Maryam as found in the Chronicle

of H§ylu (Brit. Mus. MS. No. 821) we obtain the following: As

soon as his father was dead he summoned Abba Matthew of Dabra

Damo, and other clergy, and giving them incense told them to pray

for his father and himself. On the following morning he issued a

proclamation pardoning all prisoners and giving all exiles permis-

sion to return to their homes. Then he took the direction of the

cavalry into his own hands, and nominated a set of new rulers over

the provinces. He revived the old organization of the country

which his father had set aside. He had all the men who had made

false charges of idolatry against certain people brought before him,

and they were condemned to be punished by the whip of cords, or

by rods (bastinado), according to their degrees of guilt. The

festival of the Cross was celebrated soon after at Dabra BerhSn, and

the king made a tour of the churches with his face and form

uncovered; this no other king bad ever done, and the people

rejoiced greatly. He gave orders that the contents of the four great

treasure stores, Nazret Bet, Mangeshet Bet, Barakat Bet and Gadal

Bet should be transferred to the Gasambe of Shoa. He
visited Dabra Metmak and many other towns, and came to

NaguadguSd and entered the monastery, and 40 days after his

father’s death he attended the memorial service held in his honour,

He went on to ’Atronsa ’Egzl’etna Marygm, and cleared a place in

the forest where he built a large church. The site had been bought

by Sayfa ’Ar’ed (1346-1374), who wished to build a temple there

but had not done so, and Zar’a Ya'kob had sent an altar there and

called its resting-place Dabra Paraklltos. Ba’eda Maryam furnished

the church with great splendour and endowed it richly. At one

time this church possessed a very fine library. He went on to

Djedjeno * and made ready for his coronation. Three pieces

of wood were inscribed with the names of Gabra Maskal, Dawit
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(David) and Constantine, and the king drew one of them, and fate

gave him the name of David for his tinone name. When the king

entered the coronation chamber a bull and a lion were brought to

him and he was expected to cut the throat of each : but, like his

father, he refused to do it and ordered the bull to be killed and the

lion to be set free. When the coronation was over he returned to

’Atronsa MarySm and then he built the temple of Meshala Maryam.

At this time he heard that some people were complaining that

he passed his life on horseback, and neglected the kingdom
;
the

malcontents were seized and brought before him, and when by his

orders the muscles of their feet were slit they were deported to

various places. And when certain men said that he was more

severe than his father, he sent out heralds to order the people to

use moderation in their speech. Whilst he was in this neighbour-

hood an embassy from Mehmad, son of’Arwe Badlay, king of ’Adal,

came and brought gifts and asked him to make peace with them.

They promised to bring an annual tribute if he would prevent his

soldiers from overrunning their country. He entertained them

royally and gave them rich robes of honour. He then went on a

hunting expedition in the district of Guadalo, and when this was

ended he went to Dago and built there the church of DabtarS

MarySm.

Ba’eda MSrySm next began to make an expedition into the

eastern and south-eastern parts of his kingdom. He and his army

marched to Yatcheka , and the people of the frontier town

of IJayk received him with great joy. From Danka he went on to

Yegza and all the people turned out to greet him gladly;

their clergy and their wives were with them, and the former sang

hymns and the latter danced to tambourines. Still marching east-

wards he came to a very high mountain, where he ordered a church

to be built and called Manbara Maryam; passing on he came to

Wanzage and Kuakuara, where he halted and spent Saturday and

Sunday. On Monday he came to the River Mera which flows

into the Takaze, and then to Zabel. Ba’eda Maryam had now
reached territory where the natives were likely to show hostility to

him, and he reviewed his army, and then made them march in

battle order as far as Saweta, that is to say to the land of Mangafo,

where his predecessor Isaac (1414-1429) had set up his tent. Here
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the various divisions of his army camped, each having a camp to

itself. He next issued an order commanding all men whose wives

were with them to send them back to 'Ayde'a where

Queens Gera Ba'altihat .ind Kafi Ba'altihat were living; he who
obeyed not this order would be slain. Officers and men were then

sent on by him to Mabra, ostensibly to prepare the way, but they

were ordered to give battle to any enemies they might meet on the

road. His objective was the country of Dobe’a which was

inhabited by cunning savages who raided caravans and killed at

sight, and always saved themselves by flight. When the men of

Dobe’a saw the leader of the army wearing a lion’s skin, and

holding shield, lance and bow in his hands, they knew he was the

king, and they swiftly fled and disappeared in their hiding-places.

Their oxen, camels and asses they had taken care to send for safety

into the country of Takrno before the arrival of the king. When
the king of Dancale a country to the ca-st of Abyssinia,

and .situated on the .soa-coa.st, heard that the Nagfishl was going to

make war on Dobe’a, ho sent him gift.s, viz. a horse, a mule laden

with dates, a shield and two javelin.s, with this message: "My Lord,

I also am in my camp ready to prevent these people from coming

to attack [theoj. If they arc thy enemies I will stop them and

seize them. Thi.s is the reason why I have not come to thee."

The king replied, "Thou hast done well: let them not enter thy

territory.” On the day of the Epiphany the king had a pit dug in

the earth, and when it had been filled with water, which had to be

brought a considerable distance, he celebrated the festival of the

Baptism of Christ.

This done Ba’eda sent out a company of soldiers to fight the men

of Dsbe’a, but to tlie king’s annoyance the savages defeated his

men and killed many of the Christians, It seems that the soldiers

should not have engaged the enemy without his consent, and that

he wished to take part in the fight. To punish these^ soldiers he

had the lung of an ass and the lung of an ox tied to them, and.

kept them standing naked for ten days in his royal tent. In his

wrath he took an oath before his whole army and swore that he

would not leave that country until he had tilled the ground and

sown wheat in it, and his horse had eaten of the crop that grew

from it. And turning to his men he said, “Fight boldly, and give
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up all ideas of returning to your homes.” Then he sent troops

under DjSn Zeg, the GarSd of Ball, to carry the war into the

country of Gam, but the enemy killed him and large numbers of

his soldiers. The king was anxious as to the success of this raid,

and he sent messengers after the Garad to find out what had

happened to his general: these brought back to the king, very late

at night, the news of the defeat of the Christians. Having exhorted

his soldiers to have no fear, but to trust in God, Who would help

them in His good season, he evacuated the country of Dobe’a and

retired to Haya in Tigray. The climate of Dobe’a was, and still is,

very unhealthy, and his soldiers were suffering seriously from

intestinal complaints. He pitched his camp at Haya, and sent for

his queens to come there, and he ordered his soldiers to send for

their wives and settle down in Tigray.

At that time Djan ’Amora was fighting against ’Amba Nahad,

the governor « of Salamt, and Ba’eda MarySm sent for him

and questioned him about ’Amba Nahad, The warrior reported

that he and his men had been fighting the enemy according to his

orders, and then asked the king why he had not sent for them to

go and fight the men of Dobe’a. And he added, "We will destroy

the men of Dobe’a for thee.” Then the king fasted and prayed for

victory, and made a great votive offering to the Virgin Mary, and

sent 1000 ounces of gold to Tigray for distribution among the

monks and the poor and needy. When the men of Dobe’a saw

that the mind of the king was set upon their destruction, they

collected their camels, oxen, wives and children and departed in

various directions, and their governors having loaded all their

possessions on the backs of beasts did the same. Hearing this, the

king gave orders to the governors of Tigray and DSmot to pursue

them, and at the ninth hour he sent out his cavalry to help them.

He himself left his camp at midnight, and, riding all night, came up

with the enemy in the morning and attacked them forthwith. An
indiscriminate massacre of men, women and children took place,

the fugitives were ridden down and slain, and all the possessions ofthe

enemy fell into the hands of the Christians. Ba’eda Maryam made
his winter quarters in that place, and having given to the Abuna,
Yemrehana Krestos, aij ounces of gold, a cross of gold, mitres and

a cope, sent him back to his own country. Later many of the men
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of Dobe’a became Christians, and the king showed favour to them,

and restored to them their own cattle and added to them many
which he had looted in Wadj and Ganz, which lay to the south of

Shoa. He built a church in honour of the Virgin Mary and planted

avenues of orange and citron trees, and vines, and grew crops of

wheat on which his horse fed according to his vow. Whilst he was

in this country he made the lady Ba'aleta Shehena a queen, and

she took the name of Dawit ’Era

It was the king’s intention to go to Aksum to be crowned,

and he sent orders to his officers and governors to make all

the necessary preparations; but hearing that Lada'e ’Esman

king of Adal, the successor of Mehmad, was
marching against him, he countermanded the orders, and told his

officers to rejoin him. When they came back he marched again

into Dobe’a, where he celebrated the festival of Christ’s Baptism,

and ordered the death-day of the Virgin (21st of Ter = Jan. 27)

to be celebrated as a festival. He regulated the social condition

of the peoples of Angot, and directed the people to devote

themselves to agriculture and not to war, and then left Ddbe’a

and marched on to Angot. At Wasel he ordered the queens to

go with their attendants to AmharS and Manzeh, whilst he

went on to Gedem and LSwo GabayS, where he took stock of

his horses and his war-equipments. When in Katcheho 4’^'^’*,

in ’Ifat, he learned that the people of Adal came there and was

told what they did; at Tobeya he set up a tent of

as did his father David I (1382-1413). At Dabra Berhan he found

the honeysuckle (?)-tree, ^aga 4’.P*, which he had planted when he

was a boy there, and he overlaid it with a covering of silk and gold

brocade. Passing through SarmSt and Zango and Yalabasha he

was informed that his queen RomnS, i,e. the "pomegranate” had

given birth to a son, and the news filled him with joy. Forty days

later the child was christened ’Eskender (Alexander). Later

Romna gave him another son, who was called ‘En^ua ’Esra’el

At this time the men of Tanatsh and others

plotted against the king, and they were seized and deported.

Whilst Ba’eda Maryam was in AbasI he sent Gabra lySsQs to

make war in Adal, and when the general arrived there he found that

the gdvernors of the country had made a league and were about to
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invade Abyssinia. He and his army attacked the Muslims and

defeated them and took prisoner the governors GuasStj Gueta, Sid

Ahmad, Eror, Gedaye, Kuashm, Haragaye, Farash Shum and

others.

After this victory Ba’eda Maryam went to Dabra Naguadguad

and held a memorial service for his father, and then passed on to

Kelanto and built and endowed another church. He then removed

the tombs of his fathers to the church of Atronsa Maryam. That

of Theodore I (1413-1414) from Mareha Bete in Shoa, that of Germa

Asfare (Newaya Maryam, 1372—1382) from ’Asar5, and that of

Yekuno ’Aralak from Yekuno; with these were the tombs of

eighteen other kings and ecclesiastical officials, and the body of

Takla lyasus, his beloved teacher who had taught him the Psalms.

He was then formally crowned in the country of Djagno *

and with him the queen Gera Ba’altihat Djan SayefS. And there

was present Queen Kafl Ba’altihat, whose name was 'Eleni dM^t

and who was greatly beloved by the king and his people. Mean-

while the people of Dobe’a began to raid the country again and the

king sent an army against them, but his soldiers were defeated and

many Christians slain; in a subsequent fight the Christians were

victorious, and he built a church in Dobe’a and tried to convert the

pagan negro tribes of that country to Christianity.

About this time Ba’eda Seyon determined to occupy the country

ofDobe’a, and he remained there for four consecutive years. He built

a palace (?) at Wadj ,
but in spite of this the negro peoples of

the south and the Muslims of Adal on the east continued to raid

the country, and he was obliged to send Maharl Krestbs and Gabra

lyasus with a large force to crush these enemies. But these

generals knew apparently what the king did not, that the Abyssin-

ians were no match for the savage peoples of the south, and that to

crush them once and for all was impossible. One army set out

under Mahari Krestos, and was defeated in the first encounter with

the warriors of Adal; the general was slain and the Christians turned

and fled . The second army under Gabra lygsus followed, and was

cut to pieces by the Muslims, and the general slain also. These

defeats afflicted the king greatly, and, feeling that he had in some
way incurred the wrath of heaven, he sent 2000 ounces of gold into

Tigray to be distributed among the poor, and 500 ounces to the
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Abuna at Dabra Llbfuibs to secure the salvation of the souls of

those who had been killed in the two recent defeats of his soldiers.

Ba’eda Maryam died on the I2th day of Hedar = November 19,

1478, at ’AbasI Wera Gabaya

In the wars which ‘Amda Seyon and his successors had carried

on against Badlay, Mehmad his son, and Lada'e ’Asman, kings of

Adal, their defeats were more numerous than their victories. The
wars of Ba’eda Maryam, as we learn from a text published by
Perruchon, were all conducted during the first six years of his

reign, and his last and greatest defeat took place in 1474. After

that he made no further attempt to subjugate Adal, and during the

last four years of his reign he devoted himself to the development

of the Christian religion in Abyssinia. He had four sons: ’Eskender

and ‘Enkua ’Esra’el by his wife Romna (’ElenI), Theodore by his

wife Er5sh-Gazet, and Na’od by his wife Kalayopa or Calliope.

During the reign of Ba'eda Maryam, and whilst he was absent

from his capital on a campaign, “a violent commotion arose among

the clergy at home” (Bruce, Travels, il. p. 265). After the Council

at Florence a number of Syrian and Egyptian monks came into

Abyssinia with the AbQna, Yemrehana Krestbs, and they preached

the heresy which denied the consubstantiality of Christ. They

admitted that He was perfect God and perfect man, but said that

His human body was not made of flesh, with blood, arteries, etc.,

like ours, but of an ineffable substance peculiar to Himself. The

clergy assembled and discussed the heresy and condemned it, and

of those who professed it some were tortured to death, some were

exiled to the Kolia, and the rest were stripped naked and cast

adrift without meat and drink to perish in the tops of the highest

mountains. The king took no part in these proceedings, which will

illustrate the fanaticism of the Christians of Abyssinia at this

period. Mention has already been made of the uproar in the

country which was provoked by the picture of the Virgin and Child

painted by Branca-Leone, In that case Ba’eda MarySm refused to

listen to the popular clamour which demanded its destruction, and

when many of the leaders of the malcontents were found to dis-

appear quietly, the rank and file of them decided that they had

better hold their peace. The king died of some intestinal complaint

after a short illness ;
some think that he died of cholera, which may
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well be the case, but others think that he died through the effects

of poison administered to him by one of his fanatical subjects.

Ba’eda Maryam revived the old custom of banishing the sons and

brothers of the reigning king to a high mountain, where they were

kept in a state prison until the king’s death. The mountain chosen

by him for this purpose was not Damo but Geshena. For a state-

ment of the benefactions made to certain churches by him, see

Rossini, Liber Axumae, No. xxiii. p. 31.

ESICENDER CONSTANTINE II 11

’Eskender, or Alexander, was the son of Ba'eda Maryam by

Queen Romna, or ’ElenI (i.e. Helena), and reigned 15 years; he

ascended the throne in 1478 and died on the 12th day of the month

Genbot, A.M. 6986 = a.d. 1494. As soon as Ba’eda Maryam was

dead, Romna brought her son down from Mount Geshena, and

according to his father’s wish he was at once crowned king in the

presence of the king’s chaplain, and Tasfa Glyorgis, the "Keeper of

the Hour,” and the Beht Wadad on tlie right was

•Amda MTka’el, and the Beht Wadad on the left was Badla Re'ed.

The Chronicle says that he was a child, “good, pure and sweet,”

and during his reign there was peace and joy throughout the

country. His mother Romna, or R6mn5 Wark, “the pomegranate

of gold,” to give her her full name, acted as regent, and she and the

other high officials agreed on all points in matters connected with

the government. Three of the superior clergy, 'Abba IJasabo,

’Abba ‘Amdu, and one Me’eman, complained of the autocratic rule

of Tasfa Glyorgis, and many approved of their complaints: the

malcontents were seized and punished, and some were deported,

and of the latter many died on the way. The young king went to

Yalabasha, where his father had lived, and was crowned there and

performed the ancient ceremonies. In his reign a number of

bishops came from Jerusalem, the priests increased in number, and

the churches were rebuilt or restored. He left Shoa and went to

Amharl and visited Ganata-Glyorgls, Dabra Naguadguad and

’Atronsa MarySm, where he held a service to commemorate his

father; and he finished the building of ’Atronsa MarySm which his

father had begun. Then he and his chief minister Za-Selus

returned to Shoa.
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The Chronicle goes on to say that ’Eskendcr was of a bold

disposition and was an expert horseman, and well trained in

the use of the bow and shield and spear, and that at the same

time he was gracious, compassionate and merciful. But he un-

fortunately let the soldiers get tlie upper hand, and though they

oppressed the people cruelly he did nothing to restrain them.

In the second year of his reign he determined to make war

on Adal, and though the clergy advised him not to do so, he

persisted in his intention and set out for Dakkar, which was the

seat of the Arab kings of Adal, and lay to the east of Abyssinia,

and he destroyed the houses and mosques of the town. When he

left the town to return to Shoa, the Muslims pursued him, and

when he began to fight them all his soldiers ran away; the Muslims

gave chase, and though they were few in number they cut down

and killed many Christians as they ran, and captured a number of

prisoners. The king managed to escape and reached his palace

unharmed. Here for a time he lived nursing plans for another

attack on Adal, which however did not take place. In memory of

his dead soldiers he built a temple called Dabra MeshwS'e A'fld*

i.e. the Monastery of the Offering, or sacrifice. One day

when he was in his chamber an envoy came and said, "The men
of the ’Arho have killed Taklay, thy favourite slave.”

According to d’Abbadic (JDict. A?nar., col. 458), "’Arho” means a

"caravan.” That evening the king set out to go to the place where

his slave had been killed, and when the men of the May *7^1 »

caravan saw him and his men, they drought that they were ordinary

soldiers who had come to punish them for their crime, and did not

recognize the king. The caravan men attacked the royal party and

shot at them with their bows in the darkness of the night, and the

king was wounded and died on the 12th day of Genbot, and was

buried at Dabra Wark in the province of Godjam. When the

Abyssinians heard of this they went to ’Arho and massacred every-

body, men, women and children. The body of ’Eskender was

placed in a temporary tomb, and Za Selus and his soldiers rode off

to Amhara to appoint a king, ordering the men who had charge of

the king’s body not to let anyone carry it away. When Za Selus

arrived and appointed the man of his choice as king, he found that

the people of Shoa had already made ‘Amda Seyon, the son of
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'Eskender, their king. The people of ’AmharS made war on Za

Selus and killed him and all his party and all the officials who

had conspired with him.

The account of ’Eskender given by Bruce {Travels, ii. p. 295)

is somewhat different. According to this the fight at ’Arho (the

Arno of Bruce) was a real battle, and in the midst of it Za Selus

treacherously retreated, leaving the king to bear the brunt of it, and

surrounded by enemies. He was pressed hard by an Arab who

carried the green flag of Muhammad the Prophet in his hand, but

he turned suddenly and smote the Arab with his javelin
;
as the

man fell from his horse ’Eskender dragged the green flag from his

hands, and speared him with the spear that bore the green flag.

The Arab, who was the son of the king of Adal, fell dead, and

seeing this, the Arabs fled. Then, hearing that Za Selus had gone

to Am^ra, and was preaching sedition as he went, ’Eskender

followed him with a few troops, and arrived in Tagulat. The
second night of his stay there emissaries of Za Selus set upon him

by night and murdered him whilst he was asleep. They hid the

king’s body for three days, but it was taken from its hiding-place

by Takla Krestos who carried it about the country and showed it

to the people, who rose in a mass and made Andreas

’Eskender’s son, king.

In the year 1487 John II, king of Portugal, who had always

been anxious to enter into communication with “Prester John,’'

sent on a mission to the East the navigators Pedro de Covilham

and Alonso, or Affonso de Paiva, believing that this elusive

potentate was a king of India. At Aden the two envoys separated,

de Covilham continuing his journey eastwards, and de Paiva

returning to Abyssinia, where he was murdered. In 1490-91 de

Covilham entered Abyssinia and made his way to the court of

’Eskender at Tagulat (1492), where the king received him with

great honour. ’Eskender made him his confidant and counsellor

and found him so useful that he would not allow him to leave the

country. For further details of his life see above, p. 180. According

to some authorities ’Eskender was murdered in 1492, but his death

was hidden by Queen Helena and her advisers for nearly three

years (Mori6, tom. ll. p. 228), fearing that Za Selus would succeed

in placing a usurper on the throne.
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‘AMDA $EYON II ‘JjP’fte JVP*’}b

’Eskender was succeeded by his son ‘Amda Seyon, who was

only seven years old when he ascended the throne; he reigned six

or seven months and died before the end of 1494, Curiously enough

many of the Chroniclers omit to mention this king, and the same is

to be said of Damianus Goez, Alvarez and Tellez. Bruce alone

states the facts nearly correctly. With the help of an eclipse of the

sun in 1553, by reckoning backwards to ’Eskender he proves that

the successor of ‘Amda Seyon ascended the throne in 1495.

NA'OD ‘ANBASA BAZAR ' flOCa

Na'od, the successor of ‘Amda Seyon, and brother of ’Eskender,

ascended the throne in 1494 and reigned 13 years, taking as his

throne name ‘Anbasa Bazar; he was the son of Ba’eda Maryam by
his second wife Kalyupa (Calliope), and was born at Gabarge

7nci» on the day of the defeat of his father by the Arabs, and

was therefore declared to be unlucky. This last statement is given

on the authority of Bruce. He died on the 7th day of the month

Nalias5 =a July 31, A.M. 7000 = A.D. 1 508, and was buried at GeshI

Amba-Nagast. When 'Amda $ey6n died Na‘6d was shut up in the

Araba of Geshena, and Queen Helena did her utmost to get ‘Anko

’EsrS’cl, the third son of Ba’cda Maryam, made king, so that she

and Takla Krestos might continue to govern the kingdom. As soon

as the soldiers heard of this intention, they seized Takla Krestos,

and went to Geshena and liberated Na'od and made him king.

Whether they were influenced by the monk John, who declared

that he had heard a voice from heaven which said that Na'od

should reign, cannot be said. The first act of the king was to

publish a general amnesty, and this brought peace into his country

and pleased all classes. The “proud bowed their heads, the good

were honoured by the king, and the wicked were deported." One

Andrew, a monk, talked slightingly of this proclamation, and the

king sent for him and had the tip of his tongue cut off in his

presence. Takla Krestos bore himself insolently, and used all his

efforts to stir up a revolt against Na'od. He collected his horsemen

and rode to ’IfSt and preached treason, but the people, so far from

following him, bound him in fetters and took him to the king.

Na‘6d contented himself by ordering him to be deported, and those
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who had charge of him put out his eyes. In 1498 Na‘6d translated

the body of ZaPa Ya'kob, who died on 26th August, 1468, to the

Island of DagS, and praised him for the action which that king

took against the Jews, who nominally had embraced Christianity,

but who secretly cursed Christ and Mary and the Eucharist.

The Chronicle from which the above facts are taken (see

Perruchon,yi»«r«i2/ Asiatique, 1894) contains no mention of the war

which, according to Bruce {Travels, II. p. 301), Na'od waged in Adal.

This was directed against one Mas'udI, a general of the king of

Adal, who had for many years, during the season of Lent, been in •

the habit of raiding Abyssinia, burning the churches and killing the

Christians. He chose the season of Lent for his raids because the

Abyssinians fasted rigorously at that period, and were therefore

unable to fight with their usual fierceness. Na'od collected an army

which contained only Abyssinians and marched out to fight

Mas'udI. He encamped in a very strong position, as if afraid of the

Arabs, and they, against their genei'al’s advice, began to attack the

Christians, who made no resistance. They rushed into Na'od ’s

camp, where his soldiers were waiting for them, and as they entered

they were killed by men who had been invisible. The rest fled, but

Na'od pursued them, and rescued the prisoners and the cattle which

were being driven away. He advanced to the frontier, where envoys

from the king of Adal met him, and he agreed to make peace with

him if he would restore to him all the prisoners which Mas'udi had

taken during his last raid. Na'od said he would wait there for

1 5 days to receive them. The king of Adal, terrified at the defeat

of the hitherto invincible Mas'udi, hurriedly collected the prisoners

and sent them back to their king.

During another raid made in Ball by the Muslims under Wanaj

Djan the Christians were victorious, and they captured

the Arab general and took him to Na'od with a rope about his

neck. Wasan Sagad, son of Na'od, interceded for his brother, and

the king forgave him and made him his Wazir. He embraced

Christianity with great unwillingness, and the king made him

governor of Ball. Here by treachery he enticed about 60 Christian

officers into his house, and then Del-ba-Tyasus *,

a Muslim, advised him to kill them. The 60 officers were tied up

like sheep and their throats cut, and their arms and horses were
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seized by the Muslims. A little later an army of Christians led by

JabrS Tadriyas came and attacked Wanaj Djan, and the battle

raged for three days and three nights, and as the Christians were

“like ants” in number, and were continually reinforced, the Arabs

were routed with great loss. Wanaj Djan took his harim and

soldiers and set out for his own land, but when he arrived at the

River WabI he died. Muhammad the king came to mourn him and

to avenge him; the Christians fled. Later Wasan Sagad marched

against the Arabs, who stood their ground and were slain as they

sat on their horses. Nur Ahmad was wounded in the belly, but

Wasan Sagad healed him. Simon, the son of WanSj Djan, was

taken prisoner at the battle of Del-Maida, and the Christians con-

verted him and gave him his father’s rank and position. (See

Journal Asiatique, 1884, p. 331 if.) Thus Na'od fought no more,

but returned to Tagulat and devoted himself to the development

of his country. When he became king he treated de Covilham very

cruelly, and kept him by force in Abyssinia, but when he saw that

the Portuguese had resigned himself to his fate, he restored to him

the honours which 'Eskender had bestowed upon him, and added to

them, and de Covilham gained great power and influence in the

country. He was able to communicate frequently with the king of

Portugal, and it was probably at his suggestion that Portuguese

missionaries were sent to Abyssinia.

LEBNA DENGEL, DAWIT (DAVID) II, WANAG SAGAD I

A'fl'i

'

A « « IDS"! s fllR-

«

The Chronicle published by Basset (p. 103) says, “Up to this

time, the country had neither been dismembered nor invaded by

any enemy ;
on the contrary, the kings [of Abyssinia] had conquered

many kings. ‘Amda Seyon (I) defeated ten kings even before he

had collected his troops. The invasion of our country by enemies

began under King Lebna Dengel, the son of King Na'od.” Lebna

Dengel means "incense of the Virgin,” and the word "Wanag” in

his throne name, WanSg Sagad, means "lion.”

Lebna Dengel was the son of Na'od by his wife, the distinguished

Queen Sabla Wanggl A'IIAxdWA*, and he reigned 32 years and

32 days, »>. from the iSth of Nahase (22nd August 1508) to the

5th of Maskaram (13th September, 1540). He had four brother^

:
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Victor (a half brother), who was slain in battle, Jacob, who pre-

deceased his father, Claudius and Minas. As NS'od had several

children, the choice of a successor to him caused some dissensions

in Abyssinia, but it was soon decided by the wise old queen

Helena, who had already governed the country under four reigns,

and by the Abuna Marcus, that Lebna Dengel should be the new

king. The Abyssinians agreed to this decision, for the queen had

for many years directed affairs of state with conspicuous success,

and had managed to stave off the invasion of the country by the

Muslims, which she saw was coming nearer and nearer. By race

she was an Arab, and her father was Muhammad, governor of

Dawaro, and her great wish was to see peace between the Adalites

and the Abyssinians. She realized to the full that in the end the

Adalites, at least that section of them who were Arabs, and were of

superior ability in every way to the Abyssinians, were certain to

become masters of her country, and she foresaw clearly the ruin

and destruction which would follow their invasion if they entered

Abyssinia as conquerors, flushed with victory and drunk with

religious fanaticism. Besides using every effort to maintain peace,

she spared herself no trouble in trying to make the Portuguese

allies of the Abyssinians, for through their fleets they were masters

of the Eastern seas, and they had at that time the monopoly of all

the sea-borne trade between India, the Persian Gulf, southern

Arabia and Somaliland. When she set Lebna Dengel on the

throne he was about eleven or twelve years of age, and obviously

could know nothing about the government of his country or the

political situation. She did the best possible thing for her country,

as subsequent events proved clearly, when she kept the government

of the country in her own hands. And it must be remembered that

the only successes in war which Lebna Dengel gained came to him
during her lifetime. The principal authorities in Ethiopic for the

reign of Lebna Dengel are the Chronicle published by Basset from

a Paris manuscript, and the Life of the King contained in the great

history of Malak Sagad which is found in the Bodleian MS. No,

XXIX and in Brit. Mus. MS. Orient. 821. (See Dillmann, Cat.

Codd. MSS,, p. 76 if.; Wright, Catalogue, cccxcu; and Zoten-

berg, Cat. Bibl, Nat., No. 143.) The Ethiopic text of the latter has

been published, with an Italian translation by Rossini, in the
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Rcndiconti of the Accademta dei Lined, Rome, Sept, 1894, and
from this edition the following facts about the first part of the

reign of Lebna Dcngcl have been derived.

Lcbna Dengcl was twelve years old when he ascended the

throne, and up to that time he had devoted himself, after the

manner of princes, to exercises in horsemanship, shooting with

the bow, and hunting wild beasts. His counsellors and directors

were Queen Helena, his mother Na'od Mogasa, and the general

Wasan Sagad, “the father of the poor," who was killed by the

Gerad ‘Abid at the battle of Korkora. In his 20th*year (1527?)

Lebna Dengel marched against Mahamad, king of Adal, whose

army was led by Mahfud, and he defeated him and routed his

army. Mahamad managed to escape, chiefly through the help

of the Muslims who lived in Dawar5. Lebna Dengel then

invaded Adal and burnt towns and destroyed fortresses, and he

laid waste the king's castle in Zankar. No man raised a hand to

stop him, for every one had fled in terror before him, and he

captured many prisoners, men, women and children. At that time

there wavS universal peace and contentment in Abyssinia, the weak

were helped, the poor were protected, and the king’s throne was

established on justice and mercy. At the close of the 20th year of

the reign of Lebna Dengel there rose up in Adal Ahmad, the son of

Ibrahim. From his youth up he was a restless, wild man, and when

he proclaimed that he was against the Government, rebels and

malcontents gathered about him, and ho formed a large army.

Attempts were made to suppress him by the governors, but he

defeated over and over again all the troops that were sent against

him. His fame spread throughout the land, and his name inspired

terror even in the hearts of the Muslims of Adal. Meanwhile

Lebna Dengel was devoting himself to the study of the Scriptures

and religious works, and in converse with holy men among whom

was Sarsa Dengel.

In the 19th (?) year of his reign Lebna Dengel sent Degalhan

^^,7 • with a large, well-trained army into Adal, and he marched

thither by the ’IfSt road. He swept through the country of Adal

like a flame of fire, and made prisoners of all the men and women

he found in it, and even seized Fat[ma], the mother of Katchtchen

AbbSker 4*’^?'^«hnhCt. When she was taken before Degalhan
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she said to him, “What is the good of having captuted me? My
capture will be the end of the burning, and your conquest will tuin

into defeat. My son is a bold, strong man, his heait is ready to

fight, and his feet aie swift to run to war and to shed blood. Veiily

if you do not send me back, my son shall never rest until he has

delivered me fiom your hands.” And whilst the words were on her

lips Graft appeared suddenly, and descended upon them like a

thunderbolt. The Christians fled helter-skelter, no man knowing or

caring where he was going as long as he could get away. The

mounted soldiers left their horses and mules and ran away, and no

man tried to save any possessions he had. This crushing defeat of

the Christians took place in Kebot. The fugitives ran in all

directions, some went to Dawaro, some to Fatagar, some by Tfat

and some by Gedem. Everything fell into the hands of Graft, t.e.

the “Left-handed,” whose name was Ahmad, the son of IbrShIm,

and his army was swelled in numbers and he was filled with pride

and arrogance. Graft was victorious in another battle with the

Christians at ShamberS Kuere and returned to his

country with great spoil. Witli the second coming of GrSfi the

real tribulation of the Christians began. He burnt Dabra LlbftnSs

and a large number of churches in Dawftro, Fatagar and Shew. In

the second year of his second raid he burnt the churches of

Amhara, including Makana Seltase, and Atronsa Maryam. His

power was great, and he ruled from the Sea of Aftal to the Sea of

Dakhano i.e. from the Island of Zeyla to Massawah. Lebna

Dengel was buried in the monastery of Abba ’Atagawr, or Dabra

Dftm5.

Curiously enough the chronicler of the above has failed to give

a proper idea of the importance of the victory which Lebna Dengel

gained over the Adalites and the clever strategy which he employed

on that occasion. There was a large, deep valley between Fatigar

and Adal, with precipitous mountains on either side of it, and a

very narrow pass at each end. The king divided his army into two

parts; he took command of one, and the Beht Wadad commanded
the other. Secretly he led his army to the pass at one end of the

valley and remained there hidden. The Beht Wadad then

threatened an attack on the Adalite army on the plain; and the

Arab general, fearing the result of a battle if fought there, led his
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soldiers throiijih the narrow pass into the valley, and the Behl

Waclad and his army folhjwcd. Thus the Adaliles were shut up

in the valley with a hostile aiiny at each end of it. The Arab
general Ma.s‘udl, or Mahfud, persuaded his king Muhammad to

leave the fighting to him, and he was only too glad to make his

way out of the valley by a way which the general showed him.

Then Mas'udI sent a challenge into the Abyssinian camp, and

offered to fight any man of rank in tlie army in single combat,

piovided that the victory should be accounted to belong to the

army whose champion was victorious, and that both Christian and

Muslim should withdraw their troops without further bloodshed

The challenge was accepted, and Gabriel Andrew, who had lost

the tip of his tongue through his plain speaking, by general con-

sent became the champion of the Christians. The protagonists met

and the fight began, and Andrew, watching his opportunity, struck

the Arab between his neck and shoulders, nearly cleaving his body

in two, and the Arab fell dead on the ground. Andrew cut his head

off and threw it at the king’s feet, saying, "There is the Goliath of

the infidels." I’liesc words served as a signal to charge, and the

king drove the Arabs along the valley, where they were met by the

soldiers of the Bchl Wadad, who drove thorn back to the king.

Escape was impossible, and it is said that about 12,000 Muslims

were slain; the rest fled to the mountains, where they perished of

hunger and thirst. The Christian loss was inconsiderable, The

gi-ecn standard of Mul?ammacl was taken, and the black velvet tent

embroidered with gold, and a large quantity of valuable Indian

silks, brocades and embroideiiea The battle was fought in July

1516, and on the same day the Island of Zeyla was taken and the

town burnt by the Portuguese under Lopez Saurez Alberguiera.

In this same year on the 26th of August the Egyptian army,

led by KansCh al-GhQrl, was defeated at Marg Dabik, a little to

the north of Aleppo, by Salim I, the son of Bayezid II, Sultan of

Turkey. In January 1517 Salim marched upon Cairo, and on the

26th he entered Cairo in state, and on April 14 he hanged Tuman

Beg, who had been elected SullSn of Egypt at the Zawlla gate.

Within a year Sinan Pasha, Salim’s general, had overrun all Arabia,

and under one excuse or another managed to kill all the governors

and notables who offered the least opposition to him
;
even those
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who submitted to him were quietly but promptly got rid of. He
appointed Turkish governors in all the towns, and supplied each

with a company of Turkish soldiers to support his authority. The

Turks occupied at once all the ports on the Arabian side of the Red

Sea, and the great port of Sawakin on the African coast, and they

established garrisons there and customs houses. Their primary

object was not conquest, but the control of the overland and sea-

borne trade between Egypt and India, and the power to rob

merchant caravans and plunder merchant ships. When the Turks

seized the ports on the Arabian coast, merchants landed their goods

on the African shore of the Red Sea, and for a time all went well

with them. Thereupon the Turks seized the Island of Zeyla, where

they established a customs house and a fleet of small, swift cutters,

with which they attacked merchant vessels. The pi'esence of the

Turk in the Red Sea was a very disturbing element, for both the

Adalians and the Abyssinians knew that the newcomers, who brought

with them firearms and artiller}^, could, whenever they pleased,

seize the countries of them both. The Adalians, being of the same

religion as the Turks, found it comparatively easy to arrange a

modus vivendi with them, and the Turks of course benefited by

the information about the trade of the country which they could

give them. With the Abyssinians the matter was entirely different,

for they were Christians, and hated the followers of the Prophet

with a fierce, undying hatred. And after all the Abyssinians wei’e,

even at that time, not very greatly removed from a stale of half-

savagery, and their weapons were still the bow and arrow, the

spear and javelin, the leather shield and the club, while the Turks

had brought with them firearms and cannon, Greek fire, and

methods of warfare totally unknown to the Abyssinians. Until the

coming of the Turks the weapons of war of both Muslims and

Christians were substantially the same, and victory on either side

usually followed on surprise, rapidity of attack, and the personal

bravery of the soldiers.

The astute old queen Helena could not fail to see that the

invasion and conquest of her country was inevitable unless she

could find some European ally. She sent an embassy to Kansuh
al-Ghurl, the last Mamluk Sultan of Egypt, in 1516, and it was

well received by him, but as he died that same year it availed her
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nothing. Then hearing of the great victories which the Portuguese

had gained in the Indian Ocean, and how they had destroyed the

trade of Egypt with India, she determined to appeal for help to the

king of Portugal, and she was probably helped by de Covilham,

the Portuguese, who was still to all intents and purposes a prisoner

in the country, in drawing up her letters to this king. She chose for

her envoy an Armenian merchant called Matthew, and sent with

him a young Abyssinian noble, who died on the way; Matthew
carried with him a piece of the wood of the True Cross and certain

letters, and had also received from the queen secret instructions.

He was arrested as a spy at Dabul in India, but was released in

1513 by Albuquerq and sent from Goa to Lisbon, where he was

honourably received by King Emmanuel. The king decided to send

a Mission to Abyssinia and chose as his envoy E. de Galvan, who
was then 90 years of age, and he and Matthew sailed from Lisbon

(1515) with the fleet commanded by Lopez Alvarez. The envoy

de Galvan died on the Island of Kamaran, and Matthew did not

reach Massawah until 1520, or some say 1525 (see Ludolf, Hist.

Aet/i., Bk. n. chap, xvi; Tellez, Historia geral, tom. li. chap, v;

Goez, De Ethiopim moribns, p. 383 f.). R. de Lima, who was with

Alvarez and Matthew, took the place of de Galvan. After much

delay and discussion R. de Lima arranged matters with the Bahar

Nagash at Arkiko, and the Mission, consisting of sixteen Portuguese,

set out to And Lebna Dengel, who had defeated Mahiud and was

then pacifying the provinces of Dawaro and Fatagar. On the

journey to the court of Lebna Dengel Matthew died at the

monastery of Bizan. Though the Portuguese stayed at the court

of Lebna Dengel, or David, as he was then called, at Gondar, they

failed to make any treaty of alliance with him. At that time Lebna

Dengel, flushed with his victories, did not seem to wish for an

alliance with Portugal, though his country needed it sorely. When
de Lima set out in 1526 (or 1531 ?) on his return journey the king

sent with h^m a monk called Saga Za’ab, commonly known as

Zagazabo. The fabulous account of the journey of the Mission and

its stay in Abyssinia written by Alvarez is well known through

Lord Stanley’s translation of it published by the Hakluyt Society.

Zagazabo supplied both Goez and Joao de Barros with much

information about the country, which is generally untrustworthy,
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and they incorporated it in their works; this fact was made clear

by both Godinho and Ludolf. Among other absurdities he told

the Portuguese, to please them, that the Abyssinian Church was in

accord with the Roman Church in respect of the matters which

divided the Latins and the Eutychians.

In 1527, or according to some 1533, Saga Za’ab handed the

letters of Lebna Dengel to John II, king of Portugal, and they

contained a proposition for an alliance against the Muslims.

Lebna Dengel offered gold and soldiers, and in return asked

for artisans, carpenters, metal-workers, etc. In his letter to Pope

Clement VII, which was handed to His Holiness at Bologna

in the presence of Charles V (1534), he acknowledged the

supremacy of the Pope. J. Bermudez, physician of R. de Lima,

remained in Abyssinia, and was subsequently made Patriarch

of Abyssinia, The immediate effect of this Mission in Abyssinia

was disastrous, for the caravans of pilgrims to Jerusalem wore

massacred, and the Turks, with Arabia in their hands, determined

to conquer Abyssinia, and to keep Europeans from taking any

part in the trade between the Red Sea and India. They made

some sort of alliance with the Adalites and supplied them with

firearms, which of course made the result of any battle between

them and the Abyssinians a forgone conclusion. They found a

very useful tool for their purpose in one Ahmad, or Muhammad
(in Somali "Guray”), the son of Ibrahim, who had married Del-

Wambara, the daughter of Mahfud, and was made the Amir of

Harrar, The Pasha of Zebid sent him companies of artillerymen

and cannon, and the Sharif of Makkah sent him hordes of Arab
mercenaries, and with these behind him Ahmad, the Graft, i.e, the

“ Left-handed,” set out on his mission of destruction in Abyssinia.

Lebna Dengel had no one with sufficient authority to guide or

control him, for the aged Empress Helena, who had been the

power behind the throne, and had ruled Abyssinia for so many
years, died in 1525 aged 75 years.

Grail began the conquest of Abyssinia in the 19th year of the

reign of Lebna Dengel, i.e. in 1527, and the Chronicles show that

from that year to the day of his death the king of Abyssinia was to

all intents and purposes a hunted man. In 1327 Graft advanced as

far as Samarma; in the battle which took place early in March
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many of the chief officials, e.g. Gabra Madhen, and Safalam Robel,

governor of Amba Geshena, were killed. In 1529 Graft left Adal
and marched into Dawaro in eastern Abyssinia, near Bali and
’I fat; in the battle at Ayfars at the end of March Ras Eslam Sagad,

the Abyssinian Commander-in-chief, and other high officers weie

killed, and Graft occupied Shoa, and burnt Dabra Libanos. In 1531

Lebna Dengel was obliged to leave AmharS, and he went and

stablished himself at Hagua, but he was driven out by Graft, who
burnt Makana Shelasc, Dabra Naguadguad, Atronsa Maryam and

Ganata Glyorgis, all on the left bank of the ’Abai river. And
having looted IJayk on the Shoan frontier, he departed to his own
country for a year.

In the 25th year of the reign of Lebna Dengel (1533) he

returned and looted Warwar iOCiPC*, where he passed the

winter. The following year Graft came down into Tigray, and

was received by the Sire and the Serawe Lebna

Dengel wintered in Dembeya, and went on through Wagara and

Salamet on the Takaze to Aksum, where he kept the

festival of the Epiphany. When he left the old capital and was

passing $agad2. Graft pursued him and burnt the church of Abba

Samuel, and then went on to Mazaga, on the frontier of Sennaar,

where he made friends with the Muslim tribe MakSter

who gave him guides to Dembeya. Lebna Dengel fled to DarS, to

the south-east of Lake Sana, hotly pursued by Graft, and in the

battle which followed near the place where the 'Abai leaves the

Lake, many of the Abyssinian notables were killed.

In the 27th year of the reign of Lebna Dengel (1535), the

Abyssinians attacked Sem'on in AaiharSi and were defeated with

great loss. Graft burnt Aksum, the monastery of Hallelo '/A«A"*,

Bankdl, Lagaso and Dabra Karbe. He attacked and defeated

Sawel and occupied Samen, Dembeya and Begamder. In 1536

Graft invaded Godjam to the south of Lake Sana,

and massacred the people both there and in SarawS; in 1537

he burnt Gallia. That same year the Muslims invaded Dawaro

and stayed there eight months, and then went on to Angot

(1538). In the following year Graft sent an embassy to

Lebna Dengel and asked for his daughter in marriage, and

pointed out to him that if he refused to do so, there was no one
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left with whom he could take refuge. The king replied, “I will

not give her to thee for thou art an unbeliever
;

it is better

to fall into the power of the Lord, Whose majesty is as great as

His mercy, than into thine.” Graft was furious, and began a

rigorous pursuit of the king, who was suffering from hunger and

exhaustion and sickness. In every encounter with Graft’s soldiers

the Abyssinians were defeated, and many were made prisoners, and

much spoil fell into the enemy’s hands. And at this moment, when

their country was being laid waste from one end to the other, the

people began to quarrel among themselves about the day on which

it was proper to keep Easter 1 The king observed the festival on

the day prescribed by the Roman Church.

About that time Fiktor (Victor), the king’s eldest son by his

first wife, was killed by the Garad ’Esman (‘Uthman?),

and all who were with him. During an attack made upon the

king by an Arab called ’Emar, his son Prince MlnSs was taken

prisoner, and all his soldiers, who were sold as slaves. All this

happened in Wag at a place called Zata, on the right

bank of the Takaze. When the king was in Salawa, 'Emar came

and captured all his soldiers, and he was obliged to flee with a

few friends to the mountain of Tchelmefra in the

country of Salamet. From this place of refuge he was hunted

out by lybram, the governor of the country, and when he came

to the River Takaze the Lord wrought a miracle for him and he

crossed the great river walking on the face of the water, and

was able to reach Tabr and winter there. In 1540 he succeeded

in killing the Arab governor, Ahmad al-Din, who had been

pillaging the churches. ’Emar continued to pursue the king, but

when he left Dembeya, ’Emar went down into Sire and burnt and

pillaged the churches. But death came upon him suddenly, for one

night when he was in bed with his wife, a man, name unknown,

found his way into the chamber, and stabbed him in the body
several times, and he died. That same year the Arabs broke into

and plundered the royal storehouse called Geshe Amba Nagast,

and carried off an immense quantity of gold and precious stuffs;

and they slew all the princes and princesses who were shut up
therein. The Arabs were led by Mujahid, the governor of Harrar,

who was guided to the Amba by a treacherous native.
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The Mission which Lebna Dengel had sent to the king of

Portugal several years before his death had no result, and when he

found himself hunted from country to country by Graft, and with

only a small portion of his kingdom left to him, he determined to

send yet another Mission to Portugal. He had kept Jean Bermudez,

the physician to the Portuguese embassy, as a hostage with him
in Abyssinia, and as this wise and discreet man had become a

counsellor to him, he determined to send him as his ambassador to

Portugal. He gave him the title of Patriarch of Abyssinia, and

dispatched him with a small company of notables to beg assistance

from the king of Portugal, and to promise him that if he sent help

he would acknowledge the supremacy of the Pope. Bermudez went

to Lisbon, where he was honourably received by John III, who

recognized his new title, which had been confirmed by the Pope,

and gave him letters to the Portuguese Viceroy in India instructing

him to send ships immediately, with four or five hundred soldiers, to

help the king of Abyssinia to fight the Muslims. Bermudez set out

for Goa forthwith and arrived there in 1539, and presented his letters

to Don Garcia de Noronha, the Viceroy. The Patriarch fell ill, and

Don Garcia was succeeded by E. de Gama, who displayed no great

zeal in helping the Abyssinians. In due course ships and soldiers

left Goa for the Red Sea, but when they arrived Lebna Dengel was

dead, and a new king sat upon the uneasy throne of Abyssinia.

To describe rightly the character of Lebna Dengel is a difficult

matter. At the age of 1 3 or 14 he was so proud of his own powers,

and so confident in his abilities, that having reviewed his army,

of which he was the absolute lord and master, he prayed that

God would give him an enemy who was really capable of testing

his strength. He, without the least reason for doing so, called him-

self B5har Nagash fl*hC*n/^«, or King of the Sea, and Friend of

God, Pillar of the Faith, etc. He was a devoted Christian, and had

an unbounded faith in God, and he at all times acknowledged that

He alone was able to save and protect His creatures. As far as I

can see, his sympathies had always lain with the Church of Rome,

and it is quite wrong to say that his submission to the Pope was

the result of misfortune and calamity. He was a lover of literature,

and up to 1527 favoured the translation of Greek and Arabic works

into Ge'ez or Ethiopia During the first 18 years of his reign
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Michael the Younger translated the 79 Miracles of St George, and

the .Commentary of John Chrysostom on the Epistle to the

Hebrews, into Ge'ez. Walda ‘All translated the Hebrew veision of

a Syriac Commentary on the Four Gospels into Ge'ez, and the

ascetic works of John Saba were translated into 'Ethiopic by the

king’s command, (See Wright, Catalogue, Nos. 288-292; Dillmann,

Cak Codd, Bnt, Mus., No. 10, and the rem^arks of Basset, Etudes,

p, ass.) His bravery in war won the admiration of both friend and

fofei What bis feelings were when he saw his soldiers defeated

year after year, and his kingdom slipping from him province by

province, may well be imagined, but he did not give way to despair,

and his sublime faith in God enabled him to stand unmoved, and

to resist to the utmost. He was hunted about from mountain crag

fo mountain crag, suffering hunger and thirst, and the extremes of

hdkt an«i cold with a courage that can only have been born of a

sense of duty to his country and responsibility for his people which

^a& almost divine. He was a greater man than the greatest of his

conquerors, and he proved to his people that the Christian ideal is

the migljtiest and most lasting thing in the world.
' 'Some European writers on the reign of this king have said that

after the death of the great queen Helena, Lebna Dengel gave him-

p4lf up to a life of debauchery, even allowing his concubines to keep

idols in his palace (Bruce, Travels, ll. p, 354). It is possible that there

•were negro women from the sputh in his compounds, and that they

harTbrought with them sacred stones or objects of some kind. And
if there w?re Egyptian women* among his concubines they may
have brought figures of gods and amulets from Egypt, but as the

Abyssinians have always hateej graven images it is unlikely that

this most Chrjstian king would In any way tolerate the cult of such

tMngs. It is easy to understand how horrified the earliest Portu-

guese priests and mission^ies would be as they travelled up from

tb«‘ sea-coapt and lea/ned what “the custom qf the country” was in

respect' of \rt»nen, and allowance must^ be made for this horror

when reading their descriptions of the manners and customs of the’*

jfeople, for they vy-quld judge Christians and pagS.ns with the same
juclgment.<|l.ebfla Dengel may have indulged in debaucheries, bu?
the*^odern historian*tannot find agy period in his life'' when he
had the leisurpj»to del-ote himself to such things.
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